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EDITORIAL NOTE 

 
 
 Kanchi Mamunivar Government Institute for Postgraduate Studies and Research 

(Autonomous), Puducherry, was established in the year 1989 with the objective of 

imparting higher education at Postgraduate and Research level to the urban and rural 

society.  This co-education Institute is affiliated to Pondicherry University, offering 

Thirteen PG Courses, Eleven M.Phil and Eight Ph.D Programmes in Arts, Humanities, 

Commerce, and Science disciplines. The Institute is recognized under 2f and 12B of 

the UGC Act, 1956 with effect from 1993. Since the inception of the Institute, the 

department of English has been constantly contributing to the qualitative and 

quantitative phenomenal growth with enriched PG courses, M.Phil., and full-time and 

part-time Ph.D programmes  

 

 Our department has organized One-day International Conference on “Cross and 

Trans-culturalism in Literature” on 25.02.2020. The objective of the conference is to 

draw the attention of scholars and students toward Culturalism, which propounds the 

doctrine that people are determined and identified by their culture. Culture is a 

combination of discrete elements such as language, food, costumes, cosmetics, 

landscape and crops, rites and rituals and institutions like religion, politics, and 

economy and so on. Culture forms the closed and organic wholes. Man or woman is 

inevitably unable to leave his or her own culture but rather one can only realise 

himelf or herself within it. Culturalism also maintains that cultures have a socio-

political claim to special rights and protections. As a result of multiculturalism, 

individuals are socially and economically forced to undergo cross-cultural experience, 

and therefore, trans-culturalism emerges as an inevitable context. This conference 

aims at delineating how various genres of literature portray the origins and traces of 

cultures and attempt to relocate the divergent cross and trans-cultural identities in 

the multi-cultural global contexts.  

 



 

 

 As mark of uninterrupted academic march, in accordance with the suggestions put 

forth by MHRD and UGC, our department has extended an opportunity to the research 

scholars and students to write research articles on the theme of the aforementioned 

conference to make the Covid19 Lock-down period academically productive. The 

research articles, with the support our academic well-wisher Dr.S.Balasubramanian, 

have been published in the Online Journal, Roots. Faculty members from various 

other colleges have also extended their hand by contributing articles to bring the 

special Issue.  

 

 We express our sincere thanks to The Director of our Institute and all those, who 

have extended their immense support to bring out our research contributions to this 

level. 
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Dr. A. Marie Jospehine Aruna  

Assistant  Professor of English 
 

Dr. S. Rajarajan 
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 Culture has been defined in a number of ways, but 

most simply as ―the learned and shared or collective 

behavior of a community or a group of people living 

together.‖ The influence of culture on a person is certain 

and it is responsible for his/her behaviour, character, 

mindset, beliefs and values. People of different cultural 

backgrounds do not always agree on all matters, and it 

results in a conflict termed as ―cultural conflict.‖ It is a type 

of conflict that occurs when different cultural values and 

beliefs clash. Differences in cultural values and beliefs 

place people at odds with one another. Conflicts occur 

when people‘s expectations of a certain behavior coming 

from their cultural backgrounds are not met, as others 

have different cultural backgrounds and different 

expectations.  

 Pearl S. Buck is one of the most renowned, 

interesting, and controversial figures ever to influence 

American and Chinese cultural and literary history. She 

was an outspoken advocate of racial understanding and a 

cultural ambassador between the United States and China 

at a time when East and West were at once suspicious 

and deeply ignorant of each other. One of her remarkable 

novels, East Wind: West Wind, centres round a Chinese 

woman and the changes she undergoes. In the novel, the 

protagonist, Kwei Lan, had to settle in America along with 

her husband, who was a doctor in America. Lan was born 

and brought up in a traditional Chinese family, and she 

was inclined to follow all the traditional etiquettes of China. 

Lan used to follow all the traditional Chinese values and 

customs, whereas her husband got accustomed to follow 

western culture. 

 The institution of marriage provides a fine basis for 

the development of culture and a delightful association of 

two individuals to be free from loneliness, deprivation and 

fear. There is a wide cross-cultural variation in the social 

rules governing the selection of a partner for marriage. In 

many societies women marry men who are of higher social 

status. The Chinese considers marriage a secular affair 

and as such, it is not considered a sacrament. They are 

expected to follow the civil laws regarding marriage laid out 

by their respective governments. While the ceremony itself 

is civil, the couple obtains the blessing from monks at the 

local temples after the marriage is completed. The Chinese 

prefer arranged marriage. In East Wind: West Wind, the 

marriage between Kwei Lan and her husband is an 

arranged marriage, whereas the marriage between Kwei 

Lan‘s brother and his wife is a love marriage. Her brother‘s 

marriage is not accepted as marriage by the family and 

they are not allowed to live in their house. Kwei Lan‘s 

brother is disinherited because of his love marriage with an 

American woman.  

 The Chinese wedding culture is a vital part of Chinese 

tradition. In the Chinese culture, marriage is considered 

the joining of two families. Thus the parents of the bride 

and the groom get involved in their wedding planning from 

very early on. The two families pick an auspicious date for 

wedding custom and rituals. The Wine Ceremony is one of 

the rituals of marriage ceremony in Chinese traditional 

marriage. Everyone including the bride and the groom, 

their parents and the other guests participate in enjoy the 

Wine Ceremony. It symbolizes that the couple should face 

both the sweet side and bitter sides of their life by 

supporting each other with love. Therefore the bride and 
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the groom are excited, and with a lot of excitement and 

happiness the couple are sharing the wine. 

 The Wine Ceremony is an important ceremony in the 

Chinese culture. It is usually placed near the end of the 

traditional Chinese wedding ceremony, just before the 

couple is pronounced husband and wife. A good wine, like 

a good marriage, is the result of many years of hard work. 

There is the unhurried nurturing of the vine and tender 

care of the grape, thoughtful mix of ingredients, patient 

fermenting- yielding the unique flavours of each passing 

year. So the first glass of wine that the couple taste 

together celebrates all that has brought to them that 

moment expressing hope and faith in the commitments 

they have made that day. Also it symbolizes for them how 

sharing the partnership of marriage not only doubles the 

sweetness of life, but also lightens the burden of its 

bitterness by half. The glass of wine symbolizes the sum of 

couple‘s life experiences. It contains within it the sweet 

flavours of love, joy, wonder and contentment. The same 

cup, at times, holds the bitter taste of sadness, pain, and 

despair. When the couple drinks deeply of the cup of life, 

they invite the full spectrum of experiences into their life. 

By sharing this glass, the two become one, the parts 

become whole, two paths intertwined, each separate, yet 

united in love. This ceremony represents the union of two 

individual lives, and wine signifies the commitment to them 

to make their lives as one family.  

 According to Chinese culture, the bride should not 

look at the groom‘s face while the marriage rituals are 

going on. But the groom can see the bride‘s face. In East 

Wind: West Wind, during the Wine Ceremony, Kwei Lan 

steels a glance at her partner from under the red silken 

strands of her veil. She sees him standing there in his stiff, 

black, foreign clothes. He is tall and straight like a young 

bamboo. Her heart goes cold and hot together. She is sick 

for his secret glance. But he does not turn his eyes to 

pierce her veil. They drink the cups of wine together; they 

bow before his ancestral tablets; she knelt with him before 

his parents; and she became their daughter, leaving 

forever her own family and clan. Still he never looks at her. 

Here the groom never looks at the bride‘s face, which 

indicates that he is not interested in the marriage at that 

point of time.  

 The Chinese culture expects that the child should do 

whatever the parents wish. The brides are restricted to see 

the groom‘s face openly in the public, but usually they are 

glancing at their partner‘s secretly. Kwei Lan secretly 

glances at him, which indicates that according to her 

parents wish, she is ready to marry him whole-heartedly 

and she is ready to share her life with him. But there is no 

restriction for the groom to look at the bride; still he does 

not look at her. She is expecting that at least once he will 

look at her before the Wine Ceremony. It gives birth to a 

doubt in her mind whether he really is willing to marry her 

or it is a forced marriage. If it is a forced one it would be 

very tough to lead the life. Her heart starts to ache 

because of his abnormal behaviour during the Wine 

Ceremony. She wants to clarify with him whether he really 

likes to marry her. But according to the Chinese tradition, 

the couples do not get any opportunity to talk before 

marriage. 

 Kwei Lan is not satisfied with her married life and she 

shares her dislikes towards married life with her mother. 

But her mother advises Kwei Lan to adapt herself to her 

husband‘s wish. According to their tradition, the wife 

should do whatever husband likes. ―I have taught you to 

submit yourself as a flower submits to sun and rain 

alike‖(9). Kwei Lan‘s mother advised to obey her husband 

completely without asking questions. ―You have been 

taught to play that ancient harp whose strings have been 

swept by generations of our women for the delight of their 

lords. Your fingers are skillful, and your nails are long. You 

have even been taught famous verses of the old poets; 

you can sing them sweetly to your harp‖ (11). 

 In America it is not like that and the husband is 

regarded as a fellow human being. There is no need to 

consider the husband as lord, according to the Americans. 

The American point of view is totally different from that of 

eastern cultures. The marriage of a man and a woman 

does not mean that the man is getting a slave. Her 

husband asks Kwei Lan not to consider him a lord and he 

wants to treat his wife as an equal being and wishes to 

behave like a friend. Kwei Lan is taught by her mother and 

her society to treat husband as lord, therefore she feels 

culture shock. While listening to the views of her husband 

it is very new to her and even she never imagines those 

things. Kwei lan feels shocked: ―I equal to him? Was I not 
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his wife? If he did not tell me what to do, then who would? 

Was he not my master by law‖(33). She is confused a lot, 

whereas Kwei Lan‘s husband makes her understand the 

things which is correct according to him. Kwei Lan believes 

that her husband is always correct and no need to analyse 

his points. She begins to accept all the views of her 

husband. She has to behave like American girls.  

 In East Wind: West Wind, Kwei Lan is a strong 

believer of cultural and traditional things, so she follows the 

foot-binding tradition. She believes that if one girl binds her 

foot and hide it from others, it means that she will save the 

life of her husband. According to the Chinese tradition, the 

girl is not supposed to show her legs to others, even to her 

family members. Kwei Lan believes that the bound foot 

would assure the happiness in the life of her husband, 

whereas Kwei Lan‘s husband is a doctor and knows every 

problem behind the foot-binding. As a doctor, he never 

likes the tradition of foot binding. He wants to unbind the 

foot of Kwei Lan to prevent the foot before getting 

completely damaged. He explains the problems of foot 

regarding muscles, bones, fingers with the help of 

diagrams to Kwei Lan and asks her to unbind her foot. But 

she refuses because, according to her, it is her sacrifice for 

the happy life of her husband. She does not want to unbind 

her foot because she does not want anything to happen in 

the life of her husband. He tries to make her understand 

that there is no link between bound foot and the happiness 

of the husband. But Kwei Lan is not ready to understand 

the fact, because all these things are all against her 

traditional beliefs. At last Kwei lan agrees to unbind, but 

she does not want any help from her husband because in 

China the husband should not touch the foot of the wife. 

He is not ready to listen her and unbinds her foot. 

 Bowing (also called stooping) is the act of lowering 

the torso and head as a social gesture in direction to 

another person or symbol. It is most prominent in Asian 

cultures but it is also typical of nobility and aristocracy in 

many countries and distinctively in Europe. It is also used 

in religious contexts as a form of worship or veneration. In 

many cultures, bows are distinguished according to the 

degrees of their lowness and are regarded as appropriate 

for different circumstances. It is especially prominent in the 

East in countries like India, China, Korea, Taiwan, Japan, 

and. Bows are performed both in Shinto and Buddhist 

settings. Zen Buddhism has a daily ritual in which 

practitioners do 1080 full prostration bows, usually spread 

throughout the day. More casual practitioners and lay 

people typically do 108 bows once a day instead. 

Traditionally, a child is expected to bow down to their 

parents and elders during certain formal ceremonies. 

 Bowing as an independent protocol in the Chinese 

culture meant a kind of subjection. In ancient China, 

bowing was offered only in very formal occasions: couples 

bowed to each other in wedding; living people bowed to 

the dead in funeral; etc. The older generation of Chinese 

may still prefer bowing, but most Chinese are now used to 

shaking hands in China under the influence of the Western 

culture. 

 Kwei Lan tries to maintain friendship with her 

neighbours in America and also with her husband‘s 

friends, that too only with the female. She wants to bow to 

show her respect and friendship towards them but they are 

all not ready to bow. Instead of bowing they prefer a 

handshake as they are not comfortable with bowing. 

According to the Americans, to show respect or to greet 

someone, handshake is perfect. In America, the 

handshake is commonly done upon meeting, greeting, 

parting, offering congratulations, expressing gratitude or 

completing an agreement, etc. Unless health issues or 

local customs dictate otherwise, usually a handshake is 

made with bare hands. However it depends on the 

situation. But Kwei Lan did not want to handshake with 

anyone. 

 Kwei Lan does not like to handshake with others and 

she does not consider this practice as a greeting or a 

respect. According to her, bowing is the only suitable thing 

to show respect. According to the Chinese culture, a girl 

should not be touched by any other except her husband. 

Therefore Kwei Lan feels that her husband is the only 

person who can touch her. She does not want to 

handshake with others.  

 Once Kwei Lan and her husband go to their friend‘s 

house. There the man of the house wants to handshake 

with her, but she is not ready to do that and, instead of 

that, she bows to him. Kwei Lan‘s husband tries to make 

her understand that like the Chinese bowing, handshaking 

is also a normal social practice, and there is nothing to feel 

awkward about it. But Lan is not compromised and in the 
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whole novel, she does not handshake with anyone and 

she never likes her husband‘s handshake with others 

especially with the other sex. But her husband is a western 

medical practioner, who is not at all feeling bad with 

handshake. Kwei Lan‘s husband is also a Chinese, born 

and brought up traditional family. But he has adapted 

himself to the western culture. 

 Kwei Lan feels uncomfortable with handshake, 

whereas, on the other hand, Mary, wife of Kwei Lan‘s 

brother, feels very uncomfortable with bowing. Mary is 

comfortable with handshake only but now she is settled in 

China and there is no practice of handshake. Mary does 

not want to bow all the time, whenever crossing elders. 

According to her, the Chinese culture is extracting freedom 

from her. But in China, a girl cannot share all the views 

and should not talk in public gatherings. Through this 

silence and bowing, Mary feels that her freedom is gone. 

Mary tries to adapt herself to the Chinese culture for her 

husband, but she cannot do it.  

 Religion plays a vital role in harnessing people and 

orienting them towards a ―culture.‖ In fact, many of the 

cultural values are passed down and inculcated into the 

individuals through religion. Generally, whatever is given in 

the name of culture, it is accepted without much protest. A 

religion is an organized collection of beliefs, values, and 

world views that relate humanity to an order of existence. 

Religions have narrative symbols and sacred histories that 

aim to explain the origin of life, its meaning, the origin and 

purpose of the universe. From their belief about the 

cosmos and human nature, people may derive morality, 

ethics, religious laws or preferred lifestyles. Religion can 

be explained as a set of beliefs concerning the cause, 

nature, and purpose of the universe, especially when 

considered as the creation of a super human agency or 

agencies, usually involving devotional and ritual 

observances, and often containing a moral code governing 

the conduct of human affairs. Religion can help us make 

sense of our world, provide motivation, and bind us 

together. Nevertheless, in recent times when 

transnationalism and multiculturalism have become the 

order of the day, religion has become the source of 

conflict. However it is not the flaw of the religion, but it is 

exploited in such ways as to disintegrate people. 

 Emotions are defined as an ―internal phenomena that 

can, but do not always, make themselves observable 

through expression and behavior.‖ Culture defines how 

and when an individual may feel or express emotions. 

Culture may be best understood as a channel through 

which emotions are molded and subsequently expressed. 

It means that people belong to different cultures may feel 

different emotions for the same thing. Every culture 

associates colours with different ideas and emotions. 

Every individual has certain fixed associations with the 

usage of colours. Unconsciously these associations are 

registered in everyone‘s mind from the childhood days. If 

one starts to live in a new cultural place, these things make 

them feel culture shock. One cannot change the already 

fixed associations, and therefore conflict will arise out of 

cultural differences. For instance, if one particular colour is 

fixed as a symbol of prosperity and good luck in one‘s 

mind according to his/her cultural association, if the same 

colour is considered as a symbol of hatred and anger in 

another culture, then it must not be accepted by the person 

and who cannot change the already fixed ideas and 

concepts. There arises the problem of cultural conflict. The 

difference between cultures in associating colours with 

different ideas and emotions may be very surprising. 

 In the Uited States, they assign red to hatred, and 

anger, sex, warning, adultery; blue to sadness; green to 

ecology; white to cleanliness, purity, elegance, etc. 

Chinese culture distinguishes colours as auspicious and 

inauspicious. In traditional Chinese art and culture, black, 

red, qing (a combination of green and blue sometimes 

called ―glue‖), white and yellow are viewed as standard 

colours. These colours correspond to the five elements of 

water, fire, wood, metal, and earth. According to the 

Chinese, black that corresponds to water, is a neutral 

colour. Ancient Chinese regarded black as the king of 

colours and honored black more consistently than any 

other colour. Qing, although Chinese now has a separate 

word for ―blue‖, it is traditionally grouped most shades of 

blue together with green under the name qing, whose 

character is derived from the idea of sprouting plant life. 

The colour implies vigor and vitality. Generally Green is 

associated with health, prosperity and harmony. Green 

symbolizes money. Yellow was the emperor‘s colour in 

imperial China and is held as the symbolic colour of the 
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five legendary emperors of ancient china. Yellow often 

decorates the royal palaces, altars and temples, and it was 

used in the robes and attires of the emperors. Yellow was 

considered the most beautiful and prestigious colour. 

Yellow also represents freedom from worldly cares and is 

thus esteemed in Buddhism. Yellow is also symbolic of 

heroism, as opposed to the American association of the 

colour with cowardice. The Chinese associates red with 

good fortune and joy, and good luck. Red is strictly 

forbidden at funerals as it is traditionally symbolic of 

happiness. White, in the Chinese culture, represents gold 

and symbolizes brightness, purity and fulfillment. White is 

also the colour of mourning. It is associated with death and 

is used predominantly in funeral in Chinese culture. 

Ancient Chinese people wore white clothes and hats only 

when they were mourning.  

 In East Wind: West Wind, Kwei Lan gets pregnant. 

She has started to dream about the child in her womb. She 

wants to teach all the traditional things of China to her 

child, and according to her, the child should respect the 

Chinese culture. But her husband shows hatred for the 

superstitious beliefs of the Chinese people and he just 

wants to keep the child away from such beliefs. He wishes 

to teach western ideologies and habits to the child. 

 Once Kwei Lan and her husband were invited by a 

White couple for a dinner. The hostess asked Kwei Lan to 

come upstairs with her. At first, she was afraid to go but 

her husband encouraged her to proceed. Kwei Lan got 

shocked because the western lady showed her clothes to 

her, which were all in white colour. All their underclothes 

were white, and indeed, the youngest child was dressed in 

white from head to foot. Kwei Lan asked the lady if the 

child was mourning for any relative, since white was the 

colour of grief. But she replied that it was not this, but only 

that the child might be kept clean. Kwei Lan said that for 

kids dark colour would have been better, since white is so 

easily soiled. She observed everything and said nothing. 

According to Kwei Lan, a child should be clad and covered 

only with the colours of joy -- scarlet and yellow and royal 

blue. Chinese people clothe their babies in scarlet from 

head to foot. The White lady showed their beds, and they 

were all covered in white and were most depressing. Kwei 

Lan could not understand why so much white was used.  

 As a perfect follower of the Chinese culture, she 

never thinks of disobeying her husband. She is always 

ready to do what her husband says. But in her child‘s life, 

she doesnot want to take risk. She is even ready to 

disobey her husband in the interest of her child. Kwei Lan, 

a strong believer of her native culture and custom, is of the 

belief that if the child is dressed in white, it will not flourish. 

She decides that she shold wear bright colours especially 

red, yellow or blue, that too with embroidery of flowers.  

 Colours are often symbolic and they are capable of 

arousing various emotions. The symbolic and emotional 

significances of colours vary widely from culture to culture 

and person to person. That‘s because how an individual 

reacts to a particular colour has a lot to do with how he/she 

has been programmed by his/her culture and personal 

past experiences. Certain hues have the power to 

automatically trigger certain responses in us at the 

subconscious level. For instance, it might make us feel 

proud to see the palette of our national flag, even when 

used on clothing or in advertising. We have absolutely no 

control over how we instantly react. Our subconscious is 

definitely an underlying factor in how we interpret our 

surroundings. However, our subconscious association can 

be gradually changed. For example, years ago, any man 

wearing a pink shirt or tie might have been mocked. These 

days, the fashion industry is beginning to make it perfectly 

normal for a man to wear pink.  
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 According to Richard Slimbach, author of The 

Transcultural Journey, transculturalism is rooted in the 

persuit to define shared interest and common values 

across cultural and national borders. Transculturalism 

allows human beings to adapt and adopt new 

conversation. Definition of cross-culture is dealing with 

feelings between two or more different culture and its area. 

It‘s a new facet of development. Transculturalism act as a 

binding strength of cultural melange that not only leads 

together different culture but also design a new common 

culture. Culture is as ones way of life and their way of 

celebration, it is a contempory theory. Emerging through 

various fields of literature and characterized by cross 

cultural associations.  

 Toni Morrison is internationally acclaimed as an 

American novelist, essayist, book editor and college 

professor. The predominant positions of her fiction are 

gender identity, racial tension in African- American culture 

and slavery along with an integration of major social 

concerns that are prevalent in contemporary society. Her 

fiction accounts for trans-cultural project and portray 

myriad of characters from different geographical locations. 

The pivotal characters of her works are Black Americans.  

 The quest for identity and liberation of women from 

physical violence, psychological oppression are the 

recurrent themes of her novel. One of the major themes of 

her works is the lives of the black African-American people 

who are overwhelmed by old and new values. They are in 

between two worlds and are engaged in carving out their 

identities in their own land. Through her writings Morrison 

aspires to break the barriers that segregate people on the 

grounds of culture, geographical locations, colour and 

ethnicity. The theme of female bonding, familial 

relationships and cross cultural friendships are also 

conspicuous in her works. She believes that a writer 

should have a social conscience and portray the society 

truthfully. Morrision usually concentrate in the working 

class and middle class whereas in the novel she tries to 

show full of wealth, money, luxury life style of upper class 

living. Toni Morrision skilfully sketches the lives of the 

black American who are ventured to be prosperous in 

America. Cultural conflict, in form of call struggle, is 

predominant throughout her novel. 

 This paper attempts to analyse the transcultural 

aspects prevalent in the novel Tar Baby and the manner in 

which these aspects lead to the development of 

transcultural identities. The reason for selecting Morrison‘s 

novel is she seeks to fabricate literature in which she 

balances between black culture and modern progressive 

way of life. Morrison‘s writing is a coach that knows where 

it‘s going, ferocious and fast-moving. Tar Baby is 

considered as most intricate work of the author as it deals 

with both the aesthetic and thematic issues. The author 

exposes the ill effects of dominant culture in the 

relationship between black men and women who were 

subjected to different culture.  

 In this Morrison has incorporated the different cultures 

of natives and migrants, how they are isolated from each 

other in the sense of community. This is why the place of 

the novel plays an important role whereas the land and 

communities are part of African American heritage. The 

author instead of featuring the chief members of the black 

community as the main characters, white Americans play a 

major role not only as a cultural background against which 

the black community is set up. 

 Tar Baby is not set exclusively inside of the United 

States. The novel opens on a remote island in the 

Caribbean Sea, the Isle des Chevaliers outside the 
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geographical boundaries of America. The novel is pictured 

in and around L‘ Arbe de la Croix,  the house built 

there, the oldest and most impressive. It had been 

designed by a brilliant Mexican architect, most attractive 

and one of the stylistic house in the Caribbean. It was 

owned by a former candy merchant Valerian Street who 

inherited the family business, who love to spend his 

retirement life in the island with his wife, Margret. Valerian 

was the only heir of the family, his father died when he was 

seven years. Valerian‘s four uncles took over the 

education of their nephew, they showered their love on 

him,―…they named a candy after him. Valerians. Red and 

white gumdrops in a red and white box.‖ (Morrision-50). On 

a trip to Maine he met Margaret, and her complexion 

reminded him of the colour of valerians candy. He courted 

Margret ―… this beautiful woman born to two ordinary-

looking people, Joseph and Leonora Lordi, who had 

looked at their beautiful redheaded child with shock and 

amazement.‖(Morrision-55) and they got married and had 

Michael. Valerian had high hopes for a good relationship 

with Michael, but these hopes died as he grew up, and 

over time he and Margaret also grew apart. The Street‟s 

son Michael takes up a different life style. He disappoints 

his father by not accepting his family business, contrasting 

Jadine, Michael is concerned about the survival of the 

traditions of different cultures.  

  
Jadine perked up, animated by her own memory 

 ―My first year at college? He was there and we 

used to talk. He was…oh… clearheaded-

independent it seemed to me. Actually we didn‘t; 

we quarrelled. About why I was studying art history 

at that snotty school instead of-I don‘t know what. 

Organizing or something. He said I was 

abandoning my history. My people. … I think he 

wanted me to string cowrie beads or sell Afro 

combs. The system was all fucked up he said and 

only a return to handicraft and barter could change 

it‖ (Morrision-72-73). 

 The most traumatic effects of the culture dominion are 

explored through the protagonist Jadine Childs, she is 

alienated from her native culture and she mimics white 

values as brought up in a Western culture. The posh white 

upper class is always present in the back ground 

throughout the novel. Jadine considers herself as a 

European not as an African American. She lost her parents 

at a very early age of 12 and brought up by her Uncle 

Sydney and aunt Ondine Childs. Sydney and his wife 

Ondine work for Street family. Jadine lost her connection 

with African American heritage and forgets her own 

culture, ancestors to become successful. 

 

Ondine smiled.  

―Look who‘s talking. The girl who modelled for 

Karen.‖ ―Caron, Nanadine. Not Karen.‖ ―Whatever. 

My face wasn‘t in every magazine in Paris. Yours 

was. Prettiest thing I ever saw. Made those white 

girls disappear. Just disappear right off the page.‖ 

She stirred milk into the chocolate paste and 

chuckled. ―Your mother would have loved to see 

that.‖ (Morrision-40) 

 Jadine considers herself as an independent girl who 

follows the standard of white American values and culture. 

She is convinced of her abilities, confident of her beauty 

and charm. She neglects her own black culture and 

ancestral values to become successful. Jadine‘s most 

happiest day of life filled with excellent weather and 

marvellous news so she decided to throw a party to 

celebrate. She is not aware of the artistic qualities of her 

culture but also alienated from the understanding of the 

core beauty of her own parentage. Jadine‘s life is the most 

glamorous one until she met a lady, Jadine was shocked 

when she was insulted by a beautiful black woman 

dressed in canary yellow and many coloured sandals, ―-her 

hair was wrapped in a gelee as yellow as her dress… She 

had no arm basket or cart.‖ (Morrision-45) in the super 

market while she was shopping for a social gathering of 

her success, when her appearance on the cover of Elle 

magazine and her achievement of academic honors from 

the Sorbonne. Thinking of the incident unsettles Jadine, 

she wanted the women to respect her because she 

desperately admires the woman in the yellow dress, whose 

dark skin, tribal markings everything that she imagines as 

―pure‖ blackness this hunts Jadine‘s inner strength. ―… - 

the woman turned her head sharply around to the left and 

looked right at Jadine. Turned those eyes too beautiful for 

eyelashes on Jadine and, with a small parting of her lips, 
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short an arrow of saliva between her teeth down to the 

pavement and the hearts below. (Morrision-46). 

  Jadine gets a state of cultural confusion, her dream 

helps her to realize that her acceptance of Western values 

and culture has denied her the potential for exploring and 

realising her own history and culture. How the women in 

yellow made her feel lonely. Jadine remembers arguing 

with the man most in love with her in Paris, Ryk a rich 

white man who gifts her costly black Baby seal coat. She 

herself does not want to be objectified as a black woman 

by her European boyfriend. She bothered that he did not 

want her for who she actually is. ―I wonder if the person he 

wants to marry is me or a black girl? And if it isn‘t me, he 

wants, but any black girl who looks like me, talk and acts 

like me,…I want to get out of my skin and be only the 

person inside-not American-not black-just me? (Morrision-

48).  

 Ryk and Jadine made up after the fight and Jadine 

wonders what she should do in the future and whether her 

future should include her uncle and aunt. Jadine find 

difficult to understand the old age concern of her aunt 

Ondine, who wish to be with her which is a part of African 

American culture and traditions to look after older parents. 

―There are other ways to be a women, Nanadine,‖ Jadine 

went on ―your way is one, I guess it is, but it‘s not my way. 

I don‘t want to be … like you. (Morrision 281-282), 

 The protagonist Jadine a model who elopes with Son, 

both are from different back ground and their traditional 

culture. She accepts Son Green, she moves away to Eloe 

to meet the real life of black culture. She learns about the 

blackness and love. When they reach Eloe, Florida Jadine 

cannot believe how rural and small the town looks. Jadine 

is surprised to find out that she enters a space with a 

strong separation between male and female and she must 

sleep at Aunt Rosa‘s house. Jadine feels uncomfortable 

and wants to leave Eloe, so she insists Son to get out of 

there. She says that she have things to do. Jadine force 

him to take her back are she will go back by her own and 

he can stay. She was very clear in not spending another 

night there. Son represents the black community which is 

oppositional to the white culture. He has got sufficient 

cultural nourishment from his community. Son is proud of 

his community. Jadine and Son have different perception 

of culture. Jadine fasten to the benefactor‘s culture and 

Son bearer of the native. He even risk his life to save 

Jadine by acting against valerian Street who allows him to 

sleep close to his hosts in the house, until he can make 

arrangements for his return to the United States. 

――Valerian‘s mouth was open and he closed it before 

saying, in a voice made stentorian by port, ―Good evening, 

sir. Would you care for a drink?‖… The black man looked 

at Valerian…‖ (Morrision-80). 

  Jadine was an example of the disturbing effects on a 

child brought up according to the traditions and values of 

the dominant culture. Their difference of opinion provoked 

each other by their behaviour and it was clear that they do 

not resolve. Son who value community more than 

individuality which provoked Jadine by his behaviour, she 

call him as animal. He crossed her wrists and swung her 

around, holding her from behind in the vise of his arms. His 

chin was in her hair. Jadine closed her eyes and pressed 

her knees together. ―You smell,‖ she said. ―You smell 

worse than anything I have ever smelled in my life.‖… 

―Valerian will kill you, ape… ―You can‘t, tell you.‖ You ugly 

barefoot baboon! (Morrision-121)   

 Son and Jadine are inevitably drawn to each other, 

they have something to the other needs. Son needs a way 

to survive, Jadine needs more of a sense of being rooted 

in her black heritage. The most critical part of Morrison‘s 

work is culture conflict between Jadine and Son. Son loves 

Jadine but she is interested in the Western style of life. 

Even though he loves her, he could not surrender himself 

against his native culture and its values. Jadine struggled 

between the materialistic white cultures where she was 

brought up and black culture of Son her black lover, it‘s 

vice versa for Son too. 

 … ―I‖ m not … you know I‘ m not white!‖ ―No? Then 

why don‘t you settle down and stop acting like it.‖ ―Oh, 

God,‖ she moaned. ―Oh, good god, I think you better throw 

me out of the window because as soon as you let me 

loose I am going to kill you. For that alone. Just for that. 

For pulling that black-woman-white-women shit on me. 

Never mind the rest. What you said before, that was nasty 

and mean, but if you think you can get away with telling me 

what a black woman is or ought to be…‖ (Morrision-121) 

 Son and Jadine have different perception, he accuses 

her for accepting white traditions and blames her. He 

speaks of Jadine‘s responsibility and how she rejects her 
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native culture as well as of her family, and is filled by a 

desperate rage. Son wants to rescue Jadine from the white 

world and bring to the native culture. Jadine on the other 

wants to rescue Son from the primitive life style. She 

attempts to educate him by taking help from Valerian to 

pay for their future business. Son refuses to be in debt to 

White master.  

 ―The thing between you two. Who‘s in control?‖ 

―Nobody. We‘re together. Nobody controls anybody,‖ she 

said. ―good,‖ he said. ―that‘s real good. Son, he don‘t like 

control. Makes him, you know wildlike.‖ ―We don‘t have 

that kind of relationship. I don‘t like to be controlled either.‖ 

(Morrision-255)  

 Jadine is like a fish out of water, she is totally 

uninterested in anything Eloe might have to offer. Jadine 

rebels at the prospect of spending in Aunt Rosa‘s room, 

Son drives her to the Railway station and agrees to return 

to New York himself the next day but he fails to come. She 

show one‘s face back in New York by herself, she waits for 

Son to turn up. When he eventually returns they fall to 

quarrelling. They fight physically, she bites him and he hits 

her. At one point he pushes her out of the window and 

holds her by her wrist, ten feet above the ground, as they 

continue to argue.  

 Son and Jadine‘s dispute about is the relation 

between the individual and the community. When Jadine 

says he should go to law school, he replies that he does 

not want to know ―No, there isn‘t. Besides I don‘t want to 

know their law; I want to know mine.‖(Morrision-262). The 

difference between are too great to be bridged. This paved 

way for them to walk in a different direction.  

 The novel is set up between two different characters, 

each of the characters insists on their own. Jadine moves 

back to Dominique to Paris to take up the life waiting for 

her in advance. She is planning to restart her career and 

be independent. As Jadine leaves with her Baby-seal coat, 

Sydney and Ondine doubt that she will even bury them. 

After Jadine goes, Ondine and Sydney sympathize that 

they are saddened in her. They pampered her but Jadine 

has no intention of compensating her uncle and aunty. 

Gideon informs Son that Jadine left the Isle des Chevaliers 

a week ago and that Son should omit her from his life. Son 

is depressed by this news and says he cannot just let her 

go but Alma Estee, tells him she saw Jadine get on the 

plane with a white man, ―Mr. Sealskin?‖  

 In the analysis of Tar Baby the conflict between one‘s 

self, she catches the dilemmas of human beings and 

shows how her characters deal with critical situations in 

life. Morrision‘s characters disclose the cold-blooded 

nature of African abuse and the origin of it. She wants to 

express her belief in the importance of cultural knowledge 

of heritage. The conflict between humanist black culture 

and materialistic white culture reign throughout the novel. 

Morrision rings a warning bell to all who ignores their 

community and culture through her character.  
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 Dubbed as the ‗Silicon Valley of India‘, Bengaluru city 

was once conceived as a ‗Pensioner‘s Paradise‘ and was 

seen as a garden city in the early decades of the twentieth 

century. Towards the turn of the millennium the bustling 

cityscape turned out to be the ‗Pub Capital of India‘, 

[emphasis mine] and the opening up of Indian economy 

after the advent of globalization it became a global city, 

showcasing its modernized face through swanky malls, 

housing expensive, top-notch brands, sophisticated 

multiplexes and multi-cuisine fine dining restaurants with 

live DJs and discotheques. Moreover the city emerged as 

one of the most happening Indian cities in displaying its 

opulence andthe establishment of technoparks on the 

city's fringes (Chacko 137) made it―the hub of industrial 

and economic activities and attractive destination for 

foreign direct investment‖ (Kumar and Sivarajan 139) 

wherein its new breed of corporate employees were 

experiencing abundance. In short, the city and its 

inhabitants were at the crossroads of globalization and 

transformation.  

 Set in the post-globalized Bengaluru City, is the 2014-

multi star blockbuster hit Bangalore Days (hereafter as BD) 

was a Malayalam-language film directed by Anjali Menon 

and produced by Sophie Paul and Anwar Rasheed. The 

film had a star-studded ensemble cast which included 

NazriyaNazim, NivinPauly, Dulquer Salman, FahadhFaasil, 

ParvathyThiruvothu, IshaTalwar and NithyaMenen. Owing 

to its huge financial success, the film was also remade in 

Tamil as Bangalore Naatkal (2016) directed by 

BommarilluBaskar. The film broadly comes under the 

genre of coming-of-age wherein the three cousins Arjun 

aka Aju (Dulquer Salman), Divya aka Kunju (Nazriya) and 

Krishnan aka Kuttan (NivinPauly) recognize the value of 

their lives and their relationships especially against the 

canvas of thisbustling cosmopolitan metropolis.  

 This paper / article attempts to highlight and discuss 

the various levels of cross-cultural impacts on some of the 

characters of the movie, predominantly on Kuttan, and to a 

certain extend on his mother, the role was played by a 

versatile Malayalam-actor Kalpana. The second aspect is 

the state of culture shock encountered by Kuttan wherein 

he experiences firsthand, yields to it and redeems himself 

from the aftermath only to narrate his horrid and at times 

hilarious experiences by becoming the narrator of the film.  

 The movie begins with Kuttan, dressed formally in 

western outfits, who is in front of an interview panel and is 

interrogated as to what made him to choose the software 

industry, despite the fact his father being a farmer wherein 

he replies non-stop and stiffly thus:  

 After a great consideration and consultation, I came to 

the conclusion that socialist illusion was a great 

botheration to the Indian nation, whose chief occupation 

was cultivation and irrigation. But with further 

contemplation and deliberation I discovered with without 

globalization and exploration there cannot be optimization 

to make India‘s transformation to a super power nation. So 

… (BD) 

 The above pedantic reply ultimately gets him on his 

first job, wherein he is asked to undertake training at 

Mysore and subsequently take up his posting at 

Bangalore. Soon, the scene shifts to panoramic, fast-

forward streetscapes of Bengaluru with the peppy 

voiceover of RJ Sarah (ParvathyThiruvothu), describing 

the capital ―as fun filled city‖ (BD). Further, she says the 

following words which signal as an auspicious welcoming 

forKuttan into the big city: ―Are you ready … for a new day, 
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new beginning and a new life‖ (BD) and he is in his formal 

attire, who is mesmerized to see tall, huge corporate 

buildings. Although he is thoroughly excited for this new 

facetof his life, he, within his heart of hearts, yearns to 

come to his hometown during the weekends, as he 

becomes homesick of the niceties of his countryside, 

especially for the ―water, land and women‖ (BD). These 

words vividly showcase his traditional in his frame of mind. 

These words become a lingering motif within Kuttan and 

often refreshes his stressed mind by watching images of 

lush vegetation of banana plantation and green paddy 

fields in his PC and the pictures pasted in his office cabin. 

 Throughout the film, there are several occasions 

wherein Kuttan is shown to be caught within the norms of 

the traditional mindset and in an epiphanic way gets 

transformed by accepting the modern changes around him 

with much difficulty. During the first half of movie, Kuttan‘s 

image is portrayed to be very traditional and conventional 

wherein he has well-kept and oiled hair, shown to be very 

pious and god-fearing; there are other features like his 

geeky power glasses which gets transformedinto contact 

lens, wears stylish T-shirts and even tries to alter his 

hairstyle to spikes, etc., and changes his mobile phone 

instrument from a conventional button phone to a 

smartphone.  

 At one moment, he is teased by Aju, who is referred 

by Kuttan as a, ―new generation hippie‖ (BD), whether the 

latter ―desires to marry a guy or girl?‖; in a coy manner he 

utters that he would settle with a girl and even spells out 

the nuances about how his ‗ideal match‘ (woman) 

[emphasis mine] should be to his cousins – Divya and Aju 

thus: 

 … A girl, who is (preferably) from Kerala, her 

qualification should at least be a postgraduate or an 

engineer, … special credit score for meritorious rank 

students … the girl should have typical feminine features 

like long hair, beautiful eyes; her name should be 

traditional like Lakshmikutty or Nandini and must not have 

names Sheena, Meena, Teena, etc. …during bride 

seeking ceremony, she should be in traditional saree while 

serving snacks and tea…above all she must address him 

as cheta(an endearing term)(BD) 

 Moreover, just like any traditionally bred Indian male, 

he is brought up not to unnecessarily talk to ‗unknown‘ 

[emphasis mine] woman, especially whenever he 

encounters ‗any‘ [emphasis mine] women apart from his 

own family women, he becomes nervous even at least to a 

give a fleeting glance but gets a grip of things towards the 

end. One of the significant metaphors which alter the 

above notion for Kuttan is an ‗elevator‘ i.e., a lift. On two 

different occasions Kuttan takes it and during the first 

instance, three women including a foreigner (Michelle) also 

come in but he becomes totally nervous and exists the 

elevator; during the second time, he randomly buys a 

bouquet of jasmine flowers and a foreigner, Michelle (his 

future wife) takes the elevator and after much confusion he 

gives the fragrant flowers to her and the latter is excited to 

receive. 

 The cousins Aju and Kuttan hang out several times. 

During one such occasion, Kuttan sees two people publicly 

kissing each other, which startles and troubles him, but Aju 

remains calm stating those stuffs are casual scenes in a 

metropolis like Bangalore. Despite working in a multi-

national software company, Kuttan is unable to reconcile 

with such abrasive acts and undergoes culture shock. 

According to Wikipedia, culture shock is an experience a 

person may have when one moves to a cultural 

environment which is different from one's own; it is also the 

personal disorientation a person may feel when 

experiencing an unfamiliar way of life due to … a move 

between social environments, or simply transition to 

another type of life (web).  

 Above all, he feels disgusting for such acts and 

blatantly attacks them as immoral and takes pride that 

such acts do not take place in Kerala wherein one is taught 

to lead a righteous path and follow traditions. At one point, 

Kuttan even chides Aju when the latter hints about his 

fleeting ‗hitched‘ [emphasis mine] moments as something 

western notion. In turn, Kuttan‘s‗rustic‘ [emphasis mine] 

attitude is teased by Aju that the former is always nervous 

even for a casual talk with women. 

 Kuttan undergoes transformation and comes of age 

when he meets Meenakshi (IshaTalwar), an air-hostess, 

during a sudden, unexpected visit to see his hospitalized 

father for breathlessness. Travelling for the first time in an 

airplane, he chuckles when the security personnel frisks 

him and is awe-struck when he encounters Meenakshi, 

who greets him, just like every Indian air-hostess, in a 
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traditional ‗namaskar‘, but Kuttan behaves as he is cast 

into a magical spell. Out of nowhere, the pseudo-poetic 

streak from Kuttan unleashes out of him to utter the 

following words: ―What people see in their dreams, I saw in 

the sky‖ (BD). Throughout the flight trip, Kuttansees 

Meenakshi as an ethereal being, ―an angel amidst the 

clouds wearing a saree with beautiful eyes‖ (BD) and 

slowly starts to secretly admire her and believesthat she 

would perfectly fit to his norms of ‗ideal match‘ [emphasis 

mine]. 

 The dictum ‗appearances are often deceptive‘ 

[emphasis mine] exactly happens in the life of Kuttan, as 

things take a turn and fall apart when he confronts the 

reality about Meenakshi. In other words, the innocence 

within Kuttan is lost when he accidently bumps into 

Meenakshi, who once comes for shopping along with her 

(male) colleague, in a shopping mall, wherein she casually 

exchanges her contact number with Kuttan and invites him 

to her place. Before parting, she gently kissing him on his 

cheeks, in front of his cousins – Divya and Aju, which 

makes Kuttan freezefor a moment, and the cousins are 

equally surprised by the act. As Meenakshi leaves the 

scene, Aju too kisses Kuttan and teases him thoroughly as 

usual.  

 Life from that moment onwards becomes magical and 

Kuttan is on cloud nine and sees everything as enchanted. 

Instead of hanging out with his cousins, Kuttan and 

Meenakshi roam together which causes a sort of pseudo-

envy among the cousins, nevertheless,AjuwarnsKuttan to 

be careful of the fleeting relationship, but Kuttan dismissing 

Aju‘s preachy words as something trivial. As the 

relationship between Kuttan and Meenkshi develops 

stronger, he is fondly called by Meenakshi as ―cute Kuttan‖ 

(BD) and he comes to know more about her that ―her dad 

is a Punjabi and mom is a Malayali from Palakkad‖ (BD). 

Slowly, Kuttan‘s traditional nerdy outlook is transformed 

into a hyper-modern and a stylish techie. He is asked to 

undergo a makeover in a beauty salon by Meenakshi; he 

starts wearing chic western outfit like leather jacket, 

expensive sunglasses, and even gnaws chewing gums. He 

also flaunts his groovy hairstyle to his cousins who only 

tease him tremendously; he further joins Salsa dance 

classes with Meenakshi, wherein he dances clumsily but is 

excited just to spend time with Meenakshi. Their 

relationship goes to the next level when he stays at her 

place only to play all-night Antakshari (BD). 

 One evening, just like everyday, Kuttan goes to 

Meenakshi‘ splace, however, things take a nasty turn when 

Meenakshi‘s so-called colleague, Karen, barges into her 

house. He yells at her, argues with her. At one stage, he 

punches on Kuttan‘snose, and further hits him hard. When 

he regains his consciousness, Kuttan is shocked to see 

Meenakshi and Karen in each other‘s arms and kissing 

passionately. Thoroughly disturbed and startled by the act, 

Kuttan flees the place immediately. Later, when he 

narrates the incident to his cousins, they ridicule him to the 

core. 

 Another character who is lured into the cross cultural 

confluence is Kuttan‘s mother. She is not addressed by 

any proper name but can be understood she can be any 

woman who yearns to lead a modern way of lift. She 

married Kuttan‘s dad as he is an engineer, nevertheless 

she regrets that her life has been ruined as he settled in 

the village by becoming a farmer. In short, life has become 

a ―hellish one‖ (BD) for her and desperately wants to leave 

the ancestral village. When her husband disappears from 

the village in the pretext of joining a god man‘s 

congregation, she strikes the opportunity by earning 

herself fake pity among the villagers and family members 

only to also get their consent to leave the village. However, 

the bitter truth is that she wants to lead a sophisticated and 

modernized life at her son‘s place in Bangalore.  

 As soon as Kuttan brings his mother to Bangalore, the 

first thing excites her is her son‘s apartment with all the 

electrical appliances like ―fridge, heater, washing machine 

and gas stove‖ (BD). When Kuttan regrets for not having 

―earthen stove‖, she snaps back asking for ―induction 

stove‖ which completely startles Kuttan (BD). Moreover, 

she smiles from ear to ear on seeing an LCD TV with cable 

connection hosting 100+ channels as her husband never 

bothered to get one in the village.  

 In the next few shots spanning around 150 seconds, 

the director brilliantly showcases the terrific transformation 

of Kuttan‘s mother, who alters her personality from a 

village bumpkin to ultra-chic urbanite. Initially, she is 

shown wearing a traditional saree, having an air of 

amiddle-aged woman with a bindi and bun hairdo, 

watching a cookery show and chopping veggies 
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meticulously as they instruct. In the next shot, she is busy 

watching a mega serial with a packet of chips in one hand 

and an English newspaper in another hand. In the third 

shot, she is shown wearing a white salwar, wearing 

meditation beads around her neck, practicing intensive 

yoga and checks herself whether she does it in the right 

way. Then, she is shown wearing a night robe, devoid of 

jewellery and no bindi, trying to cast an SMS vote for a 

prime time reality show. In the final sequence of the shot, 

she is shown to have a short hair with a cte pony tail, 

wearing stylish salwar and sits majestically watching TV. 

 At one stage, shewants to sell off her share of 

properties at the ancestral village and buy a cozy flat with 

all latest amenities in Bangalore, which thoroughly troubles 

Kuttan more. She even changes food menu from 

traditional plantain curry to soya beans gravy (BD) who 

teases her son adapt to the ongoing changes; and instead 

of serving food for her son, she rushes to watch a TV 

show. In another occasion, she hosts a kitty party and 

citing it she abstains from cooking and tells her son to 

order pizza for dinner, which only frustrates and thoroughly 

irritates him. She even joins the laughter therapy club in 

the apartment which only surprises Kuttan. 

 In the beginning of the film, Kuttan‘s mother so 

excitedly tells her kith and kin that her daughter lives in 

Oklahoma. As the plot thickens, at one point, she 

discreetly expresses her desire to go to the States to Divya 

as she pretends to feel awful that her daughter Geeta and 

her son-in-law Rakesh are struggling to take care of 

themselves. Soon, things do become favourable for her as 

Kuttan arranges his mother to go to America. One last 

time, the director brilliantly portrays her complete 

makeover – wearing slim fit jeans, a stylish western outfit, 

an overcoat with sun glasses, she gets the boarding pass 

and excitedly tells her son that she got a window seat and 

leaves bidding adieu. Although Kuttan‘s mother portrait is 

mostly shown as comic relief in the film, through this 

character, the director has minutely showcased the 

transformation of someone who desperately wanted to 

lead an urbane lifestyle leaving behind the traditions and 

someone who the grip of modernization through comfort 

and luxury. 

 Canadian anthropologist Kalervo Oberg proposed his 

model of cultural adjustment in a talk to the Women‘s Club 

of Rio de Janeiro in 1954.They include: Honeymoon, 

Negotiation, Adjustment and Adaptation (Wikipedia). 

Although Kuttan‘stransformation in the cross cultural 

confluence does not attain/undergo all these stages in a 

rigid manner, he too gains control after confronting a bad 

relationship with Meenkshi and finally ending up marrying 

a foreigner – Michelle, to whom he gives the bouquet of 

jasmine flowers. To quote Kuttan‘s own words, ―this is the 

beauty of this city (Bangalore) – on one side, there is a 

foreigner (Michelle) who has adopted our Indian culture 

and on the other side, there is my mother who is trying to 

move on and embrace modernization‖ (BD). In short, 

realization finally dawns upon Kuttan to accept the 

changes around and get along to march ahead in life. 
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Abstract 

 Literature plays an important role in creating awareness, by mirroring the realities of life, providing women, with a voice to combat 
the forces of oppression within gender relations in the society. Contemporary women writers reveal divergent trends and deal with 
complex themes related to caste, colour, the struggle between the traditional strictures, problem of gender, marital discord, equal rights 
between man-woman relationship, Diaspora, and the magic realism in their works. Githa Hariharan‟s works define the freedom for 
Indian socio-cultural value systems. She reflects the confused state of Indian women who suffer between tradition and modernity. The 
Thousand Faces of Night throws light on the thousand faces of Indian Women who suffer under the old customs and traditions. She 
explores the story of a western educated female protagonist‟s quest for her cultural roots, who does not live happily even after her 
marriage. In her fictional world she explores the power politics in some way or other stereotypes as found in the literature and culture of 
India.  

 

 Literature plays an important role in creating 

awareness, by mirroring the realities of life, providing 

women, with a voice to combat the forces of oppression 

within gender relations in the society. Feminism in Indian 

English literature, accustomed to the social dimension of 

texts, seems to invite feminist readings based on ―gender‖. 

It is a tool to describe the position of women inside local 

patriarchies and the extent of the psychological damage 

inflicted on them as second class citizens of an oppressive 

social order. The analysis of social issues and political 

problems is directed first and foremost at the position of 

women, revealing how these social problems are 

specifically felt by a group of individuals of that society.  

 Post colonial women writers participate actively in the 

ongoing process of decolonizing culture. Women writers‘ 

stances, with regard to glorifying or denigrating traditions, 

vary as dictated by their own class backgrounds, levels of 

education, political awareness and commitment, and their 

search for alternatives to existing levels of oppression 

often inscribed within the most revered traditions.  

 Women‘s literary voices have been silenced on 

account not only of their gender but also of their class and 

race. Contemporary women writers like Kamala 

Markandaya, Ruth Parwar Jabvala, Nayantara Sahgal, 

Anita Desai, Shashi Deshpande, Manju Kapur, Bharathi 

Mukherjee, Arundhathi Roy, Rama Mehta and Jhumpa 

Lahiri are the celebrated women novelists of this period 

who have made their permanent mark in the field of 

English fiction. All these women novelists give the picture 

of Indian woman and also depict the changes that have 

influenced the Indian woman‘s status and are responsible 

for effecting a change in their attitude, their evolution from 

their victim status. Their novels reveal divergent trends and 

deal with complex themes related to caste, colour, the 

struggle between the traditional strictures, problem of 

gender, marital discord, equal rights between man-woman 

relationship, Diaspora, and the magic realism. 

 Githa Hariharan‘s female characters‘ resolutions 

conform to a re-definition of the lives of women, fulfilling 

the implicit political aim of the author, as she is not merely 

concerned with documenting reality, but she has used her 

novels as a medium for the exploration of a new reality and 

a subtle projection of values, by posing questions, by 

suggesting re-assessment and re-definition. Her works 

define the freedom for Indian socio-cultural value systems. 

She reflects the confused state of Indian women who 

suffer between tradition and modernity. 
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 The Thousand Faces of Night throws light on the 

thousand faces of Indian Women who suffer under the old 

customs and traditions. She explores the story of a 

western educated female protagonist‘s quest for her 

cultural roots, who does not live happily even after her 

marriage. In her fictional world she explores the power 

politics in some way or other stereotypes as found in the 

literature and culture of India. The Thousand Faces of 

Night creates a new paradigm for the recreation of a 

woman‘s identity. It is woven around three generations of 

women namely Devi, Sita and Mayamma. Unlike their 

names, these three are completely human with nothing 

divine about them. The three main characters of the novel 

manage to survive by walking on a tight rope. They 

symbolize the endless struggle of Indian womanhood and 

they prove their strength of womanhood in their struggle 

for survival. The subconscious Indian psyche and the 

social relationships are based on the traditional value of 

real womanhood. 

 Devi, the protagonist of this novel, is one such 

woman. Her childhood is scarred by the death of her father 

and of her grandmother. The latter has played a rather 

important role in her life, forming and nurturing both her 

body and soul, preparing her with her stories and 

experiences for the life that awaits her. Later, Devi goes to 

the U.S. on a scholarship to do a Masters. Except for a few 

happy moments in the company of a gentle caring Black 

American called Dan, she has been pretty much on her 

own there. When Dan proposes to her, Devi cannot take 

the pledge, cannot cut herself off from her ancient 

moorings. She has clearly consigned Dan‘s relationship 

as, ―the blurred regions of fantasy‖ (TTFN 3)  

 Devi‘s higher education at foreign country has brought 

revolutionary changes in the culture and in the traditional 

life of Devi. She has stayed with her boy friend Dan in his 

apartment and she also enjoyed smoking to complete her 

American experience. Devi‘s relationship with Dan in 

America shows that modern man-woman friendship and 

the way she rejects Dan‘s marriage proposal shows the 

traditional concept of the family in which she has been 

brought up. Liberation of woman may be a positive gain, 

but it must know a limit as Devi is very conscious about the 

customs followed in her family. Though lived in America for 

few years, Devi always felt susceptible to her environment. 

Devi‘s mother tempts her to return to India. Devi rejects 

Dan‘s marriage proposal, and he tells her, ―Going back is a 

bigger risk. I thought you would see that,‘ retorted Devi … 

But in America you could brazenly plead your rights as an 

individual.‖ (TTFN 6) 

 Devi, the daughter of a traditional South Indian 

Brahmin family, returned to Madras from America, to live 

with her mother, Sita. Initially she confronts some 

difficulties in making adjustments with the day-to-day 

realities but soon realizes that it is not so easy to radically 

change the old order of things just because she has 

returned from a brave new world. Despite the spread of 

education, the Hindu family structure continues to be 

traditional, especially with regard to marriage. The 

traditional system of arranged marriages with the consent 

of elders and in consultation with the young partners 

seems to be an ideal type marriage for the Indian society. 

After meeting five or six prospective bridegrooms Devi 

decides to marry Mahesh, a Regional Manager in a 

multinational company that makes detergents and 

toothpastes. Sita arranged for Devi‘s marriage with 

Mahesh. The dream like life came to an end when Devi 

was married to Mahesh. Devi was impressed by Mahesh‘s 

frankness when he talked about his expectations. Being a 

manager, he believes in managing everything in life as he 

does for his company; for him marriage, ‗is a gamble‘ 

(TTFN 49) just a necessary milestone of life. But for Devi, 

‗it must grow gradually, like a delicate but promising 

sapling‘ (TTFN 49) Soon she realized that there were no 

heroines in his life, only wives and mothers. Her life was 

ripe for disillusionment when she walked into an arranged 

marriage. It hit her that if Dan was too un-Indian, Mahesh 

was too Indian. Through the life of Devi and Mahesh, Githa 

Hariharan throws light on the shortcomings of arranged 

marriages. 

 In India, in many parts of the society, the brides had 

no chance to select their life partner; they cannot even 

meet the person, with whom they were going to get 

married. They had to marry the person whom their parents 

select for them. For Mahesh, Devi is seen not as a wife or 

a companion but as a slave, existing only to fulfill his 

sexual needs and to obey all his commands. Women are 

entrusted with the household responsibilities, particularly 
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those of cooking food and rearing children. This leads to 

the exploited and oppressed society of women.  

 Simone de Beauvior observes as, "One is not born 

but rather becomes a woman… it is civilization as a whole 

that produces this culture… which is described as 

feminine‖. (IWW 27) Mahesh expects that everything he 

does in life must bring to him positive results as he is in 

grip of his hurried commercial world. He treats his wife as 

an object to satisfy his ―organised sexual urge,‖ which 

engulfs Devi and gives rise to an awesome loneliness. Her 

living with Mahesh is like living in a dungeon with hardly 

any breathing space between the two. For Mahesh, 

marriage is not a holy tie; it is only a contract between 

husband and wife for living together. Devi feels lonely and 

longed for Mahesh‘s shower of love. In most of the Indian 

families, husbands become so busy in their business and 

they have no time to understand the feelings and 

sentiments of their wives. They always desire their wives 

to be charming and beautiful. Consequently there is no 

warmth of love and emotion between wife and husband. 

Devi leads her life mechanically as she does not find 

satisfaction and emotional saturation. There is no genuine 

feeling of love as it is expected in husband-wife 

relationship. Their marital knot shows that they are not 

made for each other. 

 Mahesh‘s self-complacence receives the blow when 

the sought after fatherhood eludes him. Devi does not 

seem to crave for motherhood. When he awaits news of 

her pregnancy, her repeated nonchalant response is, ―no 

news‖. She remains ―all bones and flat stomach‖ (TTFN 

86) the fact that he is fine and she is the one to take 

treatment. Childlessness can leave a woman utterly 

powerless. But it can also be used to tilt the scales of 

power. It helps Devi to restore her self-esteem. Devi at last 

finds a route for rebellion when Mahesh, the giver, says, ―I 

want you to have my child‖ (TTFN 74) Devi is an innocent 

but rebellious child trapped in a woman‘s body. ―The 

rebellious organ‖, ―the straying tubes‖ inside her would be 

her silent but potent strength. The sterilized instruments 

that would mend her to make her whole, the fertility course 

and the wonder working hormones will not make her ―an 

efficient receptacle for motherhood‖ (TTFN 89). The 

rejection of Mahesh‘s sperm is the unconscious but 

important step to the assertion of her self. Mahesh may 

possess her body but cannot direct and control the 

functions of it.  

 Devi‘s urge for identity and liberation overtakes her 

and she heroically discards all the barriers, inhibitions, 

morals and social codes. Her married life disappoints her 

and her search for identity forces her to make love and 

elope with Gopal. Devi‘s elopement with Gopal brought a 

revolutionary change in the traditional concept of Hindu 

family. Her affair with Gopal is a revolt against the 

traditional family system. Her frustrated married life 

inspires her to search for identity.  

 The Thousand Faces of Night represents the reality 

for a considerable section of Indian Womanhood. Githa 

Hariharan has explored the feeling of the protagonist who 

suffer in the conflict between the traditional and newly 

acquired values. Devi of The Thousand Faces of Night 

confronts her loneliness and alienation. Devi is depicted as 

an individual craving for care and concern from her 

husband. Her frantic attempts to be an ideal wife and 

daughter-in-law are neither appreciated, nor recognized by 

her husband Mahesh. She lives like a stranger in her own 

home and gradually loses her individuality. Her quest for 

self-discovery prods her to destroy the thread of marriage 

bond. Devi discovers the fact that Mahesh does not care to 

love her and he does not realise her efforts to love him.  

 Finally, she learns about her longings, her needs, her 

urges and pursue-both hidden as well as revealed. Her 

frustrations and emotional pains poke her to live like a 

prisoner within the walls of her own mind, and to be really 

a revolutionary, she promoted herself to take revenge on 

Mahesh. Devi‘s recoil made her to rebound. Her new 

relationship with Gopal ends with provocation. She 

emerges as an emancipated woman and comes back to 

her mother with whom she can live a better and 

respectable life. Her happy and cheerful journey from 

Bangalore to Madras and her confident steps towards her 

mother indicate new positive approach towards life.  

 Sita, the mother of the protagonist dwells in old 

tradition and culture. She tries to find solace for her 

troubled heart in music, after getting disillusioned with 

human beings. She is very conscious of the main current 

of Indian tradition. Sita reacts in her own way to the 

situation and she performs her role perfectly and shows 

the strength of her character in the moments of crisis. She 
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perceives her past with its relevance to the present. She 

understands and accepts her married daughter‘s decision 

of returning to parental home. The image of woman that 

springs out of man‘s sensual and voyeuristic obsession is 

always the distorted version of the real woman.  
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Abstract 

 Women writers gave new dimension to Indian Literature. It took many years and several distinguished personalities to bring the 
present status and distinction to Indian English writing. Even before the rise of novels, many women writers composed songs, short 
stories and plays. They are considered the upholders of the rich Indian tradition of fables and story telling. In their writings, they 
incorporate the recurring female experiences, which soon affected the Cultural and Language patterns of Indian Literature. Shashi 
Despande is one of the sensitive thinkers who perceive the various dimensions of human experiences to establish serious conclusions 
about the plight of individual against the unbearable conventions of society. She conceives the plots of her novel speculating the 
position of woman in relation to social paradigms and established religious practices. Shashi Despande, encourages the cult of 
„withdrawal‟ and „complain‟ but develops the aesthetics of self assertiveness for self preservation. The Binding Vine is a novel that 
admits complex structure with multiple layers of suggestions focusing on the illusions of man and woman relationship, the horror of 
rape, the apathy of society and the hollowness of the institution of marriage. It controls the narrative seeking a balance of past and 
present revealing the predicament of the women representing their generations and three distinctive classes. This paper attempts to 
tear the veil of illusion related with the matters of the crime of sex, rape, physical torture and mental insecurity. The traditional and socio-
cultural orders neglect both the individuality and feminity of women.  
  

 Literature is the reflection of life and conveys both oral 

and written form of language. Women‘s writing in Indian 

English Literature begins with Toru Dutt‘s Bianca or The 

Young Spanish Maiden in 1877. Women writers gave new 

dimension to Indian Literature. These writers bring out 

distinguished personalities to the present status and 

distinction in the field of Indian Writing English. Even 

before the rise of novels, many women writers composed 

songs, short stories and plays. They are considered the 

upholders of the rich Indian tradition of fables and 

storytelling. They imbibe the day-to-day female 

experiences which reflect the Cultural and Language 

patterns of Indian Literature. Women‘s writing on woman‘s 

perception and experience within a closed domestic arena 

led to the decline of Indian women writing during the 18th 

century. But the 19th century saw more women most 

actively participating in India‘s reformist movement against 

the British rule. Women‘s writing became powerful medium 

of modernism and feminist statements from the 20th 

century.  

 Indian women novelists of the 20th century who have 

chosen the problems and issues faced by the women, as 

the main theme of their books include Kamala 

Markandaya, Shashi Despande, Anita Desay, Bharati 

Mukherjee, DinaMehta, Ruth Jhabvala, Shobha De, Manju 

Kapur, Arundath Roy, Jhumpa Lakiri and many more Post 

Colonial women writers have added new dimensions to 

Indian English Fiction with their exquisite perception of 

men and matters. Through their attempt to study the place 

and position of women in Indian society, they have 

analyzed the socio-cultural modes and values that have 

given Indian women their role and image. In Indian writing 

feminism is used as a modest attempt for evaluating the 

real social scenario as concerned with women Feminists 

divide the evolution period of feminism in to two phases. 

While the first phase feminist fought for the social and 

political rights of the women, the second phase feminists 

fight for their own self- independence and self-identity. 

Most of the Indian women novelists of the 20th century 

belong to the second phase. 

 Shashi Deshpande is one of the sensitive thinkers 

who perceive the various dimensions of human 

experiences to establish serious conclusions about the 

plight of individual against the unbearable conventions of 
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society. She conceives the plots of her novel speculating 

the position of woman in relation to social paradigms and 

established religious practices. She encourages the cult of 

‗withdrawal‘ and ‗complain‘ but develop the aesthetics of 

self assertiveness for self preservation. The Binding Vine 

is a novel that admits complex structure with multiple 

layers of suggestions focusing on the illusions of man and 

woman relationship, the horror of rape, the apathy of 

society and the hollowness of the institution of marriage. It 

controls the narrative seeking a balance of past and 

present revealing the predicament of the women 

representing their generations and three distinctive 

classes. Shashi Deshpande‘s perception of Women‘s 

Liberation and autonomy are deeply stretched within the 

socio-cultural and economic spaces and paradigms of the 

country. Her works stress not only any join social efforts to 

safe guard the individuals, but also insists on every 

Woman‘s self-development for the betterment of her 

society. The traditional social order neglects both the 

individuality and feminity of women. Shashi Deshpande 

thinks of the impact of culture on the life of women in India- 

both at the level of the family and that of the society at 

large. She has given a lot of emphasis on how the girl child 

in India is culturally conditioned and nurtured to suit the 

needs and demands of patriarchal society.  

 Urmila, the protagonist is conscious of herself dignity 

and independent identity. The central plot of the novel 

revolves round the aqnguish of Urmi at the loss of Anu and 

the suffering of Kalpana as a rape victim. The presence of 

Kalpana becomes a substitute of Anu in the life of Urmi. 

Looking at Kalpana, Urmi feels an exceptional relief 

because death might have emancipated Anu from the 

turmoil which Kalpana and her mother was suffering. 

Vanna informs Urmi that girl is a victim of head injuries and 

even of rape. The victim was Kalpana and her mother 

Shakuntala known as Shakutai, was also there, was lost in 

the persistent sobbing ―my daughter, my Kalpana‖.  

 The anxiety, fear and insecurity of Shakuntala is a 

manifestation of the horrible reality that in male-dominated 

social structure, it is the woman who has to suffer the 

shame of social injustice. Kalpana was expected to bear 

the pain of physical torture and self humiliation in silence. 

The social prejudices left her not to reveal her pain in 

public. Kalpana is too innocent to realize the horros of the 

situation and her mother instead of being a support to her 

tries to manipulate the situation to escape the subsequent 

social criticism. She asserts that the case must not be 

reported to the police, ―No, to hold up my head again. 

Who‘ll marry the girl? We‘re decent people. Doctor don‘t 

tell the police‖ (58). 

 In this episode, Vanna as a doctor has three 

distinctive roles, concerning the expectations of different 

characters associated with the tragedy. First of all, as a 

medical practitioner, she is expected to provide immediate 

medical aid to Kalpana, the rape victim. Secondly, as a 

woman, she has to identify herself with inner self of 

Kalpana. It is a tragedy involving serious emotional havoc 

beyond physical suffering. Shashi Deshpande ascertains 

that rape is an unlawful possession of male power on 

female physic that is more than the loss of virginity. 

Thirdly, as human Vanna has to deal with the entire 

situation with proper love and respect. Guilt psychosis gets 

an hold over her mind and she seeks an outlet of this 

calamity only in the hasty marriage of Kalpana suppressing 

the facts about the tragedy that has already taken place. 

 If a girl‘s honour is lost, what‘s left? The girl doesn‘t 

have to do anything wrong, people will always point a 

finger at her. Doctor even if it is true, keep it yourself, don‘t 

let anyone know it, I have another daughter what will 

become of her….(89)‖ 

 Urmi tries to find out common grounds of justification 

in the suffering of Mira, her mother-in-law and Kalpana, the 

rape victim. When physical violence occurs in the life of a 

young girl, it treated as a shame but when the same thing 

is thrusted upon a woman in the garb of bridal veil, it is 

acknowledged as the fulfillment of life. It becomes a 

‗sacrament‘. She mentions: 

 In fact, a funeral solemnity hang over all of us during 

the ceremony, I couldn‘t see the girl‘s face, she looks 

steadily down throughout, but I could not see that her 

hands were trembling uncontrollable. And at the back of 

her neck, I can remember that looked like a lamb‘s waiting 

for the butchers knife to come down upon it (63) 

 In the later part of the novel, the need for the 

participation of police in the tragedy of Kalpana, is another 

dimension of social reality in which no consolation is 

possible for rape victims. It was compulsory for the doctor 

to inform the police about the suffering of Kalpana. 
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Bhaskar present a dreadful account of Kalpana‘s physical 

pain after rape- the marks of his fingers on her arms, huge 

contusions on her thighs, lips bitten and chewed, teeth 

marks on her lips but police officer is ready to suppress all 

these evidences. Instead of legal protection, he 

contemplates the whole phenomenon in context of social 

expectations, ―But publicizing it isn‘t going to be anyone 

any good. It is going to mean trouble for everyone – the 

girl, her family, your colleagues who first examined her, so 

I let it go‖ (89).this anomaly of society brings Urmi in a 

state of blankness. 

 The horrible reality of violence is either to be 

suppressed in perpetual silence or in romantic glamour of 

bridal veil but in both the conditions; nobody has courage 

and will to raise voice against the triumph of animal 

passion. The helplessness of Urmi is the reflection of the 

helplessness of novelist herself who finds things 

unbearable but certainly incurable. Shashi Deshpande 

establishes that rape is not a social crime but it is inherent 

in male ego to overpower the ―self‖ and ―identity‖ of 

woman. It is symbolic triumph of male ego over the 

feminity of woman. The child sexual abuse involves far 

greater social apathy. The novel The Binding Vine has a 

complex structure in which Deshpande represent the issue 

of sexual harassment and sexual violence not as a 

outsider but as a partaker of the whole phenomenon. The 

fine fusion of psychological suffering, physical pain and the 

exposition of social reality makes this text as a perfect 

voice of subaltern who pass through the stage of silence to 

self realization. Deshpande draws a universal conclusion 

that society may accuse the victims of child sexual abuse 

but can‘t unveil the beastly passion of those who are 

involved in them. Ultimately she has to surrender herself in 

the name of culture, tradition, religion and family. Man has 

to be ready to shed control of things and settle for equal 

position with women. The dichotomy of male and female is 

inevitable and the cover of familial relationship for their 

protection generates greater hostility and nothingness.  
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Abstract 

 Indian literature has gained popularity around the world because of the range of fiction it has published. Many writers, especially 
women writers portrayed the experience of immigration and many of them wanted to build a bridge between culture and society to 
reduce the gap in between them. They try to bring out the issues while adapting these different cultures and difficulties in shaping the 
modern society. In history many culture exist, shape and influence people and it helps to change their perspective. Contemporary 
writers started to describe about the change in culture. Women writers combined culture with feminism to give a new perception. They 
brought into light about the cultural shock and the problems faced by them. Not only in modern world this cultural clash was faced but in 
mythology also the female characters faced cultural clash. According to Hindu mythology many female characters are depicted as 
goddess, warriors and image of strength. On the other side as a female what they underwent is untold. Draupadi, Hidumba, Sita and 
Ahalya characters prove this to be true. The people who live with these women characters forget that they had a mind of their 
own and even a love fi lled heart. This indifference creates a battle between their mind and heart.  
Keywords: mythology, female, cultural shock, battle 

 

 Indian literature has gained popularity around the 

world because of the range of fiction it has published. 

Moreover it has been reflecting the diversity of India. With 

par with globalization Indian Literature plays a major role in 

reshaping the country. Highly acclaimed Indian writers of 

this generation have contributed their works in Indian 

Literature. The tales told by them or the themes dealt in 

their writings always relate globalization to modern India. 

Many writers, especially women writers portrayed the 

experience of immigration and many of them wanted to 

build a bridge between culture and society to reduce the 

gap in between them. Yesapogu (2016) acknowledges this 

by saying ―The Indian women writers expressed the role 

and position of woman through their writings in English, 

have enlightened the literature with its quality and 

vividness. Truly, it represented the culture, history and all 

the variants necessary for the enrichment of literature 

worldwide‖. (2) They always raise question about nature 

and home. Due to globalization the characters in their tales 

try to assimilate one‘s own culture and the culture of 

immigrated country. They try to bring out the issues while 

adapting these different cultures and difficulties in shaping 

the modern society. 

 Culture can be considered as the soul of a society. It 

can be considered as the act of the people of a particular 

society, what they think, believe and feel. It describes the 

ideas between good and bad, and determines what is right 

and wrong. In history many culture exist, shape and 

influence people and it helps to change their perspective. 

In some cases culture can be creative and in some other 

cases it can be destructive. Each culture has its own 

background and a goal to be achieved. Every single habit 

and tradition helps us in developing humanity.  

 Recent development in literature analyses about the 

culture in each country, cultural exchange and even 

diasporic culture. Contemporary writers started to describe 

about the change in culture. Women writers combined 

culture with feminism to give a new perception. They 

described how adjustment of culture in one‘s own country 

and foreign country becomes a tough job and harder to 

adjust. They brought into light about the cultural shock and 

the problems faced by them. Cultural shock is nothing but 

the lack of adjustment in culture which is entirely different 

from their culture. Most female novelists depict their female 

protagonists to move to foreign countries willingly or 

unwillingly. Most of them move to other country with the 
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hope of living there peacefully or to lead a better life than 

in their mother country. They migrate to have happy life but 

in reality they struggle a lot. They couldn‘t adjust 

themselves to the new culture they face and they couldn‘t 

leave their own culture they are used to it. As Hess (1999) 

says ―In the inevitable flow of time and change, how do 

people manage both to cling to norms and to alter them?‖ 

(1) 

 When keenly observed the truth can be seen that the 

female characters in their novels who belong to the 

modern world not only suffer this cultural shock but the 

female characters in great Indian epic do underwent such 

shocks. It is not necessary that women must move to 

foreign countries to face this problems but moving inside 

the country from one place to another for living – especially 

to in-laws house, also sometimes lead to problems. 

According to Hindu mythology many female characters are 

depicted as goddess, warriors and image of strength. On 

the other side as a female what they underwent is untold. 

 Draupadi, the epic Mahabharata character was said 

to be born in Panchala, Bareilly region. Her father 

Drupada, King of Panchala, performed a yajna to get 

blessings from God to defeat his enemy. As a blessing 

Draupadi emerged from the fire-sacrifice. She was a 

beautiful dark skinned young woman. As many other 

woman she was brought up with atmost care, love and 

affection by her father. As a father the king was very loving 

and caring and wanted the best for her. She was brought 

up in such a manner that she was intelligent, fearless and 

loyal. But when he got married and moved to her in-laws 

place her shock begins there. She was married to Arjuna 

and when she reaches her mother-in-law‘s house, she was 

unknowingly shared among five Pandavas‘ as wife 

according to the words of her mother-in-law. Most of the 

times she was considered as an object rather than a 

human being. Even sharing among five men was like 

sharing an object. When Pandavas‘ plays a dice game with 

Kauravas she is kept as an object without her knowledge. 

Gautam (2018) says that ―the incident of treating a woman 

or a wife as a commodity (Draupadi is used as a wager in 

a gambling game) highlight the ill treatment of women‖ (5). 

Even when she was harassed by Kauravas, none of her 

husbands (five) came for rescue and she was totally left as 

an object. 

 Another character in Mahabharata is Hidimba. She is 

from the demon (rakshashi) family and wife of Bheem –

one of Pandava brothers. She loved him deeply and 

marries him happily. But when he bears a child 

(Ghatotkach) with him he leaves her. Till the last she was a 

single mother and never claimed any rights from him. But 

when the war of Kurukshetra starts, Pandavas needed a 

better hand. Lord Krishna who is by the side of Pandavas 

reminds Bheem about Hidimba and her son. The saddest 

part is that Hidimba was not even considered as woman 

and her feelings and love was suppressed by husband. 

Even though she was cheated by her in-laws, when a 

crisis arise she immediately helps her husband‘s family to 

win the battle by sending her son. Being a rakshasi, she 

has the power to travel very quickly and transform herself 

to any form. But after marriage she remains quite and 

maintains the dignity.  

 The next character is Sita in the great epic 

Ramayana. She is the female character and considered as 

a figure of sacrifice, courage and purity. She is the 

daughter of the earth goddess Prithvi and King Janaka and 

Queen Sunaina adopted her as their daughter. In her 

father‘s kingdom she lived literally like a princess. She was 

given all freedom as a daughter. When she gets married to 

Rama she moves from her place Videha to Rama‘s place 

Ayodhya. Since her husband was sent to exile in forest 

she too accompanies him. There she is abducted by 

Ravana. Since she comes to her in-laws house she starts 

to face many hardships. When Laxman, brother of Rama 

goes in search of his brother he draws a line (Laxman 

rekha) and commands Sita not to cross the line. This 

incident was depicted as a protection to her. But when 

observing the other side of it, Laxman being smaller than 

Sita in age dominates her in this matter. Inspite of 

respected as Goddess, this incident shows where she 

stands in the hierarchy of things. When she returns from 

exile and is pregnant people of Ayodhya speak ill about 

her unborn child. To prove her purity she undergoes a test 

in fire. But later she is vexed by this negligence of her 

husband and returns from where she came that is to her 

mother, the earth. This was the treatment she got from her 

husband and others.  

 Ahalya another female character in Ramayana is the 

wife of sage Gautama. She is a beautiful lady. Lord Indra 
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sets an eye on her and one day he disguises himself as 

Gautama and seduces her. When the sage catch holds of 

them he curses Ahalya to change as a stone for rest of her 

life. Even he curses Indra to be covered with thousand 

female genitals. They beg for forgiveness. Moved by their 

pleading he grants a boon to both of them. He tells her that 

she will gain her originality when the sacred feet of Rama 

touch her. He reduces thousand genitals into thousand 

eyes. It can be noted that she hardly had a voice. Literally 

she was raped and was punished for that deed. Indra after 

penance renews himself with thousand eyes, whereas 

Ahalya rejoins her husband. She was not asked for an 

explanation by her husband and was punished 

immediately. 

 Women characters in literature were depicted as 

mothers, wives, sisters etc. The folks who belonged to 

these women characters forgot that they had a mind of 

their own and even a love filled heart. Before marriage 

women trusted their sensibilities and had a very sharp 

wisdom. But after marriage they tend to adapt their new 

culture, which is entirely different from their birth place. 

They undergo many changes willingly or unwillingly. The 

events they face in their in-laws house becomes a shock to 

them which they could never express outside or seek a 

remedy.  

 It is said that when a woman goes to a foreign country 

from her native land, faces many difficulties to adjust her-

self with the foreign culture, which leads to cultural shock. 

Externally she tries to change herself in many ways but 

internally she remains the same. She forcefully is pushed 

to a situation that she could neither accept her new culture 

nor leave her old culture. It is clearly understood that it is 

not only the female characters who are immigrated to 

foreign countries undergoes a cultural shock but also 

women who leaves their parents‘ house and go to their in-

laws house do encounters cultural shock. This shock 

creates a battle between their mind and heart. Draupadi, 

Hidumba, Sita and Ahalya prove this to be true.  
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Abstract 

 Arun Joshi‟s fiction explores the self and brings to pivotal concentrate the way in which the self has to appraise its disaffected from 
the family and society. Arun Joshi deals with the modern man who has no sense of existing to society during which he lives. He finds his 
own continuation a burden. Firelight gives two alternatives for the present day man with his tragic predicament:” Modern man may try or 
adjust to the others, to society, to the system, relinquish his true self or he may endeavor to keep and develop his individually and thus 
alienate him form society.” 
Keywords: rootlessness, alienation, predicament, existentialism. 
 
 Although the Indian English fiction prepare at an 

experimental level, it has taken ―firm and deep roots in the 

Indian soil‖. Realism is both its roots and foliage. Novelists 

like Mulk Raj Anand, R.K.Narayan, Bhabani Bhattacharya, 

Manohar Malgonkar, Kamala Markandaya, Khushwant 

Singh and a few others portray Indian life in its full socio-

cultural, commercial and legislative milieu, advocating the 

element of the have knots and the under indulged. Mulk 

Raj Anand is the first writer to give Indian English novel a 

precise tone and texture.   

 The mass annihilation in the two world wars element 

by nuclear weapons brought envy, unrest and boredom all 

over the world. These wacky footing gave rise to psycho-

social disorders and loss of moral values in humankind 

and basically confused man‘s mental peace and harmony 

and brought restlessness, desperation and irritation. With 

the loss of religious faith, man is spiritually uprooted, self-

divert and socially disaffected. Self-estrangement is 

wrought by the sense of uncertainty in the face of the 

opaque and indifferent world. He is uprooted when he falls 

into the world of objects. There is a abandoned today in his 

mind, which stubborn fundamentalist religious are helpless 

to fill. When the old gods and the old values fade, life itself 

becomes dim and its form mock. In modern times 

individuals are preoccupied with their own limited selves. 

The mere complication and the pace of modern living tend 

to overburden people mentally. The stress of living under 

such highly problematic and stringent environments can 

play great havoc on man‘s biological, psychological, 

cultural and religious experiences and make them 

frustrated. Such conditions require a lot of arrangement. 

The hopelessness and helplessness of the situation lead 

to relapse. The relationships that the people in this sort of 

impasse establish are negative and damaging. The 

development of modern society has led to the dissolution 

of the primary bonds of human relationship. Modern man is 

necessarily alone; he is put on his own feet, conventional 

to stand by all himself. The words of Paul Tillich are worth 

remembering in this observance: ―man is drawn into the 

world of objects and has lost or is continually losing.‖  

 Arun Joshi is anxious with the impasse of modern 

man and is sensitivity alive to the different dimensionality 

of pressure, exerted by the complex character and 

demands of the society in which contemporary man is 

destined to live. The combatant of his novels is abject 

outsiders and stark intruder. The awareness of man‘s 

rootlessness and strangeness and the substantial quest for 

a meaningful self is the keynote of Arun Joshi novels. 

According to Jasbir Jain, ―Arun Joshi Combatant is all 

hooked in the search for meaning in life. They are desolate 

and ill at ease in the world in which they have to live‖. His 

characters are mentally confused and filled with despair, 

self-hatred and self-pity, for they observance themselves 

as intruder in this physical world.  

 The chief concern in this paper is to examine the 

sense of disaffected and abandoned in the novels of Arun 

Joshi. Modern man finds himself divert not only from his 

fellow men, but also from himself, having nothing to fall 
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back upon in bit of crisis. The apprehension of the 

contemporary man has been greatly provoked by the 

spiritual stress and apprehension which is the trademark of 

the modern period. Today‘s world has shrunk in spirit, 

languishing in confusion, irritation, disintegration, 

disillusionment and meaninglessness. We suffer from a 

acuminate sense of abandoned the meaninglessness 

which may be manifest in ― the disaffected from oneself, 

from one‘s fellow men and from nature the awareness that 

life runs out of one‘s hand like sand and that one will die 

without having lived in the bosom of plenty and joyless.‖  

 The problem of disaffected and sense of abandoned 

are so prevalent that they intimidate to erode every sphere 

of human life. Man fails to discern today the very purpose 

behind life and the importance of his continuation in a 

adverse world. Notwithstanding unprecedented scientific 

and technological progress which has excessively 

enlarged the physical gratification and amenity, the 

contemporary man is wrecked to find himself in a tragic 

mess. The most perplex problem that man faces today is 

the problems of disaffected and sense of abandoned. As 

Edmund fuller remarks,:‖ Man suffers not only from war, 

expulsion, famine and ruin but from inner problem, a 

confidence of isolation, randomness and meaninglessness 

in his way of continuation.‖ The injuries exact and the 

scars left on man‘s psyche develop a cynical attitude 

towards the established norms and values and make him 

grope for the meaning of life. 

 At present, the concept of disaffected and its 

synonyms have become a prevalent motif in all social 

sciences. Disaffected is a multidimensional circumstance 

related to different contexts and disciplines, each 

contributing to its meaning. It was a term used in the 

ancient times to signify an insane person; disaffected in 

French means madness. But with a growing awareness of 

the human mind‘s complexity, subtler shades of meaning 

became correlate with the word. Hegel and Marx used the 

word disaffected in the 19th century to refer not to a state of 

madness but to a radical form of self estrangement. The 

famous psychoanalyst Eric from states that ―In Marx‘s 

system, disaffected is called that condition of man where 

his own act becomes to him an alien power, standing over 

and against him, instead of being ruled by him‖. He 

popularized the term, disaffected through his ‗Escape from 

freedom‘. Ephesians in the Bible reminds how man 

―disaffected himself from the life of god through his fall‖. 

 In genesis of the old testament of the Bible, Cain is 

treated the archetype of social disaffected. Hence the 

notion is as old as recorded time. Erich from says:‖by 

disaffected is meant a mode of experience in which the 

person experiences himself as an alien. He has become, 

one might say, divert from himself‖. In Fromm‘s viewpoint, 

self disaffected is the most important type of disaffected. It 

is the absence of self-awareness. He considers self- 

disaffected as the condition when one becomes divert from 

oneself. The disaffected person is out of touch with himself 

and with any person. After Fromm, many psychoanalysts 

have analyzed self- disaffected and most of them exist to 

Horney school.  

 From a psychological perspective, a analytical 

analysis of the four novels of Arun Joshi, namely, the 

foreigner, the strange case of Billy Biswas, the apprentice 

and the last labyrinth has been attempted. An in depth 

study of the combatant and other characters with their 

peculiar personality has been made to throw light on the 

different problems of the self encountered by the people of 

the present day world.  

 What distinguishes Arun Joshi from other novelists of 

his time in his obsession with human impasse and 

existential crisis? The characters we come across in his 

novels are pragmatic picture of the modern man confront 

with the problems of existential crisis and disaffected. In 

the wake of the Second World War, man prepare to lose 

his grip on god and he became more materialistic and 

avaricious. Consequently, he prepare to lose his peace of 

mind and suffer the pangs of the self. Joshi who was 

seriously anxious with man‘s inner crisis, concentrated on 

the problems of the self such as, disaffected, sense of 

abandoned, identification crisis and existential dilemma. It 

is paradoxical that although scientific and industrial 

achievements, the contemporary man is wrecked to find 

himself in a tragic impasse. There is confusion, 

rootlessness, irritation, disintegration; disillusionment and 

meaninglessness suffuse the human psyche. Indo 

Anglican literature as a whole has been singular in the 

quest for the self. Along with the concern for the ego.  

 In Arun Joshi, the quest for self brings in existential 

overtones. Among the writers who have sought to address 
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the problems of the self, one of the most outstandingly 

sensitive and thought annoying is Arun Joshi. He seems to 

be the most significant among the modern Indo-English 

novelists. His fiction offers excellent intuition into the inner 

working of the people we see around. The major problems 

of the self that is intended to be discussed are disaffected, 

identification crisis, sense of abandoned and existential 

crisis.  
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Abstract 

 The present study examines the select plays of Rabindranath Tagore under the literary dimension of American Sociologist, 
George Herbert Meed‟s Symbolic Interactionism. In other words, it is a frame of reference used in the present research to analyse how 
the literary characters interact with one another to create symbolic worlds, and in return, how these worlds shape human behaviours. 
Symbols are culturally derived social objects having shared meanings that are created and maintained in social interaction. Through 
language and communication, symbols provide the means by which the invisible language of self is comprehended and thereby, reality 
is constructed.  
Keywords: culture, sociology, psychology, interactionism 

 
Significance of the Present Study 

 The present paper examines the integration of 

sociological, psychological and literary domains in the 

select works of Tagore. Though early research has 

explored the extension of these interdisciplinary realms, no 

body of research has focused on Symbolic Interactionism 

from the characters‘ point of view in literature. Therefore, it 

is essential to address the actual psychological 

transformation that occurs in the personas of literatures in 

the process of interacting with the symbols and interpreting 

them in reality. Postmodern writings especially Indian 

discourse in English literature also demonstrates an 

exemplary responsiveness to self-complexity. A socio-

cultural explanation is crucial to analyze the 

characterisation as well as its developmental 

conceptualization. Meed‘s concept of self and symbolic 

interactionism has more application to Tagore‘s 

psychological narratives its base of mythical 

representations.  

 The basic tenets of symbolic interactionism state that: 

(1) individuals act based on the meanings objects have for 

them; (2) interaction occurs within a particular social and 

cultural context in which physical and social objects 

(persons), as well as situations, must be defined or 

categorized based on individual meanings; (3) meanings 

emerge from interactions with other individuals and with 

society and (4) meanings are continuously created and 

recreated through interpreting processes during interaction 

with others (Blumer, 1969). The symbolic interactionism 

understands the human being as a thinking being who 

defines the environment where it acts. The environment 

does exist, but what matters is one‘s definition about it. 

These definitions do not occur occasionally, but as a result 

from the constant social and individual interactions. The 

environment with which the individual acts and interacts is 

symbolic. Symbols are produced through interaction and 

may or may not be altered in the course of the interaction.  

 
Origin of the Study 

 One of the aims of literary text is to convey as much 

as possible in minimum words to achieve maximum impact 

on the readers. As a result, Tagore has employed a variety 

of significant symbols; those interact with one another on 

the basis of its Universal meanings and characters‘ 

manifestation. Their responses to one another depend on 

the interpretation of symbols rather than merely on the 

enactment of responses they have been conditioned to 

make. Thus, they engage in symbolic interaction. 

Ostensibly, the interdisciplinary and the patterns of 

symbolic interactions in Tagore‘s plays across both time 

and space make it a medium to understand human 

behaviours -artistic, aesthetic, literary, linguistic and social. 

The present study sees the relevance and significance of 

symbolic interactions as meaningful and progressive. The 

study is an attempt to perceive such human and non-

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Socialization
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human interactions as the axioms of meaning-making 

process.  

 
About the Author 

 The tension between the liberating and constraining 

views of society and selfhood is exemplified by the 

humanists-writer par excellence Rabindranatha Tagore. 

His writings are based not only on observations of external 

behaviour but also on the internal journey of human 

sensibilities. Tagore wrote extensively for the amelioration 

of the suffering humanity. The foibles and weaknesses of 

the societies of the times are portrayed in his plays as 

much as the probe into the inward journey of characters. 

To research about Rabindranath Tagore is to know the 

essence of Indian artistic traditions, the culture and 

society. The award of Nobel Prize for literature to him was 

but the beginning on a global scale to which there cannot 

be many parallels in literary history. He was the one writer 

who first gained for modern India a place on the world 

literary scene. A romantic nostalgia and an unfinished 

quest after the fleeting objects of nature are easily 

perceptible in the play of Tagore. He perceives in nature 

what he himself has put there. Tagore does not deal with 

ordinary men and women, his individuals are extraordinary 

characters, those as can best serve his self-expression. 

The below mentioned plays are not dramas of 

circumstances. The characters in these plays are not 

persons of flesh and blood but the personifications of the 

poet‘s own subjective experiences. They function not in the 

Global world of master but in the realm of spirit. Inner 

transformation of man is rarely suggested by Tagore to 

solve the problems of the modern world. Tagore believes 

in the spiritual evolution of mind, in his enhancement of 

sympathy across all the abstracts of creed and colour 

 
About the Select Works 

 The three plays Muktadhara, Natirpuja and 

Chandalika are highly symbolic. The study attempts to 

illustrate a thematic and theoretical framework of the 

‗‗interactive self‘ of characters mediated between the 

psychological growth and societal constraints. It is the 

symbols that translates them the world from a physical 

sensed reality to a reality that can be understood, 

interpreted, dissected and integrated. It is a straight 

journey into the psyche of characters that are torn by the 

discord between the meaning making process of 

individuals with respect to the surrounding. In the scenario, 

the present study is primarily concerned upon the 

protagonists of Tagore‘s select works that include Ascetic 

Dhananjaya in ‗Mukta- dhara‘ , Prakriti in ‗Chandalika , and 

Srimati in ‗Natir Puja ‘ respectively. The fact that the 

characters act toward things on the basis of the meanings 

things have for them states, first and foremost, the 

centrality of meaning to the perspective of present study. 

In all the plays, the unfoldment of character and action is 

carried out through many symbols.  

 In Natirpuja the Sadhana and worship or the Nati 

Srimati is developed symbolically and its climax is shown 

in her self-sacrifice, for the sake of Dharma. In Chandalika, 

the untouchable girl' Pralniti falls in love with the Buddhist 

monk Ananda who asks for water to quench his thirst. The 

consciousness of Prakriti and her love towards Ananda is 

symbolically crafted as a spiritual elevation. The cup of 

water he takes from her hands becomes an ocean in which 

all the waters meet. The play, Mukta-Dhara is the most 

popular and symbolical of all the plays of Tagore. The play 

takes its name from mountain stream name Mukta-Dhara, 

which literally means a free-rivulet, it is a mountains spring, 

its waters rushes down the slopes of Uttarakut and 

irrigates the plains of Shiva-tarai 

 
Review of Related Literature  
 A detailed study on Tagore and her works have been 

conducted from a social, psychological and linguistic 

perspective during the course of research. It formed the 

background that further paved way for theoretical analysis 

integrating Mead‘s conceptual understanding of symbolic 

interactions.  

 A study is undertaken by Srutinath Chakraborty 

(2015) on ‗Remorphing the Creations: English Plays by 

Tagore- An Archival Study‘. She examines the role of 

socialisation in the construction of gender and baring the 

link between social values and the paradigms of male 

domination. Remorphing the Creations: English Plays by 

Tagore- An Archival Study. The study is an exhaustive 

project that covers the criticism on the English works of 

Tagore. He mentions his humble effort to make a 

descriptive bibliography, along with multifaceted archival 
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information on the English works by Tagore. An objective 

comparative study with the original Bengali plays has also 

been attempted in this book. The Introduction of the book 

explores Tagore‘s career as a drama-translator and 

highlights some essential features of the plays. 

 A study was undertaken by Christine Kupfer (2016) of 

Edinburg Napier University on ‗Tagore and 

Phenomenology of the Spheres‘. He discusses Tagore‘s 

philosophy of ‗atmosphere‘ with concepts that are more 

commonly used in education today, such as ‗ethos‘ and 

‗climate. The connection between self and the world is 

portrayed a spiritual achievement in the works of Tagore. It 

draws the conclusion that all symbols and phenomena 

potentially contain a spiritual aspect. The author discusses 

the possibilities of integrating Tagore‘s perspectives of 

Atmosphere in engaging the hands on learning and 

receptivity of children in education 

 G.Shankar (2015) discusses the Nationalism in the 

plays of Rabindranath Tagore. According to him, Tagore 

was a deep ecologist and had a profound vision of the new 

India by the reviving the life of its villages. His works 

played vital role in integrating and harmonizing divergent 

stands of our social fabric based on race, sub-cultures, 

languages and regions. It throws light on the history which 

gave importance tospiritual growth and also witnessed the 

social and economic condition of down-trodden 

 Three of the reviews stated above outline the 

sociological, psychological and literary perspectives 

undertaken on the body of knowledge, implying the need 

of rediscovering them on scales of a theoretical analysis. 

Hence the present study signifies the relevance of 

exploring the idea of Symbolic Interactionism in the select 

plays on a methodical and pragmatic pedestal.  

 
Symbolic Interactionism – An Overview 

 One of the most remarkable features of Rabindranath 

Tagore‘s plays is the utterance of symbolism. Tagore uses 

different phrases, words, characters symbolically. The 

reader and the audience need to interpret them for their 

underlying significance. Reflecting on these various 

meanings of symbols portrayed in Tagore‘s plays, the 

present study see the fundamental relevance of 

understanding the theory of symbolic interactionsm in 

literary discourses. Symbolic Interactionism is the active, 

reflexive, creative and communicative doings of people in 

which meaning is fashioned – a uniquely human quality 

that bestows the capacity for both self andsociety at the 

most fundamental level. Symbolic interaction is also a 

perspective and analytical method for doing social science 

and understanding our social, cultural and communicative 

worlds. George Herbert Mead is usually identified as the 

scholar who first put all the pieces together in a 

comprehensive and coherent treatment of symbolic 

interaction. Sociologist Herbert Blumer later crystalized 

and extended Mead‘s ideas and was the person who 

described the ideas as―symbolic interactionism.‖ 
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Abstract 

 Bharati Mukherjee, a prominent novelist known for her writing towards Indian women immigrations and psychological conflicts 
faces in their new land. All her novels depict the use of phenomena Diaspora and other issues related to it. Her writings focus on the 
immigrant women who are both liberated and trapped in the host country and their struggle for identity. She skillfully puts her attention 
on the immigrant experience, particularly on South Asian women and their transformations on both angles the positive and their 
negativity. Though the writer left India after her marriage and settled in US, her personal experience towards migration and her interest 
towards her native land helped her to become a celebrated writer in the postcolonial literature. This paper discusses on Mukherjee‟s last 
novel Miss New India where the protagonist Anjali Bose break the age old traditions and customs and settle on harmony by overcoming 
all those trials and tribulations which she faces throughout her life. She doesn‟t bother about society, old beliefs and customs and her 
courage and boldness only helped her to lead the life in the happiest manner.  
Keywords: cultural jolt, trans-cultural conflict, displacement, uncertainty 
 

Life of Bharati Mukerjee 

 Bharati Mukherjee was born on July 24, 1940 in the 

city of Kolkata, an Indian American writer, who was 

acknowledged for writings in Diaspora literature and also 

controversial narrator in Indian Writings. After doing her 

higher studies in US, she married a Canadian writer and 

settled there. She has suffered from marginalization and 

humiliation in Canada where she has lost her identity and 

self-image. As she was so much affected by racism in 

Canada, she took a decision to migrate to US with her 

family members. Her educational trip at her earlier age, her 

higher studies in other parts of the world, her personal 

experiences of being an immigrant, all these aspects 

became the theme of her writings. The effect of migration 

and cross-cultural ambivalence in life provoked her to write 

on this concept. Her writings focus on the troubled lives of 

immigrant women from feministic standpoint. She has 

projected the pain, the suffering, and the horror of the lives 

of the immigrant women.  

 The major focus on Mukherjee‘s novel is the blend of 

knowledge about India and her experiences as an 

immigrant. She has experienced both the culture which 

finds its expression in her literary works. As an immigrant 

writer, through the protagonist, she compares and 

contrasts the culture, the dissimilarities which exist and the 

various issues which occur relating to it. Her novels depict 

clearly on the immigrants issues who has faced cultural 

predicament and displacement in the host country. Almost 

in all her novels, the novelist projected on both Indian and 

American culture, their social and psychological norms 

pertaining to food, clothes, different life style, and tradition. 

Immigrant women experiences cultural shock and struggle 

to establish themselves in the host land, and survival 

becomes difficult for them. Indian women who are brought 

up in an orthodox family unable to fit into the new land 

because free society, liberation, sexual freedom, and 

neglect of parents and elders are common thing in US 

whereas it is unheard and unseen in India.  

 Mukherjee‘s Novel Miss New India, depicts the story 

of Anjali Bose from Gauripur, town of Bihar state. Anjali 

had a great dream of migrating to the Hi-tech city of India, 

that is, Bangalore. There she wanted to start a new career 

and a new hi-tech life. As Bangalore is the place of more 

job opportunities and also it is the survival state for most of 

the people from North as well as South due to its hi-tech 

development and many industrialized companies with lots 

of job vacancies. She decides that it would be a suitable 
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place for her to develop herself and also her career. During 

her settlement, she comes across many states of struggles 

due to cultural differences, their life style, and attitude. 

Though she has brought up in a middle-class family, in a 

small town, she is bold enough to handle the situations 

and to bear the problems which bring out success in her 

life. 
 

Anjali‟ Early Life 

 Anjali, a nineteen-year-old girl, has just completed her 

B. Com with good percentage. She is audacious with 

intellectual and artistic mind. She has a great 

communicative boldness who can speak out in American 

slang easily. She wanted to live her life with her own 

choice of career and life partner. Her father, Mr. Prafulla 

Bose was searching a groom suitable for her daughter. He 

was so much conscious in choosing her the suitable 

groom, as his first daughter Sonali‘s life is spoiled by the 

drunkard husband. Sonali has got divorce after 5 years as 

she didn‘t lead a peaceful life, and now she works as a 

book keeper and steno typist to lead her life with her 

daughter. 

 Anjali doesn‘t like her father‘s attitude who forces her 

to get marry soon. Her aspiration is to start her career in a 

reputed job with high salary. Her father doesn‘t understand 

her likings and her desire. So she decides to escape from 

the restrictions of her father and from forced marriage. She 

understands that marriage is an obstacle for her thoughts 

and could not fulfill her ambition. She also states that if her 

marriage is unsuccessful like her sister, the society will 

only blame her and not the man. 
 

Anjali‟s Inspiration 

 Peter Champion, her teacher, also an expatriate from 

the United States, works as high school teacher in Vasco 

da Gama High School. During the school days, he notices 

Anjali‘s ability and good vernacular. He encourages her by 

stating that her knowledge and proficiency should not get 

wasted in this small town. As Anjali was topper during the 

studies, her boldness and expertise would help her to 

achieve her dream and moreover she could prove to the 

world her efficiency. 
 

Anjali‟s Bangalore Life 

 Anjali reached Bangalore after all the struggles and 

obstacles encounter from Bihar. At first, she was able to 

notice people of Bangalore city talks in American English 

very fluently and not only the slang, but their identity too 

looks dressed up like the way westerns do. People in 

Bangalore city wears T-shirts, Jeans and half-shorts which 

make her to feel that she is so much discriminated from 

them. This segregation from others has shown clearly to 

others that she came from a village, which creates lot of 

confusion in her mind. She develops her own cross-

cultural ambivalence within her. She feels difficult to follow 

their custom and culture and wasn‘t able to mix and mingle 

with them easily. In between these great changes in her 

life, she has undergone drastic behavioural attitude within 

herself. Here, the novelist clearly depicted the vast 

differences between the rural village and the hi-tech city 

and their lifestyle and habitation.  

 Anjali starts realizing how village life is different from 

developed city like Bangalore. No one in the city cares 

about their caste and community. In Bangalore, she has 

got sudden liberation, free from the traditional restrictions, 

family bonding, and compulsion of marriage tension etc. 

She has got excited that within India, between the small 

town Gauripur and the hi-tech city Bangalore, noticed vast 

differences on aspects of culture, lifestyle, language, and 

habitation. 

 Anjali joined as a call center agent in IT sector which 

helped her to expose her skills and abilities in order to fulfill 

her dream. As she was brought up in a small village, she 

has undergone cultural jolt at the beginning, due to which, 

it causes psychological and mental imbalances in the new 

land. But this new land has given more opportunities, 

liberal mind and no traditional barriers which make her 

easier to pave way for her success. As a single woman, 

without dependency from her family members and 

relatives; moreover in the new soil and new culture, she has 

achieved what she has dreamt for her life.  
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 Transculturalisn in a concept of cultural encounter 

and its consequences on society, political, and economic 

structures as well as cultural identities. The term 

‗transculturalism‘ was coined by Fernando Ortiz as a 

substitution for acculturation. It highlights the very complex 

transmutations of culture that can be phased into 

acculturation, deculturation and neoculturation. 

Acculturation focuses on the transition of one culture into 

another culture and acquisition of new culture; 

deculturation is the parallel process that ends in a loss or 

uprooting of home culture; transculturation highlights the 

creation of new cultural phenomena.  

 The objective of transculturalism is to adhere to the 

enlightenment and modernism with comprehensive vision. 

Culture is a central concept in comprehending 

transculturalism. The approach of culture is analysed in 

multidimensional context. Comprehending culture in a 

holistic multidimensional concept is only possible through 

crossing borders, which leads to transcultural learning that 

should focus on how learners and educators are both 

products and producers of cultures. As a producers of 

culture individual living in transnational ―habitus‖ transcend 

culture and create something new. The cultural concept 

provides a foundation for broadening and deep 

transcultural learning and perspective transformation.  

 Transculturalism is nothing but a new way of seeing 

the world and understanding oneself. It also expands the 

interdisciplinary field of study as new cultural attributes. 

Cultural interaction and cultural amalgamation foster 

transcultural attitude in defining oneself and forming 

power. Epstein describes the transcultural model of 

cultural development not as ―leveling globalism and 

isolating pluralism‖ but as a ―next level of liberation‖ 

Slimbach argues that transculture can be tested by means 

of thinking ―outside the box of one‘s motherland‖ and by 

seeing many sides of every question without abandoning 

conviction and allowing for a chameleon sense of self 

without losing one‘s cultural center‖. 

 Postcolonial immigrant writers likely Salman Rushdie, 

Ben Okri, Michael Ondaatjee, Bharati Mukherjee Jumpa 

Lahari and a few other writers worked on transcultural 

restlessness through their novels. The aim of the paper is 

to bring out the dynamic transcultural conviction in 

rewriting the doomed fate of the protagonist in Bharati 

Mukherjee‘s novel Jasmine. The intention of the paper is to 

probe into the select novel and discover the new world and 

a new culture recreated by the eponymous protagonist, 

who is identified with chameleon for her adaptability and 

her liquid state of sensibility. Before probing into the crux 

of the paper, it desires to trace out the profile of the author 

Bharati Mukherjee.  

 Bharati Mukherjee is arguably one of the most 

celebrated writers of the Asian immigrant literature. She 

calls herself not as an Indian writer not an exile, not an 

expatriate, but an immigrant‖. She has received 

considerable critical attention from almost all quarters of 

the globe. She has been widely acknowledged as a ―voice 

of expatriate immigrant sensibility‖. She is described as a 

writer, who lived through several phases of life. First as a 

colonial, then as a national subject in India, she then led a 

life of exile as a post-colonial Indian in Canada and finally 

she shifted into a celebratory mode as an immigrant in the 
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United States. She has established herself as a powerful 

member of the American Literary scene.  

 Her literary works reflect her pride in Indian culture 

and heritage and also her celebration of embracing glossy 

America. Mukherjee‘s works deal mainly with encounters 

between conflict cultures, and encounters between women 

and men either of different root cultures or of same root 

culture. She portrays the characters who struggle against 

racism, old world versus new world order, psychological 

and cultural disorientation. Critics have examined 

Mukherjee‘s position in the assimilation versus 

multiculturalism. Mukherjee consciously interweaves Hindu 

mythology and belief into her novels as she blends 

different cultural elements to recreate transient new 

culture. 

 In Jasmine, the author successfully employs versatile 

narrative strategies such as a first person narration, 

flashback, introspective asides which allow the readers to 

transverse in time. Muherjee sketches the protagonist of 

the novel by creating a female bildungsroman in the 

picaresque mode. In Jasmine, the author depicts the 

transnational and transcultural journey of eponymous 

heroine. Jasmine is the story of a poor, young, and 

ambitious Punjabi woman, whose speedy and spectacular 

transmigration from Hasnapur to the United States. The 

transcultural transformation of the character becomes 

evident when she gets involved in a series of 

monogamous relationship by taking a new incarnation and 

shedding the older one.  

 The protagonist Jyoti is energetic, highly bold and 

intellectual who is doomed to overcome insurmountable 

predicaments through her sheer inner strength and 

unshakable determination from her birth. Despite her 

mother tried to throttle her at birth, as she is the fifth 

daughter, she was born and it becomes distinct that in 

survival she is a fighter and adapter to sustain her self-

respect in a hostile world. The author chooses an epigraph 

of James Gleick Chaos, which illustrates the symbolic 

nature of the novel: The new geometry mirrors a universe 

that is rough, not rounded, scabrous, and not smooth. It is 

geometry of the pitted, pocked, and broken up, the twisted, 

tangled, and intertwined‖. Her grandmother named her 

Jyoti which means light. She impresses her teacher by her 

intelligence and fosters her love for English language 

because she believes: ―To want English was to want more 

than you had been given at birth; it was to want the world‖ 

(J. 68). She is introduced to America through books, films, 

and letters which her master receives from his nephew in 

California.  

 When she is seven, an astrologer predicts that she is 

doomed to embrace widowhood and exile. She does not 

believe in the prophecy yet she determines herself to fight 

her destiny by strengthening her English language skills. 

The cultural constraints could not prevent her from 

nurturing her dreams and desires of becoming a doctor 

and setting up her own clinic. But her independent thinking 

has been treated as insane and commented that Kali-yuga 

has already come. Destiny begins to establish its charge 

when she marries Prakash Vijh, an engineering student 

and modern city man with comprehensive vision, who does 

not believe in subservient role of woman and renames her 

Jasmine.  

 Prakash moulds her to become a transformed 

woman, untrapped by the traditional and superstitious 

belief of a feudal society, yet she struggles in the grip of 

the astrologer‘s prediction – ―exile‖ and ―widowhood‖. 

Prakash has implanted American dream in her and 

watered it and both plan to leave for America to begin a 

new life. Unfortunately, he is shot dead by a Sikh terrorist. 

The cultural constraints do not let her dissolve her 

conviction. Jasmine has determined not to spend the 

remaining days as a destitute widow at Hasnapur like her 

mother and her friend Vimala. She decides to take up the 

unconventional progressive ways to reach America so as 

to fulfill the mission of her catalyst husband.  

 Jasmine liberates herself from the clutches of age old 

tradition, culture and social taboos. Jasmine sets off on an 

agonizing journey to Florida as an illegal immigrant. Half 

Face, the disfigured sailor who has ensured to smuggle 

her into Florida, turns out to be a rapist. She has 

slaughtered her assailant by transforming herself into 

Goddess Kali. The concrete realization knocks her head, 

―My body was merely the shell, soon to be discarded. Then 

I could be reborn, debts and sins all paid for‖ (J. 121). She 

undergoes next transformation from Jasmine to Jazzy 

when she has met a kindly mentor Lillian Gordon. 

 She reinvents herself into an American identity, she 

moves to New York in a T-shirt, tight cards, and running 
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shoes. She emerges into an optimistic woman by isolating 

herself from the past and embracing new ideas, cultural 

values, desires, habit to inherit a new cultural identity. 

Jasmine reaches a professional status when she confronts 

Taylor. She is enchanted by Taylor‘s life style and his 

democratic behavior with her. Prof. Taylor rechristens her 

name as Jase. There she secures a job as ―day mummy‖ 

for Duff, the adopted daughter of Columbia University 

Couple- Prof. Taylor and Wylie Taylor. Jasmine could not 

even imagine a non-genetic child. Adoption is as foreign to 

her as the idea of widow remarriage and she is stuck by 

the monstrous culture. She is further shocked by Wylie‘s 

decision of leaving her husband Taylor for another man 

without having any rift between them.  

 Though Jasmine is initially appalled by the bizarre 

culture gradually she is prompted to accept the crazy 

culture and she could sense the change in her own scale 

of values and culture. She endorses the modern values 

that racial and cultural barriers really worth nothing before 

glossy and greasy acculturation. Soon a bond of intimacy 

develops between her and Taylor and she believes that 

her adventurous journey has reached its destination with 

Taylor and Duff.  

 Unfortunately, on sighting her husband‘s assassin in 

New York, she is forced to unmask her identity as Jase 

and accepts the new mask Jane offered by the fifty year 

old Bud Ripplemeyer. Jasmine‘s foreignness fascinates 

him and he feels rejuvenated by her Eastern vitality and 

wisdom. Bud and Jane adopted a Vietnamese refuge boy 

who constantly reminds her of her own past. As the days 

go by, she is pregnant with Bud‘s child yet she is not 

prepared to accept the proposal of marriage. Even the 

prospect of unwed motherhood doesn‘t disturb her. She 

serves Bud patiently and fondly when he becomes 

crippled. Jane feels totally isolated as Jane Ripplemeyer, 

when Du leaves for California to his sister‘s family, with the 

hope of Taylor to rescue her.  

 As expected, Taylor has come for her rescue and 

Jane leaves for Berkeley with him without any 

compunction of leaving Bud. Taylor‘s readiness to accept 

Bud‘s unborn child fascinates her and he appears to be a 

man of receptive. Jasmine is fortified by the lesson that 

she has learnt from her experience-―In America, nothing 

lasts…we arrive so eager to learn, to adjust, to participate, 

only to find the monuments are plastic, agreements are 

annulled. Nothing is forever, nothing is so terrible, or so 

wonderful, that it won‘t disintegrate‖ (J. 181).  

 Jasmine considers that her relationship with Bud is an 

another phase in her journey. She states, ―I am not 

choosing between men. I am caught between the promise 

of America and old- world dutifulness‖ (J.240). She feels 

that this conviction is in no way associated either with guilt 

or sin. She realizes that she has dreams to maintain and 

preserve her distinct self and draws no boundary to 

confine her movement in the name of culture. Jasmine has 

evolved into a woman whose unconstrained movement is 

quintessence for lucrative life. She resolves not to remain 

stable because disruption and change are indispensable 

for the fittest survival.  

 Some anonymous urge in her drives her to overcome 

every hindrance and adversity by slaughtering her 

emotions, ephemeral culture and foolish sentiments for her 

progressive movement. With her remarkable will power, 

she could fight undesirable fate and resist the hold of 

feudal patriarchal culture. Her voyage to America on a 

forged visa and passport shows her audacity to survive 

and to recreate her doomed destiny. According to her rape 

is just a traumatic birth and realizes there are no concept 

of shame and no value for stagnant culture in the glossy 

land.  

 As a female Brahma, she is her own creator, pregnant 

with new life; as a caregiver, she matches Vishnu, the 

preserver; as Shiva‘s counterpart, Kali, she has killed the 

demon, half-faced rapist. The novel erases the history, 

ethnic and cultural identity of the protagonist, who is ready 

to destruct and resurrect herself like a phoenix bird. The 

transition of her identity from Jyoti to Jasmine to Jane to 

Jase, and what she becomes next remain uncertain, is not 

a painless venture but filled with horrendous adventures 

and risk. She whispers ―to the astrologer who floats cross-

legged- ―watch me re-position the stars‖‖ (J. 240).  

 The novel states that it is not a world of fixities and 

certainties and so it is always in a flux, its characters 

always touching new shores of human experiences, do not 

want to rust unburnished. It shows clearly that she is 

caught between two conflict cultures: the east and west, 

past and present, old and new and it is not so easy to 

disunite oneself from the roots and tradition of the culture 
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that one comes from but possible only by a person like the 

protagonist with strong determination to undergo complex 

transmutations of culture.  
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Abstract 

 The Native American Literature is the traditional literature of the indigenous people of America. It is also called as American Indian 
Literature. European colonization institutionalized the Native Americans‟ cultural identity and due to the cultural class between Natives 
and Whites in the reservation period, the White government encouraged Native Americans to assimilate into the White society. But 
many tribal people refused to assimilate whereas a few wish to assimilate and on the other hand most of them were in dilemma whether 
to join the dominant settlers or to retain tribal identity or to embrace both the culture at the same time. A cultural tension prevailed during 
the colonizing period and it still continues. Louise Erdrich‟s Tracks discusses the cultural tension between the indigenous and settlers. 
The paper attempts to depict the cultural class and assimilation in the lives of Native Americans through the select novel Tracks by 
Louise Erdrich. 

 

 The Cultural conflicts between the indigenous and the 

dominant settlers have channeled through time and are 

extended to the present. Their colonial experience and its 

aftermath are identified in the writings of the famous Native 

American authors like Leslie Marmon Silko, N. Scott 

Momaday, James Welch and Louise Erdrich. The colonial 

relationship of Natives and Whites was a relationship 

between two societies and two different cultures. This 

relationship between the Natives and the settlers had 

worsened when the colonizers intended to ―civilize‖ the 

Natives and began to implant their cultural values in them. 

From the day one of their arrival, the Native Americans 

have expressed their resistance against the dominant 

settlers and have continued to oppose the superior 

system. Since Native Americans encountered many 

cultural and social struggles and tussles, they couldn‘t 

voice out their issues and their rights were deprived totally. 

Despite various Removal and Relocation Acts, Natives 

were persistent and slowly and steadily they began to re-

create their Native identity and started to react against the 

colonial oppression in different ways. 

 Louise Erdrich is a surviving American author whose 

works mainly focus on Native American characters and 

she herself is a mixed blood, born to a German father and 

Native American mother. She is one of the most prominent 

Native American writers and her works have received 

many awards. Erdrich is extensively celebrated as one of 

the most significant writers of the second wave of 

the Native American Renaissance. In the year 2009, 

Louise Erdrich novel The Plague of Doves was a finalist for 

the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction and received an Anisfield-Wolf 

Book Award. In the yerar 2012, for her novel The Round 

House she received the National Book Award for 

Fiction. At the National Book Festival in September 2015 

she has been awarded with the Library of Congress Prize 

for American Fiction. 

 Her novel Tracks is set at a crucial time in the history 

of the Anishinabe people. From 1912 to 1924, this 

particular tribe of Native Americans was under dangerous 

threat by the cruel invaders. This tribe was very much 

dependent on farming and hunting for their livelihood and 

survival but various unreasonable taxes led to the loss of 

the land. So without the land they couldn‘t do farming and 

hunting and as a result they were forced to accept the 

White culture and values. Furthermore, the invasion of new 

religion (Christianity) made their tribal religion become 

extinct and many new deadly diseases were spread 

rampantly from White people to the Native tribe and thus 

resulted in killing numerous indigenous people. White 

Americans always focus on individualism, which is a 
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foreign concept to the Native Americans which ultimately 

weakened the Native‘s ability to survive. 

 The novel Tracks starts from the year 1912, and that 

was accurately twenty-five years from the division of 

American Indian lands according to Dawes Act and the 

novel begins from the narrator point of view. The main 

purpose to pass the Dawes Act is to promote the self-

supporting farming and ranching among American Indian 

society according to the Government. In real, the intention 

behind the Dawes Act is to provide detailed provisions to 

reduce the Indian lands in tribal community and they 

planned to sell the unallocated lands to Whites. This Act 

changed the Native society completely which resulted in 

starvation that slowly weakened the indigenous tribes and 

made people to loose immunity power and easily they 

become vulnerable to infection. The incredible number of 

deaths among the tribes disturbed the unity amidst them 

and led to the sale of unclaimed allotments to Whites, and 

later Whites became the owners of land within reservation 

boundaries.  

 During the historical period depicted in Tracks, the 

White government implemented dogmas that encouraged 

Native Americans to assimilate from their ethnic tribe to the 

dominant society. But not all the Natives were ready for 

assimilation and in the select novel the author depicts clear 

picture of Native society of that period and how characters 

react differently against assimilation. In recent decades, it 

is said that American society is undeniably multicultural, 

composed of citizens with a rich variety of cultural 

backgrounds. In the present world, the acceptance of 

pluralism and assimilation lead to the development of 

multicultural studies, a branch of review that aids in 

understanding and exploring minority groups‘ cultural 

traditions and heritage. Modern theorists and critics who 

are interested to explore and study multicultural approach 

to literature focus on the works produced by minority and 

postcolonial writers. These writers give voice to the people 

who were once dumb and deaf for the outside world and 

they were rarely heard during the colonial period. Louise 

Erdrich is such a kind of writer who brings historical 

incidents alive using her power of creating fictional 

characters. 

 Nanapush and Pauline are the two main narrators of 

the select novel Tracks. The twin narrators in the novel 

indicate two major conflicts in the society regarding the 

same cultural issue. Pauline is a mixed blood successor 

who makes her mind not to go along with her own 

community and she always urges to support the White 

administrators. She doesn‘t listen to the elders of the tribe 

and pays no attention to the tribal laws and cultural values. 

On the other side Fleur and her family are literally suffering 

from starvation but Pauline on seeing them doesn‘t care 

about that. The starvation is due the invasion of Europeans 

which has changed the Native American‘s life to the worst 

condition. Pauline in the process of assimilation rejects her 

tribal relatives and started to live her life with Morrissey 

family. She also has a child with Napoleon Morrissey that 

she bequeaths to Bernadette Morrissey. On the later stage 

of her life she joins a convent in order to escape for her 

own sin. Towards the end of the novel she believes that 

Jesus Christ has appeared to her and told her that she is 

no more Native but White. She considers her mixed blood 

identity of Anishinabe heritage as shameful thing and 

rejects it completely and starts teaching in a Catholic 

school. Pauline‘s refusal of her indigenous roots is so 

extreme that she becomes crazy at the end. The end of 

her life exemplifies that losing one‘s connection to the 

tradition and embracing a new dominant and oppressive 

culture can result in a psychological break which is severe 

enough to remove a person from reality entirely. Cynthia 

Winnie in her article Social and Cultural Defiance:  

Re-Building of Native American Identity in Louise Erdrich‟s 

Tracks says, ―Pauline completely rejects her Native identity 

and she even quits speaking her Native language. Her 

choice of adopting the White man‘s culture leads to the 

destruction of her identity in both worlds.‖(26) 

 The second narrator Nanapush is not like Pauline he 

opposes the arrival of the Europeans and the horrible 

decisions taken by them to snatch away their own land. In 

the novel nearly all the characters undergo various 

diseases and only a few had immunity to go against the 

deadly diseases brought by the Whites. In the text, 

Nanapush survived from many diseases in his life span of 

fifty years.  

 Nanapush, being a tribal elder, rescues Fleur from 

severe winter and treats her as his daughter. It is 

Nanapush who teaches Eli and other tribal people to hunt 

to lead their life independently. In the later part of the novel 

Nanapush accepts the friendship of Father Damien, the 

young White priest who comes forward to help the poor 

tribal members by explaining all the government 

documents. Even Nanapush started to attend Catholic 
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mass regularly. In due course, Nanapush involves himself 

in the White government so that he can regain the custody 

of Lulu, Fleur‘s daughter. He starts working with White 

bureaucracy so that he might restore his family member 

and uphold his tribe‘s traditions. So, ultimately at the end 

he partially embraces the new culture only to do good to 

his tribe and also to retain their tradition. 

 Lorena L. Stookey in her book Louise Erdrich: A 

Critical Companion says,  

Tracks also affords its readers insight into its Native 

characters‘ way of life and demonstrates how 

people confronted by pressures to assimilate are 

nonetheless able to ensure the survival of their 

cultural identity, it addresses multiculturalism‘s 

interest in the perspectives and experiences of 

people who are minority members of a diverse 

national population.(87) 

 Michael Garrett who is a novelist and short story 

writer comments on different levels of Native Americans 

acculturation. According to him there are four levels 

namely Traditional, Marginal, Bicultural and Assimilated. 

Assimilated group fully accept the dominant society and 

lead their life in the White world and embrace White culture 

and beliefs. Critics believe that ―marginal‖ Native 

Americans experience great level of cultural conflicts as 

they are trapped between their Native culture and 

dominant society which leads to severe cultural and 

identity crisis. The novel Tracks exhibits this condition of 

the Native Americans who are ―marginal‖ and the cultural 

tension which led them into confusion whether to 

assimilate or not. The main character Nanapush starts to 

restore their identity and culture.  

 Homi.K.Bhabha in his book The Location of Culture 

talks about identity crisis in the context of colonial 

oppression. He says, 

In articulating the problem of colonial cultural 

alienation in the psychoanalytic language of 

demand and desire, Fanon radically questions the 

formation of both individual and social authority as 

they come to be developed in the discourse of 

social sovereignty. The social virtues of historical 

rationality, cultural cohesion, the autonomy of 

individual consciousness assume an immediate, 

Utopian identity with the subjects on whom they 

confer a civil status. The civil state is the ultimate 

expression of the innate ethical and rational bent of 

the human mind; the social instinct is the 

progressive destiny of human nature, the 

necessary transition from Nature to Culture. (43) 

 In Tracks, Kashpaw, Pillager, Nanapush, and Puyat 

are the four Anishinabe families who struggle to find a 

balance between the traditional method of tribal life and 

the violent and dangerous influence of White invadors. In 

the novel it is very clearly depicted that Natives‘ ways are 

very much endangered by the arrival of White. Mostly 

many characters of the novel maintain some balance 

between the two different ways of life. A few characters 

really want to accept the dominant society (White 

American society) but still maintaining their age old 

tradition and true identity. The author presents the tension 

between the Anishinabe beliefs and Christianity throughout 

the novel. The newly arrived Christianity slowly tries to 

eliminate the old traditional beliefs, but misunderstandings 

and misplaced priorities are the root cause of all the 

trouble and trials. 

 Consistently Natives were compelled to follow 

European culture and leave their tribal identity. E. Shelley 

Raid in his article, The Stories We Tell: Louise Erdrich‟s 

Identity Narratives says that 

 Though limited in scope, these traditional 

autobiographical paradigms offer powerful opportunities, 

even for Americans of non-European ancestry. For minority 

Americans, writing (or co-writing) their life stories has from 

the start produced both acceptance by the reading public 

and a chance to claim and (re)tell their own stories. Slave 

narratives, ―as-told-to‖ Indian autobiographies, and 

exoticized stories of Asian immigrants helped open doors for 

other writers to create and publish poetry, fiction, and other 

genres. Yet, the impulse to focus on stories of identity has 

not weakened. (6) 

 The next main character who remains close with 

indigenous roots and belief is Fleur Pillager. Like 

Nanapush she loves to be in the Anishinabe tribal land. 

Though she has lost her family members in consumption, 

she continues to lead her life by distancing her from the 

people on the reservation and survives by indulging in 

hunting and scavenging. Fleur is very strong in spirituality 

that the tribe believes that she is closely associated 

with Misshepeshu, the lake spirit. For a short period Fleur 

goes off the reservation and moves to nearby Argus, North 

Dakota. There she indulges in a fight with White workers 

and in turn they beat her up heavily and drive her back to 
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the reservation. She takes this incident as a punishment 

for leaving tribal land and after returning she also finds that 

she has her control over the lake spirit. The author with the 

character Fleur, clearly depicts the cultural tension in the 

minds of the Native Americans. Fleur being in the White 

community couldn‘t commit herself fully but at the same 

time she wishes to experience the life in the White society. 

Her mind is in dilemma whether to accept or refuse the 

new culture.  

 Towards the end of the novel when Fleur‘s land is 

sold to the company run by the White, she ends her battle 

with dominant group on her own terms by cutting down the 

trees on the land herself rather than allowing them to use 

their violent tools to do the same. Even without her own 

land, Fleur‘s attachment towards the Native tribe and 

culture is valuable and impressive until the very end of the 

novel. The threat by the government made her to lose her 

land and life completely but she clings on to the tribal 

ethics strongly and she is inflexible in her beliefs despite 

the direst consequences of the cruel invaders.  

 On the other hand, when the Native tribe began to 

lose its significance amongst the White culture, Pauline 

readily decides to adopt the White man‘s identity. Though 

she was warned by her father that she will ―fade out‖ 

amidst the new civilization, she is very determined to hold 

the new holistic dominancy. 

 Towards the end of the novel Fleur and Nanapush 

loss their families to consumption and they end up in a 

deep sense of grief and depression. Fleur is beaten and 

raped by the White men from the butcher shop. Pauline 

becomes crazy and Napoleon dies at the end. All these 

negative happenings are seen by the Natives as 

punishments imposed by the tribal Gods for many people 

have turned against the tribe. The characters in the novel 

are very much confused about their tribal life because for 

physical life they need to accept the new civilization but for 

the spiritual life they tend to retain their indigenous ways. 

But somehow all the characters tries to maintain a balance 

between the old and new cultures. 

 The character Pauline is peculiar because as she 

openly rejects the tribal life she faces the dire 

consequences at the end. On the other hand, other 

characters though they assimilate themselves they did that 

to survive so that they can live in order to pass on their 

tradition and culture to the future generations.  

 In contrast, Father Damien a White American, 

practices Catholicism in a more charitable way among the 

tribes. He always tries to help the Native Americans and 

doesn‘t ill-treat them for following both old tradition and the 

new Christian principles. In the novel Margaret and 

Nanapush pray to both Christian and Manitou gods 

expresses a a clearer understanding that the faith is very 

important and good comes from God either it can be tribal 

God or the Christian God. 

 Natives wish to maintain their way of life without the 

influence of an invasive, oppressive White culture and 

government, but the practical solution requires finding a 

balance between White culture and Native tradition to 

ensure survival. In the face of cultural annihilation, there is 

no ―right‖ decision to overcome the threats, but each 

character of the novel attempts to sustain themselves with 

actions based on their individual thought process - some 

assimilate and some retain their tradition by enduring the 

sufferings. The Native Americans faces the social 

challenges and trials and are still fighting for their position 

in the dominant society. The rapid transition in time has 

changed the tribe, where the Natives began to consider 

adopting and adapting as the only means to survive. 

Erdrich does not suggest on rejecting the Native ways 

completely, but encourages the Natives to be resilient and 

to adapt the ways of the majority, not losing their innate 

spirit, for the co-existence and for maintaining the 

indigenous traits of the tribe. 
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Abstract  

 Tradition and culture are the two eyes will always be preserved and protected by the ancient family of India. Due to westernization 
and globalization, modernity entered and slowly it has taken away the tradition and culture followed by the elders. The young generation 
started to question everything and found the answer by testing their lives. Manju Kapur, as an eminent modernist writer, extends her 
hands to apply tradition and culture in her novels. Through her protagonists, she amicably made them explore modernization in their 
lives feels dissatisfied and found harmony only amid culture-bound tradition. Kapur‟s six books female protagonists are poignant young 
ladies who seek happiness through love finally attained bliss through concealment of bondage through the family.  
Keywords: Culture, tradition, harmony, modernity, bondage 

 
 Literature serves as a creative art that depicts social 

consciousness, culture and tradition from the ancient era. 

Indian English fictions have produced endless authors who 

share their vision with colourful tradition and culture. The 

cross-culture literature portrayed cultural shocks among 

protagonists who visited other counties and felt isolated 

and face social distress. Manju Kapur is one of the iconic 

diasporic writers who skillfully handled cross-culture 

themes with vivid depictions. She typically dealt with two 

types of affiliation in most of her novels as cultural shocks 

between man-women relationship and man‘s association 

with the cosmos. 

 An eminent international novelist Manju Kapur was 

born in 1948 at Amritsar to renowned parents. She 

graduated with her bachelor‘s degree in literature from 

Delhi Miranda House University and completed a Master‘s 

Degree at Canada Dalhousie University. She married Gun 

Nidhi Dalmia, who shared the noble values of her father. 

She has three daughters and a son. She also blessed with 

three grandchildren and taught English literature for two 

decades and holds a separate place as a successful 

women novelist. Her novels are sparkling and urge readers 

to travel among the protagonist with their cross-cultural 

struggle and alleviate them from the cultural shocks. 

 Manju Kapur‘s characters are cultured, traditional, 

fight against social abuse and constrain them in their 

home. Once, the protagonists moving out will face 

dilemmas in upholding their culture and tradition in a 

foreign country. Her characters are bond themselves from 

the tradition with modernity and pursue their lifestyle. In all 

six novels, Manju Kapur‘s female protagonists made 

vibrant outlook - Virmati in Difficult Daughters, Nisha in-

Home, in Married Women the protagonist Astha, the role of 

Nina in Immigrant, in Custody - Shagun and Tapti in 

Brothers. They all follow cultural ethics and traditional 

dilemma in their lives.  

 Manju Kapur, in her first novel Difficult Daughters 

(1998), symbolized Virmati as a woman who broke 

conventional tradition and culture in a joint family. She 

fought against an arranged marriage and willfully married 

Harish, a Professor who is already married. Marrying a 

married man is against Hindu culture but due to modernity 

and education, she insisted on marrying him. Virmati 

constrained herself as a difficult daughter to her family. 

Virmati‘s mother, Kasturi, believes women must follow 

household duties and become a good daughter, wife and 

an excellent mother. But all her mother‘s dreams are 

shattered by her unconventional behaviour. Harish first 

wife Ganga, a traditional woman, follows all her wife‘s 
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duties even by knowing her husband betrayed her by 

marrying another woman without her consent. Ida, the 

daughter of Virmati, led a different life.  

 The three-generation of women have portrayed 

dazzlingly in Difficult Daughters. The first generation 

Virmati‘s mother Kasturi is a typical traditional woman who 

married to the wish of her family and led a life of the dutiful 

wife and loving mother. The second-generation Virmati has 

lived in the age of tradition and modernity that questioned 

everything and tried to explore her knowledge by breaking 

the culture and tradition. She cancelled the marriage fixed 

by her parents to an engineer and she willfully married a 

Professor who is already married. Though she earned 

salary and able to live solely, the society saw her as a 

second wife and she lost recognition from the community. 

Ida, the third-generation woman, fights against her mother 

Virmati in all aspects. She lost her identity and got 

humiliated because of her mother‘s fault. After Ida became 

a divorcee came to understand her mother‘s inner-

thoughts only after her death. Third generation women 

explore their life along with culture and tradition, which 

made them face society with multiple dimensions and 

identified themselves through their eccentricity. 

 Manju Kapur extends her hand in showcasing 

tradition and culture through the second novel Married 

Women published in 2003. Astha, the only daughter, 

married Hemant in a traditional arranged marriage. She 

has fallen in love with Rohan in her college days. Still, due 

to her parent‘s compulsion, she married Hemant and 

started to live happily with two children by following the 

tradition and culture of her society. Later she appointed as 

an Arts teacher and she had acquaintance with Ajaz while 

he performs drama with his troupe and he conducted show 

related to Babur Masjid issues. The effort of him 

magnetized Astha and she also started to raise her voice 

through her painting. Ajaz troupe was burnt alive during 

the problem, which made Astha become reformist and 

broke tradition and culture and evolved herself as an active 

member of a social reformist. Meanwhile, she had close 

contact with another young widow, revolting social activist 

Pipelika.  

 Astha and Pipelika have more common ideologies, 

which later led them to have a lesbian relationship. Astha 

then knew that she is the wife of her old friend Ajaz. 

Astha‘s husband, as a traditional husband, appreciates his 

wife for her innocence and free mindedness. Hemant felt 

Astha is not like his old wife, who always fear for 

everything and highly pious. Then he found out the truth 

about why his wife was moving away from him and her 

family. As a cultured father, he never wants to break his 

bond with his wife. While, at the end of the novel, Pipelika 

got her admission for Doctor of Philosophy in abroad and 

she goes for her higher studies. Death of Astha's father 

made her mother move to Kasi and doing service to the 

poor and needy. As a circle, Astha‘s life came to the 

starting point by uniting with her family. Though she came 

out from traditional frontiers, the conventional and cultural 

bond linked her back to the family. 

 Home the third novel of Manju Kapur published in the 

year 2006, which shared the story of cloth merchant 

Banwari Lal‘s three-generation descendants and the main 

protagonist is Nisha. Banwari Lal family believed that men 

should be the bread-winner of the family and women 

should become the home-maker. The first generation story 

initiates with Sona and Rupa sisters who married to a 

traditional family. Sona at the age of seventeen married to 

Yaspal, the son of Banwari Lal‘s family and Rupa married 

to a government officer in junior level. Sona faced 

countless attacks from her in-laws for not having a baby, 

but her husband supports her in all endeavours. After ten 

long years, Sona gave birth to Nisha. As a devoted 

daughter-in-law, she had a responsibility to took care of 

Vicky, the son of Sunitha, the daughter of Banwari Lal‘s 

family who died in an accident. It is difficult for Sona to 

keep her daughter away from Vicky, so she sent Nisha to 

her childless sister to continue her higher studies. 

 Banwari Lal family‘s traditional marriage has 

portrayed vividly. The alliance has to be arranged by the 

family is the culture followed and everyone joins hands to 

make the function in a grandeur manner. While in Rupa‘s 

home Prem Nath reads traditional stories to Nisha to 

uphold herself to the moral principles of her family. With 

Rupa‘s help, she broke the tradition that men alone should 

be educated; she joined college for her betterment. But 

after going to college, Nisha seeks modernity and forgets 

her family tradition and culture. Her intimacy with her 

boyfriend brings disgrace to her health and her family. Her 
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fair skin turned with rashes and she became adamant and 

postponed her marriage. 

 At last, all family members convinced her and married 

her into a blissful family. After ten months she gave birth to 

twins and started herself mingling with the dutiful daughter-

in-law, loving wife and caring mother. Nisha‘s multiple 

dimensions, her inner struggle between tradition and 

modernity is finally won by the cultural agreement and 

adjustment to the amendment of her life for the happiness 

of her family bear fruit to her transformation.  

 Thus, Manju Kapur as an orator expels Indian 

tradition and culture through her protagonists. Though they 

quickly fascinated by cross-cultural modernization later, 

they realized the love and care of the family only can make 

them live safe with peace. A traditional family bound will 

always be strengthened and no one can ever take that 

apart. In initial as a cocoon, they committed an endless 

error and finally, they emerged as a spectacular butterfly 

by appearing as an embodiment of matured cultured 

ladies. 
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Abstract 

 Indians have different religious faiths in India and other countries. People who live in India have multicultural 

attitudes. Even there are many communities such as, Hindu, Sikhs, Muslims, Christians Parsees etc., The attitudes of 

every individual in a community finds themselves as superior and others as inferior. Very commonly people create cultural 

tension and clashes between two communities. The study focuses on the cultural issues in Chetan Bhagat‟s 2 States. The 

cultural differences between the north-Indian and south-Indian families are finely expressed. People have changed a lot 

but still they remain static in certain issues like culture and tradition. Though they wanted to become modern, they blindly 

follow the traditional way of seeking perfect match for their children. India is praised due to its own way of culture and 

tradition. Education is to upgrade their life and not to spoil their own image. The cultural clash can be stopped with the 

better knowledge of Education. 

Keywords: Cultural conflicts, tradition, migration, education, self identity, archetype, love, etc. 

 
 Culture is one of the main factors of Indian. The 

society tends to follow the culture and tradition in the 

society. Culture and tradition plays an important role in the 

development of nation. India is unique for its culture and 

tradition comparing to other countries. People use to follow 

their own cultural aspects in India. Though they show their 

oneness in citizenship as Indian they differ in culture and 

tradition what they follow. Another major factor which takes 

in general is cultural clash or conflict. The study focuses on 

the cultural clash in Chetan Bhagat‘s 2 States. The novel is 

about the struggle of a young couple to marry from 

different culture. It explains the inter-state marriage in 

India. The protagonists Krish and Ananya love each other 

in the IIM Ahmedabad. They seek permission of their 

parents to marry. Krish, is a Punjabi boy and Ananya is a 

Tamil Brahmin girl. The cultural clash starts from here like 

paranthas and idlis, paneer and coconut chutney.  

 The novel is the real story of the author and his wife, 

who belong to Delhi and Tamilnadu respectively. The 

couple comes from two different states in India and face 

the hardship in convincing their parents and to get 

acceptance for their marriage. It finely projects the 

generation gap, communication gap and cultural gap. The 

story begins in the IIM Ahmedabad mess, where Krish and 

Ananya were quarrelling with the mess staff for food. They 

become friend within a few days and decide to study 

together every night. This gives a chance for them to fall in 

love with each other. After finishing their course both of 

them get good job and plans for their wedding. Krish tries 

to get acceptance from Ananya‘s family and Ananya tries 

to get acceptance from Krish‘s family. 

 Krish also point outs the problems of students and 

teachers‘ relationship, students and parents‘ relationship. 

He showcases youth life in colleges and universities. He 

represents the voice of emerging India and tries to bridge 

the gap between the young generation and the old 

generation. He says that IIM student solve the 

mathematical problems easily but ―girls don‘ t get selected 

to IIM for their looks. They get in because they can solve 

the mathematical problem faster than 99.9% of India‘s 
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population and crack the CAT‖ (3). He further says that he 

is not a critic and informs things in the way they appear 

which gives the natural touch in writing. Ananya represents 

the voice of the youth who never dares to speak what is 

right and what is wrong. She finds the food served to the 

students is not good and the students who have consumed 

it become sick. That is the reason why she asks the 

support of the student to file complaint against the mess 

worker. She hopes so that the quality of the food will 

improve. She dares say, ―And that is why you don‘t 

improve. May be they should complain‖ (4). Krish is the 

one who accepts the reason and learns the situation of the 

students. But he simply follows ‗Live and let live‘.  

 Ananya is so different because she represents the 

voice of modern youth and wants to enjoy complete 

freedom. She believes in equality of men and women. She 

knows her rights and does what she wants. She likes to 

wear shorts and smoke cigarettes. She never cares the 

criticism of others and their feeling. She gives importance 

according to her priority and never likes people patronizing 

her. She thinks modern women are intelligent people and 

never wanted to be instructed unnecessarily for all. She 

shares her opinion with Krish in a conversation with him. 

She even smokes because she likes it. This clearly points 

out that she is deviating from the regular culture and 

tradition. She informs him that ―I want you to consider the 

possibility that women are intelligent human beings. 

Intelligent people don‘t like to be told what to wear or do, 

especially when they are adults. Does that make sense to 

you?‖ (20). 

 Ananya hesitates to kiss her lover, Krish in his room 

and thereafter they make a premarital love in the girl‘s 

dormitory. Krish represents the voice of the modern youth 

who do not believe in the traditional belief about virginity 

and chastity but only knows the physical needs for love 

and affection. Krish explains that they started to have sex 

before marriage. He further informs that ―You put a boy 

and a girl in a room for a week and add lots of boring 

books, and sparks are sure to fly‖ (26). Here they break 

the cultural values and had sex before marriage. As far as 

Indian parents are concerned for the safety and security to 

safeguard the girl with virginity is so important. Krish kisses 

Ananya at the famous Marina Beach and is caught by the 

police but he is able to handle the police only with money. 

He says that money can solve all the problems in India. 

When the constable shouts at Krish and grabs his arm with 

anger but when Krish pays him off everything gets over. 

Krish remembers, ―I took out a fifty. He looked at me and 

Ananya. ‗Warning,‘ the cop said as he took the note‖ (98). 

It is very clear that Krish and Ananya are deviating from 

the culture by kissing each other in the public place. 

 Krish focuses another issue in the society which is 

common among the college students. He goes to buy 

liquor in the government approved shop. It is clear that not 

to sell the wine to a person less than twenty five. But Krish 

pays extra ten rupees for a bottle and buys it. He observes 

that ―It is amazing how money relaxes rules around the 

country‖ (99). Consuming liquor is not followed as Indian 

culture but people are fascinated towards the western 

Culture. That fascination makes the youngsters to do it 

later they become addicted to that habit. Even the wishes 

of youngsters are fulfilled due to money. By using money 

they violate the rule and regulation of the government.  

 Krish wants to find the reason for not getting 

permission in the initial stage. He also talks about the unity 

and integrity of the nation, India. He finds among Indians 

their feelings are different and they discriminate each other 

in culture, religion and language. He needs to marry an 

intra-state and intra-culture girl from Tamilnadu with great 

purpose to unite the state first and then country. He 

decides to stop these types of discrimination and decides 

to marry intra-state girl. He informs that ―It‘s Tamil first, 

Indian later. Punjabi first, Indian later. It has to 

end….National anthem, National Currency and National 

team still, we won‘t marry our children outside our state. 

How can this intolerance to good for our country?‖ (102).  

 Krish has a unique way to unite India. He suggests 

the youth of the country to marry outside their state 

because he thinks that is the only way to unite India as 

one. He wants his children not to be stable at one place 

instant he wants them to be neither Punjabi nor Tamils but 

they will be tagged as Indians. He says ―They will be 

Indian. They will be above all this nonsense. If all, young 

people marry outside their community it is good for the 

country‖ (103). Elders in the family have their own social 

customs and caste discriminations in marriage, so it has its 

own restriction in this regard. People belong to different 

states have their own social and linguistic differences in 
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them. Though tries to eradicate it, it is too sturdy to remove 

form the society. 

 Krish tries to get Ananya‘s parents approval by 

training her brother for IIT, helps her father in making a 

power point presentation and facilitates her mother to give 

her maiden performance with S. P. Balasubramaniam. 

Ananya on the other hand goes to Delhi, lives with 

Malhotras for a few days, tries to get approval of Krish‘s 

mother, his relatives and helps his maternal uncle come 

out of a tricky and sticky situation. She wins the favour of 

one and all due to her intelligence and her job, which 

fetches the huge salary. The culture change takes place in 

Krish and Ananya‘s life that before marriage they went to 

their in-laws family for seeking permission. In due course 

of time Krish suffers with nervous breakdown and comes 

to meet his lover, Ananya. He meets as doctor for fever 

and revealed the reason for his mental breakdown.  

 The professional advice of the psychiatrist changes 

Krish. By doing meditation he remembers the incident 

which has happened three years back. He informs his 

father, when he was in IIT Delhi, he had an affair with the 

professor‘s daughter. The girl‘s father was against to their 

love and plans to send his daughter to abroad. Krish wants 

his father to go and meet the professor and settle the 

problem. But Krish‘s father starts to scold his mother, tries 

to attack her in front of him. This infuriates Krish to fight 

with his father and says,   

Slapped his face one, twice, then I rolled my hand 

into a fist and punched his face. My father went into 

a state of shock, he couldn‘t fight back. He didn‘t 

expect this; all my childhood I‘d merely suffered his 

dominance….It was a reaction to two decades of 

abuse….I punched his head until he collapsed on 

the floor…. My mother sat on the bed, fighting back 

her emotions. We looked at each other. We were a 

family, but pretty much as screwed up as they 

come….I looked at my father and vowed never to 

speak to him again. (167) 

 This creates a great stress in Krish‘s family. He 

becomes quite and starts to think of the deeds he has 

done and the effects in his family. He violated the culture 

and beats his father without giving any respect to him. 

 Krish thinks from his mother‘s point of view of a family 

seeking a daughter-in-law. Arranged marriage looks 

somewhat different from the point of the bride and her 

family. Most of them prefer arranged marriage, because 

they want to give secured life for their children. Young girls 

do have their own wish of the family in selecting 

bridegroom. In marriage dowry plays vital role form the 

lower class society to the higher class society people. 

Krish means to state that dowry is ‗a resident evil‘ in the 

North India. Krish‘s mother wants to get cash, gold and 

other gifts from the bride. This is the reason why she says 

no to the love marriage, the love of her son, Krish and his 

beloved Ananya. This showcases the major problem in the 

country. 

 Krish and Ananya are trained in one of the best 

institutions of the world in the western liberal humanistic 

education. Finally they work for the Trans-National 

Corporations (TNCs). Both convinced their parents and the 

marriage takes place. The marriage is solemnized in the 

traditional Tamil way. Their families joined together with 

different cultural background for the well being of the 

couple. Marriage celebration starts, the cultural burden 

fades and the mutual respect takes place to each other‘s 

beliefs, rituals, conventions and lifestyle. Usually such love 

marriage will not take place with the blessings of their 

parents. Parents cannot accept the immediate change of 

culture and tradition in the process of marriage. Only few 

accept after a long struggle, others fail to tackle problem 

and suffer a lot. The novel concludes in the hospital where 

Ananya gives birth to her twin sons. The last words of the 

Epilogue are ―The nurse cleaned up the two babies and 

gave them to me. ‗Be careful‘ she said as I took in each 

arm. You are from two different states, right? So, what will 

be their state?‘ the nurse said and chuckled. ‗They‘ll be 

from a state called India,‖ Krish said (Epilogue). The unity 

of the two states shows the multicultural perspective.  

 People have changed a lot but still they remain static 

in certain issues like culture and tradition. Though they 

wanted to become modern, they blindly follow the 

traditional way of seeking perfect match for their children. 

India is praised due to its own way of culture and tradition. 

Even they used to follow the traditional manner of giving 

respect to elders. Education is to upgrade their life and not 

to spoil their own image. The best manners are already 

taught by elders and it is followed by their parents, then it 

is followed by the present generation and should be 
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inculcated to the next generation by the present 

generation. The process of transmitting the culture and 

tradition should take place eventually or else the whole 

humane quality will be removed from human being and 

become animalistic in future. Animalistic nature can be 

eradicated with value based education and along with it 

culture and tradition is also important. 

 The cultural clash can be stopped with the better 

knowledge of Education. 
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Abstract 

 The most recent phenomenon in Indian Writing in English is the emergence of the powerful post-colonial discourse writing back to 
the empire and asserting its own identity and cultural and national individuality. Literature of Post-colonial times reflected the increased 
flow of people from one country to the other – mostly to the land of colonizer and dealt with issues like migrancy, hybridity, loss of 
identity, multi culturalism and disappearance of rigid national identities. Globalization hastened this process and resulted in the merging 
of cultural practices. Many Indian English novelists especially Salman Rushdie are products of different cultures, residing in one, 
educated in another, moving from one country to another, partaking of different cultures, presenting a “multicultural citizenship” in a 
globalized world. At the close of the 20th century, the focal point of Rushdie‟s novels shifted from East to West especially in The Ground 
beneath Her Feet, a novel of „disorientation‟. In Rushdie‟s another novel Fury also the epicentre is New York, the city filled with money, 
where the main character Malik Solanka goes to find peace but learns that this is an illusion, too. This present paper purports to look 
into Rushdie‟s „disorientation‟ in The Ground beneath Her Feet, with a focus on its New York setting, and his orientation towards the 
„cosmopolis‟ of New York in Fury as our globe entered the new millennium.  
Keywords: Disorientation, New York, Musicscape, Selfscape, Americanization. 
 

Introduction 

 At the close of the 20th century, the focal point of 

Rushdie‘s novels shifted from East to West especially in 

The Ground beneath Her Feet, a novel of ‗disorientation‘. 

In Rushdie‘s another novel Fury also the epicentre is New 

York, the city filled with money, where the main character 

Malik Solanka goes to find peace but learns that this is an 

illusion, too. This present paper purports to look into 

Rushdie‘s ―disorientation‖ in The Ground beneath Her 

Feet, with a focus on its New York setting, and his 

orientation towards the ―cosmopolis‖ of New York in Fury 

as our world entered the new millennium. 

 
„Disorientation’, VTO and the Rock‟n‟roll Musicscape 

of New York 

 The Ground beneath Her Feet, published in 1999 is a 

novel after Rushdie‘s ‗Fatwa‘. It is a book of disorientation, 

which puns on a few virtual meanings of the word, maybe 

the most significant of them being - loss of the East. 

(Rushdie 5) The novel has two Indian-born characters 

Ormus Cama, the rock‗n‗roll Orpheus, and Rai Merchant, a 

photographer and also the novel‗s narrator. It also has 

Vina Apsara, an American-born singer whose father is 

Indian. All these characters literally lose their East by flying 

from East to West through the membrane of the sky. 

Ormus, after going to England, understands that his idea 

of the West is not what he thought it is, for the first time. 

Then persuaded by Vina, they leave together to America. 

She describes America and New York City, in particular, 

as a state of mind. By describing it as a state of mind she 

means a spiritual atmosphere which accommodates the 

most hybrid elements in a challenging and dynamic 

cultural multifariousness:  

 However you get through your day in New York City, 

well then that‗s a New York kind of day, and if you‗re a 

Bombay singer singing the Bombay bop or a voodoo cab 

driver with zombies on the brain or a bomber from 

Montana or an Islamist beardo from Queens, then 

whatever‗s going through your head?, well that‗s a New 

York state of mind. (Rushdie 331) 
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 The Ground beneath Her Feet is the novel in which 

Rushdie encapsulated the Zeitgeist of the last five decades 

of the 20th century, whose most essential aspects are 

expressed through rock‗n‗roll music, its soundtrack, as the 

spirit of the roaring 20s had found its expression in jazz. In 

other words, this is the novel in which rock‗n‗roll as an art 

form is underpinned by a set of aesthetic principles which 

defined all the other arts of those decades. The genre is 

transgressive. It does not cross the line in every possible 

sense but it profoundly liberates and is hedonistic. Ormus-

the-Indian-born-to-be-American goes far beyond hedonism 

in his personal life and in music and pushes it beyond the 

limits of its flimsiness and triviality. The reason why 

Rushdie expects his readers to accept what this novel 

proposes is to suspend their disbelief and presents it as an 

alternative to the deep-seated idea that rock‗n‗roll was a 

product of America. In Rushdie‗s alternative reality, the 

genre germinates in Ormus‗s mind and soul, sung in his 

ears by his dead twin brother Gayomart. Ormus brings his 

own Eastern music to America and turns it into an 

underground, ground-breaking and intensely liberating 

style. He and Vina set up a band called VTO, which 

literally and metaphorically takes America by storm. New 

York proves to be the perfect place for it:  

 At the epicenter of the American earthquake that is 

VTO lays this very Oriental disorientation. Abstinence: it 

becomes their rocket fuel, and flies them to the stars. 

(Rushdie 372) 

 If New York‗s sky scraping architecture is a spatial 

expression of the colonization of space, upon which the 

cosmopolis of New York had got on since the first decades 

of the 20th century, Ormus‗s and Vina‗s - Oriental 

disorienting VTO is a temporal colonization, which projects 

the epicentre of New York onto the same vertical axis of its 

cosmic spatiality. Piecing together a wide range of sounds 

across the world in its cosmopolitan, rocket-fuelling 

soundtrack, VTO is the rock‗n‗roll expression of cultural 

globalization as the musicscape of the New York cosmopolis 

in the 70s and 80s. 

 What this unsettled musician endowed with double 

vision has in mind, is a musical work with full orchestra 

which must express the full range of musical, emotional, 

intellectual and moral possibility (Rushdie 379) through a 

musical creation of universal appeal and meaning, beyond 

both spatial and chronological borders. After her death, 

Vina is turned into a cult. The New York dance halls, 

record stores and clubs provide too little room for the huge 

congregations of people who gather to commemorate her. 

The cult of rock‗n‗roll music has to permeate the whole city 

and its people. Indeed, it seems to acquire cosmic 

proportions, as the diction suggests. The epicentre of New 

York radiates its waves of rock‗n‗roll music across the 

world:  

 The crowds begin, instead, to gravitate to stadiums, 

arenas, parks and the major venues like Shea Stadium, 

Candlestick Park, Soldier‗s Field, San Siro, Bernabeu, 

Wembley, Munich‗s Olympic Stadium, Rio‗s fabulous 

Marcana. (Rushdie 481) 

 Technology transforms the rock starlet into a goddess 

of the stadiums as in ‗the packed stadiums; the sound 

systems offer her music to the crowds. ...Where possible, 

videotapes of her performances are played on stadium 

screens‘. (Rushdie 481) In this era of technology the 

liberating music is pumped by the New York heart into the 

arteries of the whole world. All other public activities are 

suspended and all public spaces are deserted. These 

world stadiums concentrate and resound with the music of 

the age. The music unites the whole world on a global 

scale. 

 
New York, Self scape 

 In 1971, eight years after John Kennedy was 

assassinated, Ormus and Vina arrive in New York. Ormus, 

in his double vision, expresses having found the 

outsideness of what we‗re inside. (Rushdie 350) Ormus 

explains to Vina how his double vision connects the inside 

with the outside not in a supernatural way but in a most 

physical way. What Ormus projects here is a self scape, 

which in Rushdie‗s terms ‗an imaginary homeland‘, 

although New York is, at this stage in the novel, a rather 

unhomely home, i.e. unfamiliar home.  

 The metaphors used by Ormus to describe it are 

technological, the fast progress of technology being an 

important aspect of the century‗s Zeitgeist, experienced 

with maximum intensity in its epicentre, which is New York: 

The technique for jumping the points, from one track to the 

other Universes like parallel bars, or TV channels. 
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 Here Ormus expresses Edward Soja‘s words in which 

Soja calls it an awareness, of ourselves as intrinsically 

spatial beings, continuously engaged in a collective activity 

of producing spaces and places, territories and regions, 

environments and habitats, (Soja 6) which in the late 20th 

and early 21st century is more and more a space of 

circuits and lately a cyberspace. Soja argues that the 

interaction between the self‗s body and mind, on the one 

hand, and man-made space, on the other, is two-sided, in 

the sense that the self shapes the cityscape and lets itself 

shaped by it at the same time.  

 The music of this 20th century Orpheus breaks down 

all barriers, not only between inner and outer space, but 

also between the Apollonian and the Dyonisian. Ormus‗s 

music fuses two great spirits that links body and soul, 

linking the sublunary and translunary worlds, which in 

Ormus‗s principle correspond to - the two realities, world 

and otherworld (Rushdie 393). Ormus‗s music brings the 

cosmopolis of New York in the 70s and 80s, in Rushdie‗s 

fictional and transcultural translation of the cultural 

Zeitgeist radiated by the epicentre, to this high 

mythologically and philosophically charged spiritual level. 

 However, fury and fear are also aspects of the 

Zeitgeist, and anticipating their cosmic proportions in 

Rushdie‗s next novel, The Ground beneath Her Feet 

contains them in Ormus‗s music and the public‗s reactions 

to it. Many women are raged by Ormus‗aloofness and 

asceticism and thus threats are received, and the 

protection of VTO concerts by the police as well as 

security at the Rhodopé Building, is stepped up as a result. 

Such drunken fury is one part of the temper of the times. 

Reactions of anger are triggered by VTO‗s political 

engagement at a later stage, and when Ormus makes a 

public statement of his fear that some sort of apocalypse 

might be imminent, some sort of science fiction encounter 

between variant and incompatible versions of the world, 

was the last straw. (Rushdie 426) 

 Fury is Rushdie‗s first novel set almost exclusively in 

New York, except for the last two chapters, of which one 

covers a journey to and brief stay at an imaginary Liliput-

Blefuscu, and a coda set in London. The novel came out in 

2001, a few months before the 9/11 attacks. Professor 

Malik Solanka, to a large extent reflects Rushdie in many 

aspects. He may be called an alter ego of Rushdie himself. 

Like Rushdie he left London and has come to New York to 

find peace. However after arriving in New York, Solanka 

finds out that he is pursued by the Erinys, which the novel 

translates from ancient Greek culture into the 

contemporary global and hybrid culture of New York. The 

fury-related vocabulary thrives, and it reinforces the city‗s 

state of mind as well as Solanka‘s, which mirror each 

other.  

 
America and Americanization  

 The characters of Ruhdie have ambivalent feelings for 

and attitudes towards America. Rai speaks about ―the 

dream America everyone carries round in his head, 

America the Beautiful, Langston Hughes‗s country that 

never existed but needed to exist, and he confesses that 

―with that, like everyone else, I was thoroughly in love. 

(Rushdie 419)  

 Sometimes America seduces in a fatally dangerous 

way. Jack Rhinehart, for instance, Solanka‗s African 

American friend, chooses to stay away from America, 

marry a white woman and stick to circles where race is not 

an issue. He stops hyphenating himself and becomes, 

simply, an American. In 1996, Arjun Appadurai had already 

noticed and written about the point of saturation reached 

by the formula of hyphenation when the right-hand side of 

the hyphen can barely contain the unruliness of the left 

hand-side.. The problem of hyphenation is more and more 

complicated since these hyphenated citizens are actually 

doubly hyphenated.  

 
Cosmopolis  

 Quoting Leonie Sandercock‗s definition of 

cosmopolis, Edward Soja‗s gloss upon the definition, in 

which he explains that ‗the cosmopolis can never be 

realized, but is always in the making‘ meets Rushdie‗s 

notion of metamorphosis and transmutation, which are the 

characteristics of his own cosmopolis. The cosmopolis is a 

metropolis unbound, which no longer develops around a 

core city: it is polycentric and it may take the form of the 

new techno-city, which New York is both in The Ground 

beneath Her Feet and in Fury, or the galactic metropolis, 

which is one of many images of New York projected by 

Fury. No matter what it is called and what form it may take, 

its essential aspects are ‗fragmentation and immense 
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distances between its citizens‘ (Soja 231) which Fury 

highlights. Sprawling, fragmented and global, this New 

York is a protean metropolis which undergoes 

transformations caused not only by economic, social, and 

political factors, but also a chain of metamorphoses 

projected by imagination. 

 
Conclusion 

 To conclude, this present paper throws light into 

Rushdie‘s ―disorientation‖ in The Ground beneath Her 

Feet, with an emphasis on its New York setting, and his 

orientation towards the ―cosmopolis‖ of New York in Fury 

as our world entered the new millennium. In these two 

novels, globalization is one of many processes that 

underline the instability of the modern condition. 
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Abstract 

 Anita Rau Badami is one of the contemporary Indo-Canadian writers in the diasporic writing. Her novels deal with family tension, 
changing possibilities of memory, exclusive nature of mind and the misunderstanding between two generations. The cross-cultural 
conflicts between modern and traditional values, Indian and Canadian family life are also depicted in her novels. The complexities and 
the cultural gap emerge because of immigration, when Indians move to Canada or other countries. The analyses of Badami‟s two 
novels are discussed in this paper. Her first novel Tamarind Mem centers round the complicated relationship between the mother and 
her daughter. Her mother was widow in India and her daughter was a graduate in Canada. Through these two characters the author 
recounts two different versions of their family. She explores the powerful and contracting forces of memory and familial expectation. Her 
second novel The Hero’s Walk centers round the Canadian girl and the Indian grandparents. Moving from one culture to another 
culture becomes a great problem to her. She faced a lack of self-confidence and felt uncomfortable. As a Canadian she met with 
difficulty in managing the Indian culture and traditions. Nandana experienced estrangement due to the sudden change in the 
environment. Her alienation was very intense as well as traumatic which shattered her childhood. This paper examines the cross-
cultural conflicts due to displacement and the familial relationship that exist between the two generations of a family in Anita Rau 
Badami‟s Tamarind Mem and The Hero‟s Walk. 

 

 Cross culturalism is mostly popularized by 

immigrants, who have faced numerous problems on an 

alien land such as psychological, social, global, 

economical and emotional. Their own painful experiences 

make many diasporic writers to show the world through 

their words by sharing their various experiences. One of 

the most significant issues in the life of the immigrant is 

rootlessness.In an article ―Three Meanings of Diaspora‖ 

Steven Vertovec had discussed diasporas, especially 

South Asian diasporas, as ―social forms, as types of 

consciousness, and as modes of cultural production. 

Diasporas and homelands are produced and constructed 

through narratives‖ (144). 

 Anita Rau Badami is a South Asian writer living in 

Canada. She was born on 24 September 1961 in 

Rourkela, Odisha, India. She grew up in India and earned 

her Bachelor of Arts in English from the University of 

Madras. In Sophia College at Bombay, she did the course 

in Social Communications Media. Before moving to 

Canada she worked as a copywriter and freelance 

journalist in 1991. She has published many children's 

stories in Indian magazines. She earned a Master of Arts 

in Creative Writing at the University of Calgary in1995. Her 

project work cum thesis at this university was quickly 

recommended for publication. Tamarind Mem is her first 

novel appeared in 1996. Her second novel The Hero's 

Walk appeared in 2001. Can You Hear the Nightbird Call? 

is her third novel published in 2006. She won the 

Commonwealth Best Book Prize for her debut novel The 

Hero's Walk. She was also the recipient of the Marian 

Engel Award. 

 Badami is identified as a post-colonial writer who is 

able to expose and expound her Indian experience in a 

powerful way. Badami's novels unite the world around the 

readers as all good stories do and clasp them in its 

embrace. It is a fine creation with sensitivity and 

perceptiveness and with the right balance of interesting 

characters, conflict and conspiracy. Her novels are rich 

https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/university-of-calgary/
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with warmth and humanity, the daily sights, scents and 

sounds of both India and Canada. She shows the 

confused effect of the past on new immigrants, and the 

ways in which memory and myth, the personal and the 

political, become heartrendingly connected. 

 Tamarind Mem and The Hero‟s Walk are the novels 

discussed in this paper. These novels deal with the 

hardships and sufferings met by the characters when they 

leave their land in order to be rooted in an alien land. She 

also points out the various facets which the characters 

undergo for their survival. Tamarind Mem depicts the 

relationship between a mother and a daughter who are 

trying to make sense of their past with different 

perceptions. The novel presents cultural restrictions, which 

mold the personal lives of the characters. The endless 

conflicts between the mother and the daughter lie at its 

core.  

 Many characters in the novel are comparable to the 

author's own life. For example, KaminiMoorthy in Tamarind 

Mem who is an inhabitant of India now residing in Canada. 

Like Badami's own life revolved around the railway 

colonies of India, the novel also set both in India and 

Canada. The author did not have a stable childhood 

because her father was working as a mechanical engineer 

in railways and was often shifting from one place to 

another. In the novel also Kamini's father works for 

railroads. But the author strongly claims that this story is 

not an autobiography. 

 People immigrate to other country in order to settle 

there, which is not their native. There are many factors 

which lead to immigration and some of them are economic 

and political reasons, family reunion, and natural disasters. 

In Tamarind Mem, Kamini immigrates to Canada as a 

result she is caught in the hands of loneliness. She felt 

isolated in the foreign land. Badami clearly portrays the 

marginalization of Indians in a foreign land. Badami 

portrays the characters who are brought up in an orthodox 

environment of restrictions where their wishes are crushed 

but want their daughters to follow their own choices.  

 Saroja the mother and Kamini the daughter, vastly 

differ in their views about their past. Based on the themes, 

Badami divides the novel into two parts. One part of the 

novel focused on the daughter and the other part on the 

mother. Each character is a unique personality. Saroja has 

the nickname ―Tamarind Mem‖ which originates from the 

sour fruit of the tamarind tree because of her increasingly 

hostile attitude. The tamarind tree can be found in Indian 

folklore in which travellers avoid the tree when they are 

seeking shelter, because it is supposed that the tamarind 

tree is the home of spirits which do not allow anything 

under it to survive. 

 Badami builds her characters brick by brick, 

emotionally. In the novel the author portrays the cultural 

clash through different incidents, and the landscape of 

Canada is beautifully depicted through her character. 

Kamini lives in a surrounding covered by snow and she 

identifies herself in a fairy land. She could barely see 

another colour other than snow. Ferns, tree branches, 

buildings are all severed by snow. 

 Some mornings I woke to find on my window pane. If I 

peered at the window I could see the perfection of each 

icy-crystal. And when I leaned away, there was a glittering 

filigree of ferns, silver frond, tree branches as delicate as 

the ones in those fairy tale books my Ma used to buy for 

me.(TM 14-15) 

 Still Kamini feels a kind of loneliness and talks to 

herself. She feels like isolated in the immigrant country. 

When she tells her mother about her loneliness, her 

mother blames Kamini for leaving her alone in India. The 

search for a sense of belonging, the validation of the 

importance of the cultural lives, expressions and 

experiences of the immigrants living in a foreign land, the 

feelings of loss and hopelessness are the important factors 

that the immigrants faces in their non-native land. In an 

interview Badami talks about herself identifying with the 

Indo-Canadian community: 

 ―I don't identify myself with any one community. I left 

India [five years ago]. For me it's  important to make 

as clean a break as possible because otherwise you're 

constantly dealing with these two worlds, two cultures and 

that can be a very very difficult experience. You become 

completely schizophrenic and it's not a happy state of mind 

to be in‖. 

 The next novel taken up for discussion is The Hero‟s 

Walk. In this novel Badami explored two interrelated 

components such as the cross-cultural and traditional 

conflicts. This novel is about the problems of emigration 

and the insecurity of the immigrated people. Both the 
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conflicts are explained through the pictorial narration of the 

life of the chief character Sripathi. He led a traditional life 

along with his family. This novel exposes the emotional 

tensions presentin the South Asian Diaspora. The novel 

contains the sudden changes, struggles, catastrophes and 

the eventual heroism of the protagonist, Sripathi. 

 Nandhana lost her parents become the product of 

Canada. Now she has to led her traditional family life in 

India with her grandparents. At the young age she longed 

for motherly love which was hampered to her. She 

struggled a lot to balance between the East and the West 

culture. Nandhana thought that her parents would return 

one day. This ventures the propitiation and the considerate 

of strenuous affairs in a family. In this novel Badami 

spotlighted the sentiments of Sripathi. The inconsistency 

between the parent and the child is exposed in this novel 

with Sripathi and Maya, his own daughter.  

 Badami portrays his existence with the women and 

children in his family with dissimilar character. And she 

spots towards his expedition he acquires in his living and 

how the sagacity of splendor toiled in the human race. The 

novel represents the sum of diasporic identities and it is 

shaped by many changes with empowering process. She 

talks about the cultural struggle of first generation Indo-

Canadians: ―I'm from South India, so my experiences may 

not be the same. However it's interesting, the first 

generation, the younger generation of Punjabi people who 

live here, they find themselves identifying with this book 

tremendously”. They belong to the generation of 

suspended cultures. Their parents are still hanging on to 

their Indian culture and tradition. The Indian parents knew 

that they have changed completely because there is no 

longer memory of the India. 

 Badami gives a glimpse of the importance of family 

name, its relations and the complexities of Indian family life 

with the cultural gap that emerges when Indians move to 

the West. Her writings capture most effectively the work 

culture, the general ethos of a small town, of the shifting 

changes in times and values. They argue the readers to 

consider that it is not simply the conflicts between the East 

and the West that are striking, but the conflicts within one's 

own and his evolving tradition. Badami has more in a way 

of depicting the lives of Indian migrants to Canada, 

including how they adapt themselves to the conflicting 

cultures, and to a lesser extent how  

they change the communities they move to. Swagata 

Bhattacharya links homeland and diasporas of the author as: 

Badami's own resolution of the crisis of being 

diasporic is eloquently expressed in her affirmation 

of the blessings of double vision. 'We are both 

doomed and blessed,' she says, 'to be suspended 

between two worlds, always looking back, but with 

two gorgeous places to inhabit, in our imaginations 

and our hearts.' (145). 

 To conclude, Badami‘s novels The Hero‟s Walk and 

Tamarind Mem centers on the depiction of the women‘s 

freedom and social reality of all the times. In particular it 

emerges the cultural mix of times impacted by the 

globalization and the growth of many fields. Badami writes 

about the dilemma faced by the people especially between 

home and native. She dispute the difference between the 

Eastern culture and the Western. She relates the nature 

and difference of relationship that exist in the family to the 

country of her origin. The novels not only speak about the 

immigrants traditions and cultures but also their feelings 

toward their motherland.  
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Abstract 

 Existentialism is the 20th century philosophical movement which emphasises on the question of free will of individuals. One best 
example for existentialism is the holocaust. This paper deals with the concept of “survival of the fittest.” It describes at large about the 
traumas of the cultural hegemony and the holocaustic existentialism – the terrible lives of the Jews under the aristocratic German Nazis 
in the Auschwitz concentration camp in the Nazi-occupied Poland. Their everyday rants, misfortune, fate, absurdity of existence and 
their ultimate survival. In Primo Levi‟s If This Is a Man, Levi talks about his personal experience and being one of the few who survived 
amongst the cruel Auschwitz concentration camp and the gas chambers held by the Germans. And even though dehumanization is 
taken over by the Nazi, Levi and his friends finds that humanity still exist in one or other form through their fellow mates, who being 
trapped in the concentration camp are very much there helping each other through some of their darkest times. This paper is a 
revelation of the same. 
Keywords: Survival, German, Holocaust, Nazi, Humanity. 
 

Introduction 

 Cross-culturalism in literary and cultural studies 

defines writers and artists who do not belong to a single 

cultural tradition. Cultural hegemony is a term put forward 

by Antonio Gramsci, an Italian Marxist philosopher and 

Communist politician. It is the domination of one specific 

culture and their ideologies over the other, manipulating 

themselves to be superior over others. 

 Primo Levi (1919- 1987), is an Italian Jewish writer 

and chemist known for his autobiographical works. Amid 

the rise of Fascism in his home country, he survived a year 

at Auschwitz during World War II against all odds. Upon 

his liberation in 1945, Levi began writing about his 

experiences and has authored the acclaimed works If This 

Is a Man, The Truce and The Periodic Table. The cause of 

his death in 1987, which was officially ruled a suicide, is 

the subject of some debate. His major work, If This Is a 

Man (1947), is a quasi-autobiographical prose 

composition, considered one of the greatest Holocaust 

travelogues. It talks about the quality of humanity and 

detachment in the atrocities he had witnessed in the 

concentration camp. His other works include The Drowned 

and the Saved (1986). Primo Levi, being an Italian, wrote 

about his account of the year he spent as a prisoner in the 

Auschwitz concentration camp in Nazi-occupied Poland. 

Here comes the element of Cross-Culturalism. When he 

was in Poland, he got to experience a whole new cultural 

hegemonic practise followed by the German Nazis, that 

too in an alien land – Poland, which is not his native. 
 

Antisemitism 

 Antisemitism played a very vital role in Hitler‘s Nazi 

ideology. Hitler was a very charismatic character and every 

German citizen would see him as a hero for putting 

Germany out of the misery. German people especially 

Hitler believed that only 'Aryan' race should overtake 

German nation. And that, people who are Non-Aryans 

should be excavated from German by mass murder and 

extermination. 

 They even felt that all the problems, bankruptcy, 

depression in their country was mainly because of these 

Non-Aryan people and so, Hitler felt they should be 

terminated. So, he changed the opinions of the German 

people, shaping their ideology creating an image that Jews 

are not good enough and he made them believe that the 

Jews don‘t belong to 'the human category.‘ The Nazi 

believed that, Jews belongs to a kind of species in the food 

chain, and killing them was considerable and not murder. 

And through this ideology, Nazi made the German people 

believe it and moved forward in the annihilation of the 

Jewish population. The Jews were desensitized to a point 
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that they themselves started to believe that they are 

unworthy of anything. Within a short span of time, people 

started to believe, Jews are nothing. Which eventually led 

to the killings of millions of Jews under the Hitler‘s Nazi 

regime. The Nazi‘s goal was to deprive human qualities 

such as individuality, compassion, and identity through the 

process of dehumanization. Slowly, they started to accept 

the Nazi's ideologies paving way to more destruction. Hitler 

thinks to himself that by killing the Jews, he is doing a favour 

to God. 
 

Dehumanisation and Suffering 

 In Primo Levi‘s If This Is a Man, is one of the central 

documents dealing with Holocaust. Primo and his fellow 

inmates endure all types of suffering in Auschwitz. The 

prisoners are given very little food to eat, a thin soup with 

lousy pieces of potato or cabbage and a few scraps of 

bread. They are forced to wear worn out shoes, which 

leads to blisters and infections. They were made to suffer 

because they should feel dehumanised by stripping them 

off their possessions and luxuries. 

 To the Nazis, the Jews were mere cattle and are 

treated accordingly. There are numerous rules they must 

follow in the camp, most of them are senseless and brutal. 

They also have a wrecking work schedule. During all 

daylight hours, the prisoners are forced to do hard labour 

building the rubber factory. They starve, get sores on their 

feet and suffer from constant wet and cold temperatures. It 

seems God is absent in Auschwitz. The anthropological 

framework and its dehumanizing mechanism is an 

important feature of Nazi ideology and it shapes their 

racism. The Nazi employed numerous techniques to 

dehumanize the Jews, one among them is, they were 

conveyed in cattle cars to the concentration camps. 

Purposefully denying them a proper means of 

transportation. They were made to dehumanize in a way, 

they started behaving like animals, losing all the qualities 

of kindness, friendship, trust; limiting their freedom, making 

them belittle their own self esteem. And thereby, 

undermining the very Jewish existence. The Jews were 

considered as plagues and the cause for Germany‘s 

misfortune. The killing of the Jews became a racial 

cleansing. And only the 'Aryans' were considered pure 

Germans. An anonymous Holocaust survivor said ― It is 

easier to kill a nothing than a somebody.‖ If one follows the 

rules, one dies, that‘s how our society is set up. In order to 

survive the survival, one needs to be cunning and selfish in 

this world. The very survival was a matter of question, the 

Jews under the Nazi regime were not living, merely 

surviving and even their survival was so hard that they 

would even feel like dying themselves. There was a 

complete loss of identity. ―I have learned that I am Hafting. 

My number is 174517‖ (Levi 22). 
 

Holocaustic Existentialism 

 Existentialism is the intensely personal philosophy in 

which the individual responds not to a philosophical 

system, which he surveys from the outside, but to what is 

true for him. In order to eke out a basic living, Levi gave up 

moral and decent ways of living. He lives in a constant fear 

that he would be caught anytime for doing wrong things. 

Levi cautions us saying ―mindless slavery‖ is a very 

dangerous thing which the Jews inhabited in the 

concentration camps. People would reach a point where 

they don‘t care whether they live or die, almost 

unconsciously. It might rightly be called the Holocaustic 

existentialism. If a man is deprived of everything, it is likely 

that it loses himself. 

 Imagine now a man who is deprived of everyone he 

loves, and at the same time of his house, his habits, his 

clothes, in short of everything he possesses: he will be a 

hollow man, reduced to suffering and needs, forgetful of 

dignity and restraint, for he who loses all often easily loses 

himself…it is in this way that one can understand the double 

sense of the term "extermination camp." (Levi 21) 

 Every step you take, you constantly have that fear if 

your food and clothes will be stealed by someone or not, 

and that constant fear slowly destroys us, desensitizes and 

makes us inhumane. Levi says that in the camp, hard work 

is not rewarded, not wasting one's energy will lead to the 

survival. For the very survival, we need food and even to 

get one's basic meal a day was a matter of survival for the 

Jews in the concentration camp, they began to steal each 

other‘s food, fought for extra soups. Worked disguised to 

get that extra meal. If one still manages to survive amidst 

all the distress and suffering, they will die daily which is 

better than death itself. And since a man held an uprising 

against the Nazi, he was hanged to death. And before this 

death sentence, he uttered, ―Kamaraden, ich bin der 

letzte!‖ which means ―Comrades, I am the last!‖ and even 

after he has been hung, the day goes on as usual." Even 

though the Jews were dehumanized, humanity still exists 

within them which is very lucid through the act of kindness, 

Levi and his fellow prisoners shared with each other. A 

little boy named Schlome showed Levi the act of kindness 

for the first time by gently hugging him. There are humpty 
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number of rules which had to be followed in the camp. 

Mostly brutal, senseless and cruel. For instance, not taking 

shower on the scheduled day, eating at time. One key 

image of the Holocaust is emancipated bodies. They are 

forced to do strenuous works day and night, suffer from 

withstanding varied temperatures, and starve badly. The 

prisoners started to trade food among themselves for 

money. They didn‘t even bother to wash themselves 

because ultimately, they knew it‘s all going to be in vain 

working in the dirt. So Levi felt, he could live his life not 

wasting time in useless activities. Levi doesn‘t want to live 

under someone‘s rules, so he felt it‘s better to live his own 

way. They constantly have the thought of escaping and 

find new ways to it. Luck and destiny also play a major role 

in the concentration camp, some prisoners in the camp are 

destined to survive while some others are destined to die. 

Primo being lucky, at several instances escapes the 

brutality, and ultimately survives the camp. Being weak 

and stronger, also matters here. Because the Nazi regime 

selects only the weak people to be killed in the gas 

chambers, and leave behind the healthy ones. When you 

are very busy working and constantly starving, you will not 

get much time to introspect. So, when Levi gets to stay in 

the medical camp, 'Ka-Be,' he is little free and thinks of 

himself. The weakest guy in the camp is asked to 

accompany people to the latrines so they won‘t try to 

escape. Even a little act going to washroom was an act of 

hatred. The climate is too freezing cold, that in this 

extreme temperature, one must not only survive but also 

carry heavy loads. And since they are constantly starving, 

some prisoners tend to eat their own dirt, survival it is.  

 The Jews are not allowed in the bomb shelters, they 

have to fend for themselves during the air raids. They are 

so tired and hopeless that they watch the destruction 

around them with a least bothered attitude. Lorenzo, a 

civilian helped Levi a lot by providing him with extra food 

and clothes. In him, Levi saw that humanity still exists and 

there is still some good in this world. Levi attributes his 

survival much to him. They were united throughout, for 

instance, when they found a stove to cook, even though 

when they knew there is a danger of getting sick because 

so many sick people are crowed in the room. They don‘t 

really care about it anymore. If they will get sick or die. 

They just want to survive that moment. Even if people 

accomplish a very tiny thing, they get excited because it 

mattered to them. 
 

 

Conclusion 

 Through the analyses of Primo Levi's text If This is a 

Man, from the lens of ‗Holocaustic Existentialism,' it is 

evident that mere survival is a matter of question. The 

Jews were not living their lives, they were just existing. The 

concentration camps and the gas chambers of the Nazi 

regime still echoes steadfast. And the cultural hegemony 

of Nazis over the Jews is very lucid through the discussion. 

What lesson we can learn from the selfless Jews is that, 

we must realize that our lives are so damn precious. We 

are all independent, and we have the freedom to do 

whatever we desire in life. Some of us are gifted with 

everything in life. Remember those Jews, who did nothing 

wrong, had to sacrifice their entire life, merely surviving 

and undergoing some of the worst tortures. Ultimately, it‘s 

the matter of ―survival of the fittest‖ be it the Nazi regime or 

the 21st century globalized world. Survival in the 

concentration camp is a constant struggle and how one 

doesn‘t lose oneself in the process is all that matters. Levi, 

being naïve to all these, battled hard, fought back 

strenuously like a warrior and survived the survival. 
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 This paper deals with the problems of Cross-Cultural 

relationships between the lovers. Cross- culturalism is a 

field of study that looks at how the people from different 

cultural backgrounds. In this love story Can Love Happen 

twice? represents Ravinder‟ s second love for Simar and 

it‟ s become failure because both of them from different 

cultural background. Simar is very much attached with 

Western culture and Ravinder follows his own Indian 

culture. Most of the love has become adrift. In 21st century 

people‟ s attitude over love is different. The story depicts 

Westernization attitude of modern girl Simar and how her 

Westernization attitude spoils their love. She loves 

Western culture more than Ravinder. 

 The novel begins in a Valentine Day, when three of 

Ravinder‟ s friends join to attend a live show named Raat 

Baaki, Baat Baaki in 93.5 Red FM. These three friends 

read the unpublished story from Ravinder‟ s diary. It is 

about the second love of Ravinder with Simar. He meets 

her in Belgium at first time. Simar has friendly relationship 

with Ravinder at the beginning. Then, she expresses her 

love for Ravinder after reading his first novel I Too Had a 

Love story. She loves him whole heartedly. Ravinder also 

accepts her love on Simar‟ s birthday. 

 Both are Indians, but Simar grew up in a Western 

culture. She is very much attracted by the grand lifestyle of 

Belgium. She wants to live an independent life. Her 

attitude towards life is something of modernistic one. She 

never wants to wear Indian dresses too and also she hates 

Ravinder wearing pyjamas. Her thoughts and behaviour 

also shows her modern attitude. Ravinder suffered a lot by 

the influence of Western culture on her. ―Ravz, I thought 

we will settle down in Belgium after marriage.‖(CLHt 169) 

She wants to lead a luxurious and comfort life. 

 Indians give more importance to their culture and 

tradition. As an Indian woman Simar is not like her own 

culture and tradition. She is very much comfortable with 

the Western culture. Ravinder is a typical Indian man, he 

cannot easily accept her condition and he never wants to 

sacrifice his parents. ―We will have our own business; we 

live in a big house. Think of the luxury of life and the 

ease.‖(CLHt 187) Ravinder did not want luxurious life. He 

needs a simple and happy life with her. Simar mentally 

prepared her mind that she should live with Ravinder in 

Belgium alone, not in Chandigarh. She is not like to live 

with Ravinder‟ s parents at all. Her changes hurt him very 

much. 

 ―Ravz, I love you. But I also want to live a good life 

and have a grand lifestyle. And if both us can get that, 

what‟ s the harm in it?‖(CLHt 187) Simar is portrayed as a 

lady of European culture. The impact of Westernization 

made her the colonizer. She thinks about herself only, not 

for Ravinder‟ s. He truly loves her but she loves herself. 

She behaves in a selfish manner. She wants to marry a 

wealthy man but unfortunately Ravinder is from middle 

class. She is not ready to accept a guy from middle 

class, to be her husband. She needs a man who will 

accept all her condition and take over her father‟ s 

business in Belgium. This is the problem of Cross cultural 

relationship. In the name of marriage she needs a slave, 

not a loveable husband. This Westernization attitude spoils 

one‟ s true love and also his life. 
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 ―If you expect nothing from somebody you are never 

disappointed.‖ (Slyvia Plath) Here, Ravinder is also 

disappointed because he expects his ladylove to be a 

perfect Indian wife. ―My family had a simple lifestyle, not 

that any of us had any issues with the modern 

Westernized lifestyle. While in our family my mom would 

cook, in Simar‟ s family they had the maids to cook and do 

all the work. Things were certainly different.‖(CLHt 188) He 

is not ready to leave his parents as well as Simar. ―True 

love is unconditional. And if it is a „Conditions Apply‟  

scenario, then it isn‟ t true love. It is as good as a mutual 

fund.‖(CLHt211) 

 Many of them misunderstand their culture and lose 

their true happiness and love. She begins to complain him 

for the useless things like he is a non-vegetarian, atheist 

and so on. ―On various social networking websites every 

fan of yours talks and will continue to talk about Kushi and 

for your ages.‖(CLHt 194) Ravinder‟ s first love story is 

one of the important reasons for her love with him but now 

she uses the same story to break up their relationship. At 

last Simar lost Ravinder‟ s true love by her Westernization 

thought. She is not tried to understand his feelings. She 

gives more importance to her feelings and thought. ―It‟ s 

difficult for me to adjust there Ravz.‖(CLHt173) She leaves 

him with a simple word ―I am sorry Ravz.‖(CLHt 197) 

Ravinder again lost his love on the same day. ―24th 

February. It is today‟ s date, but the trauma it unleashes 

stretches far back. Three years back Kushi had left me on 

this day. Three hours back Simar left me.‖(CLHt 198) 

Simar‟ s strong influence of Western culture troubles him 

mentally and physically. He is affected by (MDD) Major 

Depressive Disorder because of his love for Simar. Then 

he met an accident and he has been admitted in a 

rehabilitation center. 

 Popular fiction reflects the problems of Cross-Cultural 

relationship. Simar, as a lover of Western culture she win, 

Ravinder as a lover of Indian culture he wins. But both are 

lost their love because of following different culture. 

Foreign settlers forget their own tradition and culture. They 

grow up their children in a Western culture. The children of 

foreign settlers do not like their own Indian Tradition. They 

give more importance to their comfort lifestyle not for their 

own tradition. Indian culture has lots of rules and 

regulation. From birth to death Indians will follow their 

tradition and values. Each culture has separate identity by 

the way of communication, wearing dresses, marriage and 

so on. Here, both of them should not ready to change their 

identity. Thus, the novel depicts the problems of Cross-

cultural relationship and how it spoils their love. 
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Fashion – Costume a Cross Cultural 

 Almost the intuitive knowledge of the processes of the 

choice Spinning and Weaving, is evident in the ways in 

which textile in Ancient writing. Despite the knowledge, 

and the intellectual recognition of its skills required in the 

production of clothing in antiquity are often today, one is 

the documentary Papyri that survive from Egypt. 

 
Cosmetics the Construction of Beauty: A Cross-

Cultural Analysis of Women  

 The world economy is becoming increasingly cross-

cultural. The Bindi or Kumkum is the dot that Indians draw 

between their eyes. It is a religious symbol but it can also 

be used as a mere cosmetic ornament and symbolizes 

Goodluck.  

 
Media and the Image of Women 

 In other words, building egalitarian societies is one of 

the priorities of modern democratic states. This is reached 

through several means, including Psychological 

awareness of human rights, political aspects and so on.  

 
Gender and Visual Culture  

 The different feminist writers such as Simon de 

Beauvoir, Shulamith Firestone, Kate Millet insists that 

media is reinforcing stereotype images of women as they 

are inferior, subordinate and submissive and only are the 

housewives devoid of all quanlities of decision making. 

Representations and manifestations of femininity differ 

cross cultures, time and societies. Media such as 

Advertisements, Magazines, Television Programmes, 

Radio, Internet, Journals projects representation of women 

in both Visual and Print Media. The images of Indian 

women in the Media by Shoma Munshi and media images 

of women have become a subject of criticism in Feminist 

Media studies since 1960‘s Friedan calls the image ―the 

happy‖. The study provides analysis of actions to promote 

gender equality in (AVMSD) Audio Visual Media Services 

Directive. The platform emphasis the importance of media 

to women‘s advancement. Enlisting media and 

informational literacy for gender equality and Women‘s 

progress the most significant scholarly contributions to 

knowledge and action. A feminist analysis of the Dove 

campaign for Real Beauty by Mc Cleary 2014- cited by 

related articles 19th April 2014. Linguistic and visual 

analysis of Dove‘s print and viral. Like Portrayal of women 

in Visual and Print Media. 

 
Multiculturalism in Contemporary India and Cross 

Culture 

 Culture the act of developing by Education, Discipline, 

Social experiences: training or redefining the Moral and 

Intellectual Intercultural communication across cultural 

contexts. Literature is the shadow of the society. It 

incorporates different aspects of the society, and relation 

of Social Science and other subjects. Like Painting, 

Sculptures, Arts of different societies and Civilization close 

association with Art of Society reflects Contemporary in the 

Society. Our myths and Legends are not the stories of the 

past but experiences that are lived and relived by each 

successive generation, very much part of our daily lives. 

We cannot help the egoism of our senses, wisdom is 

emancipation, as far as possible, from tyranny of the here 

and the now. Our emotions start similarly from ourselves. 
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―No one can view the world with complete impartiality; and 

if anyone could, he would hardly be able to remain alive‖. 

 
Perennial India: History of Indian Diaspora 

 Look beyond the poverty, the heat and dust to the 

spirit of the people. India is a sub-continent with immense 

variation in Geography, Climate, manner of life, Language 

and Culture. There is no pure unalloyed Indian. His hair 

may be fair or dark, straight or curly, the skin very fair or 

wheat-coloured, beige, brown or ebony. India has always 

accepted races, ways of thoughts and life without 

demanding from them conformity which would negate 

individuality, mark of Indians.  

 The Rishi‘s(man of spiritual accomplishment) to whom 

the Mantra had been revealed for the first time and who 

attained the self-realization by its power, who spoke of a 

day in Brahma‘s life, a Kalpa, as equaling 4.320 Million 

years. They conceived of a glow that was brighter than a 

thousand suns. The tribals, the ancient inhabitants of the 

land, had their own myths of creation. Scholars 

acknowledge the ancient Indian‘s capacity for clear 

abstract thinking which was responsible for numeral 

notation and the decimal system of numerals.  

 In the Sixth Century, Aryabhata in his Aryabhatiya, 

one of the earliest surviving Mathematical treatises, 

presupposes an earlier knowledge of this system of 

notation, which was to become the basis for all 

Mathematical concepts as the Zero and Infinity were 

understood and used in the material Sciences as well as 

Metaphysics. One of our best prayers is: ―From the unreal 

lead me to the real / From darkness lead me to light / From 

death lead me to Eternal Life‖. (From Brihadaranyaka 

Upanishad)  

 
Indian Diaspora: National Portrayal of India 

 Most of the Literature on the Indian Diaspora deals 

with the Indians who emigrated during the Colonial period, 

especially Indians living overseas constitutes one of the 

world largest, most dynamic and oldest Diaspora 

communities are Mesopotamia and Egypt. Diaspora is a 

large group of people with a similar heritage or homeland 

who have since moved out to places all over the World.  

 

 

Indian Diaspora and its Literary Genere 

 The present scenario is not altogether different and 

Indian Diaspora fiction in English, that forms the major 

volume of Indian English writing, this paper examines the 

migration of people from India to various countries. It also 

relates how exile in the form of migration has been the 

cause of emergence of a large number of writers who have 

given direction to the progress of English Literature. Indian 

English writers like Anitha Desai, Bharati Mukherjee, 

Amitav Ghosh, Sunetra Gupta, Salman Rushdie, Rohinton 

Mistry, Hari Kunzru, Meera Alexander, Chitra Banerjee 

Divakaruni have established themselves as fine writers in 

the tradition of Indian Diasporic writing. 

 
Techno Cultures 

 Wherever it exits, the sense of yearning for the 

motherland is the most overwhelming sentiment of the 

Indian diaspora. One of the special kind of ‗literary fortune,‘ 

which helps finding out the Popularity of a particular work 

or author and of their ‗Survival‘. When travel was 

hazardous and unusual, the yearning was intense, as they 

knew well that they would never return home. Though the 

age of technological advancement has made traveling 

easier and the distance shorter, their imagination 

continued to nurse the feeling of inadequacy in being away 

in a distant land. Literary success is often superficial or 

short lived. Their nostalgia, together with a curious 

attachment to the homeland‘s traditions, religions and 

languages gave birth to diaspora literature. Popularity may 

depend on a momentary fashion or on external events. 

The pillar to post, crossing the boundaries of time and 

money to become one with his new surroundings, but 

longs to return home at an appropriate time. The fact that a 

work which turns public acclaim tends to attract imitators 

and emulators for commercial reasons goes without 

saying. In this way success sometimes turns into quick but 

fleeting influence. Anita Rau Badami Can you Hear the 

Night bird Call, The Hero walk narrates the Indian culture 

and tradition. Consequently, a creature of the edge, the 

―peripheral man‖, as V.S. Naipaul, Indians are well aware 

that their journey to Trinidad was final, but these tensions 

and throes remain a recurring theme in the diaspora 

literature. 
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 South Indian Diasporaic writers such as Jhumpa 

Lahiri is the most significant writer from the South Asian 

America. Her novels The Name Sake, The Lowland, 

explores the ideas of isolation and cultural identities and 

the experience of the migrants from the multicultural quest 

for identity. Bharati Mukherjee‘s creative oeuvre comprises 

five novels. ‗The Tiger‘s Daughter‘, ‗Wife‘(1976), ‗Jasmine‘ 

(1989), ‗The Holder of the World‘, Leave It to Me( 1997), 

Desirable Daughter (2000). The background to these 

novelists presents a new dimension to English Fiction 

through the exploration of this troubled sensibility, a typical 

neo-Indian phenomenon.  

 Weinsstein believes that the reception of a foreign 

work by an author writing in a different mother tongue will 

not create methodological problems for a comparatist; 

because the receiving author has direct access to foreign 

literature. Baudelaire‘s well known essay ‗Poe‘ in French 

not only transformed the writer into a real French romantic, 

but started whole movement in ‗symbolism‘, which brought 

a change in the course of French poetry. Though a 

considerable portion of the essay was plagiarized from an 

Amercian Article, two or three paragraphs are Baudelaire‘s 

own, in which the latter gives a crisp evaluation of Poe‘s 

genius. However, his Poe is a more mysterious figure, the 

result of the French writer‘s misunderstanding of the 

American. Baudelaire himself is a victim of this kind in 

English translations. The ―Supernatural realism‖ of 

Baudelaire seems to be lost in English versions.  

 
Indian diaspora and its literary expression on 

Manorama T.P. Sreenivasan April 01, 2017. 

 The literary talents of the diaspora found expression 

in adversity and flourished with the advent of prosperity. 

The writers later began mixing nostalgia with criticism of 

evils in the Indian society in contrast with their host 

countries. The most prominent Indian writers in English 

belong to the diaspora. V.S. Naipaul, Salman Rushdie, 

Amitav Ghosh, Jumpa Lahiri and Shashi Tharoor are 

diaspora writers. Even Vikram Seth and Rohinton Mistry 

became creative after they began to live abroad. Our own 

Anita Pratap has said that great creativity comes out of 

great departures. The greater the pangs of departure the 

greater the literature.  

 V.S. Naipaul is easily the most outspoken critic of 

Indian among the diaspora writers. His sarcastic 

comments on India and the Caribbean and his decisive 

appraisal of Muslim fundamentalism in non-Arab countries 

have been topics of ruthless denigration. Naipaul 

continues at the epicenter of literary development even 

today. Salman Rushdie spearheaded the renaissance of 

Indian writing in English with his path-breaking novel, 

Midnight‟s children. His work revolves around the Indian 

subcontinent as a vital theme and his ―paranormal 

pragmatism‖ has a certain appeal to Indians. Amitav 

Ghosh has created some of the most lyrical and insightful 

works on the consequences of colonialism on the natives. 

Jhumpa Lahiri started a new trend by portraying the lives 

of a family of immigrants in her first novel. ―The 

Namesake‖ through the eyes of a young boy. Shashi 

Tharoor wrote a biting political satire on Indian politics in 

his ―The Great Indian Novel‖ by narrating the Mahabharata 

story in modern terms. Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni the 

novels such as ‗The Mistress of Spices‘, ‗The vine Desire‘, 

explores the cultural identity faced by Indo-Americans the 

influence and imitation. Gayathri Chakrvorthy Spivak, ―Can 

the Subaltern Speak?‖ reclaiming cultural identity and 

Hombi K. Bhabha ―The Location of Culture‖ (1994) has 

known best essays about the theory ‗each country has 

their own culture‘. 

 
The Influence and Imitation in Comparative Literature 

 The notion of influence must be regarded, as virtually 

the key concept in Comparative Literature as it posits the 

presence of two distinct and therefore, comparable 

entities: the work from which it is directed. At this point 

Weisstein need to stress that as Wellek notes, the 

difference between the studies of influence, which 

transcends linguistic boundaries, is not a qualitative and 

hence methodological one. Ihab H. Hassan‘s opinion, ―the 

concept of influence is called up to account for any 

relationship, running the gamut of incidence to causality, 

with a somewhat expansive range of intermediate 

correlations‖.  

 A.O. Alridge, on the other hand, uses the example of 

Benjamin Franklin and his collection of moralizing common 

places, poor Richards Almanac, to show that ―one author 

may be influenced by parts of another‘s work without being 
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aware of his predecessor as an artist or of the totality of his 

work‖. One of the most complex problems in the study of 

literary influence is that of direct and indirect influence. An 

author may introduce the influence of a foreign author into 

a literary tradition, literary influence is a conscious or 

unconscious form of appropriation.  

 In terms of their mutual interdependence, we might 

tentatively and dialectically define influence as 

unconscious imitation as directed influence. As Shaw aptly 

remarks: ―In contrast to imitation, influence shows the 

influenced author producing work which is essentially his 

own. Influence is not confined to individual details or 

images or borrowings or even sources- though it may 

include them – but is sorted thing pervasive, something 

organically involved in and presented through artistic 

works‖. The essence of literary work is to compare 

authors, works, styles, tendencies and literatures. In recent 

years a large terminology has charted out the direction of 

‗influence‘ studies in France. 

 ‗Reception‘ studies also take into account the 

transformation of the text, the interiorized aesthetic codes 

of a literary system at a particular moment unconsciously 

linked with the dominant ideology. The geographical space 

covered by reception studies is not large. Ihab Hassan 

reminds, ―no literary work can be said to influence another 

without the intermediacy of a human agent‖.  

 
Translation 

 Translation is a creative art. The translator brings his 

native literary tradition at different languages and various 

times. Translation has been studied as literary works in the 

form and matter of the original work. The translators 

provide the best intermediaries between the work of the 

foreign and native authors. It is a translated form which 

has the greatest effect upon the native literature. 

Translation can be used as a tool for the study of 

‗comparative literature‘. The form and content of the 

translated form has the deep effect on native literature. It 

becomes a part of the literary tradition because of its 

assimilable quality. 
 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

 Multicultural concerns have long informed India‘s 

history and traditions. But today many writers have 

become mainstream contributions to global literature. The 

Indian Journal on gender studies is geared towards 

providing a more holistic understanding of the society. 

Many writers got recognition initially as the proponents of a 

new genre belonging exclusively to overseas Indians. India 

has unique literary history Aravid Adiga‘s White Tiger, 

Kamalaya Markandaya‘s Nectar in a Sieve, Shashi 

Tharoor The Great Indian Novel, R.K. Narayanan The 

Guide, In Custody Anitha Desai‘s novel, Arundhati Roy 

The God of Small Things, Vikram Seth‘s A Suitable Boy 

are seven top books which reflect the techno culture of 21st 

Century. Thus Diaspora Literature is fascinating, but it is 

equally complex and unique. 
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―If we cannot be ourselves at home, why call it home‖. (Khan 32) 
 
Adages on home imply that home is a comfort, a shelter 

and indeed the place where the soul resides. To feel at 

home does not only mean residing with one‘s own family 

but also the environment that he or she lives in. 

Environment here comprises or includes language, 

traditions, habits, food, seasonal cycles, topography, 

religious conviction, ritual, etc. Hence the sense of 

belongingness is more associated to homeland than any 

other place of residence for either it be a long or short 

span. Since the exile of Jews from their historic homes to 

now, the concept of Diaspora is there though the term 

might have emerged lately. The sense of belongingness is 

not only confined to one‘s geography alone. Earlier, the 

term Diasporas referred to a social formation outside the 

nation of origin. Each diasporas belonging to different 

ethnic groups found them rootless in the strange, new 

social and cultural structures. It is likely for diasporas to 

feel as anxious as a xenophobic, but to be in tumult in 

one‘s own land is a harsh paradox. Being antagonistic in 

one‘s native land is more painful than of a diasporas 

leaving one‘s own country. Many chronological accounts 

recount the colonizers‘ attitude to execute their culture, 

system and politics among the colonized. India is one of 

the countries under the British to thrust their way in 

education, culture, religion, habits, language and whatnot. 

Not all chronicles and history sheets genuinely present the 

happenings as such. No historian would call a spade a 

spade when they give a proud account of their nation. The 

emergence of this genus of retelling the history of people 

with evidences and little imagination is the fulcrum where 

literature meets history. The Miraculous True History of 

Nomi Ali (2019), the recent novel of the Pakistani Women 

novelist Uzma Aslam Khan is a mélange of political, 

historical and transnational continuum. The whole notion of 

the text as inferred is the lives of Andamanese and 

refugees in the pre-independence period marking from 

1936-1946. The novel has silhouetted the terrible penal 

island Andaman – paradise by history. The Miraculous 

True History of Nomi Ali opens up many realms of how the 

British and Japanese hoover the unmentionable agony 

underwent by the poor Andamanese and refugees all from 

Burma, Bhutan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and India. 

Andaman Islands are synonymous to serenity, paradise, 

and scenic and of all it is labeled as a peaceful island. But 

it is a less known fact that the Andaman Island during 

1936-46 was a completely penalized land as utmost 

tortures were endured by the local born and other 

refugees. The significant freedom they enjoyed was, ―the 

freedom of no caste or creed‖ ( Khan 34) as their only 

(un)equal pivot was being convicts to the British and 

Japanese. Dr.Singh who is the unifier of people for 

construction of Gurudwara temple bring the people close 

which in turn tells that regardless of caste or creed, they 

would help any noble task.  

 When Construction of the gurudwara began the 

following year, Dr Singh had the support of everyone he 

asked to join him. Eleven Sikhs, six Hindus, five Muslims, 

two Christians, one Buddhist. Except for Dr.Singh, all were 

mailto:922radheshyam@gmail.com
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former convicts. As the twenty five men took turns blessing 

the soil, Haider Ali joked that if any Parsi ever broke a law, 

he would be most welcome among them. 

 They knew of no temple like this on the mainland. 

Each man pledged that, regardless of caste or creed, he 

would cherish what they had together helped to build. No 

one could question to which god or guru a prayer was 

uttered under its roofs. (Khan 35) 

 Zee, the elder brother of Nomi, a zealous, studious, 

intelligent and all the more, a caring brother of Nomi and 

his, dear friend, Aye, a Burmese lineage, who was older 

than Nomi and Zee, (Local Borns) and often seen together. 

Zee, is ignorant of the fact that Haider Ali, his father 

became an invalid due to milling the grinding stone. As 

children, Nomi, Aye, Zee and White Paula did not 

understand the hellish environment they lived in. Though 

Nomi and Aye, the Muslim children, Aye, the Burmese 

lineage and White Paula who is the daughter of 

Shakuntala (Wife of Thomas, the late British officer) had a 

great friendship. Though they knew that the island was a 

place of constant fear and fright, they looked for their 

peaceful everyday and that is all they wanted. These 

children had good hopes only for the near future hoping 

that the Colony would be freed forever. ―Afterwards, 

people began saying that no one could escape the island, 

not even a ghost‖. (Khan 10) 

 Though the imperial powers are tangible, the convicts 

showed no gender bias or any social difference among 

themselves. They felt themselves one under the hub called 

slave. Every one of them was engaged in one work or 

other. But they were not paid on daily basis too.The term 

Coolie would be an exaggeration to the local borns or 

refugees or convicts because they were not given any 

daily wage regularly. Though the word coolie is considered 

derogatory, the whole text gives a vivid picture on the 

concept of Coolie Diaspora or Indenture diaspora which 

refers to an unskilled native labourer. This paper throws 

light on the concept of Indenture Diasporas and it not more 

than treating as a coolie or slave. ―British colonizers used 

to refer to the labourers from India, China and some South 

Asian Countries after the abolition of slavery by the British 

government in 1833‖. (Hibbard, 2019) 

 Dr.Susumu Adichi, the Japanese dentist stands for 

―Asian‖ (53). Though he was not a slave, nor a convict but 

a dentist popular among children in particular, would bring 

toys hoping that it would help the children while treating, 

―even a child with no nation.‖ (Khan 53) said Susumu, the 

dentist. The Third episode, The Long Walk (1936) 

catalogues the end number of procedures (Steps) which 

are frequent throughout the chapter. This chapter 

introduces one particular Women prisoner whose name 

remains anonymous as number 218 D but the novel 

proceeds to unveil the in dominant spirit and angst of 218 

D who dared to assassinate the British Officer, ―The 

Voiceless and Faceless‖. Sick and forgotten (Khan 23). 

 The protagonist‘s father Haider Ali, ―a settled convict‖ 

(4) was imprinted as an invalid by Nomi and Zee. Zee does 

not like him, being sedentary whereas their mother 

Fehmida is the overseer of the section of sewing machines 

and looms (26) Female Factory. British deployed only 

women as supervisors and slaves as well. Most of the 

women prisoners who cannot do the threading, sewing, 

looming etc were condemned to Mr. Cillian‘s (―who was 

born to never die‖. (20) Jail. Cillian is a malicious and 

ruthless Jailor who gave disgusting torments to women 

Prisoners especially to 218 D. Not only to this particular 

prisoner but to, too many women prisoners Cillian acted 

too wicked to trigger their agony. Cillian did not carry a 

whip. He carried a bamboo truncheon tripped with metal in 

one hand, a lit cigar in the other hand. He pressed the 

cigar to the neck of Prisoner 691 D, who had been 

chanting incendiary poems since his recent arrival. (103). 

Thus the term Indenture diaspora is too thin to describe 

the conflicts and pangs they underwent in the camp, prison 

and in the island as such.  

 Devoid of culture, women are looked down as a lower 

species when compared to man. When women are silent 

or silenced, it is typical of the gender whereas if she is 

rebellious or revolutionary, she is either dismissed from the 

(the then) society or labeled as arrogant. Here in the 

Andaman Islands, women were demarcated only in their 

dwelling place, whether it be star fish Jail or Abeerdeen 

Squire (where Nomi family lives) or Rossland where British 

officers, nurses and their wives live. The captives or the 

freed convicts did not see any disparity among 

themselves. The Prisoner 218 D, who is instrumental in 

killing the British Jailer, underwent unthinkable torment. 

The only difference they saw was convicts or freed 
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convicts though the treatment was same. The walls of 

prison have had seen all enormous vindictiveness from the 

jailors and other officers. ―The book is also the story of 

prisoner 218D, sentenced for her attempted assassination 

of a British officer in Lahore. Officially there is no record of 

women political prisoners being sent to the Andaman jail. 

But most records were destroyed by the time the British 

and later the Japanese occupation ended.‖ 

https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/blink/read/the-

miraculous-true-history-of-nomi-ali-a-land-

forgotten/article29529066.ece The other recurring 

character, Shakuntala called as A Private Woman(82) , 

gossiped how lucky she was She had not come here as a 

prisoner bride but a settler bride-the only Indian one on the 

island.(83). Her husband Thomas was offered the post of 

Deputy Chief Commissioner and they lived a short lived 

married life in Chittagong. Until his death she was in a 

secured labeled of being Mrs. Thomas. Even before his 

sudden demise it was naturally brought in her, the disease 

of the island, i.e the sense of not belonging. Many other 

British Officers started courting her. Shakuntala‘s only 

reason to not to leave the Island was her daughter White 

Paula whose acquaintances are very much imprinted in 

her. Officers like Martin and Howard did not show the least 

respect they would give to their women. Women of Third 

World are looked down and at no point they took pity on 

any of the women prisoners who were tortured and 

secondly they degrade the culture of Asians, especially 

Indians.   

 Listen to me, when this is all over, no one will even 

remember her. They make a lot of noise about ―our 

women‘ and ―our honour‖, but have you seen how they 

treat them? Wife-burning and child marriages and slavish 

dowries and off-with-her-head if a girl so much as looks at 

a man. For all intents and purposes, your prisoner was 

already tainted when she was born. If the public is foolish 

enough to think of her, they will make believe she died in a 

jail on the mainland, with all other girls who should have 

come here. (Khan 138) 

 It is to be agreed on this mocking situation but to 

blend their psychic kind of tortures to this willing cultural 

elements do not meet the right yard stick. Yet the author 

mocks at the fateful forceful sacrifice of the lives of our 

women then.  

 The eponymous protagonist Nomi Ali has been 

watching the life of prisoners since her childhood. Though 

her mother is the overseer of a section in Female Factory, 

they are equally unequal as Local Borns. Nomi observes 

one thing that either it be a refuge or a local born, the 

colonizers never allowed them to see the land as their 

own. Though the people were bound to the island 

geographically, Nomi observes the then real time women 

and women martyrs who dared to lose their lives for the 

cause of liberty. The stories of Bina Das, Kaajal whose 

eyebrows were, ―as wild as crow‖ (218) and Aunty Hanan 

of Kaajal were too bold to withdraw their warring spirit. 

―Our struggle is twofold. To free ourselves from 

Imperialism as much as domestic slavery‖.(214) says Aunt 

Hanan. ―Pritilatha Waddedar and Kalpana Datta, who 

helped raid the armouries in Chittagong. Bina Das who 

fired five shots at a governor, Shanti Ghose and Suneeti 

Chaudhury, the fourteen years old who shot dead a district 

magistrate, in his bungalow and in his face? Suniti 

Choudhury is the youngest Female Revolutionary of India. 

―It was the time of Civil Disobedience Movement in India. 

The year was 1930. A teenage girl, probably like every 

other girl from an ordinary middle-class family, was 

witnessing the movement at its peak, with all its 

processions and arrests of men and women. This unrest 

and her other revolutionary schoolmates were what went 

into the making of the youngest revolutionary woman of 

India, Suniti Choudhury.‖ (https:// feminismin india.com/ 

2019/09/10/ suniti- choudhury- youngest- female-

revolutionary- india/) ‗Were they brave or were they 

wrong.‘ asked Kaajal.‖(228). In Khan‘s politics, the 

ingloriousness of empires, the tyranny of the oppressors 

and the suffering of the victims are not abstract ideas. She 

engages with these ideas through specific stories with a 

definite history and a particular geography – a history and 

a geography that keep repeating in the Global South. Her 

novel is not a neutered, truncated and soulless tale of 

injustice but the one in which neither villainy nor 

victimhood are underplayed, mitigated or disguised. At the 

same time, all that in no way prevents her from also 

successfully exploring the universality of these 

phenomena. Therein lays the great triumph of the novel. 

(https://scroll.in/article/945225/few-novels-present-
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oppression-and-suffering-through-hard-stories-the-way-

uzma-aslam-khans-book-does) 

 Another bitter way of life is that they existed rather 

than to live or to reside. Their everyday was not assured. 

Diaspora studies make use of the word, Bare Life where 

only illegal immigrants who truly do not belong or who do 

unlawful business or trade would be sent to detention 

camps. But the natives and the local borns suffered a bare 

life, in their own land, esp. the people in the region called 

Mainland, lead a life wavering between to live or better to 

fall prey. No one was devoid of some work or other. If 

anything goes missing that too in women prisons or 

Female factory, in the name of theif such women would be 

tormented with a time table and to surpass the situation 

cannot happen even in their dreams. In fact Nomi and 

Zee‘s father, Haider Ali suffered that neck pain and the 

neck mark he bore was not only a physical pain but the 

mental torture given by the colonizers by making milling 

machines out of poor human labour towards grinding 

stones. In fact, it was an infliction or punishment on the 

part of the colonizers. On the other hand, ―there had also 

been other gifts, opium and alcohol, in exchange of 

Andamanese Women (74). This is evident that women 

were mere objects in exchange of trivial things during pre 

independence period.  

 In the hands of slavery and the aftermath like stale 

food, labeled whores, torture camps and Black water 

episodes, the only tool the natives took was determination 

and the courage to fight it. The insurmountable will against 

the unspeakable panic is what is tremendous among the 

prisoners especially women rebels. The ships SS Noor 

which stood as arrogant as the British and Japanese at a 

point symbolize the majestic and willing spirit to get Liberty 

from them. This text thus emancipates the incredible 

injustice that ever happened in the pages of History and 

thus it symbolizes how beyond nation, gender, custom and 

habits, the enslaved people untied the knots of Freedom at 

last. It also specifies that to be a captive in one‘s land is 

the worst cage than to live as a diasporas or an illegal 

immigrant. The novel embodies in itself the description of 

landscape, flora and the seasons which are undertones to 

convey that the people caged to confinement had no time 

to see or live in harmony with their habitats. The only 

lingering and the solution were Captivity and Freedom 

respectively which lived in an incarnate manner, in their 

very own land. 
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Abstract 

 We live in a society where we tend to recognize ourselves with multiple identities – Social, Regional, National, Cultural, Racial and 
on the basis of Gender. Whether we like to associate ourselves with any of these or not, the society will relate us to either a few of these 
or all of these identities. Since the globe has become a small town, in this era of Technology and Communication, the definite borders 
that outline one culture from the other is not overt. Education and exposure, both have brought an awareness among different societies 
about the cultural practices of the other. The recent studies of transculturalism provide scope for everyone to adopt and assimilate some 
aspects of other cultures and create a commonality within and beyond cultures. The Cuban scholar, Fernando Oritz also defines 
transcuturalism as the synthesis of two phases occurring simultaneously - of the past with the present, through which emerges a „new 
common culture‟. This paper intends to show that Somerset Maugham‟s The Razor‟s Edge, depicts the incidents which represent a 
„synthesis‟ of both Western and Eastern cultures. Having Larry as the spokesperson, Maugham tries to bridge the gap between these 
cultures and creates an identity with „common values‟ that goes beyond boundaries – cultural and national.  
Keywords: Transculturalism, Identity, Borders, Boundaries, Western, Eastern Cultures, Values, Codes, Conducts, Materialism, Dual 
nature of man, Snobbery. 

 
 Man as a social being is identified by his social, 

regional, national, religious and cultural identities. Among 

the other identities the influence of one‘s culture is 

inevitable since childhood. This influence of culture is 

ingrained in him through the way he thinks and behaves, 

by the customs and codes followed in the society. Hence, 

the Oxford Dictionary defines it as ―the ideas, customs and 

social behaviour of a particular people or society‖ (Pg. 

202). Literature, is one of the institutions that analyse and 

reflect upon one‘s ‗cultural signifying‘ practices and their 

relative value and status of any society.  

 The exponents of cultural studies, a recent cross-

disciplinary enterprise, focus their writings towards 

reforming the ‗existing power-structures and relations‘ that 

were viewed as dominance of privileged gender, race or 

class. In his book, A Glossary of Literary Terms,  

M. H. Abrams insists that,  

A conspicuous activity in cultural studies is the 

analysis and interpretation of objects and social 

practices outside the realm of literature and other 

arts; these phenomena are viewed as endowed 

with meanings that are the product of social forces 

and conventions and that may either express or 

oppose the dominant structures of power in a 

culture. (Abrams 54)  

 Therefore, cultural studies focus mainly on popular 

fiction, journalism, advertisement and other forms of art 

which has a wide appeal, such as cartoons, films, 

television shows and rock music rather than paying 

attention to works of established literary canon. 

 Among the other sub-divisions of the cultural studies, 

cross-culturalism, multiculturalism and transculturalism 

deal with one‘s association to his cultural background by 

establishing his identity. Transculturalism is defined as 

―seeing oneself in the other‖, in which ‗transcultural‘ means 

―involving, encompassing or combining elements of more 

than one culture‖. Fernando Oritz, a Cuban scholar defines 

transcuturalism as the synthesis of two phases occurring 

simultaneously - the ‗deculturalization‘ of the past with the 
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present, which means ―reinventing of the new common 

culture‖ (Web). 

 Richard Slimbach, in his book, The Transcultural 

Journey, mentions that transculturalism is rooted in the 

pursuit to define ‗shared interests and common values‘ 

across cultural and national borders. This paper tries to 

prove this statement of Richard Slimbach by analysing the 

novel, The Razor‟s Edge by Somerset Maugham through 

the experiences of the protagonist, Larry Darrel and a few 

others. Though his first novel, Liza of Lambeth(1897), 

launched his impressive writing career, Maugham‘s best 

works are Of Human Bondage(1915) and Moon and 

Sixpence(1919). Yet the last of his major fiction, The 

Razor‟s Edge(1944) shot him into a different level of fame 

in the East, as its title is extracted from the Katha 

Upanishad: the novel‘s epigraph is paraphrased as, ―The 

sharp edge of a razor is difficult to pass over; thus the wise 

say the path to Salvation is hard‖.  

 The Razor‟s Edge delivers a compelling narrative that 

follows American Larry(Laurence) Darrell‘s search for the 

answers to basic human questions about man‘s suffering, 

God‘s existence and the meaning of life in post-World War 

I America. As in his other works, Maugham develops the 

existential theme of characters- attempting to make their 

lives meaningful in a meaningless world. Larry is one of 

the few characters happy at the end – he forsakes wealth, 

security and personal relationship to seek the spiritual 

meaning of life. Isabel who married Gray for a secured 

financial status is wealthy, but leads a life without love. Her 

husband, Gray has a steady income but he is spiritually 

shallow. Elliott, the snob dies all alone and looks ridiculous 

in the silly costume. Sophie, the drug addict also finds 

peace, but only in her death.  

 Maugham, the author takes an active role of the 

narrator, who intends to write a story that doesn‘t have a 

clear end and the incidents that takes place over a long 

interval. The protagonist, Laurence @ Larry Darrell is a 

sensitive, intelligent young man who refuses to conform to 

the prevailing social norms of post-World War I America. 

Instead of marrying his childhood friend, Isabel he wants to 

travel around the world and find out the meaning of life. 

Through his myriad experiences of travel from Pairs, 

through France, Germany, Spain and India, he tries to 

comprehend the significance of one‘s purpose in life.  

 In the meantime, Isabel marries Gray Maturin for his 

financial status rather than love. The narrator‘s elitist friend 

Elliott Templeton, ‗the kind-hearted snob‘ who is always 

cautious of his social identity dies in isolation without a 

proper burial. The opportunist French artist, Suzanne 

Rouvier also fights for the social status, which she receives 

only with a compromise. The drug addict, Sophie 

MacDonald is another pathetic character who ends up with 

a tragedy. Above all it is Larry, who found peace and 

settles down to lead a simple but happy life - plans to 

preach his new found spirituality to his companions in 

America.  

 The concept of ‗snobbery and materialism‘ prevailed 

in Western culture is hinted upon through various incidents 

of the novel. Elliot, who makes friends and is nice to 

people for his social gain, is an insignia of snobbery. 

Maugham also comments on Elliott for his conversion from 

Episcopalian to Catholicism, for the better social contacts 

he would make by that. Later in his life, Elliott grows 

annoyed with the blurring social lines that he witnessed in 

London, Paris and America. He even laments about 

America becoming middle class, when a taxi driver calls 

him ‗brother‘. Elliott evidently expresses this in his 

statement as, ―Believe me, my dear fellow, there‘ll be none 

of this damned equality in heaven‖(259). 

 Elliott even continues his snobbish ways as he gets 

older. Despite being sick, he throws parties and socializes 

with people of eminence in society. His wish, to be buried 

in a Count de Lauria costume, leaves him to be a 

ridiculous and pathetic figure at his funeral. Maugham too 

pities him stating, ―It made me sad to think how silly, 

useless and trivial his life had been. It mattered very little 

now that he had gone to so many parties and had 

hobnobbed with all those princes, dukes and counts. They 

had forgotten him already‖ (ibid 261). However Maugham 

never fails to show the generosity that Elliott had towards 

his sister, Mrs. Bradley and his niece, Isabel. Therefore 

Elliott is a perfect example of the two sides of every person 

– the duality of man, a theme that Maugham explores 

throughout the novel.  

 Isabel is first introduced as a vivacious and charming 

girl genuinely in love with her fiancé, Larry. But later she 

seems to represent the majority which runs after 

materialistic benefits rather than having peace with 
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oneself. She once acknowledges to Maugham that she 

even tricks to seduce Larry and bring him back to America, 

through her feigning pregnancy. This is evident of the fact 

that Isabel would go to any extent to materialise what she 

desires for in life. But later she compromises, by breaking 

up with Larry and settles down in the life she wanted- filled 

with money, social engagements and other fineries. 

Maugham ironically admits this as ―Come off it Isabel. You 

gave him up for a square-cut diamond and a sable coat‖  

(224). She also confesses to Maugham that she is not 

really in love with Gray Maturin, yet she could never leave 

him because he is a good husband.  

 Even after marriage, Isabel harbours feelings for Larry 

which is visible through her anger when other women are 

brought up in his life. His decision of marrying Sophie 

brings out the worst in her: the enraged Isabel purposely 

sabotages the marriage by tempting Sophie, who has been 

trying to kick her habits, with a bottle of vodka. Maugham‘s 

final statement exactly portrays her character, ―You‘re not 

a bad woman in your way and you have every grace and 

charm. I don‘t enjoy your beauty any the less because I 

know how much it owes to the happy combination of 

perfect taste and ruthless determination. You only lack one 

thing to make you completely enchanting. Tenderness.‖ 

(333)  

 Hence, Isabel turns out to be the character with the 

most debatable morals. Although she seems to be a 

successful, happy woman and good mother with a 

charming personality, her feelings for Larry never go away 

till the end. Instead of apologising for her actions, she feels 

happy for plotting against Sophie‘s marriage with Larry. 

Superficially, she seems to have had all the riches she 

wanted, yet she is ‗cold at her heart‘ and never ends up 

with the true object of her love, Larry. Thus, she also 

stands for the duality of man‘s nature in a culture that gives 

priority only to materialism. 

 Maugham notices that Larry is different from others 

on many occasions from their first meeting: Larry fails to 

be opinionative of Mrs. Bradley‘s furniture, spends his 

entire day in the library reading a psychology book, more 

than ten years of traveling around to find answers to basic 

questions about life and soul through knowledge, his 

unwillingness to follow the status quo in getting a secured 

job and other material benefits. Initially, his quest for 

answers stems from the death of his friend and fellow-pilot, 

Patty, during World War I. This incident instigates him to 

question why so much of loss, death and suffering in the 

world. He says, 

 Wouldn‘t it be better to follow the beaten track and let 

what‘s coming to you to come? And then you think of a 

fellow who an hour before was full of life and fun, and he‘s 

lying dead; it‘s all so cruel and so meaningless. It‘s hard to 

ask yourself what life is all about and whether there‘s any 

sense to it or whether it‘s all a tragic blunder of blind fate.  

(51) 

 Like his lack of desire to find a job, his unwillingness 

to live on little money makes him a unique and eccentric 

person in the world of people like Elliott and Isabel. Larry‘s 

meeting, with the Benedictine monk in the monastery, is 

the key message of the novel: Christianity does not 

provide answer to his basic questions. Through the night 

long conversation with Larry, Maugham explores this 

theme – which questions the basic tenets of Christianity, 

the glorification of God and the need for man to overcome 

evil in this God created world, why should man ask for food 

if He is the father of mankind. The brutish ex-military officer 

Kosti, Larry‘s roommate in the coal-mining town Lens, 

expresses the same philosophy as, ―the world isn‘t a 

creation, for out of nothing comes out, but a manifestation 

of the eternal nature;…but then he added that evil is as a 

direct a manifestation of the divine as the good‖. (114)  

 Only through Eastern Philosophies and Hinduism, 

does Larry got answers to his questions. He studies under 

a powerful holy man, Shri Ganesha and experiences a 

spiritual awakening at a lake on the mountain of his final 

destination, India. He also learns about the Hindu belief of 

the ―Absolute‖ – an idea that says there is no beginning 

and no end. Although he doesn‘t find answers to all his 

questions in India, he comes up with his own theory at the 

end. When Maugham asked about his findings for the 

cause of evil, he admits that, ―The best to be said for it is 

that when you‘ve come to the conclusion that something is 

inevitable, all you can do is to make the best of it‖. (305) 

 This comprehension of the ultimate and the spiritual 

peace has a positive effect on Larry and even gives him 

healing powers. Unlike Gray and Isabel, who suffer from 

the stock market crash, Larry is perfectly happy since his 

happiness does not relate to materialistic success. With his 
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spiritual powers, which he learnt from simple men in India, 

he cures Gray‘s migraine headache. This is symbolic of 

the difference between him and Gray, who stress over 

money. Maugham has no idea about Larry‘s status at the 

end of the novel, but he assures the readers that without 

care for money and other material things, he would be 

happy leading a simple and fruitful life. 

 Suzanne Rouvier, Larry‘s artist friend, also chooses 

money over love, although she is more practical about it. 

She does not pretend to be in love. She tells Maugham 

that her marriage to an older widowed businessman is 

about ensuring a stable life for her and her daughter, 

Odette. It is almost like a business arrangement. The idea 

of true love is also projected with multiple interpretations 

here – the love of Larry, Isabel, Gray, Sophie and Suzanne 

changes over time. Even Larry‘s decision to marry Sophie 

is more about saving her from her addiction rather than of 

love.  

 Larry talks about the necessary existence of evil to 

balance out the good. It‘s an idea that is exemplified by the 

other characters in the novel– Larry, Isabel, Elliott and 

others. According to Maugham, no one is completely good 

or bad, they are simply human. It is the message 

Maugham wants to convey through the novel. The Razor‟s 

Edge was written during the World War II, when people 

were seeking values in a world shaken by cataclysm. This 

might be the reason why this novel stood apart from other 

books of this tradition – it deals with the mystical 

experience of a hero through Eastern Philosophy rather 

than Western. Elliott‘s conversion to Catholicism and 

Larry‘s philosophical quest also suggests the 

disillusionment that Maugham had on Western religion 

which led him to turn towards Eastern philosophy.  

 The novel itself is a testament of Maugham‘s own 

search to know the purpose of life and his knowledge of 

the Eastern philosophy is evident from his choice of the 

title. Like his protagonist Larry who is an American, 

Maugham is an English by birth, but later settle down in life 

by the influence of Eastern philosophy. The reader could 

identify the physical and spiritual journey of Larry as that of 

the author himself. The comfortable materialistic life of the 

Westerners in general and Americans in particular, is 

juxtaposed with Larry‘s quest for a greater spiritual 

meaning in life. The character‘s choice between 

Materialism of West and Spiritualism of East, the dual 

nature of man, the choice between true love and stable 

wealthy future, are some of the other themes that are 

obvious in the cultural context. 

 Thus, Maugham wants to create something ‗common‘ 

between Western and Eastern cultures by going beyond 

the two - to create a unifying experience for all those who 

are human in general. In the light of Richard Slimbach‘s 

statement, through this novel Maugham tries to create 

‗shared interests‘ and ‗common values‘ beyond cultural 

boundaries – East and West. Thomas Carlyle also quotes, 

―Culture is the process by which a person becomes all that 

they were created capable of being‖ (Web). Hence, there 

is nothing static or stable except change, that includes 

even culture. Therefore transculturalism is the need of the 

hour to neutralise the controversies that emerge across 

cultural and national borders. 
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Abstract 

 The Namesake describes the transculturalism that arises due to dislocation. People migrated from their native land to foreign 
countries to earn money and to lead a sophisticated life. Those immigrants face considerable hardships, alienation and frustration when 
they try to mingle in the culture of new found land. Immigrants are trapped in a dilemma in following the two culture. They are alien to 
the new culture and a staunch follower of their native culture. This paper attempts to throw light upon on Jhumpa Lahiri‟s The 
Namesake that has torn between two different cultures and ultimately gives preference to the native culture. The nostalgia for land, 
sufferings of diaspora, culture identity of the immigrants are clearly visible in this novel. It describes about the first generation 
immigrants whose changes could be noticed through dress, language and food habits. And second generation immigrants complete 
change in their personality, identity that leads to transculturalism and multiculturalism. 
Keywords: Transculturalism, Diaspora, Identity, Multiculturalism 

 

 Jhumpa Lahiri‘s The Namesake describes the life of 

Ashima and Ashoke who struck inbetween two different 

cultures. The closeness of Bengali Culture is finely noticed 

through the characters of Ashima and Ashoke and their 

psychological oppression and depression that arises due 

to their migration to an alien land from Calcutta to 

Massachusetts. Ashima was about to deliver a child and 

had to mention her husband‘s name in the hospital record. 

She did not utter the name of her husband as it is their 

Bengali culture to respect their husband without uttering 

their name. 

 Ashima‘s dress represents her Bengali culture. 

Though she was the first generation immigrant we cannot 

notice the change in her costumes. She gave birth to a 

male who is named as Gogol. During her delivery, the care 

that she gave to the child represents the tradition of Indian 

Culture which American does not follow. She thinks that 

the practice in India is that their parents will take care of 

them during the time of delivery while in American culture it 

is not found. This clearly illustrates the culture difference 

between the American and the Indian. If she were in India 

she might have been taken care of her parents and it is 

impossible as she came to Massachusetts accompanied 

by her husband. She has no other way to accept the 

American Culture as it is. The difference in hospitality is 

widely noticed between these two cultures. The food items 

that they consume also differ and the way they consume 

also varies according to their culture and habit. 

 Ashima is afraid of raising a child in this different 

country which is strange to her. The difference between 

their languages and their pronunciation of words are all 

made her to confront many problems in bringing up her 

child. Her name Ashima Bhaduri now becomes Ashima 

Ganguli because she transforms herself from Bengali to 

American. The cultural and religious practices are noted 

when the tradition of their marriage is described in the 

novel. Ashoke, being a Bengali, decides to live in America. 

He had been inspired by a Russian writer and named his 

son Nikolai Gogol. The Bengali culture is depicted through 

the practice of keeping name to the newborn by an elderly 

person of the family. But in America, one cannot find any 

such customs. In India, before keeping a name for a child, 

they will consult an astrologer and an auspicious time to 

celebrate it a ceremony. 

 Ashima and Ashoke depicts here as an example to 

the Bengali culture and its practices in America. They were 
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not officially named when they were registered in school till 

six or seventh standard. The naming ceremony of Bengali 

is quite new to American as it is no more a practice in the 

American culture. The Bengalis have the practice of having 

two names in which one is a pet or nick name used by 

friends and other for official uses. All their pet names are 

paired with their good names. The quality of a good name 

is that they represent the enlightened qualities of a person 

but the pet name does not hold any significance. But his 

son does not like that name when he became an adult. 

The naming ritual seems to be an important one.  

 ―This tradition doesn‘t exist for Bengalis, naming a 

son after father or grandfather, a  daughter after 

mother or grandmother. This sign of respect in America 

and Europe, this  symbol of heritage and lineage, would 

be ridiculed in India. Within Bengali families, individual 

names are sacred, inviolable. They are not meant to be 

inherited or shared‖ (Namesake 28).  

 This displays that in the Bengali culture the name of a 

person is considered as pure one whereas in American 

culture, it is possible than one can change the name for a 

numerous times if we don‘t like it. But his parents insisted 

him not to change his name; it is against their Bengali 

culture. On his part, he refused by saying that it is not a 

Bengali name but a Russian name, Nikolai Gogol. 

 Ashoke when he escapes from the train accident says 

―He was born twice in India, and then the third time, in 

America‖ (Namesake 21) which describes his life that has 

been saved in India. His life started again in America. It is 

hard for Ashima to live in America without her parents. She 

received only the letters from her family and she, as a 

woman, in a different country faced many hardships. 

Eventhough she lives in America, she does not change 

herself leaving all her culture. She does not eat beef and 

she does not wear short skirts or an American dress. She 

always epitomizes her culture by wearing sari. 

 The rice ceremony is an important practice for 

Bengalis. When Gogol is six months old the rice ceremony 

is celebrated. The ritual practices need Ashima‘s brother to 

perform as per the custom but they performed it by calling 

Dilip Nandhi. The child was dressed in a traditional Bengali 

dress which represents their culture. This ceremony was 

held because the child should be introduced to a lifetime 

consumption of food items. But in America, the only ritual 

they follow is pledging the American flag. They give 

importance to their nation and not to their culture. The 

couples moved outside to Boston and they were the only 

Bengali residents. Ashoke, who is a lecture finds excited to 

stand before American Students to take class. Meanwhile, 

Ashima wriggled a lot to migrate from Calcutta to 

Cambridge.  

 Ashima is pregnant for the second time she has no 

one to take care of. Her husband looks after her and he 

cooks food and Gogol could not tolerate his father in the 

kitchen instead of his mother. She feels it is a lifelong 

pregancy to be a foreigner which represents the pysche of 

her. According to Ashima, it is a boundless burden to be a 

foreigner like pregnancy. The house in which they live all 

belongs to Americans. In that place they felt they are the 

only Bengalis and realize their alienation. 

 The atmosphere in Boston is that there is no trees 

shrub in the front door and the cement is clearly visible but 

in India it is quite different. Gogol addresses his father as 

Baba in the same way the children in Bengal address their 

father. Though he was born and brought up in America, he 

addresses his father as how Bengali‘s call their fathers. 

Gogol, when he grew up, decides to change his name as 

Nikhil because he hates the name Gogol. According to him 

his name is meaningless and its a Russian name instead 

of an Indian or American name. 

 Ashima delivers a girl baby who is named as Sonia. In 

Sonia‘s rice ceremony the child put the dollar bill into its 

mouth and the guests says that ―This one is the true 

American‖ (Namesake 63). Sonia and Gogol worship the 

goddesses Durga and Saraswathi more than worshiping 

the Jesus Christ and it all represents their culture. Gogol 

attends Saturday classes on Bengali language and culture. 

But Ashima and Asoke felt that their child Gogol and 

Sonia‘s speech resembles like the Americans. Gogol is 

copiously committed to the American culture rather than 

the Bengali culture. 

 Sonia and Gogol have been informed by their parents 

that they are moving to Calcutta for eight months. Though 

Gogol is not interested to visit Calcutta he somehow 

manages to accompany his parents. They have no 

relatives in America and Ashima has to endure the 

seclusion when she came to America after getting married 

to Ashoke. By all the activities done by them it exemplifies 

that they are the couples who follow Bengali culture till 

their last breath. But Gogol and Sonia cannot consent the 

Bengali culture as they are absolutely imbibed themselves 

in the American culture. 

 Gogol is fond of the flavor of Bengali food and he 

thought that after eight months of India‘s visit he has to eat 

the distasteful food. They spent their vacation with their 
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relatives in their ancestral home. Gogol and Sonia have 

become aware of many Bengali cultures and practices 

which are unequivocally novel to them. During their travel 

to different places in India, they became ill and their 

relatives remarked that they cannot live in this deprived 

country. Their parents were born in India but their children 

born in America hence cannot persist in India. When Gogol 

grew up he is not like other American boys. He doesn‘t 

have crush on any girls. His parents never suspect him as 

they have faith in him that he is not like an American 

teenager because they have brought up him in a traditional 

way. 

 Nikil, who is Gogol, falls in love with three girls as the 

three represents the multi-dimensional view. First, he loves 

Ruth, an American woman to whom he shares his 

proficiencies about his visit to Calcutta. He introduced her 

to his parents and took her to his home. There is a 

disparity between the culture of his mother and Ruth. Ruth 

loved America more than anything. Gogol upkeeps about 

his parents wish but Ruth does not mind about the wish of 

Gogol‘s parents. Ashima states ―Bengali men they know 

who‘ve married Americans, marriages that have ended in 

divorce‖ (Namesake 117). She counsels him to marry a 

Bengali girl. According to Gogol, when his name is Gogol 

he thinks himself as Bengali. He considers himself as an 

American when he thinks himself as Nikhil. He does not 

like to partake in any occasions of his family. For that, he 

says that he has transformed his name and he is no more 

Gogol but Nikhil. 

 He then falls in love with Maxine who loves India very 

much. They began to live in the relationship called living 

together without any discomfiture. Maxine respects his 

parent‘s words and their tastes and loved to be a part of 

his Bengali culture.She meets Gogol‘s parents. There are 

firm precincts that they should not kiss in front of their 

parents and to have wine together. All these symbolize 

Indian culture. Maxine gave gifts to Ashima where Gogol 

thought she would not like the gift undoubtedly because it 

was an American product. She tells Ashima that she lives 

with her parents which make Ashima to wonder about the 

nature of her because no one live with their parents in 

America. 

 Ashoke died due to cardiac arrest. They got his ashes 

from the hospital. Gogol though does not like Bengali 

culture had completed the obligatory last rites to his father. 

They do not consume meat and strictly followed the ritual 

even though they are in America. They conducted religious 

ceremony and priest came to chant verses in Sanskrit 

when Ashoke‘s ashes were scattered in the Ganges. 

Gogol became more responsible and started to spend time 

with his family. After her husband‘s death Ashima got job 

in America. Everything was new to her and she saw many 

people living single owing to divorce. It is the culture of 

Americans if they don‘t like they can straightforwardly get 

divorce. But it is hard for Indians to do so due to their 

strong belief on culture. Ashima lived in five houses when 

her husband was alive. 

 Gogol gets married to Moushumi who is also a 

Bengali, lives in America. They both fall in love and later 

with the acceptance of their parents got married. She 

wanted to marry an American man and never to marry a 

Bengali man because she is not interested in this type of 

wedding. Moushumi does not like her life trapped as a 

married woman. They both get divorce as Moushumi has 

extra marital affair. Ashima says that if he marries an 

American woman she will divorce and the Bengali woman 

will not do it. But here it is all her myth Moushumi is a 

Bengali but she divorced him. 

 Culture is man-made and it is purely based on the 

human being‘s behaviour rather than the place where they 

live. Each nation has its own cultural heritage and it is 

depend on the people who follow it wholeheartedly. 

Assumptions will always deceit human as in the case of 

Ashima. She never admits the culture of American as the 

best even though she lives in that nation. She entrusts 

Indian culture especially, the Bengali culture a lot but 

thereto, she confronts only deceit. Hence, she confirms 

that the culture never play any roles in an individual‘s life. It 

is the individual who shapes the culture according to their 

convenience. 
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Abstract 

 North East India is one of the most ethnically vibrant regions of the Indian subcontinent. It is the incorporation of people belonging 
to different ethnic groups, communities and tribes. The region is persistently pushed to the margins for its weirdness to the 
superimposed norms and concepts of „Indian-ness‟. The depiction of the region is in a manner which Homi Bhabha would call 
Totalization of Culture. This paper analyses Temsula Ao‟s poems as the prototypical Tribal English poetry of North East India. Oral 
traditions, the quest for uniqueness and Selfhood, the Hybridization of aboriginal cultures as an upshot of the advent of modernity and 
Christianity, a desire for Cultural Revivalism and assertion of faith in the indigenous philosophies of Animism are some of the issues that 
are recurrently dealt with in the poetry of North East. The paper furthermore makes an attempt to establish the Postcolonial notion as to 
how one can make use of the language given by the Colonial Masters to deconstruct and throw light on misconceptions about the tribal 
globe of North East India. It seeks towards the greatness of Temsula Ao as a poet whose undeniable poetry not only asserts the 
uniqueness of tribal literature of North East but also have an aesthetic universality. 
Keywords: Ethnic, Cultural Revivalism, Animism, Postcolonial, Aesthetic 

 

 North East is an umbrella word for the eight states of 

India which has a compilation of varied people and culture. 

It consists of Assam, Arunachal Pradesh, Manipur, 

Meghalaya, Nagaland, Mizoram, Tripura and Sikkim. The 

people from North East India feel alienated and very 

distant from mainland India for various reasons that 

include physically, psychologically, and some historical as 

well. Northeast India is one of the most culturally pulsating 

regions of Indian subcontinent. It is the incorporation of 

people belonging to different ethnic groups, communities, 

cultures and faiths. This place is prominent for its unearthly 

beauty and mystifying diversity. It is the home of over 166 

tribes speaking diverse languages and adhering to 

different customs, practices and beliefs. These regions are 

conspicuously different from the rest of India. And for 

decades now, it has been constantly hard-pressed to the 

margins and considered as weirdness to the general 

norms and concepts of Indian-ness. This marginalization 

leads to Northeast‘s segregation from the Centre and they 

also referred as ‗Otherised‘ North easterners, voiceless 

subalterns who deprived their history and identity. In an 

attempt at homogenization of a culture that is hugely 

heterogeneous, the mainland India not only segregates 

them, but also denigrates the Northeast as a land of 

tribals. Baruah (2005) rightly says that ―‗Northeast‘ is a 

representation of a forced homogenization or 

standardization that has resulted in a situation of deficit 

democracy.‖ (p. 23)1 

 Literature, especially poetry, of Northeast India has 

acquired impetus in the last few decades. Many writers 

from the region have conquered the nationwide and global 

platform and have enthused sensations with their far-

reaching and compelling compositions. Some of the 

significant names in Northeast poetry are Mamang Dai 

from Arunachal Pradesh, Temsula Ao of Nagaland, 

Anupama Basumatary and Hiren Bhattacharya of Assam, 

Meghalaya‘s Desmond Kharmawphlang and Easther 

Syiem, Nilamani Phookun, Robin S Ngangom and 

Saratchand Thiyam of Manipur, Mizoram‘s Mona Zote and 

Cherie L Changte, Tripura‘s Piyush Raut and Bijoy Kumar 

Debbarma, Easterine Iralu, Monalisa Chankiza. Their 

unifying characteristics are found in their poetry like Oral 
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traditions, the quest for identity and selfhood, modernity, 

the hybridization of aboriginal cultures as an outcome of 

colonization, modernity and advent of Christianity, longing 

for cultural revivalism and the animistic philosophies of life 

customary in the region are some of the recurrent themes 

in the poetry of Northeast. Traces of terror, twinge, anger 

and also of hope, stamina and faith are splattered across 

the poetry of this region. Besides, the poetry fashioned in 

this region is mostly melodious and lyrical. Stirring the 

poetic language they use images, metaphors, allusions to 

indigenous myths and folklores. All these factors 

collectively have given tribal poetry of Northeast India, a 

life and uniqueness of its own that are very poles apart 

from that of the poetry produced in the rest of India. 

 Temsula Ao is one of representative writers promising 

from the state of Nagaland. She received Padmashri in 

2007 for Literature and Education. She has published four 

collections of poem namely Songs that Tell (1988), Songs 

that Try to Say (1992), Songs of Many Moods (1995), 

Songs from Here and There (2003) and Songs from the 

other life (2007). Like an eco-feminist, she exposes the 

environmental catastrophe and the ever increasing 

deforestation and devastation of nature by man. She 

asserts the distinctiveness of her populace through the 

metaphors of mountains, trees and animals. She says that 

it is through the morale of nature, one can find the lost 

identity of people. In the poem Blood of others, she writes,  

We believed that our God lived   

In the Various forms of nature  

Whom we worshiped  

With unquestioning faith. (Ao, 81) 

Indeed, this belief was faded and gradually removed by a 

tribe of strangers‟ , who came with:  

Armed with only a book and  

Promises of a land called heaven. (Ao, 82) 

 Thus, the Naga people were detached from their 

ancestral beliefs and customs with the initiation of 

Christianity. And they started ―Declaring that our trees and 

Mountains/Rocks and rivers were no Gods‖. Naga by birth, 

Ao‘s work heavily replicate the cultures, traditions, 

practices and beliefs of the people of Nagaland, a tribe 

with its own brimming cultural archive. Tribal poetry of 

Northeast India laments the loss of aboriginal culture, 

customs, beliefs and history that has come to spate the 

tribal societies over the years. The writers of the land, 

through their writings, challenge a kind of cultural 

revivalism. They attempt to prevail over the culture shocks 

that they have received by trying to revive and safeguard 

the nuances of their histories and traditions in their works 

and also by proliferating their history amid the younger 

generations. This is what accurately Ao does in Songs 

From the Other Life. The very name of the compilation 

hints at this fact, for these are songs from an ‗other life‘- a 

life that once was, but is no longer continuing. In versified 

epigraph of the compilation, which is named History, Ao 

clearly states her intention behind writing -- to rephrase 

history. Temsula Ao writes: 

“These Songs  

From the other life 

Long lay mute 

In the confines 

Of my restive mind 

……………….. 

 With modernity, there has grown young amazement 

about the age-old societal practices. The dissensions of 

the youths of the Ao tribe and their irreverence for 

traditions find expression in the poem Night of The Full 

Moon: ―The youth had prevailed in the huddle / Where the 

new strategies were planned,/ But some old ones are 

deeply disturbed...” 

 Animism is yet another momentous feature of the 

tribal poetry of Northeast. The ancestral worldview is that 

all bits and pieces of nature are artistic with souls. Flora 

and fauna, rivers, mountains etc, are seen as having 

courage within. These spirits are supposed to be in 

custody of not just human-like virtues but also supernatural 

powers. In the folklores of the various tribes, man is seen 

as living in ideal harmony with nature. Habitually, these 

spirits find a deity-like arrangement in the pantheon. The 

interruption of the balance of nature is believed wrought 

disastrous consequences. These viewpoints also discover 

expression in the verse of the region. Therefore, they 

recommend scopes for reading and analysis from the 

perspectives of ecocriticism. With the evolution of science 

and technologies, massive damage is seen in the milieu 

and its ecosystem and thereby posing a big intimidation to 

human society and mother earth. The chief environmental 

problems include population, blast, exhaustion of valuable 
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natural resources, extermination of rare species, nuclear 

war, garbage discarding and many more. In such an 

environmental catastrophe, literary and cultural theory has 

begun to tackle the issues as a part of academic 

discourse. In the poem My Hills, the poet portrays her 

distress for the protection of environment. Human intrusion 

with the nature brings a lot of devastation to the sights and 

sounds of the hills. In the past, there was a perfect blend 

between the man and the nature. But now, there is no 

harmony with nature due to materialistic thoughts of the 

human and the very essence of the hills has lost forever. 

Instead of birds whining, gunshots are heard from every 

nook and corner of her hills. Her reflective yearning for the 

earlier period is vividly described when she sings: The 

Rivers are running red, the hillsides are bare. And the 

seasons Have lost their magic (Ao, 49). The beauty of 

nature is seen in the poem The Garden, the poet praises 

the marvel life of nature. The poet is so pleased on seeing 

the works of gardeners. The mother earth can bring a 

joyous state to human and the poet expresses her views 

on mother earth and its beauty as: ―The slice of earth / 

Thus nurtured Brings forth Beauties / In Praise of the 

Gardener of all gardens (Ao, 16) 

 Most of the poetries from Northeast India replicate 

mosaic of mythology and legends, carnival and cultures, 

tradition and people, religious conviction that make their 

poetry unique from the rest of others. Throughout her 

poems, Temsula Ao writes backside to the ‗mainland India‘ 

in which the tribal writings of Northeast are classically met 

with denigration and apathy. Besides, these poems, 

deconstructs and demystifies the ‗tribal constructs‘ and the 

ancestral worldview that regulates their life. The budding 

writers from Northeast India abide the responsibility of 

foretelling ethnic specificity as well as aesthetic universality 

and Ao with all her prevailing poetry, has succeeded in 

doing that. Her poems not only emphasize the 

distinctiveness of tribal literature of Northeast, but also 

have a universal appeal. A scrupulous reading of her 

poems reflect two themes- the theme of myth and 

environment on one hand and the theme of aggression 

and bloodshed on the other. In midst of dread and 

violence, they try to reveal the beauty of natural 

landscapes and the stable quality of their myths and 

legends. Then the ecocritical analysis of her poems offers 

an extent for examining the obscure relationship between 

man and nature and this explore the position of nature in 

the material world. Nature is just a conservatory of identity 

and roots and consequently harm to nature immediately 

affects the question of identity. Nature becomes a 

breathing space where one can identify oneself. Thus, 

through the spirits of trees, rivers, mountains, nature 

elements, and through ancestral tradition, Ao gave an idea 

that these spirits and tradition is the path where we can 

find our ancestral roots.  
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Abstract 

 Hullabaloo in the Guava Orchard is the debut novel of Kiran Desai, published in the year 1998. It deals with the life of protagonist, 
Sampath who is falsely assumed to be a „holy man' by the people because of his knowledge of their secrets. The research paper 
focuses on culture, while delving into several aspects such as superstitious beliefs, patriarchy and class differences.  
Keywords: Superstitious beliefs, patriarchy, class differences. 

 

 Hullabaloo in the Guava Orchard is a 1998 novel by 

Kiran Desai. The story is set in Shahkot, an Indian village, 

and follows the life of protagonist Sampath, a highly 

imaginative character who only dreams of running away 

from responsibilities dealing with adulthood. He ends up 

climbing a guava tree and refuses to come down. He is 

soon mistaken to be a ‗holy man‘ by the people, since he 

has in-depth knowledge of their secrets. This is mainly 

because of Sampath's job at the post office which had 

enabled him to read their letters and learn their innermost 

secrets.  

 The novel shows problems entrenched in society in a 

comic manner and it sheds ample light on culture. This 

paper mainly focuses on the cultural aspects brought 

about so artistically by Kiran Desai in Hullabaloo in the 

Guava Orchard, which is her debut novel. It is a satire of 

sorts since it criticises society, but in a humorous manner.  

 Superstitions abound in the novel. The concept of frog 

weddings is introduced early on, a superstitious belief that 

was practised to bring about the rains. This is in direct 

contrast to scientific reasoning, which is also explored. In 

chapter-1, it is mentioned that Mr. Chawla, Sampath‘s 

father and the head clerk at the Reserve Bank of Shahkot, 

had suggested growing vegetation in specific patterns, the 

army opted for the scattering of clouds using jet planes in a 

certain geometric way, and the police opted for a frog 

wedding.  

 Ammaji, Sampath's grandmother herself suggests the 

use of herbs to Kulfi, her daughter-in-law and evidently 

Sampath‘s mother, during her pregnancy. She also tells 

her to go to the temple, which is very typical of the older 

generations. The name ―Sampath‖ itself means good 

fortune, another instance of the superstitious nature of the 

people. India is usually seen as the land of the ‗holy men‘ 

by the West. Though it is a prevalent stereotype, one can 

hardly deny the fact. This could be because of people‘s 

search for enlightenment since early times, which could‘ve 

contributed to their readiness to believe in these things. 

Though Sampath himself is mistaken to be a ‗holy man‘ by 

the people, their presence is spoken about in the novel 

much earlier in Chapter -7 itself, when the Chawla family 

consults a holy man to ask for help regarding Sampath, 

who refuses to climb down from the tree. The holy man 

cites marriage as the answer, and the family follows his 

advice without any pondering whatsoever.  

 When Sampath shares his knowledge of the people‘s 

secrets, they immediately assume him to be some kind of 

a divine being with knowledge about their personal affairs. 

This is a belief based on absolutely no rationale. Sampath 

knew their secrets only because he had been reading their 

letters at the post office. When Ms. Jyotsna, Sampath‘s 
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colleague at the post office is singing, he is in fact thinking 

of how pretty she is. Even the media hypes the issue, 

instead of giving in to scientific temper. Sampath, in fact, 

most often says only ludicrous things as answers, which 

don‘t make much sense. However, the people convince 

themselves of his mostly absurd replies. Sampath also 

avoids questions by pretending to be otherworldly. Mr. 

Chawla advises Sampath not to say nonsensical things 

and to rather refer to the Vedas, religious texts that 

originated in ancient India. 

 At one stage, Sampath‘s photo is even published in 

the Times of India, with the headline 'The Baba of Shahkot 

in his Tree Abode.‘ The spy from the Atheist Society (AS), 

who is also a member of the Branch to Uncover Fraudulent 

Holy Men (BUFHM) views Sampath's ever growing fame 

as being detrimental to society‘s progress, since it is deep 

rooted in belief in superstitions. It is quite ironic that in the 

age of globalisation, media and technology, superstitious 

beliefs still flourish. 

 Indian traditional names are richly used throughout 

the novel. Chawla, Banerjee, Jyotsna, Gupta, Lakshmiji, 

Singh, Chopra, Ratan Sinha and the Raipurs are 

quintessential Indian names. As an Indian novel in English, 

localised language is often encountered. Hai Rama, arre, 

chottu, oi, ji, sari, salwar, aloo bhaji, baap re, aiii, Ai. Yai. 

Yai and haiiii are found in the novel. Mr. Chawla has a 

yoga mat – Yoga is a practice which is culturally deep 

rooted in India. A reference to the Indian epic, The 

Ramayana is also made by the Chief Medical Officer to Mr. 

Chawla about how monkeys are associated with God 

Rama, and as a result, they in turn have their own loyal 

supporters. 

 Patriarchy's tentacles are far reaching in Indian 

society, so it is only appropriate that the same be mirrored 

in the novel. Multiple references to dowry are made with 

regard to the bride: ―She should be fair-complexioned, but 

if she is dark the dowry should include at least one of the 

following items: a television set, a refrigerator, a Godrej 

steel cupboard and maybe even a scooter‖ (57). 

 Ammaji herself wanted Kulfi married to Mr. Chawla 

because of the dowry which would help them clear the 

debts and get a refrigerator. Pinky, the daughter of Mr. 

Chawla is harassed by men. When one of them winks at 

her, she pokes him with a hairpin. While some cheered, 

others disapproved, enlightening the reader on a clash 

between old and modern attitudes. Pinky isn‘t afraid to 

express her opinion on Sampath either when her father 

advises her to take Sampath with her in order to protect 

her from the Cinema Monkey. She retorts, 'What good will 

Sampath be! The monkey will probably choose me as the 

best person to target if Sampath is with me' (22). 

 When Pinky complains to her father about how a man 

was following her, he rashly thinks she is making things 

up. He places the blame squarely on her, instead of 

condemning such despicable behaviour on part of the 

men. He further advises her to change the way she 

dresses, a quite unsettling notion, as it only places 

criticism and blame back on women themselves, rather 

than on the perpetrator.  

 However, Mr. Chawla does champion the cause of 

women‘s education. He urged Pinky to take a typing 

course and is quite progressive in this instance: ―It is very 

important for young girls to know something useful, not just 

sit at home and get married. This is the modern India. You 

should take a typing course‖ (80). 

 Traditions related to the Indian marriage system and 

Indian weddings are also dealt with in the novel. Indian 

weddings are quite lavish, as seen in the wedding of Mr. 

D.P.S.'s daughter. There, Sampath finds a room filled with 

silk, gems, scents, pearls and jewellery, as well as 

colourful saris, a clear example of the luxury associated 

with Indian weddings. Indian weddings are quite an 

elaborate affair too. 

 The unrealistic expectations placed on the poor, 

unsuspecting Indian bride is also examined. A heavy onus 

is placed on her head, with no margin for error left, as 

utmost perfection is unfairly expected of her.  

 ―She should not be fat. She should be pleasantly 

plump, with large hips and breasts but a small waist. 

Though generous and good-tempered, this girl should be 

frugal and not the sort who would squander the family's 

wealth. A girl who, though quiet, would be able to shout 

down the prices of vegetables and haggle with the 

shopkeepers and spot all their dirty tricks and expose 

them. Talk of husband and children should so overcome 

her with shyness and embarrassment that she should hide 

her face, pink as a rosebud in the fold of her sari‖ (p. 58). 
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 Preference for a male child is very high in Indian 

society and this is portrayed by the reaction of the 

characters to Sampath's birth; ―And: 'Let's name him 

Sampath,' they said. 'Good fortune.' For though he might 

not be very plump or very fair, he was triumphantly and 

indisputably male‖ (12). 

 Class differences are also depicted in the novel, when 

Mr. Chawla learns of Pinky's fascination with the Hungry 

Hop boy. In chapter-16, Mr. Chawla tells Pinky not to 

associate herself with a shopkeeper, since he sees them 

as being beneath him. He further tells her the family name 

will be destroyed. What Mr. Chawla wasn‘t aware of is the 

fact that Hungry Hop boy‘s family had been making similar 

comments about his own family. 

 Profiteering off of people‘s superstitious beliefs also 

takes place. Soap, kerosene, matches and candles are 

delivered to the Chawla family directly. With an aim to 

monetise on Sampath‘s fame, Mr. Chawla thinks of a fund 

to build a temple and thereby get devotees to make their 

donations. In addition to this, he sells incense, flower 

garlands, fruit to the devotees. Further, the family collects 

the coconuts and sweetmeats found at the bottom of the 

tree, and resells them again the next day. In chapter-10, it 

is mentioned that even buses made detours so that that 

passengers could visit the Baba. This is a prime example 

of the far reaching effects of superstitious beliefs. Even 

Ammaji had started benefiting by opening a tea stall there. 

When Pinky bites off a piece of Hungry Hop boy‘s ear, she 

is let off by the policemen because she is the Baba's sister: 

―Are you the sister of the man who sits up in the tree? The 

Baba is your brother?‖ (115).  

 Thus the novel is a fertile arena for its cultural aspects 

as it delves into various practices, superstitious beliefs, 

patriarchy, class differences, and the heavy onus placed 

on women. It thus enlightens the reader in a considerable 

number of ways. 
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 Cross-culturalism is a study that looks at how people 

have different cultural backgrounds. Though India is a 

single country, people follow different cultures in each 

every fragments of the country. Cross-culturalism simply 

means comparing and contrasting or dealing with two or 

more different cultures. Cross-culturalism attempts to 

bridge the difference between cultures. This paper aims to 

highlight the features of cross cultural elements in 

Arundhati Roy‘s debut novel The God of Small Things. It 

focuses the cross-culturation which leads to Hybridity, 

cultural heterogeneity, cross-cultural marriage, cultural 

degradation, post-colonial influence, the influence of 

Western cuture in Indian culture and the conflict between 

two cultures, and so on. 

 The God of Small Things is the debut novel of 

Arundhati Roy. The novel was published in 1997 which 

won the Man Booker Prize for Fiction in 1997. It is a semi- 

autobiographical novel. Arundhati Roy recollects her 

childhood memories in Aymanam, a district in Kerala. She 

fictitiously renamed the village as Ayemenem. This novel 

also reflects Roy‘s Syrian Christian and Hindu lineage, her 

divorced parents, etc. This novel is the finest example for 

the elements of Cross-culturalism, the causes and effects 

of cross cultural marriages, the causes for conversion of 

people from one culture (religion) to another. 

 The major reason for the conversion of many people 

from one religion to another is poverty and degradation of 

their dignity. In America people were classified as Whites 

and Blacks. But this novel gives the clear representation of 

how people were classified in India. In this novel, the 

people are classified as touchables, and untouchables. 

Touchables are Brahmins, and Syrian Christians. 

Untouchables are Paravans, Pelayas and Pulayas. They 

were denied of basic freedom and dignity. They were poor 

and needy. They were not allowed to walk on public road, 

they were denied of right to speak, they only have to enter 

a touchable‘s house only through back entrance, they were 

not allowed to cover their upper bodies. 

 ―Paravans are ecpected to crawl backwards with a 

broom, sweeping away their footprints so that Brahmins or 

Syrian Christians would not defile themselves be 

accidentally stepping into Paravan‘s footprint… They had 

to put their hands over their mouths when they spoke, to 

divert their polluted breath away from those whom they 

addressed.‖ (GST 74) 

 Velutha is one among the Paravans, Kelan, Velutha‘s 

grandfather was one among those who converted to 

Christianity when the British came to Malabar. The 

converted Christians joined the Anglican Church. The 

major cause for their conversion is mainly due to the 

sufferings of untouchability and poverty. They were given 

back, some amount of rice and money as rewards. ―They 

were known as the Rice-Christians‖. In this case, the 

converted Christians formed a cross-cultural sect. they 

built separate Churches, with separate services and they 

were given Pariah Priests for their offering services to God. 

After Independence they get no benefits either from 

government or society. In government record they were 

considered as Christian hence they were casteless. In the 

eyes of society, they were untouchables.hence they are 

denied of basic things for their livelihood. 
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 Though the untouchables are talented they are 

denied to touch anything that touchables touched. There 

were separate schools for them. Velutha had mastery over 

carpentry works from a German Carpenter namely, Johann 

Klein. He also was good at plumbing and electrical works. 

Only because he is a Paravan he was denied of equal 

salary which other carpenters earn. ―if only he hadn‘t been 

a Paravan, he might have become an engineer.‖(GST 75). 

This leads to the emergence of communism into 

Ayemenem. When Rahel and Estha found Velutha inside 

Pappachi‘s plymoth, Velutha wearing shirt which their 

community were once denied and holds a flag of 

Communist party. It was the effects of cross- culturalism 

due to colonial rule in India in untouchables. 

 If we see the other side, Pappachi is also a great 

admirer of Western culture. As we see for years, Kerala 

was meant to be a land of Matriarchy. But in case of 

Pappachi, he admires the patriarchy of westerners. He 

used to dominate over Mammachi, he used to beat her 

with brass vase every night. He neither likes Mammachi‘s 

self-reliant and economically dependent through pickle 

factory nor he wish to help her in making pickles. Pappachi 

wants to live the life as an English man. He just bought a 

Moth from an English man. ―When he died, Pappachi left a 

trunk full of expensive suits and a chocolate tin full of cuff-

links that Chacko distributed among taxi drivers‖(GST 51). 

Ammu called Pappachi as British shit-wiper because of his 

loyalty towards British likings. Chacko said that they are all 

the family of Anglophiles. Thus the British rule impacts the 

lives of Rich people. 

 In case of Baby Kochama, the Love happens to be 

the cause of cross-cultural changes. She belongs to Syrian 

Chiristian sect. and she falls in love with Father Mullingan, 

an Irish monk who belongs to Roman Catholic Church. 

Baby Kachama defies her father Rev. E.John Ipe and 

converted to Roman Catholic Church and entered Madras 

convent as trainee novice only on the physical attraction of 

Father Mullingan. After few days she was frustrated by the 

practices of the convent. Neither she can follow her roots 

nor does she admire to Roman Catholic practices. She 

wrote few letters to her father about her sufferings in the 

convent. She was rescued back to Ayemenem by her 

father, she remained to be a Roman Catholic. She 

completely moves to other mainstream due to cross- 

culturalism. 

 The cross-cultural marriage also leads to the 

disharmonious family and leads to loss of compatibility. It 

happens in the cases of Ammu and Baba, Rahel and Larry 

McCaslin, and also with Chacko and Margaret. In case of 

Ammu, in order to escape from the clutches of her father 

Pappachi, Ammu accepted to marry a person who belongs 

to hindu family and after marriage she moved to Calcutta 

along with her husband. Slowly, she came to know that 

she was caught between Scylla and Charybdis. She 

started smoking long cigarettes in loneliness. He became 

alchoholic. And he became spineless worm when he was 

asked for Ammu by am Emglish man. He was ready to 

send her to Mr. Hollick. Ammu returned back to her 

parents‘ home as an uninvited guest to Ayemenem along 

with her two children. When Ammu told that she was about 

to rape by Mr. Hollick, 

 ―Pappachi would not believe her story –not because 

he thought well of her husband, but simply because he 

didn‘t believe that an Englishmann, any Englishman, would 

covet another man‘s wife.‖ (GST 42)only because he was 

voiceless poor. This also proves cross-culturation also 

leads to the loss of morality. 

 After divorce, when Ammu returned back to 

Ayemenem along with her two children, they were disliked 

by all. Especially the twins were dislike by Baby 

Kochamma. ―She considered them doomed, fatherless 

waifs. Worse still, they were Half-Hindu Hybrids whom no 

self-respecting Syrian Christian would ever marry…where 

they really had no right to be. (GST 45). Ammu and her 

two children were treated so badly in their ancestral house. 

The Society never accepts a divorced woman to live in her 

parents‘ house. 

 ―A married daughter had no position in her parents‘ 

home. As for a divorced daughter –according to Baby 

Kochamma, she had no position anywhere at all. And as 

for a divorced daughter from a love marriage, well words 

could not describe Baby Kochamma‘s outrage. As for a 

divorced daughter from an intercommunity love marriage –

Baby Kochamma chose to remain quaveringly silent on the 

subject.‖ (GST 46) 

 Thus, the cross- cultural marriages were not accepted 

in case of Ammu. Still, the society does not encourage the 
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interclass marriages, or intercommunity marriages 

because of the loss of harmony in the family. 

 In case of Rahel and Larry, their marriage comes to 

an end because of this cross cultural differences between 

them. Though Larry loves Rahel a lot they were unable to 

cope up with the cultural changes of others. Rahel 

divorced Larry and work for some more time in New York. 

And Rahel returned back to Ayemenem. 

 Chacko happens to be an Oxfordian. He went for 

higher studies to Oxford. He married Margaret Kochama. 

They also have a lovable daughter named as Sophie Mol. 

On the same reason of Cross cultural differences they also 

got divorce. Even after their divorce they remained to be 

harmonious for their daughter. In spite of an Oxfordian, 

Chacko remains to settle in Ayemenem and looked after 

the pickle business of Mammachi. 

 In all the events, the characters are just attracted 

towards western ideology and their life style. But later, 

come back to their roots in loss of identity. Cross-

culturalism also ends up in loss of identity, rootlessness in 

either cultures and finally ends up in loss of compatibility. 

 Cross-culturalism also synonymous to transculturation 

wchich leads to hybridity. In case of Sophie Mol, the name 

itself shows the hybridity. The mixing up of eastern and 

western culture leads to hybridity. Sophie is a western 

name. ‗Mol‘ refers to girl in Malayalam. And in case of 

Rahel, she neither follows western culture nor her root 

culture. These things end up in hybridity. 

 Cross-culturation also depicts cultural heterogeneity. 

The village Ayemenem itself shows the cultural 

heterogeneity. There lives Syrian Christians, Brahmin 

Hindus, untouchables like Paravas, Pelayas, and Pulayas. 

And this novel also reflects the influence of western 

culture, religion, and the language of British men. 

 In current Scenario, globalization leads to many cross 

cultural behaviours, it also links the people of one end to 

the other. Culture not only defines our background, and 

roots of our hereditary but also our own identity. Cross-

culturalism not only occurs due to the admiration of other 

culture but also occur due to their need, as in case of 

Vellutha‘s grandfather, they just leave their roots and 

convert to Christianity only because of poverty and to 

escape untouchability. They opt for cross-culturalism only 

to gain their basic rights among society. 

 The paper aims to highlight the cross-cultural 

influence during postcolonial period. How the cross-

culturalism impacts the life of people. How it degrades 

morality of a person and it also ends up in rootlessness 

and loss of identity. 
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Abstract 

 India is a land of culture and tradition. Every state has its own culture which differs from one another. Everyone is proud of their 
own culture and they hesitate to mingle with others. This paper deals with the representation of Crossculturalism and Transculturalism 
in Chetan Bhagat‟s 2 States: The Story of My Marriage. The paper differentiates the differences in cuisine, dress sense, language, and 
marriage ceremony between two states in India. Marriage ceremonies play major role in every culture. Chetan Bhagat shows the 
cultural differences between two states Punjab and Tamil Nadu through the marriage of Krish and Ananya. He depicts the mindset of 
Indian parents about Intercultural marriage. 
Keywords: Culture, Crossculturalism, Transculturalism, Intercultural Marriage. 
 

 Chetan Bhagat is a famous Indian author. His famous 

works include Five Point Someone, The 3 Mistakes of My 

Life and 2 States: The Story of My Marriage. He was born 

in New Delhi in a Punjabi family. He completed MBA in IIT. 

He married Anusha a Tamil Brahmin girl, his MBA 

classmate. The novel 2 States: The Story of My Marriage 

is inspired by his own experience. It is a semi-

autobiographical novel.  

 The novel 2 States is about the love story of Krish and 

Ananya. They belong to different states in India and they 

convince their families to adopt a new culture to change 

their love story into love marriage. The novel depicts 

Crossculturalism and Transculturalism through the 

marriage of Krish and Ananya. ―Crossculturalism is 

comparing or dealing with two or more different 

culture.‖(web) and ―Transculturalism is defined as seeing 

oneself in the other. Transcultural is in term described as 

extending through all human cultures or involving, 

encompassing, or combining elements of more than 

one culture.‖ (web) 

 Chetan Bhagat represents the cultural differences 

between North Indian and South Indian marriages. Culture 

is the characteristics and knowledge of particular group of 

people including language, cuisine, dress sense, marriage 

ceremony, etc. Culture is the identity of every person. 

Indians don‘t like to change or mingle with other culture. 

Families transfer the culture from one generation to 

another. Chetan Bhagat shows two families with two 

different cultures, and how they connect in one marriage 

which leads to Transculturalism. The novel starts with 

romantic love story of Krish and Ananya, their struggle to 

unite their families and finally how they succeed in getting 

married. 

 Krish Malhotra is a Punjabi boy and Ananya 

Swaminathan is a Tamil Brahmin girl. They study MBA in 

IIMA Ahmedabad. Ananya‘s South Indian appearance 

attracts him. They fall in love. They plan to introduce both 

families to each other. Their parents don‘t have interest to 

mingle. People from different states find hard to mingle 

because of the communication barrier. The first impression 

is the best impression. Their parent‘s first meeting end up 

with some preconceptions upon others. Their appearances 

say they are from different states. Krish says about his 

love to his mother. His mother Kavitha doesn‘t have good 

opinion on South Indians. She wants her son to marry a 

Punjabi girl. Ananya‘s parents are also not happy about 

their daughters love. Krish and Ananya wish to get married 

with the permission of their parents but their parents don‘t 

like intercultural marriage. Krish says, 

 ―These stupid biases and discrimination are the 

reason our country is so screwed up. It's Tamil first, Indian 

later. Punjabi first, Indian later. It has to end. National 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_culture
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anthem, national currency, national teams - still, we won't 

marry our children outside our state. How can this 

intolerance be good for our country?‖ (p 102) 

 Chetan Bhagat shows the differences of how Punjabis 

look for Bride and Tamilians look for groom. Kavitha wants 

Krish to marry Pammi‘s daughter Dolly. Dolly is rich, more 

than that she is a Punjabi girl. ―Because they are parents. 

From biscuits to brides, if there is anything their children 

really want, parents have a problem.‖ (p 39) Kavitha 

desires to get more dowries for his son‘s marriage through 

Dolly. In the history of marriage, parents look for the same 

state, community, caste and equal status. Dowry plays a 

major role in arrange marriage. So, Kavitha compels Krish 

to marry Dolly like Manny‘s mother in (Un)arranged 

Marriage. Chetan Bhagat displays the Punjabis skill 

through Pammi. Punjabis are show off people. Pammi 

establishes her Punjabi‘s skill of showing her wealth in her 

innocent conversation with Kavitha. 

 Harish family comes to see the bride Ananya. 

Ananya‘s nakshataram matches for Harish. Harish is a well 

educated Tamil Brahmin boy. After the matching of 

horoscope, the groom's family goes to the bride's house. 

Tamil people also look for the same caste, same religion, 

and same state before they finalize the bride or groom. 

Ananya‘s house is very silent in the presence of the 

groom‘s family but in Punjab, people are silent only in 

death. Kavitha looks for wealthy bride but Ananaya parents 

look for well educated groom. Parents think their prestige 

gets low if they allow their children to marry in other 

communities. And also they believe the Bride or groom 

finds difficult to adopt a new culture. 

 Language is one of the important aspects of the 

culture. Punjabi‘s use ‗ji' after their names to give respect 

like kavita-ji, Pummi-ji etc. Likewise, Tamilians use ‗ga‘ in 

their verbs vaga, saputuga, etc. India has 22 official 

languages, every language and its meaning interrelates 

with culture. Every state has special festivals like Punjabis 

celebrate Holy, Tamilians celebrate Pongal, and Kerala 

people celebrate Onam festival, and so on. Ananya 

mentions about varsha porapu puja that is Tamil New 

Year. It is celebrated on April 14 that is the first day of 

chithirai month, on that day people do pujas in their house. 

In the college campus, Krish and Ananya never talk about 

their cultures and festivals in the college, when they go 

back home cultural differences begin between them. 

 Krish and Ananya decide to convince their family 

members one by one for their marriage. When Krish 

reaches Madaras the first thing he notices ninety percent 

of the people are dark-skinned as her mother says. Dark 

skin is the identity of South Indians. He observes usual 

things like the names of every shop which is in Tamil. He 

finds very difficult to interpret those fonts. Most of the 

women wear flowers on their hair. Krish goes to Ananya‘s 

house they don‘t receive well because he is the Punjabi 

boy who loves their daughter. As Chetan Bhagat says, 

 ―Love marriages around the world are simple: Boy 

loves girl. Girl loves boy. They get married. In India, there 

are a few more steps: Boy loves girl. Girl loves boy. Girl‘s 

family has to love boy. Boy‘s family has to love girl. Girl‘s 

family has to love boy‘s family. Boy‘s family has to love 

girl‘s family. Girl and boy still love each other. They get 

married‖. 

 Krish strives hard to convince Ananya‘s parents. Krish 

helps Ananya‘s father to present PPT in his office. Krish 

offers a chance to Ananya‘s mother to sing in front of 

S.B.P. Ananya‘s family likes Krish. ―I Krish Malhotra, would 

like to propose to you. Will all you marry me?‖ (p 183) 

They all accept him. Now, it is Ananya‘s turn to convince 

Krish‘s family. Krish says ―I have an educated girl. I like 

her. She has a job, she is pretty, decent, hard-working and 

has a lot of integrity.‖ (p 69) Krish takes Ananya with him to 

prove to his mother and relatives.  

 Kavitha asks Ananya to cook black dall, bhindi, raita, 

and salad for dinner. All these are new to Ananya. Ananya 

is familiar with idle, dhosa, rice and dall. South Indians are 

not satisfied with rotis and North Indians are not satisfied 

with rice and dall. Krish says, "Remember the five constant 

spices in every Punjabi dish – salt, turmeric, red chillies, 

coriander powder, and garam masala‖. (p 193) Punjabis 

use to eat spicy food and they like dairy products very 

much. Krish feels Punjabis are more attached to food than 

Tamilians. Punjabis try to load as many calories as 

possible on one plate and they like to eat varieties of food. 

They like non-vegetarian food. Ananya parents don't eat 

non-vegetarian because they are Brahmins. Chetan 

Bhagat compares South Indian and North Indian cuisine.  

 Chetan Bhagat portrays Punjabi wedding. Punjabi 

marriage has many rituals like engagement, pujas, 

sangeet and then sagan ceremony where the relatives 

from both sides introduce to each other, Jaimada 

ceremony that is an exchange of garlands between the 

bride and groom and finally marriage ceremony. ―The 

Caterer has chosen a world theme. Food stalls served 

eight cuisines-Punjabi, Chinese, home-style Indian, Thai, 
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Italian, Goan and Lebanes-with at least five items in each 

genre.‖ (p 208) Two chaat stalls are in the marriage one for 

health-conscious people another for regular eaters. Two 

bars are there one for men and another for women. 

Punjabis give more importance to rituals, cuisine, dress, 

folk song, and dance in the wedding celebration. Krish 

takes Ananya to Minti‘s wedding. The Bride wears grand 

lehenga and the groom wears kurta pajama. Men in the 

function put on a turban on their head. Young girls wear 

lehengas. Chetan Bhagat displays the identity of their 

costumes. There is a small problem in Minti‘s marriage. 

Ananya solves it so everyone likes her. Kirsh mother too 

convinces for their marriage. Krish and his relatives plan to 

come to Madras for his marriage by train. Dholak is 

arranged in the railway station to send off krish‘s family for 

his marriage.  

 ―I still had a day to go as the train traversed through 

this huge country, cutting through the states I had battled 

for the last year. These states make up our nation. These 

states also divide our nation. And in some cases, these 

states play havoc in our love lives‖. (p 248) 

 The marriage ceremony starts with vrutham that is 

wedding initiation prayer. Four priests chant before the fire 

urn. The priest announces mhurtam at 6.30 am the next 

morning. Punjabis don‘t fix mhurtam in the early morning. 

Krish transforms from kurta to veshti. Ananya wears silk 

saree. They start the ceremony with kashi yatra that is 

groom announces that he is not interested in marriage and 

going to Kashi. Followed by maalai matral and then oonjal 

ceremony. Krish and Ananya sit on oonjal their relatives 

feed them banana soaked in milk. Kanyadaan, Ananya sits 

on his father‘s lap to get married. Krish ties the gold chain 

around her neck that is Mangalyadharanam. In Saptapathi 

ceremony Ananya's sari tied to Krish's veshti, they come 

around the fire. Krish puts silver rings to Ananya‘s toes. 

Finally, they get namaskaram from their relatives. These 

are the events of Tamil Brahmin marriage. Chetan Bhagat 

shows both Punjabis and Tamilians' marriage ceremony in 

his novel. Chetan Bhagat epitomizes the differences in 

food, language, and marriage ceremony between two 

states through the characters Krish and Ananaya.  

 Chetan Bhagat exhibits Cossculturalism and 

Transculturalism in Krish and Ananya's marriage. Krish 

wears traditional Indian costume and he follows all the 

ceremonies which are new to him and his family. Ananya‘s 

family arranges DJ and Punjabi food for the reception. 

They transfer the Punjabis cuisine to Tamil marriage. Their 

marriage is the mixture of both Tamil and Punjab culture. 

Ananya father says,  

 ―Yes. The tamilian in me is a little disappointed, But 

the Indian in me is quite happy. And more than anything, 

the human being in me is happy. After all we‘ve decided to 

use this opportunity to create more loved ones for 

ourselves.‖ (p 266)  

 After the marriage, they become familiar with both the 

culture. Their children will be the combination of both 

Punjab and Tamil Nadu. In the epilogue, Chetan Bhagat 

mentions that his wife gives birth to twin boys. ―You are 

from two different states, right? So, what will be their 

state? the nurse said and chuckled. They‘ll be from a state 

called India, I said.‖ (p 269) Intercultural marriage leads to 

Transculturalism. Dugan Romano has written a work called 

Intercultural Marriage: Promises and Pitfalls. In that work, 

she speaks about the impacts of intercultural marriages. In 

the 21st century, youngsters are well educated they are 

ready to adopt any culture which they like. Before some 

decades cake cutting in marriages happen only in a 

Christian wedding. But now every marriage has the cake 

cutting ceremony. Sangeet ceremony is famous only in 

Punjabis marriage now a day‘s no ceremony is restricted 

to particular group of people. Even in Tamil Nadu people 

include Sangeet in their marriage. Culture is not to restrict 

the people; we should use culture to unite the people. 

Chetan Bhagat novel 2 States manifests the mentality of 

parents in India. Throughout the novel Chetan Bhagat 

differentiates both the culture and finally ends with 

Transculturalism. 
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Abstract  

 Environment is facing a tremendous hazard nowadays. Human beings are muddling to cope with the environmental and climatic 
changes and the results they yield as a cause of the human deeds. Not only people but also the animal species face this kind of 
unpleasant change which challenges their lives and many species are under the threat of going extinct. Amitav Ghosh is one such writer 
of the environmental crises who altogether deals with the issues that are scorching the society such as climate changes, refugee crises, 
spatial diffusion etc. With studying his mastery over the presentation of issues he is dealing with, through his novel Gun Island, this 
paper tends to analyse the issues of the people migrating as they could not contend with the changes in the weather, landscape and of 
unsecured livelihood. 
Keywords: Refugee crises, Climate refugees, acculturation, migration, immigrants 

 
 Padma Shri, Amitav Ghosh, is an Indian writer and 

the winner of the 54th Jnanpith award, best known for his 

work in English fiction. Amitav Ghosh was born in Calcutta 

on 11 July 1956 and was educated at the Doon School in 

Dehradun. He grew up in India, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka. 

His contemporaries at Doon includes author Vikram Seth 

and historian Ram Guha. He founded the magazine 

History Times along with Guha. Ghosh's first job was at the 

Indian Express newspaper in New Delhi. He lives in New 

York. Ghosh subsequently returned to India began working 

on the Ibis trilogy which includes Sea of Poppies (2008), 

River of Smoke (2011), and Flood of Fire (2015). 

 Wikipedia defines Refugee crisis as ―Crisis of 

refugees that can refer to large groups of displaced 

people, who could be either internally displaced persons, 

refugees or other migrants, the incidents in their country of 

origin, or to problems while on the move, or it can refer to 

problems in the hosting countries after arrival involving 

large groups of displaced peoples, asylum seekers or 

refugees‖ In Gun Island, Amitav Ghosh represents that 

fiction would rise to embody current realities. His work 

mirrors various vicinities of problems faced by the people 

of the world in common, in particular, the youth trying to 

acculturate and adapt to the foreign countries‘ culture and 

the indeterminate life of refugees like climate refugees and 

so on. Climate refugees are people who are forced to 

leave their home region who fail to survive sudden or long-

term changes to their local environment. These are 

changes which affects their well-being or secure livelihood. 

Such changes are held to include increased droughts, 

desertification, sea level rise, and disruption of seasonal 

weather patterns, that is monsoons. Climate refugees may 

choose to flee to or migrate to another country, or they 

may migrate internally within their own country. This novel 

is particularly dealing with the younger generation in 

particular as climate refugees. The characters are set as 

victims of cruel floods faced by India namely Bhola 

Cyclone (1970) and cyclone Aila (2009).  

 Ghosh has presented the youth, who are drawn 

between the two eccentricities of reality and their dreams. 

Gun Island is a story about (though it deals major 

environmental crisis) teenaged-swamp dwellers of the 

Sundarbans of Varanasi. The narrator, Deen, a Brooklyn-

based antiquarian from Kolkata, hops from floods and 

reshaping of islands in swamp in West Bengal to Los 

Angeles inundated by wildfires and wild dreams to Venice 
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sinking into the sea and his own adventure in exploring the 

authenticity of the myth he has heard, all while untangling 

the mystery of an old folktale. The book is full of weather 

anomaly, collapsing ecosystems, and expatriate 

communities, willingly or forcibly. But beneath the 

foreboding of climate disaster, Gun Island finds a deep 

plunge in the shape of the migration. It is about great 

displacement oh humans happening around. The 

displacement might be physical and more traumatically 

from spirituality and humanity into viciousness. 

 Gun Island protrudes itself from Ghosh‘s previous 

work The Hungry Tide (2004), sifting the changing 

landscape of the swampy delta on the border between 

India and Bangladesh known as the Sundarbans, from 

where two characters, Dinanath Dutta (Deen) and Pia, in 

Gun Island, the isle of lost souls (Tipu and Rafi), leave to 

go to Italy. Through his interview to the Indian Express, it is 

ascertained that Over several years of research for Gun 

Island, he visited migrant and refugee camps in Italy, 

where he interviewed people who had come to Europe 

from South Asia. Initially, he had wanted to find out to what 

extent climate change drove migration—a previous novel, 

But Ghosh discovered that there was no direct relationship 

between climate change and migration, that ―if it is causal, 

it is causal in a very occluded and complicated way.‖ (qtd 

in Bhasin) 

 Amitav Ghosh has studied various people‘s stories 

and their experiences as immigrants that inspired him to 

design characters to his story of Gun Island. In Italy, 

Ghosh happens to meet a Pakistani man displaced by the 

flood of the Jhelum River in 2014. The man told Ghosh 

that when such floods happened in the past, people would 

just shift to another town, to an uncle‘s house, or 

somewhere else nearby. But ―with our phones,‖ the man 

said, destinations further away seemed easier to reach. 

―We had access to networks, we knew how it was possible 

to go. So, we decided… why don‘t we just leave?‖ (qtd in 

Bhasin). This helped Ghosh to introduce such as Tipu. 

Tipu, a Dalit teenager is a swamp-dweller who hates his 

culture and being a slave like in his homeland happens to 

stay with Pia, who wanted to help his family as his father 

helped her in her research. During his stay in the US he 

has easily attracted to the western culture seeing and 

mingling with the US youth. He has become a techno 

survey and addicted to mobile, internet and other 

electronic gadgets. He very easily stakes others‘ internet 

account and finds the internet as a source for his ―People 

moving‖ company. Tipu after he is mentally adapted to the 

new culture he finds it hard to return to his homeland 

where he couldn‘t survive the ill treatment caused to him in 

the name of his caste. He says to Deen, ―you‘re bent over 

double all day long, in the hot sun, with snakes and isects 

swarming around you‖ (GI 62).  

 Ghosh agrees with the issue that if nature being the 

force to oppose human beings, they have no option than to 

relocate ―But what technology has brought into being are 

these very long journeys. Journeys that were 

inconceivable before, but which now are the first things 

that you think of.‖ (qtd in Tharoor). Ghosh spits a 

smouldering passage about the youth getting addicted to 

the technology and how the westerners treat immigrant 

youth as slaves and coolies. About the mobile and the 

internet Tipu says, ―the internet is the migrant‘s magic 

carpet‖ (GI 61) Tipu fascinated about an unfruitful dream 

was sneaking borders to borders without proper passport 

and gets caught in Sicily where he is treated like animal 

packed in a large container. Tipu‘s friend Rafi, another 

swamp-dweller also is becoming a victim to the tantalising 

glimpse of other life, sets with Tipu but somehow, he lands 

in Venice, in the ghetto where he meets Deen, and tells 

about their stealthy journey. Rafi told Deen about their 

stealthy encounters with the dalals, jackels and kurdis 

when they crossed borders to borders like from West 

Bengal to Pakistan to Afghanistan then to Siberia to 

Hungary and Austria and so on. Deen learns that these 

migrants are often victims of their own decisions. He finds 

his situation is very miserable now and Rafi curses himself 

for having left his homeland to an extraneous land, getting 

by on a few euros a day, washing windows and cars, eking 

out a truly miserable living. Rafi feels that no matter how 

bad things may be in Bangladesh, at least he might have 

had the consolations of friendship and family and 

community. 

 There in the ghetto Deen happens to meet other 

migrants, Lubna, the first-generation immigrant who 

migrated during the Partition; Bilal, a migrant working in 

the construction site in the ghetto helping Rafi with his 

basic needs. Bilal like Rafi has a past story of how he 
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became the victim of communal riots and Palash, a city-

bred college teenager. Palash is now completely adapted 

to his host land and to its culture. He very well sets with 

the new environment and he helps Deen in getting 

footages of the ―Blue Boat‖ as it ―became a symbol of 

everything that‘s going wrong with the world – inequality, 

climate change, capitalism, corruption, the arms trade, the 

oil industry. There‘s a lot of hope that this will be a historic 

moment…‖ (GI 199) 

 Ghosh finds unsurprising the dull, xenophobic rhetoric 

of liberals, and they earn more of his scorn for 

misrepresenting the migrant crisis. ―Liberal mythmaking 

has a lot to do with this problem,‖ he says. ―For liberals, 

who is this good migrant, who is the acceptable migrant? It 

always has to be a victim. The reality is that migrants are 

often in their teens and 20s, they are people who have 

agency.‖ (qtd in Bhashin) Ghosh also records Xenophobic 

rhetoric in his attempt to record the climate change. 

Xenophobia is defined as a ―heightened form of 

xenophobia in which hostility and opposition to those 

perceived as outsiders and foreigners is expressed 

through violent acts‖ (Crush ) It is shown that the 

immigrants are of many reasons like those who find 

displacement due to war and civil war, human rights 

violations, environment and climate. When the crew of 

Deen arrived near the ―Blue Boat‖, they could hear howls 

of protests asking the refugees to go back from the host 

landers. They were all young men drunk holding different 

colours of flags. ―when they began shouting slogans – 

‗Close borders now! L‟Italia agli Italiani! – we joined hands 

and shouted back: ‗NO to xenophobia! NO to hate!‘‖ (GI 

274). The final pages of the novel through Deen‘s 

observations beams Ghosh‘s smouldering scorns about 

the immigrant crises faced by the youth who indeed 

couldn‘t acculturate to the host land‘s culture. Those 

refugees were indeed, in the view of Deen, similar to that 

of the indentured workers who had been transported from 

parts of India and also from various parts of the world like 

Pakistan, Iran, Somalia etc. They travel from their home 

land to distant corners of the globe in order to work in 

plantations. Coolies too dalals and other middlemen 

(duffadars and mahajans-recruiters and contractors) had 

been essential cogs in the machinery of transportation; 

and then too debt and moneylending had been vital to the 

oiling of the machine. Thereby making the trafficking in 

human beings an immensely money-spinning source. 

 Deen compares ―Like refugees, coolies too had been 

policed and preyed upon by ‗coyotes‘ and overseers; they 

too had been crammed into confined spaces and had had 

subsist on migrations. Beatings and whippings; seeing 

their own die before their eyes‖ (GI 278) he also scorns the 

colonialist powers that, ―the system of indentured labour, 

like chattel slavery before it, had always been managed 

and controlled by European imperial powers.‖ (GI 278) The 

plight of coolies is such they often had no idea of where 

they were going or of trials ordeals that awaits there; nor 

did they know much about the politics behind which 

governed their destiny. 

  Ghosh‘s detailed study about the immigrant crisis tells 

that the coolies‘ colonial masters, on the other hand, knew 

everything about them. Which castes and tribes they 

belonged to. The imperial masters literally dissect these 

immigrants‘ bodies and study with close attention, take 

special notice of scars and other marks of identification. It 

was the colonial state that decided where they would go 

and when; on their arrival it was the state, again, that 

allotted them to owner of plantations. In Ghosh‘s idea, 

Liberal moralizing finds no virtue in the desire of migrants 

to bring their labour back and forth across borders. 

Migrants have to be hounded by unpleasant environment 

and circumstance to be worthy of inclusion in our societies. 

Going still deeper into the liberal mindset, even the people 

who are mere survivor of life working there are not 

acceptable, because they too will fall victims.  

 Here in this novel Tipu, Rafi and other fellow 

immigrants launch their own journey. they are attracted to 

the flickering opportunities that those nations offer, - ―smart 

phones, computers, cars… The most attractive images 

that they had beheld were not of the rivers and fields that 

surrounded them but of things like these, flashing across 

the screens of their phones‖ (GI 279) Though Ghosh is 

wary of generalization, he claims that the South Asians are 

not fundamentally interested in assimilation or making 

themselves acculturated with their host land. Migrants long 

for a situation where they can work in their host lands 

minimum period at the least and return to their home land. 

They continued the journey completely conversant with the 

law and it is understood that ―it was the desires and 
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appetites of the metropolis that moved people between 

continents‖ (GI 279). Ghosh also analyses the minds of the 

protestors of the native born young men. The wild men 

around are afraid of  

…that tiny vessel represented the overturning of a 

centuries-old project that had been essential to the 

shaping of Europe… in the service of commerce 

they had transported people between continents on 

an almost unimaginable scale, ultimately changing 

the demographic profile of the entire planet. But 

even as they were repopulating other continents, 

they had always tried to preserve the whiteness of 

their own metropolitan territories in Europe. (GI 

279) 

 It is remined through Gun Island, that migrants are 

protagonists in full, deep narratives whose outlines appear 

only in vague contours in Western media. Still they don‘t 

see themselves as victims of circumstance, but as agents 

of their own futures. ―I asked so many of these guys, 

especially those who were clearly climate refugees, 

whether they would call themselves climate refugees. And 

not a single one would,‖ Ghosh shakes his head. What 

would they say instead? The writer smiles. ―Kaam ke liye 

aaye hain‖— ―We came to work.‖ (qtd in Bhasin) 

 Ghosh has apprehensively screened the plight of the 

immigrants young immigrant teenagers, who find it difficult 

to acculture and the efforts they make to adapt to the new 

culture and there are two important and interesting things 

about a lot of the stuff written about migration these days – 

One is that it‘s almost entirely written by Westerners who 

don‘t know the languages yet Ghosh speaks both Bengali 

and Hindi (which is mutually intelligible with Urdu), and so 

he has talked at length with Bangladeshi and Pakistani 

migrants in Italy. And second, is that it‘s almost all written 

from the point of view of policy, whether from the right or 

the left, or of good or of bad it relates to the politics of the 

moment which cannot be taken lightly. 
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Abstract 

 The present paper attempts to analyse the feelings of the people, who emigrate from their home land. The immigrants struggle 
with dual identity and follow multicultural. In the foreign land they feel alienated, marginalised, and sense of non-belonginess. Many 
writers like Chinu Achebe, Homi K. Baba, Jhumpa Lahiri, Bharati Mukherjee, expressed the view of immigrants through their writings. 
Culture are man- made system. It creates a sense of belonging and oneness among people. Many immigrants struggle to follow the 
foreign culture. Jhumpa Lahiri‟s “The Name Sake” shows the cultural stipulation through the character of Ashima and Gogol. Ashima 
represents the first generation immigrant while Gogol represents the second generation. Their approach the new country and its culture 
is completely different from each other. 
Keywords: Culture, Territory, immigrant, Speculation, Perspectives 

 

 Culture is a unique set of values and practices 

cultivated and followed for generations after generations. 

Every culture gets institutionalised in the long run of 

practices. The territory and the locally defined territorial 

cultural practices are indecipherably connected. As culture 

happens to an inclusive term comprising costume, 

cosmetics, food, crops and grains etc, it becomes an 

inevitable task to approach any creation be it literature, 

polity or society from socio-cultural perspectives. There is 

an implicit way of thinking in the supposition that 

globalization troubles one‘s identities. Therefore, the 

present paper aims at delineating the divergent norms 

stipulated by the cultural frame and speculated among the 

men and women embracing diverse cultures with special 

reference to Jhumpa Lahiri‘s The Name Sake, which deals 

with the duality of cultural identity.  

 Jhumpa Lahiri was born in London to Bengali family 

and grew up in Rhode island, USA. She is one of the 

eminent Indo-American writer. She is one among the 

Diasporic writer. She is born to India immigrant parents 

and also followed multiculturalism. Lahiri writes in 

American English in Indian flavour. Her works are 

Interpreter of Maladies, The Name Sake, Unaccustomed 

Earth, The Lowland. 

 As a Disporic writer, she deals with multicultural 

society both ‗inside‘ and ‗outside‘ world. As an immigrant 

she herself find difficult to follow both culture. In her writing 

she explores the idea of culture and identities. She won 

Pultizer prize for her first fiction ―Interpreter of Maladies” 

Lahiri‘s fiction is autobiographical and deals wih her own 

experience. In ―Interpreter of Maladies ― she says, 

 ―I know that my achievement is quite ordinary. I am 

not the only man to seek his fortune far from home, and 

certainly I am not the first……..as ordinary as it all 

appears, there are times when it is beyond my 

imagination.‘  

 Jhumpa Lahiri‘s The Name Sake is the novel moves 

from the perspectives of two persons: Ashima and Gogol. 

The novel is an autobiographical element where the 

protagonist Gogol has the same background. She portrays 

cultural stipulation and dual identity that immigrant faces in 

the foreign land.  

 The novel begins at Massachusetts. The novel begins 

with the birth of Gogol. Ashima, his mother expecting a 

delivery. Ashima and her husband Ashoke are from India. 

Though the hospital has all facility but Ashima feels 

discomfort in the new country. She feels like a stranger in 
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new land. She feels: ―It‘s strange that her child will be born 

in a place most people enter either to suffer or to die.‖(p,4)  

 She feels the absence of her parents and culture tie in 

Cambridge. She belongs to Bengali culture. She had 

experienced the Indian traditions and culture which are 

conflicts in western countries. Everyone has their own 

identity and they are identified by their culture. Culture 

refers to the ―. . . . beliefs, rituals and practices of a given 

social or ethnic group or nation.‖(Habib,172) Though the 

culture and cultural identity are man- made systems it 

leads the life and also it create a sense of belonging and 

oneness. 

 She finds hard to live in the new land and had a 

sense of rootless. In America, immediately after the birth of 

child the name should be registered in hospital. But in the 

Bengali community they will celebrate it as a ceremony. In 

India, ―Name can wait. In India parents take their 

time.‖(p,25) In Bengali culture they should have two name 

and the grandparents should decide the name. But 

Americans can‘t understand their culture. In urgency, he 

gives the name as Gogol. Ashima and Ashok are lovers of 

literature. ―He was born twice in India, and then a third time 

in America.‖ (p,21) Gogol is a name of Russian writer. 

Ashok is fond of Russian literature so he named his son as 

Gogol. ―Instead of thanking God he thanks Gogol, the 

Russian writer who had saved his life.‖(p,21) Ashima and 

Ashoke as an immigrant both experienced negative and 

positivity in America. 

 Lahiri has beautifully portrayed both the background. 

Ashoke can‘t come out of the Indian culture though they 

live in American society. They bought a new house and 

settled in America. After several days, they both slowly 

accepted the culture of new land. Unwillingly they followed 

the hybrid culture. They celebrated ―Rice Ceremony ―in 

their apartment. This ceremony is an important ceremony 

in Bengal. Ashoke and Ashima arrange for this formal 

procedure. They kept different objects like pen, soil, dollar 

bill, etc. The child has to select one. The child profession is 

decided in the ceremony. 

 As first generation immigrants they followed both the 

culture but their children had a feelings towards Bengali 

culture is not as much of. Ashima as a parents they insist 

to follow their own culture but Gogol feels depressed. In 

course of time, they have been living in America for ten 

years. They followed the culture of America also. Ashima 

felt that her transformation of culture. She does all work of 

her own like other American women. she feels, 

―overwhelmed by the thought of the move she is about to 

make, to the city that was once home and is now in its way 

foreign.‖ 

 In India, household chores are done by women and 

men go for work. But in America women do both the work. 

Ashima feels gloomy in new country. Ashima and Ashoke 

can‘t come out their culture ethics but their children follows 

the multi-cultures. Ashima instruct to sit for the poojas or 

ceremony their children find it difficult and awkward to 

follow. The trace of cross-culturalism is seen in the novel. 

Gogol and his sister celebrate Easter, Christmas instead of 

Durga pooja. Culutre connects people together. According 

to Charles Altieri, ―the effort to construct identity gets 

transformed into a celebration of participating in multiple 

identities, and sophisticated theory provides a self-

congratulatory alternative to the kind of cultural work that 

requires aligning the self with specific roles and 

fealties.‖(qtd. In Heinze 199) Culture brings language and 

people together. Gogol doesn‘t think that he belong to 

India. ―He thinks of India as a ‗foreign country‘ far away 

from home, both physically and psychologically.‖(p,118) 

His thoughts, attitude merely shows that he is an 

American. 

 Gogol struggled to follow the culture of Bengali while 

adapting to American society. As typical American boy he 

also falls in love with many girls. At the age of seventeen 

he had an affair with a girl named Ruth. Then he fall in love 

with Maxine. This is an example of multi-culturalism. He 

has as a dual identity and follows multi- culture. Though he 

is born and brought up in America but he forgets still he an 

Indian.  

 One day, his father died of heart attack. Though they 

were in America they followed Bengali mourning practices. 

Gogol followed all the rituals properly. All this looks weird 

for Gogol‘s girlfriend. Gogol was affected by his father‘s 

death. So, he remains in his room and he wanted to be in 

privacy. Maxine feels rejected and their affair came to an 

end. His father‘s death was a turning point in his life. He 

got awareness of his society and also his culture. 

 Later Ashima, arrange marriage for his son. He 

accepts his advice of his mother and got married to 
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Maushmi, an American girl of Bengali orgin. Both Maushmi 

and Gogol brought up in American tradition. The character 

of Maushmi reflects the American culture. After one year, 

Gogol was annoyed by her behaviour. In Bharathi 

Mukherjees‘s novel , The Tiger Daughter, the protagonist 

Tara also won‘t give importance to her own culture or find 

her roots. She had a illicit relationship. That brought an 

end to her marriage life.  

 As an Indian, Gogol can‘t accept her behaviour. As 

immigrants, they were unable to live between the two 

cultures. Gogol can‘t reject his Indian culture and can‘t 

accept the American culture. This is the condition of every 

immigrant. They follow multi- cultures and practice 

multilingualism, and hence, the loss of their identity. 

Therefore, acclimatization of one‘s own self in the given 

context is undoubtedly the subtle means of for the survival 

of humans in the global ambience. 
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Abstract 

 Culture is a set of common belief, pattern, or understanding practiced within a society. Without culture, a society becomes plain. In 
short, culture adds beauty to a society. It is not static but dynamic. It is inherited from generation to generation with or without changes. 
Every human is exposed to culture right from the time of his birth. He is named according to his culture. From there, each and every 
step of his life is guided by culture. Culture strengthens the living community. It promotes proper understanding among the members of 
the community. The present paper analyses the cultural lifestyle of Valmiki as portrayed in his autobiography Joothan. The paper 
further aims at analysing the inscrutable and inevitable ingredients of cultural interpolations and the resultant shock and innate 
resistance for the retribution of the lost culture-driven identity. 

 

 Pattern plays an ingenious role in a shirt without 

which the shirt becomes plain. Likewise, Attractive cultures 

like attractive flowers, invite good number of fanatics and 

disciples. Attractive cultures are bartered among societies. 

Exchange makes a rich culture, richer. Culture need not be 

always gorgeous and palatable. There are detestable and 

unpalatable cultures alongside the rich culture. They are 

unpalatable not because of their taste but because of the 

tasting sense of the gourmet. These cultures are mostly 

hidden. Seldom have they come to the fair. The culture of 

the downtrodden, fearing hectoring is always kept in mute 

mode. Any attempt to voice the lifestyle or culture of the 

Dalit would be misdirected. Very few have successfully 

found the directions out of the misdirection. Om Prakash 

Valmiki is one such successful writer to account the 

miserable life of the Dalits.  

 The present paper attempts to project the lifestyle of 

Valmiki as it is portrayed in his autobiography Joothan. In 

the novel, his lifestyle represents Dalit culture. By exposing 

the Dalit culture to the world, he not only discloses the pity 

state of the Dalit culture, but also demonstrates the travails 

that the Dalit undergo in the hands of other cultures. Here, 

he takes an opportunity to write the indignities faced by the 

self, as well the community. The novel is but a feast of ugly 

scars to the readers. Each and every page of the novel 

has an indelible scar which on bite invites salty tears even 

from the driest eyes. The deliberation of scars is not 

deliberate but natural. Without the employment of 

hyperbole, he speaks honestly on his original life which 

shows the duplicate society in bad light. 

 The novel begins with the description of his abode. 

His village is not an exception to the typical construction of 

the villages in India. In India, all the villages are 

constructed based on the caste. The so called upper caste 

would not intermingle with people from the rest of the 

class. His house is located on the fertile banks of a pond 

named, Dabbowali. The other side of the bank is inhabited 

by the Tagas. The pond serves as a great wall between 

the Dalits and Tagas. The colony of the Taga‘s is fully 

secure with ―brick homes and ―high walls‖. But, the colony 

of the Dalits is fully insecure made of mud walls and 

homes: ―All the homes of our locality were made of clay‖. 

(Joothan Pg.20) During rainy season, the plight of those 

houses would be miserable.  

 The rain, though lovable friend to all, would play a 

ghost on those poor colony. At rainfall, their house is not 

theirs. To substantiate his point, he recollects the heavy 

rains of the year 1962. The roof of his house could not 

withstand the heavy rain. It develops a big hole. Because 

of his light-weight, he is employed to plug the hole. After a 
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big struggle, he successfully plugs the hole, under the 

guidance of his father.  

 The story doesn‘t end there. The magnitude of the 

rain brings down many walls of the houses in that colony. 

His father goes in search of a ―sanctuary‖. And finally finds 

one with one of the Tagas. There, at least ―thirty or forty‖ 

people have to share the hall. The neighbouring habitat 

with different rooms for different purposes, without 

bothering the rain spends a deep sleep night, but the dalits 

with one room house that too without weather proof and 

without any cordon to check the entry of poisonous reptiles 

spend a sleepless night. The ―open-air latrine‖, the stench 

of the pigs, and the one room house are some of the 

natural features of the Dalit culture. 

 The novel has an episode on salaam. Salaam is a 

popular culture followed in that locality. According to that 

culture, the newly married bride, on reaching the mother-

in-law‘s house would be taken for a procession. The 

procession will be led by a drummer. The mother-in-law 

would take the bride to all the houses where she works. 

She would introduce the bride to her employers. The bride 

should offer ―respects or salaam‖ to the employer and 

should accept what they give as offerings. Not all would 

come out with offerings. Some would gift insults: ―Some 

would behave very roughly and insultingly‖ (Joothan  

Pg. 31). 

 In the novel, his friend Hiram singh is married at a 

very young age of thirteen. Valmiki is included in all the 

ceremonies of the marriage. After marriage, Hiram is taken 

to his bride‘s house. The next ceremony is Salaam. 

Valmiki is not interested in salaam. So, he unsuccessfully 

persuades his friend from performing salaam. In the battle 

between Hiram and himself, Hiram wins the battle and he 

has to follow the procession.  

 As usual, a man with a big drum is leading the 

procession followed by Hiram, his mother-in-law, and few 

others. The mother-in-law of Hiram, moves from door to 

door, to all the houses, where she works. There, she 

introduces her bride and asks for offerings. At the end of 

salaam, his tolerance breaks his human system. He 

doesn‘t feel like a human. Controlling his system, he sits 

calmly at a corner. His father enquires the cause for his 

silence. Breaking his silence, he asks his father, do other 

cultures follow this ritual of salaam? When his father 

replies negatively, he says, then that culture should fade 

from their culture too. His father says his son‘s education 

has started to yield good results: ―Musnishiji, sending you to 

school has been a success… I, too, have understood your 

point … we will now break this custom‖ (Joothan Pg 32).  

 Valmiki calls this unscientific practice an ―awful‖ 

practice. According to him, this practice is a ploy staged by 

the so called upper caste to encourage inferiority in Dalits: 

―It is a conspiracy to trap us in the whirlpool of inferiority‖ 

(Joothan Pg. 33). He adds that no one after that 

incidence, performed salaam in his family. His father does 

keep up his promise on salaam in letter and spirit. His 

brother and sister are discharged from accomplishing 

salaam at their marriage: ―My son will not go salaaming‖ 

(Joothan Pg.33). This shocking culture of salaam would 

not have come to the facade without Valmiki‘s Joothan. 

Here, Valmiki not only expresses shock over the existing 

culture but also shows how he could transcend that 

inoperable culture with the help of education.  

 Dress forms a vital part of the culture. Dress may be 

an object of fancy to the rich doors. They wear dresses to 

their whims and fancies. To the poor doors, it is always 

stale. Used dresses become the source of the poor. Very 

sadly he remarks: ―I wore whatever I could get. And ate 

whatever was given‖ (Joothan Pg. 33). He discloses his 

personal experience on dress code to demonstrate the 

sick mind of the other culture. He says, he used to wear 

―dirty, un-ironed shirt and long-cloth pyjamas, when he is 

studying in his native village. If they happen to wear a new 

dress, then the Tagas would deride them saying a 

downtrodden has come in new dress. If they wear old 

dress, then they would disparage them saying it is stinking.  

 If we ever went out wearing near and clean clothes, 

then our class fellows said ‘Abey chuhre ka, has come 

dressed in new clothes,‘ If one went wearing old and 

shabby clothes, then they said ‗Abey chuhre ke, get away 

from me, you stink.‘ This was our no-win situation. We 

were humiliated whichever way we dressed. (Joothan  

Pg. 3) 

 After completing his primary education, he goes to the 

inter college owned by Tagas. There all the boys wear 

pants and shirts. It is not affordable for him to buy pants 

and shirts. His brother offers him one. It is a loose-fitting 

pant. Inviting courage, he goes to school wearing that odd 
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pant. One day, a boy waylays him and asks for the 

address of the tailor. The other boys with him make loud 

laughter. Some try to pull his pants. They begin to heap 

prank on the dress. He is terribly humiliated. He is not 

allowed to escape. He has to wait there, until a teacher 

comes to his rescue.  

 Next, the novel has a lot to speak on the food culture 

of the Dalits. They could not stand on their own as far as 

food is concerned. They are too poor to win their daily 

bread. Usually, after completing all their daily duties, they 

have to wait outside with a big basket. The so called upper 

caste would complete their meals and throw the ―pattals‖ 

outside. 

 The Dalits have to collect those pattals for the food 

sticking to it. And naturally that becomes their food. They 

used to squeeze their entire muscle power for the whole 

year for little wage of ―two and a half kilos of grain per 

year‖. The Dalits would save the joothan that remains after 

their appetite after being dried in the sun. The saved 

Joothan would be boiled and consumed during rainy 

season. In his later life, he is visited by his owner son 

Surendra, on his way to his interview. He is well received 

and fed. The guest says that he feels at home. But that 

compliment reminds Valmiki a bitter experience, in the 

earlier part of his life.  

 Once at a marriage occasion of Surendra‘s family, his 

mother, sister, and himself wait outside of his house to 

collect joothan. After the completion of the dinner, his 

mother supplicates some more food from Surendra‘s 

grandfather. But that old man pointing to the collected 

basketful of joothan says why they want to top up the 

joothan. And asks her to go home with what she has 

collected. Those words of that old man make his mother 

play ―Goddess Durga‖. She simply topples the basket at 

the threshold of house and orders him to take back the 

joothan: ―Pick it up and put it inside your house‖ (Joothan 

Pg. 11). Citing this shocking pleasantry of the so called 

upper class, he shows the modest and rich culture of the 

poor.  

 Adding caste name as epithet is a famous culture 

practiced by the so called upper caste. They derive 

immense pleasure in it. It is a honour to them. They have 

devised this technique to indirectly threaten the weaker 

section. This culture is not restricted to any particular 

society but sporadic. Many people love to address their 

neighbor by their caste name rather than names. Though 

Valmiki is a downtrodden, he wants to break the culture.  

 Usually, Dalits don‘t use their caste name after their 

name. But, Om Prakash uses his caste name Valmiki as 

his surname. This epithet brings good number of 

challenges from his wife and friends. But, he stands 

intransigent. At Dehradun, he has a neighbor Bhola Ram, 

who is also a valmiki but uses the surname Khare. Both 

the families are naturally attracted. Bhola Ram has a 

daughter. Her marriage is fixed.  

 Valmiki plays an active role in each and every 

arrangements of the marriage. Wedding invitation is 

printed. He finds his name missing. He does not bother, 

but his wife would. She dares to ask the bridegroom to 

insist the truth. The bridegroom tells frankly that his name 

is not included because of the surname. Valmiki‘s wife who 

always pesters him to exclude the surname takes this 

chance to make a fresh bite on her demand. 

 Born as a Dalit, Valimiki has to walk in a mysterious 

path. At school, teachers don‘t want to teach him. They try 

to chase him by thoroughly punishing him. At class, the 

other boys won‘t talk or play with him. Unfortunately, boys 

from his colony seldom join the school. He cannot afford 

the drinking water like the other caste boys. He is an easy 

target to the rest of the boys. At work place, at travel time, 

he would be humiliated by asking his caste. His search for 

compassion always lands him at humiliation. Too much of 

humiliation has forced him to break the handcuff of silence 

resulting in the outcome of the novel.  
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Abstract  

 Indian writing in English literature reaches its World reputation and breaks the limitations in the Twenty- first century. Amitav 
Ghosh has a peculiar score in Indian English fiction whose works blend with history of a nation. The Circle of Reason (1986), The 
Shadow lines (1988), The Calcutta Chromosome (1995), The Glass Palace (2000), The Hungry Tide (2004) , Sea of Poppies (2008), 
River of Smoke (2011) and The Flood of Fire (2015) are fiction writing of Amitav Ghosh. His non-fiction are In An Antique Land (1992), 
Dancing in Cambodia and large in Burma (1998), Countdown (1999), The Imam and the Indian (2002) and The Great Derangement 
Climate Change and the Unthinkable (2016).  
 Multiculturalism means the existence of cultural diversity within political units such as the nation-state (India), Co-existing of 
different ethnic and non-ethnic people‟s creation of a new culture calls as cultural diversity in a country (USA, Malaysia, Singapore, 
Canada and Australia). Salad bowl theory or Mosaic Multi culture is defined as immigrants from other countries follow their culture in 
their settled country. Melting pot theory derives from the American play defines a new culture is created by various culture people from 
the World in the USA. The present paper is going to deal with Amitav Ghosh‟s non fiction works treatment of the Salad bowl multi 
culture theory for exhibiting integration of all cultures. 
Keywords: Multiculturalism, Salad Bowl multi cultural theory, cultural studies, Assimilation multi culture theory.  
 
  ―Culture means the way of life of a particular people 

living together in one place. That culture is made visible in 

their arts, in their social system, in their habits and 

customs and in their religion‖- T.S.Eliot . 

 Culture is a calculation of a civilization‘s history and 

tradition, and Cultural theory is a systematic analysis 

theory of human being‘s cultural life through the theoretical 

view of critics. It has originated from the five major literary 

theories which enlarge cultural into multi culturalism. 

Cultural studies initiates from the slave trade which 

transforms as postcolonial theory. Later, postcolonialism 

shapes into new dimension in the name of cultural 

materialism. After the cultural materialism, it travels a new 

era that culture theory as a multi-cultural theory. Salad 

bowl multi-culture theory means amalgamation of different 

cultural people who follows a common state or nation 

culture. Marginalized multi-culture theory means majority 

or ethnic culture dominant over on minority or non-ethnic 

culture of a country. Both theories travel different distinct 

directions, policies and principles. 

 Indian writing in English literature reaches its World 

reputation and breaks the limitations in the Twenty- first 

century conventional laws. Amitav Ghosh has a peculiar 

score in Indian English fiction whose works blend with 

cultural life, history and humanity. The Circle of Reason 

(1986), The Shadow lines (1988), The Calcutta 

Chromosome (1995), The Glass Palace (2000), The 

Hungry Tide (2004) , Sea of Poppies (2008), River of 

Smoke (2011) and The Flood of Fire (2015) are fiction 

writing of Amitav Ghosh. His non-fiction are In An Antique 

Land (1992), Dancing in Cambodia and large in Burma 

(1998), Countdown (1999), The Imam and the Indian 

(2002) and The Great Derangement Climate Change and 

the Unthinkable (2016). This paper is going to apply ‗Salad 

bowl multiculture theory‘ in the selected works of Amitav 

Ghosh. 

 Amitav Ghosh‘s non-fiction Imam and the Indian 

“Empire and Soul: a review of the Baburnama‖ explains 

Babur life and cause of Babur Masid demolition. Jenghis 

Khan (1167-1227) is a model for Babur, the monarchy of 

Jenghis Khan allows other religions co-exist in the terms of 
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the people‘s ideology. The development of Buddhism, 

Confucianism and Christians religions begin to flourish in 

Jenghis Khan‘s reign. It shows as the below ―….epochal 

churning of peoples and cultures that was set in motion by 

Jenghis Khan‘s descendants evidently inherited his 

remarkable cultural and social adaptability‖ (IAI 90). 

 Babur describes Kabul‘s borders in 1504 when he 

astonishes to watch the eleven to twelve dialects from 

different countries in Kabul‘s diversity business. Amitav 

Ghosh examines Babur thoughts as ―His new realm is full 

of surprises: ‗Elevan or twelve dialects are spoken in Kabul 

Province: Arabic, Persian, Turkish, Mongolian, Hindi…. It 

is not known if there are so many different peoples and 

languages in any other province‘ (IAI 93). It proves Babur‘s 

conquer thought on Kabul‘s prosperity. Archaeological 

report says that many important temples build in India 

before Buddhism. Babur never demolishes any Hindu 

temples in his reign. Hindu temples have built with the 

consent of Akbar‘s encouragement in his reign. Few 

temples has been contributed by his support of granting 

land and levying from tax. Krishna devotion spreads over 

India primarily, but Akbar helps to give his tremendous 

support to Hindus in Mughal rule in India. Mingling of 

multiple people‘s customs, tradition, rituals and culture is 

pointed by Babur in his autobiography at Kabul.  

 Wheeler M.Thackston‘s translation of The Baburnama 

points out that ‗Mughal‘ is a dynasty which is founded by 

Babur. They denote the different divisions of Mughals look 

like ‗quasi-Buddhistic, quasi- shamanistic‘. Amitav Ghosh 

shares his view on Salad bowl multi culture theory as, 

―Babur and his descendants identified themselves as 

‗Gurkani‘, or sons-in-law, the Timurids having married into 

the line of Jenghis Khan. For Babur, the word ‗Mughal‘ 

denoted various ‗quasi-Buddhistic, quasi-shamanistic‘ 

groups and tribes in the reporter parts of Central Asia‖ (IAI 

103). Indian constitution provides a common law to live 

peacefully without any harmful law enforce on them. India 

is basically a multicultural country culturally as well as 

physically, ―The governments of post- Independence India 

and Pakistan, like the British counsel regime before them, 

have striven to appropriate aspects of Mughal symbolism. 

To this day, the Prime Ministers of the India deliver their 

annual Independence Day address from the ramparts of 

the Mughal fort in Delhi‖ (IAI 104).  

 Amitav Ghosh‘s The Glass Palace plot turns around 

the life of Rajkumar, poor Indian boy, whose life shatters 

amidst of Burma‘s political turmoil in 1850 s. Rajkumar 

arrives Burma with dream of becoming a successful 

business man. His meetings with different ethnic 

background are Ma Cho, half Chinese stall owner, trainer 

of Rajkumar. Rajkumar‘s lady love Dolly Sein is an 

attendant of Queen Supayalat in Konbaung dynasty, Royal 

family of Burma. Her friend Uma Dey is an ethnic family of 

India. Rajkumar‘s life span touches different ethnic and 

non-ethnic people of different countries. The salad bowl 

multi culture aptly exists in Burma life of Rajkumar through 

the words of Jaya, ― …..people who‘d left Burma in 1942, 

just like Rajkumar. There were Gujaratis, Bengalis, Tamils, 

Sikhs, Eurasians. In the temple they would all speak 

Burmese.‖ (GP 531). 

 Dancing in Cambodia and other essays is Amitav 

Ghosh‘s non-fiction venture focuses on Cambodia in the 

beginning of the Twentieth century. The first dance festival 

of Cambodia occurs after the revolution in 1988. Talented 

dancers and musicians of Cambodia come from all over 

the country to Phnom Penh, has the ‗Salad bowl 

multiculture‘ characteristics in Cambodia. People 

recognize other people and march to dance festival theatre 

after the decade of political turmoil of Cambodia. France 

Catholic relief worker Onesta Carpene and her troupe are 

going to perform classical Cambodian dance and music. 

Her expression of tears is filled with joy where the dancers 

and musicians come in the stage. Cambodian country 

rejoices and rejoins after the revolution and republic 

blossoms which bring the same soul by music in the every 

human of Cambodia. People integrity is not by any 

discrimination but nationalism lives in the heart of 

Cambodia by dance and music. One of the citizen of 

Cambodia expresses his thoughts as follows, ―‗We thought 

everything was lost, that we would never hear our music 

again, never see our dance.‘ They could not stop crying; 

people wept through the entire length of the performance. 

It was a kind of rebirth: a moment when the grief of survival 

became indistinguishable from the joy of living.‖ (DC 45) 

 The third part of Dancing in Cambodia is At Large in 

Burma recounts the history of Burma and ancestors‘ life 

associated with Burma. He adds the Indian immigrants to 

Burma, ―Indians had settled in Burma in large numbers in 
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the late nineteenth century, after the British completed 

their conquest of the country. Indians had occupied a 

disproportionate number of government posts, and Indian 

merchants and moneylenders had come to dominate 

crucial sectors of the country‘s economy‖ (DC 59). In the 

twentieth century, history of Burma has a sudden change 

in political, sociological and culture. Amitav Ghosh views 

on Burma history that the ethnic group of people list out 

along the biography of Aung San Suu Kyie, Burma political 

leader. The history of Burma turns because of ethnic and 

non-ethnic people living in Burma. He projects the 

possibility way of showing the minority and majority group 

in the country.  

 The Burmans are predominantly Buddhist, and form 

two-thirds of the country‘s population. There are four 

sizeable minorities- the Karen, the Rakhine, the Shan, and 

the Mon- and many smaller groups. Some are Buddhist, 

and are linked with the people of neighbouring Thailand. 

Others, such as the Kachin, the Karen, and the Karenni, 

include Christians, mainly from families that were 

converted by American Baptist missionaries in the 

nineteenth population. What these different minorities have 

had in common, historically, is a fear of being dominated 

by the Burmans. (DC 61). 

 State Law and Order Restoration Council (SLORC), a 

committee is formed by senior Army officers who try to 

eliminate the movement from Burma. Suu Kyi and her 

followers form a political party, the National League for 

Democracy (NLD) and Suu Kyi‘s father forty-second 

anniversary is on 20 July 1989, even though she is in 

under house arrest and barred from taking part in the 

election of Burma. Her party secures eighty percentage of 

the seats with majority power of the House. Her view on 

ethnic and non ethnic people of the country who would not 

be discriminated by the name of Burma or Myanmer, 

explains the integration of ethnic and non-ethnic people‘s 

welfare. The salad bowl multi culture allows that other non 

ethnic people live peacefully in the ethnic majority country, 

aims to form a universal brotherhood.  

 The Burma election result of 2015 points out that the 

ethnic and non ethnic of Myanmer crisis has dissolved 

because of the support of them NLD secures large number 

of majority seats in election of 2015. It adds ―In the ethnic 

areas (which account for about 40 per cent of Myanmer‘s 

population), incumbent ethnic parties had used the past 

four years to consolidate their positions‖ (DC 161-62). The 

historical winning slashes the record of other country‘s 

election; Salad bowl multi culture theory plays a crucial 

duty that non-ethnic people votes also register to ethnic 

people of Myanmer NLD party. 

 The main reason of Indian culture integrity has 

succeeded to develop a national culture. Indians raise 

voice to the problems of human being without any 

discrimination, for example, if any flood or cyclone attacks 

in the state of the India, other state people help and raise 

fund to the injured people. Indians support Indian army 

Pulwama attack time even though they have lot of political 

problems by States, race, religions, castes and money. 

India is the perfect example of salad bowl multi culture. 

Global village concept allows that human being should 

treat as human being without any discrimination and 

partiality. The ultimate aim of multiculturalism is to connect 

with universal brotherhood. Amitav Ghosh concludes his 

point of view of Indian integrity thus, ―To be different in a 

world of differences is irrevocably to belong. Thus anybody 

anywhere who has even the most tenuous links with India 

is Indians; potentially a player within the culture‖ (252-53). 
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Abstract 

 V.S. Naipaul‟ s fiction deals with quest for identity and a need to establish a past as a foundation on which the present can 

properly stand. Naipaul very realistaically paint the characters who attempt to assimilate, adapt and amalgamate with the society of their 
host country. At the same time they try to maintain their original culture and identity. In their attempt to integrate with the adopted culture 
while maintaining their ancient traditions, they develop a dual identity and their culture becomes a sandwitch culture. A House for Mr. 
Biswas deals with sense of alienation, loss, and the clash of cultures between the old and the new in a heterogeneous diasporic society. 
Naipaul portrays his hero as an unhoused, poverty stricken West Indian who is so often culturally and spiritually dispossessed. He is 
crippled by the borrowed culture and he is not able to say honestly that he belongs to any particular culture, society or even a house. He 
has to think about his identity in the new environment and surroundings. He has become example of the outsider, the unhoused for the 
world to see. The present study gives an account of the struggles and hardships undergone by Mr. Biswas, the protagonist of the novel, 
to find an identity and belongingness in a complex, heterogeneous alien society. 
Keywords: Quest for identity, Host country, Adopted Culture, Diasporic Society, Alienation. 
 

 Naipaul ‟ s belief in a new form of autonomy for the 

human is liberating. His unrivalled art of literature has 

acquired immense hegemonic qualities worldwide, with an 

authoritative leitmotif over colonial culture. Naipaul‟ s 

feeling is reflected through his novels in a borrowed 

culture. His writings deals with the cultural confusions of 

the third world and the problems of an outsider, a feature 

of his own experience as an Indian in the West Indies, a 

West Indian in England, and a nomadic intellectual in a 

post-colonial world. Naipaul‟ s third world is delimited to 

those colonies whose societies are composed of immigrant 

people. His third world stretches its boundaries to include 

all people who are physically, mentally and emotionally 

displaced. An expatriate is a person living in a country that 

is not his own. In the adopted country they suffer a lot both 

physically and psychologically. It is the unbearable rift 

forced between a human being and a native place, 

between the self and its true home. A House for Mr. Biswas 

delineates with the theme of exile in detail. The protagonist 

of the novel, Mohan Biswas undergoes a process of 

acculturation and socialisation, but his story is equally 

about his alienation, about belonging to a heterogeneous 

society. Through his protagonist, Naipaul tries to 

communicate the painful and traumatic experiences of an 

immigrant who feels a sense of non-belongingness in the 

alien culture. These immigrants begin to adapt themselves 

to the situation and prevailing culture. So from the ethic 

view exile is not a physical problem but it is emotional and 

psychological. In A House for Mr. Biswas, Naipaul focuses 

upon the life in Trinidad. Taking his father‟ s case as raw 

material, Naipaul described an ordinary individual‟ s 

experience of striving for a better life.Mr. Biswas‟ s Father, 

migrated from India to be a labourer in Trinidad. Mr. 

Biswas‟ s suffering started from his birth itself. He was 

born with one of his fingers having six fingers and which 

was considered as an unlucky omen. He had been 

discriminated for it since he was a child. When he got 

married, his wife‟ s family also looked down on him. But 

finally he achieves what he wants through tough struggle. 

In the novel, the „house‟  is undoubtedly the most powerful 

symbol as it represents the need for a physical and 

spiritual shelter. 

 Most of the immigrants do experience the sense of 

rootlessness and displacement in the host countries. The 
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migrated Indians became aware about the host culture hey 

integrate socially by learning the language and culture of 

the new country. Adjustment and adaptation are the 

essential choices in copying with attitude and behaviour. 

But internally Indians could retain their traditions, rituals, 

dress code , religious festivals, cultural identity, food habits 

and language. The major quest in a cross-cultural life is a 

search for roots. However settlement in an alien country 

makes them feel a sense of dislocation. They are not able 

to break their relationship with the ancestral land through 

they are burdened with twin lifes of polarised cultures. The 

fact is that the adopted country may not give the diasporic 

communities the feeling of security and belongingness as 

the idea of home and family differs from culture to culture. 

This causes all cross-cultured conflicts. Subsequently the 

diasporians constantly try to reconstruct their present on 

the basis of their past. Their search for the past and the 

painful realization of alienation and marginalisation in the 

alien culture and the attempt of hybridization into the 

culture of host country put them in a bitter state of identity 

crisis. Often they suffer from discrimination and prejudices 

in the newly adopted society. Their new heterogeneous 

culture drag them away from their ancestral culture. During 

the process of their hybridism in the alien society and their 

intense urge to retain and follow their native culture, the 

fact of displaced identitiy becomes complex. V.S. Naipaul 

illustrates this aspect of the immigration in the novel A 

House for Mr. Biswas. He fictionalized his own history and 

regenerated his Caribbean society in a truly remarkable 

manner. 

 Naipaul‟ s fiction cannot be critically examined 

exclusively within any European tradition of the novel. His 

basic problem is the lack of any specific tradition. In A 

House for Mr. Biswas he stresses. ―the past could not be 

ignored‖. Mr. Biswas is the central character in A House for 

Mr. Biswas. The novel delineates with the theme of exile 

and alienation in detail. Through his protagonist Naipaul 

tries to communicate the painful and the traumatic 

experiences of an immigrant. Biswas is portrayed as the 

one who undergoes a process of acculturation and 

socialization, But his story is equally about his alienation, 

about belonging to a particular diasporic society. Naipaul 

Portrays Mohan Biswas in such a way that he becomes 

intimate with the readers. The writer allows the readers to 

know every little incident in Biswas‟ s life, his every 

thought and every single possession is known to the 

readers. He is created as a special kind of person who 

cannot be listed into any category. He is an allegorical 

man. His struggles are heroic in a world where are no 

heroes. His roots are in the Hindu culture and that culture 

has ingrained itself in his sensibility but like his creator 

Biswas is considered an atheist. This is the predicament of 

a cultural heritage. Moreover he had experienced 

comparative cosmopolitan at school. He was taught by  

Mr. Lal, a convert Christian. The cultural confrontation 

between the Hindu ideals and the western learning leads 

to a change of attitude on the part of the Indian settlers 

and also to a psychological influence. Mr. Biswas is a 

representative figure caught between the two cultures. 

Mohit K. Ray observes: 

 Mr. Biswas has progressive ideas in contrast to sterile 

obsolete customs and convention in the colonial Hindu 

society of Trinidad. He has a clear thinking against the 

defective systems of Hindu society. In order to go on with 

the crusade against the unreasonable thinking of the 

smug, rotten, colonial, Hindu society. V.S. Naipaul wears 

such a plot in the novel that Mr. Biswas is married to 

Shama, a gullible, little educated immature daughter of the 

Tulsis. The Tulsis represent the then-existent narrow, 

irrelevant, unreasonable, dogmatic beliefs , customs and 

rituals of Trinidad Hindu colonial society As such Naipaul 

explores the struggle of a working class individual to 

have his own house at least before his death. 

„Possessing a house‟  is rather symbolic of having an 

identity of one‟ s own in the society .(29) 

 Mr. Biswas‟ s chance marriage to Shama makes him 

a son in law of Tulsi‟ s. It is a large very large joint family. 

Here he is expected to merge his personal identity with 

Tulsis in exchange to food and shelter that he 

receives.The unwanted and unnecessary man, Mr. Biswas 

becomes a alien inside in the Tulsi family. It is really 

impossible for him to have the soul of a servant and to 

acquiese to slavery. He struggles hard to free himself from 

the suffocating, disintegrating ,tradition ridden world, he is 

pitted against an overwhelming fate. A rebellious streak in 

his nature prompts him to revolt against the old system, at 

once afraid to defy it openly. His all pervading, all 

consuming passion for freedom manifests itself in his 
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search for identity, which is outwardly represented in his 

acquiring house of his own. Mr. Biswas finds his life in 

Hanuman House one of a great despair and dejection. 

 The next morning Seth summoned him and said in 

English, „ I came back late last night from Carapichaima, 

just looking for my food and my bed and the first thing I 

hear is that you try to beat up Owad . I dont think we could 

stand you here any longer . You want to paddle your own 

canoe. All right, go ahead and paddle when you start 

geting your tail wet , dont bother to come back to me or 

mai., you hear. This was nice united family before you 

came. You better go away before you do any more mischief 

and I have to lay my hand on you. (140) 

 The awkward situation he experienced in the 

Hanuman House forces alienation in him from which there 

is no immediate escape. Hanuman house is a miniature 

version of the plantation system introduced by the 

colonizers . It functions on the principles of the tradition in 

Hindu family system. This family sysytem pay key role in 

suppressing individuality and crushing the development of 

personality. Mr. Biswas experiences the cultural void and it 

leads to his nervous breakdown. 

 Mr. Biswas‟ s married life with Shama proves a 

failure. From the very first day of his marriage he realizes 

that he has been tricked into it by the Tulsi family. And this 

feeling estranges the couple resulting in rabid and 

voceferous quarrel incriminating each other for their 

misfortune. Thus they never enjoy a natural and pleasant 

conjugal life. It only towards the end of the story, when Mr. 

Biswas has bought a house of his own, and moved into it. 

And they acquire a new kind of mutual loyalty which for the 

time being ensure peace and domestic tranquility and the 

couple drawn to each other with great affinity. 

 As a father Mr. Biswas proves a failure just as he 

proves a failure as a husband. His children do not express 

any deep or real affection for him. When his daughter Savi 

has to spend a week in his company at Green Vale, she 

does not feel very happy eventhough he tries his utmost to 

keep her cheerful by reading out to her from book. He 

takes a good deal of interest in his son‟ s education. Yet 

the son , Anand, is far from becoming devoted to his 

father. In spite of all these external facts, at a close reading 

of the text one finds that his daughter as well as his son 

are deeply influenced by him and they have acute 

emotions set for him. As far as his daughter is concerned 

the following passage is of great relevance. Savi took 

those defeats badly. As soon as the quarrel upstairs 

subsided she went to the inner room and lay down on the 

four-poster. Not wishing to hurt herself again or to hurt her 

father, she could not tell him what had happened and he 

was the only person who could have comforted her. (459). 

It is all a misfortune that they don‟ t see eye to eye 

outwardly. This misfortune crushed Mr. Biswas all the 

more. 

 The little story of Mr. Biswas shows a self-respecting 

individual‘s rebellion against tyranny, the account of Tulsi 

family shows the interaction of two cultures, the old Hindu 

culture as represented by the Tulsi family and the alien 

western culture as represented by the port of Spain and by 

such individuals as Dorothy, the Christian girl whom 

Shekhar marries, and Dorothy‘s cousin whom Owad 

marries. The interaction between these two cultures is 

designed to show that old Hindu culture which the Indian 

Hindus had taken with them to Trinidad cannot long 

withstand the influence of the alien western culture. The 

new society proudly announces themselves to be different 

from the native people and tried to copy the life style of the 

westerners, which they have become acquainted recently. 

They are caught in a cultural dilemma, on the one hand 

they simply hold on to their traditions, in which case they 

will stagnate and decay or they will try to be successful in 

their new lives in a more western way where they will have 

to become hybrid beings and lose the very basis of their 

personalities. Ofcourse, the old Hindu culture is not 

completely absorbed by the western culture, but it is 

certainly weakened and undermined. In short, Hanuman 

house is a microcosm of the old Hindu culture. The Tulsi 

family is very orthodox, but its orthodoxy begins to crumble 

with the onset of western influences. Mrs. Tulsi, in ruling 

over her family, is helped in her task by Seth, her dead 

husband‟ s brother. V.S. Naipaul sees his characters as 

victims of their environment. In the case of Mr. Biswas it is 

his sense of alienation that motivates him to search for a 

house . Mr. Biswas‟ s fate takes him to many different 

places, but he remained depends on others for most of his 

life. ―For the next thirty five years he was to be a wanderer 

with no place he would call his own, with no family except 

that which he was to attempt to create out of the engulfing 

world of the Tulsis‖ (40) 
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 House symbolizes Biswas‟ s personal identity, 

solace, self-respect and independence. Ultimately when he 

purchases a house, it puts an end to his constant struggle. 

He experiences the sense of belongingness for the first 

time in his life. It evokes sense of security in him. Naipaul 

records his own sensations of what he observes, and in 

his truthfulness to his own experience of the world around 

him. Being of an Indian descent and born in Trinidad he 

straddles not two, but three cultures. He was born and 

brought up in Trinidad, but later on settled in England and 

his third identity is that he is the descendant of a migrant 

family, as his ancestors came to Trinidad from India as 

indentured labourers. One can understand his diasporic 

condition from his constant movement from one country to 

another country. In A House for Mr. Biswas Naipaul 

narrates the story of a man from the cradle to the grave. 

He tells us the story of an individual who has an 

unquenchable hope for the future. Sometimes Naipaul 

becomes auto-biographical in his approach. Landeg White 

writes: 

 To separate Mr. Biswas from Naipaul‟ s father is not 

easy. Naipaul has drawn so directly on his father‟ s 

experience in writing A House for Mr. Biswas that one 

sometimes forgets he is writing fiction. So many incidents 

in the novel are drawn from life and are corroborated by 

other sources that one feels a certain naive surprise, 

amounting almost to disappointment, to discover in 

Seepersad Naipaul‟ s career a pattern often very different 

from that which his son has imposed on it. (27) 

 Like his own protagonist, Naipaul has been 

continually haunted by the question of his identity. Though 

born in Trinidad in an ancient Hindu Brahmin Family his 

identity remained unclear for him. During his early years in 

Trinidad he was not happy with the prevailing West Indian 

culture, tradition and manners. His works deal with the 

alienation and cultural confusion of migratory communities 

in the contemporary social situations. A House for Mr. 

Biswas, often regarded as his masterpiece, tells the tragi-

comic story of the search for independence and identity of 

a Brahmin Indian living in Trinidad. It has the reputation of 

a New World epic celebrating struggles of an immigrant 

towards acculturisation and success. 
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Abstract  

 This paper aims to explore the characteristics of Machiavellianism and how it is applied in Aravind Adiga‟s novel The White Tiger. 
Especially in Balram Halwai‟s character, who is the hero of the novel, The definition of Machiavellianism has developed gradually from 
what was traditionally derived from Niccolo Machiavelli‟s The Prince, to its present day psychological explanation. Conventionally, to call 
an individual as „Machiavellian‟ is to say that the individual‟s ambition to reach a goal makes him powerful to do anything because the 
ends justify the means involved in. Some qualities that people with Machiavellianism typically have are, the individuals seem to focus 
only on their own interests and ambition. In order to go ahead, they will manipulate and exploit other people. They don‟t care about the 
consequences of their actions and behaviors. The hero of this novel The White Tiger who bone as poor man becomes a very rich 

business man by committing all crimes, murder, bribery and most of evil things in the world, in short through Machiavellianism. 
 
 The term ‗Machiavellianism‘ is closely associated with 

Niccolo Machiavelli who had become the most renowned 

person on account of his diminutive political thesis - The 

Prince. Though it was written in 1513, it was published 

only in 1532, after five years of his death. He was an 

Italian Renaissance diplomat, philosopher and writer, best 

known for his article, „The Prince‟. He has been called the 

father of modern political philosophy or political science.  

 The definition of Machiavellianism has developed 

gradually from what was traditionally derived from The 

Prince, to its present day psychological explanation. 

Conventionally, to call an individual as ‗Machiavellian‘ is to 

say that the individual‘s ambition to reach a goal makes 

him powerful to do anything because the ends justify the 

means involved in. 

 According to Collins dictionary, if one is described as 

Machiavellian, he is criticized for making clever and secret 

plans to achieve his goal and is not sincere with his 

people. Cambridge dictionary describes ‗Machiavellianism‘ 

as a method of using clever but often deceitful techniques 

that deceive people so that one can win authority or power. 

 The adjective ‗Machiavellian‘ became a term 

describing a form of politics that is manifested by 

cunningness, dishonesty, or bad faith. Thus, the term 

―Machiavellianism‖ is derived from the concepts found in 

The Prince.  

 Here are some specific qualities that people with 

Machiavellianism typically have. The individuals seem to 

focus only on their own interests and ambitions. In order to 

go ahead, they will manipulate and exploit other people. 

They don‘t care about the consequences of their actions 

and behaviors. When necessary, they will lie, cheat, and 

deceive. Even they will commit murder, if it becomes 

necessary. For them, power and money are more valuable 

than any other things in the world. They tend to use flattery 

very often in order to get their goal achieved. Empathy is 

either scarce or totally lacking in them. To fulfill their 

ambition, they are capable of hurting others consciously. 

Due to their underhanded nature, they can be very 

tolerant. Most people with Machiavellianism find it hard to 

identify their own passions. Some individuals of this type 

are indifferent and are difficult to understand and may 

seem to be aloof. We can see all these qualities in the 

character of Balram Halwai, the hero of Aravind Adiga‘s 

The White Tiger. 

 Aravind Adiga was born in Madras (now Chennai) on 

October 23, 1974. His family migrated to Australia in 1990. 

He is an Australian citizen of Indian origin; now lives in 
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Mumbai. He studied English literature in Columbia and 

oxford universities. He is an Indian born English writer who 

has become popular after receiving the Man Booker Prize. 

Following Salman Rushdie, Arundhati Roy, and Kiran 

Desai Aravind adiga is the fourth one to win the prize. The 

White Tiger is his first novel. The second novel written by 

him is Last Man in Tower. His third novel is Selection Day. 

In all his novels we can find Machiavellianism. This paper 

aims to explore Machiavellian characteristics found in 

Balram Halwai who is the protagonist of the novel The 

White Tiger. 

 The novel The White Tiger is about how Balram 

becomes a successful business entrepreneur in Bangalore 

by committing all the Machiavellian practices in his life. 

The whole novel The White Tiger is narrated through a 

letter by Balram Halwai, to the Premier of China, who will 

soon be visiting India. Balram has risen from a poor family; 

his father is a rickshaw-puller in Lakxmangarh. His mother 

died, when Balram was young. Balram is a school dropout. 

After the death of his father, Kusum who is Balram‘s 

grandmother removes Balram from school, to make him 

work in some place in order to earn some money for the 

support of the family. He works as a child labour in a tea 

shop. While working in the shop, he overhears one 

customer speaking longingly about the high earnings and 

easy life. He requests his grandmother to send him to the 

driving class so that he could earn money and become 

rich. Kusum sanctions his request with one condition that 

Balram must send money to home, after he gets job. Then 

he learns to drive with the help of an old driver who spends 

his life without getting any regular job. The fees for his 

driving class are paid by his grandmother, Kusum, even 

their family is in great dept.  

 Balram tries to gets a driver job in the rich people‘s 

house in Dhanbad, as soon as the driving license reaches 

his hand. But he lies that he has four years experience and 

since his master has recently died, he is in search of 

driving job. It is an explicit fact that he is a fresher to the 

driving job and he himself acknowledges it. 

 While hunting for a job in Dhanbad, Balram meets 

Thakur Ramdev, who was one of the four cruel land lords 

of Laxmangarh, the village of Balram. The villagers used to 

call the four dominating and oppressing land lords by their 

nick names, the Stork, the Wild Boar, the Buffalo, and the 

Raven. The Stork is none other than Thakur Ramdev. 

 At the very first sight of the Stork, Balram questions 

himself that what Thakur Ramdev is doing in Dhanbad. 

And why he is not returning to his village, screwing the 

poor fishermen of their money and molesting their 

daughters. Hiding all these hatred inside, when Thakur 

Ramdew asks him about the village and whether the 

people remember him, he starts to flatter him to get a job 

in his son‘s house and says that people feel that their 

Father has gone, Thakur Ramdev has gone, and the best 

of the landlords has gone and weep who will protect them. 

The Stork is taken up very much on hearing his flattery. 

Balram‘s idea starts to work out. Thakur Ramdev suggests 

Balram to be an assistant driver in his house to drive 

Ashok‘s car who is the younger son of him. 

 When Mukesh, the elder son of Ramdev, asks Balram 

whether he drinks, Balram flatly denies without any second 

thought. Not only that, he assures that in his caste no one 

never drinks. But in fact he is a drunkard. He himself 

acknowledges it, when he was with the old driver who 

teaches him driving. After having been with prostitutes 

both of them drank well and they struggled to balance to 

walk and somehow they reached the old man‘s house. It 

shows that Balram has not only the bad habit of drinking 

but has all the evil habits in the world. But he pretends to 

be a good man to get a job. 

 While working as an assistant driver or substitute 

driver in Mukesh house, he always feels insecure; to 

secure his job he is ready to do anything. In this situation 

he makes use of Ram Persad‘s disguise as a Hindu youth 

hiding his Islamic identity. When Balram discovers Ram 

Persad‘s religious identity, he violently behaves against 

Ram Persad‘s partner and forces Ram Persad to run away 

from that house without saying anything to his masters. 

Now Balram becomes the main driver for the house. 

Balram becomes the main driver not by being sincere or 

genuine to his owners but trickily. He does not inform 

anything about Ram persad‘s reality to the owners. Balram 

is afraid that if he informs about this to the owners, Ram 

Persad may get a chance of forgiveness for his mistake. 

So Balram cunningly avoids the chance and makes Ram 

Persad run out of the house and becomes the main driver. 

After sending out the main driver, he feels extremely 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Last_Man_in_Tower
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relived from the fear of insecurity. While seeing the room 

he shared with Ram Persad, he feels the whole room 

including the bed becomes belongings of Balram. That is 

why he exclaims that he had gone back to his bed; 

stretched out on it, and exclaimed that it was a great deal. 

It is his feeling of satisfaction i.e he has driven away the 

main driver and he has conquered the place and position 

of the main driver. 

 Balram knows his family‘s poor condition. They are in 

a great debt. His father who took care of his family also 

died. His family has many members. Balram‘s elder 

brother is suffering a lot to manage the family expenses 

but Balram does not send any money to his family. His 

brother says Balram that he has not sent any money for 

months. And that he forgot their arrangements. But Balram 

simply asks to forgive him. Even after this incident, he 

doesn‘t send any money to his family. It is proven by the 

letter to Balram from his grandmother. In that letter she 

writes that it has been a long time since he has come to 

visit them - and even longer time. She counts a total of 

eleven months and two days, since he last sent them any 

money. She accuses him that the city has corrupted his 

soul and made him selfish, vain-glorious, and evil. This is a 

testimony of his grandmother that Balram is a 

Machiavellian.  

 Balram‘s grandmother writes a reminder letter to 

Balram. In that letter she writes that even Balram doesn‘t 

send any money to his family, they are all very proud of 

him for being in the city. And also she instructs that he 

should stop thinking only about himself and think about 

them too. She further instructs him that first of all he must 

visit them and eat her chicken curry. His grandmother is 

not able to forget the day Balram didn‘t eat chicken curry in 

anger with his family. But Balram has forgotten the love 

and affection that the family showered on him. He is now 

target oriented i.e. becoming a rich man.  

 Balram does not give importance to any social or 

family relations; his aim is to become rich by hook or 

crook. Balram plans to kill his master Ashok. But his inner 

conscience pricks him and tries to convince him not to 

execute the plan. It says that Mr. Ashok does not hit him or 

spit on him, like people did to Balram‘s father. It further 

makes him clear that Mr. Ashok pays him well. And even 

without Balram‘s request, he raises his salary. Mr. Ashok is 

a gentle man who gives proper respect and space to the 

labors. Thus his inner mind tries to convince him that he 

has no reason to kill Mr. Ashok.  

 To achieve their goals, Machiavellians are capable of 

hurting others or causing others hurt. Due to their 

conniving and calculative nature, they can be extremely 

patient. We can see these two typical qualities of 

Machiavellianism in the major crime committed by Balram. 

Mr. Ashok, the master of Balram is too upset because of 

his wife‘s diverse notice. Even in this situation Mr. Ashok 

treats Balram well. Mr. Ashok believes Balram more than 

any other masters believe their servants. He is not like his 

elder brother Mukesh who doubts his servants often. It is 

only Ashok‘s faith in Balram that causes his death 

(Murder). In other words Balram scrupulously misuses his 

master‘s trust in him, against the master himself in order to 

achieve his selfish motive. 

 Balram makes a request to Mr. Ashok to help him lift 

the tyre, out of mud in a rainy day. He politely requests his 

master to step out of the car pretending as if there is some 

problem. He tells that the wheel is stuck in the mud and 

requests Ashok‘s help to lift it. When Ashok hesitates to 

step down from the car due to rain, Balram without 

showing his anger or anxiety out, calmly and respectfully 

requests him to come out of the car. It is an irony that this 

treacherous person asks his master to trust him. But 

Ashok does not come out of the car, not because he has 

lost his faith in his servant but he is hesitating to step down 

in a muddy and dirty spot. But the disloyal Balram is not 

ready to leave his master and he insists to take a look at 

the tyre. When Ashok looks the tyre, at his first sight itself 

he finds there is nothing wrong in the it. But, because of 

his deep faith in his driver, he says to him that Balram 

knows more about the car than he does. And he asks 

Balram to let him take another look and bends down. 

Balram makes use of the second chance and stabs Ashok 

with the broken bottle which is already hidden in his hands. 

Balram narrates the murder with minute details. He says 

that he rammed the bottle three times into the crown of his 

skull. He even mentions the name the bottle which he used 

for killing his master. That is Johnnie Walker Black brand 

bottle. Even while narrating the murder also, we can see 

how much Balram is money minded. He adds that the 

bottle he has broken was well worthy for resale. .  
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 The narration proves without any doubt that the 

murder is not by chance. Balram has meticulously 

calculated this plan already. We can find it in his mind 

voice, when he talks to his master some days before. He 

regards Ashok as a mad and blind man incapable of 

reading servant‘s mind. He further feels that Ashok does 

not have the faintest idea of what‘s happening in the man 

who‘s driving his car! - When interrupted by the master, 

Balram answers that there is nothing; but his inner voice 

says that he wants to smash Ashok‘s skull open. 

 As a Machiavellian, Balram doesn‘t care about any 

consequences of his actions. Balram knows very well, if he 

runs away with the money bag of Mr. Ashok, he will 

become a prisoner and he will be punished by the law. Not 

only he, but his whole family, who are in Laxmangarh will 

also be wiped out by Thakur Ramdew and Mukesh. But 

selfishly Balram escapes from Delhi to Bangalore with the 

money bag of Ashok. And he starts his own business. Now 

the start-up has grown into a big business. His success is 

a great achievement. He says about his success that he 

has 26 cars and 16 drivers are working in a shift. He 

calculates his wealth including his real estate and his bank 

holding; now he has earned fifteen times more than his 

initial amount which he took away from Ashok. A 

Machiavellian always justifies the means with the end or 

the result. As an exact Machiavellian, Balram too justifies 

his dishonest, insincere, disloyal and treacherous acts with 

the end result of being rich. He defends his 

Machiavellianism by saying that a few hundred thousand 

rupees of someone else‘s money, and a lot of hard work, 

can create magical happenings in the country.  
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Abstract 

 This paper focuses on the study of cross culture and culture shock in Margaret Atwood‟s Lady Oracle. Cross culture means 
dealing with or offering comparison between two or more different cultures or cultural areas and culture shock means a feeling of 
confusion a person may have when she moves to a cultural environment which is different from her own. Margaret Atwood, the best 
loved novelist of contemporary Canadian fiction is the author of more than fifty works, including fiction, poetry and critical essays and 
has received Man Booker Prize twice in 2019 for The Testaments and in 2000 for The Blind Assassin. In her third novel, Lady Oracle 
(1976), Atwood portrays the socio political condition of three countries Canada, London and Italy through the story of the development 
of a young, obese girl Joan Foster into a celebrated feminist writer who finally emerges as an independent, stoic, persistent and 
successful woman protoganist transforming from a fat innocent girl to a versatile writer who wants to change the society through her 
writing by transforming herself, changing her culture and therefore experiences culture shock when /as she moves from one country to 
another. The four phases of culture shock the honey moon phase, the shock phase, the recovery phase and the adaptation phase 

experienced by Joan in this novel is analyzed in this paper. 
 

 Culture generally means everyday meanings and 

practices but according to Arnold culture is the study of 

perfection and the impulse to make the world a better 

place to live happily. Culture changes constantly and 

literature cannot be separated from culture because 

literature actually reflects the culture of a society.  

 Cross culture involves two or more different cultures 

or countries and recently people especially women move 

from one country to another and face lot of challenges in 

adapting to the different cultures in different countries. This 

cross culture obviously enforces people to experience 

culture shock, which means a feeling of confusion that one 

may have when one goes to live in or visit a country that is 

very different from one‘s own.  

 Culture shock is a term coined by a Canadian 

anthropologist Kalervo Oberg, describing the feelings of 

disorientation, surprise, confusion and uncertainty 

experienced by those arriving to live in a foreign culture. 

According to Oberg, there are four phases of culture 

shock: the honeymoon phase, the shock phase, the 

recovery phase and the adaptation phase. Expats often 

feel isolated from family and friends because they have 

changed and cannot have their old relationships. Overall 

the ability to adjust to one‘s own culture depends mainly on 

the way he/she envisions the future after returning to 

home. The influence of cross culture and culture shock in 

Margaret Atwood‘s Lady Oracle is analyzed in this paper.  

 Margaret Atwood is the author of more than forty 

books, including fiction, poetry and critical essays, and her 

books have been published in over thirty- five countries. Of 

her novels, The Testaments won the 2019 Man Booker 

Prize, The Blind Assassin won the 2000 Booker Prize, 

Alias Grace won the Giller Prize in Canada and the Premio 

Monello in Italy. In 2005 she was the recipient of the 

Edinburg Book Festival Enlightenment Award, for a 

distinguished contribution to world literature and thought. 

She was awarded the Prince of Austria Prize for Literature 

in Spain. She lives in Toronto. 

 Lady Oracle is the story of Joan Foster who 

transforms from a fat girl to thin, from red hair to muddy 

brown, from Toronto to London, from being a lover of a 

Polish Count to the wife of a radical husband, Arthur, from 

a reader to a writer.  
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 In the beginning of the novel, Joan is in Rome, Italy, 

fakes her own death and has flown from Canada. Joan has 

actually escaped from her husband, Arthur from Canada 

and is found in Rome, Italy in the beginning of the story 

faking her own death. In Canada, she had a very tough life 

and she confused about herself, her living and longs to find 

her true personality beneath the layers she has built 

herself.  

 The novel begins with the lines ―I planned my death 

carefully; unlike my life, which meandered along from one 

thing to another, despite my feeble attempts to control it‖. 

She changes her culture playing the role of a daughter to 

an irresponsible father and an insecure mother, mistress 

for Paul and wife for Arthur. She attempts to change 

herself and her views of reality to coincide with men‘s 

expectations and ideas and hence experiences cross 

culture and culture shock. Atwood describes Joan‘s 

character as ―I was a sponge, I drank it all in but gave 

nothing out‖. (99) 

 Joan Foster‘s early life begins in Toronto. Her father 

is a negligent man and her mother remains a voiceless 

prey at his hands because she wants to bring up Joan as a 

respectable person in the society. She wants Joan to 

reduce her weight and constantly has conflict with Joan for 

this reason. Joan as a girl until nine years old disapproves 

with her mother always and does things that her mother 

dislikes. Joan is different from her fellow friends not only by 

being fat but also not attracted by any man until she was 

twenty five years old and she could only imagine certain 

feelings happen to her but not in real life and therefore 

depressed as she could not enjoy the real pleasures of 

love or life .  

 Joan wears extravagant costumes, eats a lot, a full 

chicken, and behaves very clumsily to irritate her mother, 

who always insisted her to reduce weight. She, being a fat 

brownie, was neither afraid of boys nor darkness because 

she was not troubled by boys. Her father, a surgeon, 

spends most of his time in the hospital forbidding Joan and 

her mother. At the age of fifteen, Joan was five feet eight 

and weighed two hundred and forty five pounds and her 

mother sent her to a psychiatrist, but Joan made the 

psychiatrist ‗resent for her resentment‘ by answering to his 

questions oddly. Then her mother tried ‗some laxatives‘ to 

reduce her weight but that attempt was also failed by Joan. 

  Her only dear and near is Aunt Lou, who has an 

unconditional love for Joan and after her death Joan 

changes a lot. Aunt Lou‘s death turns Joan‘s life upside 

down in this world. She cried a lot because Aunt Lou had 

been very close to her; takes her to many places including 

theatres to watch movies eating popcorns; moreover Aunt 

Lou was also fat and understands the psychology of 

obesity. When she dies, Aunt Lou leaves a legacy of two 

thousand dollars to Joan with a condition that she should 

lose a hundred pounds to receive the amount from bank. 

This one kind act made her understand the necessity to be 

thin and lean, and serves as the turning point in her life. 

Joan believes that she can change herself by changing her 

body. 

 She left home after a quarrel with her mother as she 

was wounded with a knife by her mother accidentally, 

informs her father about this fight, meeting him in the 

hospital but he does not stop her from leaving home. She 

leaves home and stays in a hotel but struggles to meet out 

her expenses and therefore decides to write articles for 

magazines, at the same time, strives to reduce her weight. 

She learns about the history of many things by visiting 

museums daily. She fasts by avoiding going to restaurants 

and eating, leading a simple, peaceful and happy life 

thereby losing eighty two pounds first and with constant 

and conscious hard work, she at last loses 100 pounds, 

gets the two thousand dollars from the bank, flees to 

London and starts her adult life as a versatile writer. ―The 

thought of going on with the same kind of life forever and 

ever depressed me. I wanted to have more than one 

life….I bought a plane ticket for England‖. (152 ) When she 

loses weight and becomes thin, men begin to look at her 

as a sex object ―like a dog eyeing a fire hydrant‖. ―To 

realize a new self is to reject totally the bitter past‖. Joan 

decides to leave Toronto and go to England. 

  Once she visits Canada House, where the women 

advised her ―to purchase a small Maple Leaf and wear it 

on her lapel, so as not to be mistaken for an American‖. 

(155) Joan being a very bold lady meets out the 

expectations of the English society too. Joan feels that 

―England is a message in code which I didn‘t know how to 

decipher, and that I have to read a lot of books in order to 

understand it‖. She experiences culture shock in England 

when he lives with Paul in London, as the people seem to 

be ‗strange‘ not only to her but also to Paul, a Polish 

Count. She had been in England where she meets Paul, a 

fellow writer, who writes nurse romances and Joan lives 

with him in his apartment for some time. Paul says that the 
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English people are a small minded people. Joan says that 

she does not know who Tolstoy is and when Paul tells 

about the war she tries to understand the culture of 

England and the English Language better. Joan changes 

her name as Louise K.Delacourt, her Aunt Lou‘s pen name 

as well as official name, ―the formal beginning of her 

second self‖ (163). 

 Joan experiences all the bitterness a female writer 

has to undergo at the beginning but she does not give up, 

strives hard to establish her as a good writer as it is her 

only source of income. When Paul finds that she earns 

name and fame as a writer, he demands not only money 

from her but also her self-respect as Paul categorizes 

women as ‗mistress‘ commenting ―Mystery of man is the 

mind … whereas that of the women is the body‖ (200). 

This is because he cannot excel her in writing and he 

earns very little and naturally he becomes envious about 

Joan. Paul cannot accept her as she is; he expected her to 

be vile. This idea of Paul shocks her thereby making her 

have a confusion whether to continue her life with Paul as 

a ‗mistress‘ or leave him. Finally she leaves him believing 

that he would be big obstacle for her career as a writer. 

She writes all her experiences in order to change the 

society, the status of women in the society. Her glass 

wings are gone‖. 

 She starts a realistic novel Storm over Castleford but 

her mother‘s death changes her way for a while which can 

be described as another shock she encounters in her life. 

She received a telegram from her father ―YOUR MOTHER 

DIED YESTERAY. RETURN HOME‖, she feels very sorry 

for having left her mother, tries to understand the love her 

mother has for her; she even feels that she has killed her 

mother. She returns to Toronto tries to find out how her 

mother died, suspects her father if he has killed her 

mother. After staying for a few days, she left her home the 

second time as her father married another woman. 

  Arthur, a New Zealander, whom she wanted to marry, 

came in search of her to Toronto when she was mourning 

the death of her mother. They married in a church where 

Joan Foster meets Leda Sprott who taught Joan 

‗automatic writing‘. After marriage Joan Foster becomes 

Joan Elizabeth Delacourt, changing her name after 

marriage, Joan comments that a man changes his name 

for various reasons con-men, criminals, undercover agents 

or magicians, whereas woman who changed their names 

were probably just married. She tries to be a good wife to 

Arthur, learns to cook but cannot satisfy Arthur, who 

expects her ‗to be more of a leader‘. But she was very 

often humiliated by Arthur.  

  She starts another book Love, My Ransom. Then she 

prepares to practice automatic writing. She writes many 

poems and collected the poems in a folder named 

Recipes. Arthur wants her to be a good cook and a 

domestic servant; he does not want Joan to wear 

fashionable dress; he does not want her to become a 

mother which makes Joan frustrated in her marital life. 

Joan struggles to adjust with Arthur who laughs at her 

when she cooks and it is very shocking for Joan to know 

that Arthur married her to make his life ‗easy, convenient 

and cheap‘ and finally took it all a learning experience. 

 Joan writes about a dark mysterious lady in her book 

Lady Oracle, Joan gives a copy to Arthur, inscribed in the 

front, For Arthur, With All My Love, XXXX, Joan. As a lady 

Joan wants to be calm and be collected herself. Her 

relationship with Arthur is like that of a father with his ― 

smart kids who got bad report cards. Joan wishes to 

transform society through her writing and thus 

deconstructs male discourse in which the victimization and 

trapping of women are romanticized for centuries. Atwood 

portrays Joan as a female writer in Lady Oracle in order to 

allude vicariously to the obstacles that a woman writer 

faces in a phallocentric culture. The culture when seen as 

an individual culture is very much influenced by her 

ancestors, her mother and Aunt Lee but when she moves 

away from home, she starts to groom herself according to 

the needs of the society thus adapting herself to the 

diverse cultures. She understands specifically that women 

must sacrifice the traditional satisfaction of being women 

or must automatically become self-destructive to become 

women authors. 

  Joan Foster being a comic novelist changes her 

notion about culture and finds complicated to change her 

when she moves from Canada to England thus 

experiencing culture shock. Joan being a writer discusses 

about cultural changes and Atwood challenges cultural 

myths about female artists through Charlotte, the heroine 

of Joan‘s book Lady Oracle. 

  The third man she encounters is the Royal Porcupine 

a performance artist, a magician, who evades almost all 

mundane considerations by aspiring towards pure art and 

pure acts. Joan has an affair with him because he wanted 

to escape from Arthur, her husband‘s sullen socialism and 
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sexless marriage. Joan meets him after a TV interview 

since he posed like a ―con-create‖ poet she loves him, 

decides to leave Arthur and live with him. But when she 

finds that he in turn tries to be like another Arthur to 

manipulate her, she leaves him neglecting his compulsion 

to marry him fearing of becoming another prey in the hand 

of a male chauvinist. 

  Joan is not happy with anybody except Aunt Lou. She 

moves away from all her relationships father, mother, Paul, 

Arthur, the Royal Porcupine and she has a confusion 

whether the problem is with her as she does not try to get 

along with persons who truly love her and leaves all who 

loves her. The reason she feels is all the three men she 

encountered are eccentricities. But it is also the case that 

the men in her life, Arthur, Paul or Chuck, the Royal 

Porcupine, though they may love her and actually be more 

committed to her than she is to them, still want to trap her 

in the mother/housewife role. She changes with each man 

she becomes involved. Hence, Joan always fears being 

trapped and is involved in various escapes and 

transformations. ―I grew sodden with light, my skin on the 

inside glowed a dull red‖. 

  At the end after her encounter with a reporter and 

hitting him with a bottle, she decides to tell her story 

truthfully to him. Joan narrates her story in a confessional 

mode to the reporter analyzing her mistakes and trying to 

understanding about love and life stating that most women 

made one basic mistake: they expected their husbands to 

understand them which are highly impossible in this male 

dominated society. Joan believes that ―one could not 

apparently, be both a respected female savant and a 

scullery maid‖ and breaks the bonding in the name of 

marriage. She also says that there are worst tragedies in 

life than being a little overweight.  

 Culture shock leads to communication problems such 

as not being understood, food, attitude and customs that 

may irritate the people who move to different countries. At 

this stage one may have a feeling of discontent, 

impatience, anger, sadness and a feeling of incompetence, 

a kind of personal disorientation. Joan has lived in three 

countries with different cultures, languages etc. but she 

adapt to the cultures and lived a peaceful life in herself but 

she could not find contentment with any man. Joan wanted 

to forget the past, ―but it refused to forget me; it waited for 

sleep then cornered me‖.  

 As she grows up her taste of books changes, the 

choice of her writers varies from Byron to Bertrand Russel. 

Finally she emerges as a successful writer motivating the 

women community to adapt to the culture as well as 

pursue a career of their interest. Joan‘s attempt of flight is 

in order to save herself from the male dominated society 

and survive in the patriarchal world.  

 Many women today who move from one country to 

another either for job or after marriage experience this kind 

of culture shock in their lives. At the beginning as Oberg 

says they enjoy the honey moon phase but later naturally 

they undergo all the other phases and Joan is no 

exception from this. When she leaves from Toronto, 

Canada to London, England she feels like a free bird as 

moves away from her mother, then visits all the important 

places in England, especially museums, libraries, etc. 

learns a lot about the history of many things and places, 

learns literature, etc. She had very little money and could 

not meet out the expenses and so starts writing stories and 

sends to publishers. This is the shock phase when she has 

no one to share her feelings, meets Paul, lives with Paul in 

England and this phase is the recovery phase and when 

she decides to leave him and moves to Canada after her 

mother‘s death she feels very lonely and on seeing Arthur 

coming to see her in Canada she feels very happy and 

decides to marry him which is the adaptation phase of 

culture shock.  

  The corporate world in recent time, has witnessed 

immigration of people belonging to different countries and 

cultures resulting in establishing a multicultural ethnic 

mosaic. The women are in the process of forming a new 

identity, an identity that will be a composite of many 

diverse cultures.  
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Abstract 

 Jayantha Mahapatra ardently describes his home land Odisha in his poems, with its rituals and people‟s way of life style and their 
belief on Lord Jagannath, deity of Odisha. He portrays minute features like street, and creatures like crows are not only show his love 
onwards his home land, but also feel his identity, where it lies. By birth and brought up, he is a Christian but his writing always 
concentrates on Hindu Community and their culture, wherever he goes, he used to talk about his home land Odisha, that much of 
bondage with his home land is reflected through his poetry. 
Keyword: Identity, Culture, Home Land, Religion. 

 

 JayanthaMahapatra is an Indian English poet who 

was born in 1928 in the city of Cuttack in Odisha. He 

completed his education and later he became the 

Professor of Physics. Then he turned to be a prolific writer 

of poetry at the age of his forties. Thereafter, he has 

written volumes of poems till date. Over a period, he has 

brought out a series and volumes of poetry collections. 

They are „Swayamvara and other poems (1971), Close 

The Sky, Ten by Ten (1971), A Rain of Rites (1976), A 

Father‟s Hours (1976), Waiting (1979), The False Start 

(1980), Relationship (1980). “Relationship”, it‘s a collection 

of poetry. Life Signs(1983), Dispossessed Nests (1986), 

Selected Poems (1987), Burden of Waves and Fruits 

(1988), Temple (1989), A Whiteness of Bone (1992), The 

Best of Jayantha (1995), Shadow Space (1997), Bare 

Face (2001), Random Descent (2005) and many other 

poems regarding with the culture of Indian society 

especially of his home land Odisha is written by Jayantha 

Mahapatra. His poetry has multiple in themes and 

techniques, but mainly concerns with his Odisha people 

and their culture. Odisha plays a pivotal role in 

Mahapatra‘s poetry.  

 Besides his regional appearances, his poetry is also 

dealing with the relationship of human beings, social 

problems of India, life of widowed women, love, sex, 

marriage, morality of human beings and human nature, 

search for self-identity and so on. Through the thematic 

range, which proves that Jayantha Mahapatra is a 

successful Indian poet whose writing in English as well as 

his own mother tongue Odiya language. But, he has 

written 27 Books of poetry, in which seven are in Odiya 

language and twenty are in English language. 

 The very place Odisha is the important and core 

element for Jayantha Mahapatra‘s poems because he has 

used almost every iconic places in his poems. He has 

been living in Odisha, since his birth. In this landscape, 

Puri and Konark Sun Temple plays a major role in 

Mahapatra‘s poems and is also still occupying a very 

powerful position in his poetry. There are many poems of 

Mahapatra depict the rituals of Odiya culture, which are 

portrayed the reality of Odisha landscape. 

 Odisha landscape is like an energy booster for his 

poems. One of Jayantha Mahapatra‘s poem, ―Dawn at 

Puri‖, he portrays the beautiful panorama of Puri sea 

beach viewed at dawn. The utmost realistic picture of Puri 

includes the noising crows, the human skull lying here and 

there on the sea beach and the old, white clad, widowed 

women waiting to enter into the great temple of Lord 

Jagannatha, the deity of Odisha people. This description 

exposes the reality of extreme poverty and the people‘s 
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conditions almost dying. It all indicates that though there is 

an expression of solemnity is shown in the eyes of the 

Odisha people, especially devotees of Odisha, their eyes 

are eagerly waiting for some wonders to happen for their 

lives. 

 Odisha is a land of reality, but poets need imaginative 

things to spread some more cream for their writings, but in 

the case of Jayantha Mahapatra, Odisha became his 

creative home or an island. Because where he searches 

his lost identity, as well as to understand the very world he 

lives in. Dishes taste is enhanced only with its ingredients 

likewise Puri, Konark and Cuttack the coastline of Odisha, 

became the main outlines to complete the figure or a 

picture called Mahpatra‘s poetry. In fact, he used to give 

more and more importance to his native place. Puri is a 

place of pilgrimage of the Hindu people of India. It is a 

place for Lord Jagannatha, who is considered a form of 

Lord Vishnu, who is also the powerful and most important 

deity of Odisha people. The Hindu devotees in Odisha find 

redemption and celestial peace at the place called Puri. 

Which is described in his poem „Dawn at Puri‟, Puri is an 

eminent town in the state of Odisha, so it is understood 

that should be his native land. 

Endless crow noises 

A Skull on the holy sands 

Tilts its empty country towards hunger. 

White-clad widowed women.  

Past the centres of their lives  

are waiting to enter the Great temple  

Their austere eyes 

Stare like those caught in a net, 

hanging by the dawn‘s shining strands of faith. 

The Fail early light catches.  

ruined, leprous shells leaning against one another, 

a mass of crouched faces without names,  

and suddenly breaks out of my hide 

into the smoky blaze of a sullen solitary pyre  

that fills my aging mother 

her last wish to be cremated here 

twisting uncertainly like light 

on the shifting sands. (Dawn at Puri) 

 This poem „Dawn at Puri‟ is consists of six stanzas 

having three lines. The poet talks about the hollowness of 

rites and rituals in Indian society. The town of Puri 

symbolizes the whole county. And if the skull remains 

intact after cremation in such a holy and sacred city, the 

poet wonders what would be the condition of other cities 

that are not holy. There is a line ―A skull on the holy sands‖ 

The word Holy is ironical because during the time of 

funeral nothing left except the dead persons‘ ashes. 

However, the presence of the skull in a holy land 

symbolizes the hollowness of rites and rituals in Jayantha 

Mahapatra‘s home land, but one may ask a question; why 

Mahapatra being a Christian in his birth worries for the 

hollowness of Hindu rites and rituals? The reason is that 

his ancestors were once followers of Hinduism later his 

grandfather had converted himself into Christianity in order 

to show his gratitude to British people during the time of 

great famine in Odisha land.  

 Thereafter, Mahapatra and his generation are 

following Christianity, but his feeling is always for his home 

land and its lost identity and rituals and now in which he 

finds the emptiness in it. And also this hollowness in rites 

and rituals shows the poverty of Odisha people which 

dominates the poet‘s country India. Another important 

thing is crowing of the crows on the bank of a river is not at 

all a pleasant sound. It indicates that these crows are 

eagerly waiting to eat the dead body which is cremated 

there. Then the poet gives his attention towards the white-

clad widowed women. In Hinduism the women have to 

wear white sarees after the death of their husbands. So 

she has to wear and give up all her sexual pleasures and 

desires. There is a line ―Past the centre of their lives‖. Here 

‗Centre‘ is refers either to their husbands or desires. These 

widowed women are waiting to enter into the great temple 

for prayer. Here the phrase great itself is ironical, because 

the poet suggests the hollowness of rituals in the 

beginning of the poem itself about his home land Odisha. 

Traditionally and culturally women find peace in temple 

and so the Odisha women ritually visited Puri temple. But 

today‘s world rites and rituals became mandatory. It may 

dawn sometime or it may fade away from our culture. But 

Mahapatra‘s attachment and love for his home land and 

his quest for his identity is deliberately shown by his poetic 

lines. 

 ―Taste for Tomorrow” is another short poem of 

Mahapatra, which is also described the morning scene in 
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the town of Puri, like ―Dawn at Puri” here is again similar 

reference is made for example Crow: 

At Puri, the crows, 

The one wide street 

Lolls out like a giant tongue  

Five Faceless lepers move aside 

as a priest passes by 

And at the streets end  

The crowds thronging the temple door 

a huge holy flower  

swaying in the wind of greater reasons.  

(Taste for Tomorrow) 

 In this poem, the poet portrays the picture of a wide 

street in his home land, which is considered to be the only 

wide street in the town of Puri. This wide street is 

compared with the huge loosely hanging tongue of some 

monstrous creature. In the next stanza, he describes the 

five faceless lepers whose faces have partly been eaten 

away by disease. These lepers with deep respect moves 

to one side as a holy priest pass by the street. Like “Dawn 

at Puri” how widowed women are waiting to enter the 

temple, here in this poem “Taste for Tomorrow” Mahapatra 

finds a large number of crowd waiting to enter into the 

temple. His cultural deep-rooted feelings can be easily 

traced through this poem. The poem reflects that 

Mahapatra is a poet of place especially of his home land 

Odisha. 

 Jayantha Mahapatra‘s sense of exotic culture is 

aesthetically displayed through these poems. He 

emotionally describes the richness of age old culture and 

also present condition of unethical culture. He emphatically 

appreciates the abundant wealth of the Odisha landscape. 

At the same time, he points out the social evils through his 

writings. As per Indian culture, people used to offer food 

for crow before their meals as a mark of honouring their 

ancestors. Antithetically, the same creature crow instead of 

vulture is waiting to eat the flesh of the dead bodies in this 

poem. At the same time, this cultural jolt is not at all 

affected the age old practice and treatment of the 

widowers in the patriarchal and religious society. The life of 

lepers and the widow women are artistically reflected the 

culture of Indian society.  
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 Ever since Stone Age, human race has been evolving 

along with culture, customs, practices, and has now moved 

into the phase of Transculturalism. Transculture can be 

understood as the coming together in harmony, in peace 

beyond the differences of race, creed, language, etc., only 

to share similarities of humans, to learn and embrace the 

distinction in unison. It is the creation of a peaceful culture 

crossing beyond the limitations of all the cultures. The 

definition of the term was first given by a Cuban professor 

called ‗Fernando Ortiz' from studying an article by José 

Marti. He says it is the amalgamating of two culture 

simultaneously where one is the deculturalization of the old 

and the other can be termed as reculturalization of the 

current or new culture. People who want to venture a 

change in a better environment settle in a new 

geographical location and live together imagining a new 

homeland by embracing the culture of the new settlement 

and thereby creating a good relationship giving a promise 

to the host country or city without losing their values 

infused from the previous culture. One such place is 

located near the Union Territory of Puducherry in the 

southern part of India, 170 km away from Chennai. This 

place is called Auroville International Township which was 

founded by Mirra Alfassa known as The Mother in Sri 

Aurobindo, the white town of Puducherry. The Mother was 

born in Paris, France and later she came to Pondicherry 

and started it along with Sri Aurobindo Ghosh (the freedom 

fighter who came to Pondicherry in 1910 to hide from 

British Calcutta). The two were very like minded and 

founded Sri Aurobindo Ashram where every human being 

is to be given equal opportunities, free food, shelter, 

leading to a harmonious community thereby creating true 

peace among individuals.  

 The ideology of Transculturalism could be best 

supported by illustrating about the existence of Auroville 

since its conception in the year 1930 by The Mother. Later, 

she successfully inaugrated the city of Auroville with the 

support of Indian government and UNESCO. ‗Auroville' is a 

French word which is translated as the City of Dawn. The 

Auroville international township is located in an area of 240 

acres near East Coast Road some 12km away from 

Pondicherry. 

 ―Mirra Alfassa, known to her followers as The Mother, 

was a spiritual guru and an occultist and a collaborator of 

Sri Aurobindo Ghosh who considered her to be of equal 

yogic stature to him and called her by the name 'The 

Mother‘. She was born in 21st February 1878, Paris, 

France. She founded Sri Aurobindo Ashram and 

established Auroville as a universal town. She was an 

influence and inspiration to many writers and spiritual 

personalities on the subject of integral yoga. During her 

first visit to Pondicherry in 1914, she helped to publish a 

French version of a periodical 'Arya' which serialized most 

of Sri Aurobindo's post-political prose writings.‖ (web) 

 The concept of Auroville was created by her as early 

as 1930s. she implemented her vision of Transcultural way 

of living and established Auroville as an experimental 

township dedicated to the human unity and evolution. This 

is a community where men and women of all countries are 

able to coexist in ―peace and progressive harmony above 

all creeds, of all politics, and all nationalities" (web).It is to 

realize the human unity. This visionary project put before 

the government of India, during the period of Prime 

Minister Jawaharlal Nehru and later the Charter was sent 

to UNESCO where it was unanimously passed in 1966 

commending it as a project of importance for the future of 
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humanity. In 1968, over five thousand people from 123 

nations and 23 states of India at that time with the soil of 

their land assembled near the banyan tree, at the center of 

the future. 

 
The Auroville Charter 

The charter has four golden purposes laid out. 

1. The first one states that the place belongs to nobody 

in particular and to humanity as a whole.Inorder to live 

there, one must willingly serve the Divine 

Consciousness. 

2. Auroville will be the place of an unending education, 

of constant progress and youth that never ages. 

3. Auroville want to be the bridge between the past and 

the future. Taking advantage of all discoveries from 

without, from within, Auroville will boldly spring 

towards future realizations. 

4. Auroville will be a site of material and spiritual 

researches for living embodiment of an actual human 

unity.‖(web) 

 
The Five Zones of Auroville 

 It consists of five zones namely the cultural zone, the 

residential zone, the industrial zone, international zone, 

Peace area and green belt. People belonging to almost all 

age groups starting from infancy to elderly of eighty years 

age averaging thirty began residing there. The Matri 

Mandir and it‘s garden is located in the peace area, the 

amphitheater with an urn representing the unity filled with 

the soil from twenty three states of India and one hundred 

and twenty one nations. In the residential zone, they 

wanted to allot a well balanced habitat between single and 

group of living where the green area is fifty five percent 

and the remaining forty five percent to be allotted for built 

structures which creates an urban density balanced by 

nature. This zone has an area of one hundred and eighty 

nine hectares primarily for the development of residential 

buildings, spaces for community meeting, work studios, 

first aid centres, primary educational institues, parks and 

playgrounds, elements for landscaping,eco-friendly parking 

areas, petty stores and further provisional stores of little 

handicraft workshops. The three hundred and three 

hectares of cultural zone has it‘s own vibrations radiating 

from its different institutions and education related 

research centres. Also art and sports were designed there 

which attracts many people from city level looking for an 

opportunity to participate in their cultural events, even 

auditoriums, exhibition halls, areas of greenery etc are also 

provided here. The international zone has an area of 

seventy four hectares designated for national pavilions 

from around the world that represents all the major 

cultures and has centres for research‘s and other activities 

helps making it an apparent surrounding manifesting 

human unity. There are twenty six pavilions representing 

the national groups. The industrial zone has hundred and 

nine hectares of area which focuses on Auroville's efforts 

towards a self-supporting township. Some small and 

medium scale industries, training centers, arts and crafts, 

and the city's administration. The cultural zone is allocated 

an area of ninety three hectares which facilitates 

educational, artistic activities. The green belt has four 

hundred and five hectares of eco-friendly space which 

consists of organic farms, milk products, forests and 

wildlife. 

 
Concept 

 Although, of course, the search for higher and truer 

way of living and culture is dominant theme for the entire 

Auroville township, the artistic and educational aspects of 

this research are to be taken with a greater focus in the 

cultural zone which is meant to explore the fruits of all 

cultures through their diverse expressions in music, dance, 

painting, sculpture, theatre, etc., and developed new 

cultural expressions, combining the areas of the arts, 

education, and sports.  

 At present, the educational facility in the cultural zone 

comprise to crèches, one kindergarten, two primary 

schools and a full fledged sports ground. By 2003, they 

also finished building the secondary school complex and 

Auroville High school. Also, a youth Centre, a music 

studios, and a Centre for Performing Arts, have been 

created in the cultural zone. In addition, 'Kalabhumi', an 

artist's settlement, has been constructed, providing studios 

and spaces for different art forms, staff quarters and a 

gallery. Today, kalabhumi offers studios for sculptures, 

metal work, painting, drawing, music practice, and an 

amphitheater with a seating capacity of 150 people. In 

coming years, education system will tune of five thousand 
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four hundred students. And also accommodating with a 

science laboratory, academic for music, theatre, dance, 

artistic Centre for fine arts, martial arts, language 

laboratory, photo institute and film production and video 

and modern libraries, a sports stadium. 

 
Education 

 Their educational mission is to help people build 

themselves for a new world unlike the stereotypical way of 

learning where the students are put under constant stress. 

Teachers from different nations teach the students giving 

an insight of knowledge gathered from almost across 

everywhere in the world giving them an holistic experience 

which induce interest in students making them learn and 

develop skills through multiple approaches. Equal 

importance were given to sports and theoretical classes. 

Today many who studied in Auroville shine in various 

fields. People in Auroville make their own earnings by 

cultivating lands and produce fruits and wheat products for 

their fellow aurovillians and for the outsiders. They also 

export Agarbathis (incense sticks)from Auroville. So many 

nearby villages have been benefited by getting employed 

in various area like Agriculture, confectionery, boutiques, 

schools and are treated with proper respect. Many have 

also followed the life style of the European communities 

living there and a lot of cultural exchanges have helped 

people gain perspectives in a healthy manner without 

having to change their core values. 

 Quoting Aurobindo ―For the most vital issue of the age 

is whether the future progress of humanity is to be 

governed by the modern economic and materialistic mind 

of the west or by a nobler pragmatism guided, uplifted and 

enlightened by spiritual culture and knowledge"(web). The 

late Prime Minister of India Mrs. Indira Gandhi has also 

shared a message of support over the inauguration as 

―Pondicherry was Sri Aurobindo's place of political exile 

and spiritual unfolding. His effulgent message radiated to 

different parts of the world. It is an exciting project for 

bringing about harmony among different cultures and 

for…‖(web). The community stands as a successful model 

for a culturally fluid way of living. They celebrated its fiftieth 

anniversary and received official supportive statements 

from the government of India. Everyone there become 

inhabitants or consumers of a multi cultural society by 

associating with each other on a daily basis through 

shared ideas in art forms, craft forms, languages, etc.,. It is 

interpreted that often Transculturalism leads to the 

destruction of the original culture instead it only flourishes 

and brings out the importance globally through the 

mobilization. The Auroville community way of living is an 

ideal example of transculture. 
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Abstract 

 In the way of pushing the visions of various philosophers and leaders who encouraged harmonious social space sharing into an 
unemergable black hole, intolerance, racism, political nihilism has all taken an upper hand. Despite the fact that now the world is the 
most heterogeneous than it has ever been, disfavour and maltreatment of fellow human being has been taking deeper roots into the 
global society today. This paper with special reference to Salman Rushdie's text Quichotte discusses the failure of multicultural 
tolerance and delineates the ideas suggested by Transculturalism that has been innovated as an alternative to the failed 
multiculturalism. 
Keywords: Heterogeneity, multiculturalism, Transculturalism, nihilism, disfavour, global context, etc 

 
 Starting from the itinerant or nomadic pre historic 

population and medieval regal invasions to the Colony 

settlements, populace of different living patterns, beliefs 

and culture have accumulated together in constrained 

cross road spaces and began forming estuarined 

confluences. Pan world migrations and globalization of the 

post modern period has only intensified the effects of this 

accumulation. Hence as a result, no country or nation state 

is a pure breed or a homogeneous space anymore.  

 This sharing of common bound spaces by assorted 

amassed population gives rise to different indigenous 

problems like exploitation of the weak or minority by the 

dominants or the majority, erosion or complete wipe out of 

one ethnicity by another, etc. Despite the fact that Idealistic 

Humanists of such spatial units envision a harmonic 

multicultural space encouraging Hybridization, Fusion, 

Adjustment, Cross-Culturalism etc., the reality with its 

batch of unstable and unpredictable variables keep 

affecting that thoughts into getting realistically established. 

―Intemperate nationalism, self-indulgent naivism and 

aggressive xenophobia‖ (Fischer vii) intrinsic in humans 

make it impossible for such idealistic notions to seep 

through and take deeper roots into the soil of such spaces. 

Later on a breakthrough philosophy, Multiculturalism 

became one of the most prevalent policies found in almost 

all political manifestos and modern governing principles of 

states. It is a philosophy that encourages the co-existence 

of different cultures within a demarcated sovereign border 

of a nation in Harmony. It promotes acceptance of the 

Plurality and Tolerance of all the human, ethnic and 

cultural differences. But this ―Tolerance‖(Dagino 20) of 

differences according to Mikhail Epstein, the Russian 

Culturologist would only lead to ―Indifferences‖ (20) which 

would deepen the rifts between the cultures and would 

result in ―Compartmentalization‖ and ―Particularisation‖ 

(20) of culture.  

 This present paper intends to investigate a few of the 

effects of multiculturalism in reality and it's problematics in 

contemporary society as portrayed by Salman Rushdie in 

his recent text, Booker Prize nominated book Quichotte 

(2019). 

 The book, a tour de force is modelled to celebrate a 

perpetual work of literature, the magnum opus of Miguel 

De Cervantes- Don Quixote. In an intriguing novel-within-a 

novel technique, Salman Rushdie‘s novel Quichotte 

revolves around a mediocre struggling fiction writer who is 

called as ―Brother‖ or sometimes as Sam Duchamp (his 

pen name). He, just like his author did, is inspired by Don 

Quixote and wishes to write a novel celebrating the 

immortal work. This novel within a novel contains an 
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ageing salesman Ismail Smile as the protagonist, who 

renames himself as Quichotte and embarks on a journey 

with his imaginary son named Sancho. His goal is his 

unworkable love for the television star of Indian 

background Salma. R. Like Don Quixote and his squire He 

travels through diverse imaginary Valleys across America, 

a nation which according to Rushdie is in the verge of 

―spiritual and moral collapse‖ (Rushdie). 

 The analysis undertaken would be done under the 

lens of Transcultaralism. This philosophy is a Humanistic 

philosophy that was innovated as a replacement to every 

other culture-acceptance philosophies. Wikipedia simply 

defines Transcultaralism as ―seeing oneself in other‖ 

(Transculturalism) defined first by Fernando Ortiz, a Cuban 

scholar in his article in Nuestra America as a mean for 

―reinventing the new common culture‖ (Transculturalism) 

against the background of his commentary on Cuban 

history. Transculturalism stresses on the ideas of 

acceptation, adaptation and evolution of a unique space 

out of the multitudinal number of cultures present. It 

concedes the rough or scattered interspersing of 

differences and sameness in the society.  

 ―It allows human individual groups to adopt and adapt 

new discourses, values, ideas and knowledge systems. It 

acknowledges that culture is always in a state of flux and 

always seeking new terrains of knowing and being. 

Transculturalism is the mobilization of the definition of 

culture through the expression and deployment of new 

forms of cultural politics.‖ (Transculturalism)  

 The setting of the story is in the USA which is 

considered as one of the most highly developed and 

sophisticated nations of the world. America has a unique 

feature of having imported in all its existing culture except 

for that of the First Nations'. The main characters in the 

fiction who undergo the aforementioned problems are the 

immigrants just like any other American root citizen's family 

is. But the problem with these immigrants is that almost all 

of them hail from a post colonial state of colour. Most of 

these diasporic characters in the novel are first generation 

immigrant settlers. Rushdie by speaking about immigrants 

of many other nations like Japan, Italy and China in 

America asserts that he is not just focusing his attention on 

the Indian Diaspora alone.  

 

Transculturation 

 All the immigrants undergo this process of 

transculturation to identify themselves with the majority. 

Transculturation is a term used by Mary Louise Pratt in her 

book Imperial Eyes: Travel, writing and Transcultaration to 

describe ―how subordinate or marginal groups select and 

invent from materials transmitted to them by a dominant or 

metropolitan culture.‖ ( Hawthorn 366) Homi. K. Baba calls 

a similar phenomenon of imitation as ―Mimicry‖ in his 

discussion about post colonial identity crisis.  

 Transculturation for instance, in the novel while 

speaking about different pen names he takes up to write 

his novels Brother says  

―yes, the name on the books veiled his ethnic 

identity, just as Freddie Mercury veiled the Parsi 

Indian singer Farting Bursars. This was not 

because the Queen front man was ashamed of his 

race but because he did not want to be prejudged, 

did not want to be ghetoed inside an ethnic-music 

pigeonhole surrounded by the bars of white 

attitudes. Brother felt the same way. ‖ (Rushdie 25) 

 This renunciation of one's name and renaming is an 

act of deliberation caused by fear of judgement. Another 

moment is during the introduction of the protagonist of the 

novel within the novel Mr. Ismail Smile a sales executive, 

the unusual surname says Rushdie is an ‗Americanised 

version‘ of Ismail thus he is also addressed as ‗Smile 

Smile‘ and he never complains this distortion of his name. 

This highlights the diasporic acceptance of the morphed 

identity or whatever is exerted over them even if it affects 

their identity.  

 These instances of ruined identity in them create 

Identity Crisis and hence they are forced to do anything 

that would reinforce their satisfaction of belonging to some 

place. Such instances are when Sam Duchamp visits his 

ex-wife's apartment, he describes the pathetic taste in art 

of her Japanese husband and thinks that to cover up the 

serious identity issues he has, he had hung all those art 

works on his wall.  

―Stepfather had the grace to absent himself but all 

his passion were there, his expensive bad taste art, 

a lot of it contemporary Chinese for obvious 

reasons he had identity issues, brother thought and 

believed he could solve them by paying for this 
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crap from Beijing and hanging his framed identity in 

the walls.‖ (Rushdie 214) 

 Such signs or recurring images as that of these 

paintings and art works on walls would serve the purpose 

of reminding the uprooted souls that it is all right to be 

suffering in an alien land as there is always a land that is 

theirs that will be ready to receive them whenever they go 

back and accept them in all their true nature.  

 Similarly when Duchamp's son Quix97 broils about 

his uprooted ethnicity he says that the phoney Indian 

diaspora was ―dying of thirst‖ (232) that they all went to 

attend anything Indian in their land for two weeks of their 

year to recharge their ‗Indianess‘ and when their tanks 

were full they flew back to ― being fakers for the other fifty 

week.‖ (232). He attacks them by calling them ―420‖ (232) 

which in Indian colloquial terms mean ‗fraudulent‘. 

 Despite investing all these excruciating efforts into 

livelihood there they all face every possible act of 

humiliations, mortifications, threats and violence a human 

being can endure. The nation's document level principles 

of national multicultural spirit acceptance or equality did 

not pay them off anywhere.  

 When Quichotte and Sancho start their quest they 

rest in Lake Capote after crossing the first valley. A crowd 

headed by an American lady taunt, insults and violently 

assaults them. Asking for them to leave the country and 

not fool the Americans by acting as one of them discarding 

their beards and turbans. They question even Sancho 

impolitely not even being considerate of his young age. 

They accuse them of being terrorists and are removed 

from that ―destination for visitors‖ as they found their 

identity potentially harmful.  

 Other incidents of similitude takes place when they go 

to a local bar and to dine at a diner. There manager Billy 

appears to say  

"you two folks are out of here in sixty seconds or 

less, otherwise one of these fine folks around you 

might remove one of those guns of theirs from their 

holsters and utilise it, and the consequences would 

be bad for my decor //… I'll have no talk of 

communism and Islam under my roof...you're lucky 

I don't shoot you myself" (142-143) 

 As they move from their table every American in the 

diner stars shouting and on says ―get out of my country 

and go back to your broke bigoted America-hating desert 

shitholes. We are gonna nuke you all. "(143) Sancho after 

all such incidents begins to constantly question Daddy Q 

whether they truly belong to that country. 

 This hatred and violence is tagged along throughout 

their journey and they are constantly questioned of their 

purpose. During one such upheaval at a bar, a Indian man 

is shot to death by an American patriot. Sancho who is 

deeply disturbed by this incident goes to his house in 

Beautiful to talk to his family. One if the family members 

say that ―we are all affected. People said to my father don't 

let your daughter work in America anymore, send her 

home‖ (Rushdie 149) and she constantly is terrified about 

the feeling of ‗unsafety.‘ 

 After they reach the New York Sancho again gets 

beaten up by a similar crowd of patriots. Calling him a 

terrorist, who is planning another plot like that of the twin 

tower bombing. Even though there is movement 

throughout the story, there is no movement of escape from 

the broiling hatred of Americans Quichotte ever is able to 

find a solution. Yet he transcends it when he meets Salma 

the impossible love goal of his life. To escape everything in 

the apocalyptic world, they embark on another journey, a 

journey towards the unknown in the final chapter. They 

take in their opoids prepare themselves for the better 

during which a dramatic portal designed by Evel Cent the 

corporate techno mastodon opens to take them to another 

world as this world has neared its final collapse both ― 

moral and spiritual.‖  

 The so called multicultural and technologically 

advanced countries like America that is very high in 

literacy rate and economic status have failed to reach the 

goals of their projected multiculturalism. This is the crucial 

point where the scope of Transcultural spaces arises.  

 Transcultural spaces allow ―self-reflexive discourses‖ 

among its inhabitants. These spaces embrace the modern 

heterogeneity and advices ―not belonging‖ or standing 

outside the culture as the only solution. While Multicultural 

spaces are nothing but Schizophrenia coming alive, 

Transcultural transcendence into nothingness can be 

conceived as the antidote for the fragmentation caused by 

Cultural Schizophrenia. 

 Thus by analysing Quichotte as a book that mirrors 

contemporary failure of human beings to accept the 
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plurality of other human beings helps us to revaluate the 

governmental and social policies and philosophies we 

have imbibed and to consider into accepting the 

transcultural mindset to bring about harmony and peace in 

the world of inevitable multiplicity. This process can be 

catalysed by absorbing the tenets of Transcultaralism that 

encourages development of culturally sensitive consensus 

in everyone.  
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Abstract  

 Trans and cross cultural study examines the effects of cultural on imagery generation and attitudes towards their own culture and 
tradition which they follow against other. Both the Trans culture and cross culture were seems not only in the people who were 
influenced and changed themselves from one culture to other culture by the way of dressing and physical appearances and also by their 
thoughts and thinking, some were enriching their lifestyle by following trans and cross culture and some were totally confused by them. 
Even I can the effect on their persuasions itself. Through their presentation, they simply use an argument with the readers also. So that 
the effect of the cross and transcultural ideas in people‟s mind and also it reflec through their thoughts and knowledge by the way they 
show off themselves. 
Keywords: Attitudes, thinking, imaginary, generation, persuasion, appearance. 

 

 Transculture is nothing but extending through all 

human culture who involving, encompassing and 

combining elements of more than one culture which is 

utterly transformes one culture to another culture. But 

cross culture is relating to different cultures or comparison 

between them. Cross culture is a concept that recognizes 

the differences among people of different nations and 

backgrounds. In my discussions both the authors, 

Jhumpha Lahiri and Chundamani has expressed some of 

the elements which followed both transculture and cross 

culture in their short stories. And my research is all about 

that cultural changes and involvement are not only they 

followed but also in their behaviours and minds. 

 In the short story ‗Herself‘ which is written by 

Chundamani in Tamil by the topic of Senthiru Aahivitaal. 

Shows that the person could not change only by their 

physical appearance and their clothing of course, when 

then transferred from one country to another, knowing or 

experiencing one cultural to another; but also their inner 

thoughts and knowledge by having friends with them, by 

reading and improving themselves and transforming to 

their new identity. In this short story when Nitya planned to 

relax herself with her parents in their native village, who 

would pamper her and take care of her three year old boy 

Suresh by their responsibility. For a while she herself 

become ―herself‖ like that she believed. But here her 

mother Senthiru would have changed by her inner thought 

and experience while Nitya waiting for her special coffee, 

Senthiru showing her the kitchen to make breakfast by 

herself and left. 

 For Nitya, her mother herself looks like a stranger for 

a while because Senthiru herself doing some outside 

works and try to create her own identity. So she had 

friendship with Mrs. Devamani Velayudam one of the 

members of Gramasevika, by helping others and taking 

some tailoring classes for many make her happy and helps 

her to become herself. She became a mother who would 

have sacrifices herself and her whole world for her family 

life and children. She sees her happiness in her children‘s 

smile. But ne Senthiru become an empower woman and 

living as an example for many other woman in her village. 

In that we can understand that Senthiru has been living 

cross-cultural life by being an woman who lives her life in 

village base as well as in city base. Sometimes she would 

behave like a typical modern woman by her behaviour but 

not by the clothes she wore. 

 Likewise in Lahiri‘s short story Mr. &Mrs. Dass from 

Interpreter of Maladies we can see the transcultural effect 
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by the way they are. The Das family is in India on vacation, 

during them Mr. and Mrs. Das are arguing about who 

should take their daughter. Tina to the bathroom and Mrs. 

Das ultimately takes her. Mr. Das would not stop his elder 

son Ronny, even when he said he want to give the goat a 

piece of gum. Mr. Das tells his younger son Bobby to go 

and look after Ronny,, when he refuses Mr. Das does 

nothing to enforce his orders. Meanwhile Mrs. Das also 

would not notice her daughter, Tina playing with the lock at 

the back door in the car. But she sits besides her daughter 

and eatig the snacks without offer anything to anybody. 

These all are seems like Mr. &Mrs. Das were simply iblings 

to their children than parents, which shows their 

transformation of culture through their behaviour itself. 

 Then Mrs. Das stays in the car, while other were 

going to take the picture of the monkey nearby, Mr. Kapasi 

was the only person who was with her in the car, so Mrs. 

Das confesses to him that her younger son Bobby is not 

her husband‘s son but the product of an affair she had 

eight years ago. She had an affair with her husband‘s 

friend who came to visit her while she was alone and she 

has never told anyone about it but to Mr. Kapasi, because 

he is an interpreter of maladies so that she believes he can 

help her. Though Mr. Kapasi has some cruch on her, the 

moment she confesses her affair to him, it begins to 

evaporate. Mrs. Das reveals that she no lomger loves her 

husband, whom she has known since she was a young 

girl, and that she shows destructive impulses towards her 

children and life. She asks Mr. Kapasi to suggest some 

remedy for her pain. He simply insulted her. 

 Meanwhile, Mr. Das and his children were playing 

with the monkeys. Bobby found to be missed. They found 

him surrounded by some monkeys and they are hitting him 

on his legs. That time also Mrs. Das asked Mr. Kapasi to 

help him but not her husband who was clicking pictures 

accidentally in his nervousness. So she screams for the 

help to do something to Mr. Kapasi. It clearly shows that 

Mrs. Das and Mr. kapasi have some mental connections. 

So my paper is all about the Trans and Cross cultural 

expressions not only through their culture and tradition but 

also in their minds and behaviour, and in the way they 

have enriched their life by following multi-culture and 

tradition, not only through their clothing or food but 

knowledge and the way they experienced it thoroughly on 

both the sides. 
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Abstract 

 Religion is important, because it is an innermost part of many individual‟s uniqueness, one‟s belief is a intimidation to 

one‟s very being. It is a prime inspiration and motivation for ethno-religious nationalists. All religion has their accepted 

dogmas, or belief, that followers must accept without question. This can be lead to inflexibility and intolerance in the face 

of other beliefs. Religious nationalists produce extremist sentiment, they tend to view their religious traditions as so closely 

to tied their nation or their land that any threat to one of these is a threat to one‟s existence. Religion is not necessarily 

conflictual but, as with ethnicity or race, religion serves, as a way to distinguish one‟s self and one‟s group from other. The 

present paper is an attempt to delineate the socio-cultural and socio-religious as represented in Samanth Subramanian‟s 

book of stories from the Sri Lankan War, This Divided Island.  

Keywords: Violence, culture and religion, community, nationalism „majoritarianism,‟ Tamil Elam, discrimination. 

 
 Samanth Subramanian is a writer, journalist lives in 

India, he has written for numerous publications like The 

New York times, The New Yorker, The Guardian etc… 

This Divided Island is a book of stories from the Sri Lankan 

War. Samanth Subramanian draws out the stories of Sri 

Lanka today, exhausted, disturbed society still hot from the 

embrace of war. Through travels and conversations, he 

examines, ―how people reconcile themselves to violence, 

how religion, culture and state conspire, and how victory 

can be put to the task of reshaping memory and burying 

history, culture and religion‖. racial opposition 

 Therefore, Sri Lanka is an Island divided by two 

ethnic groups, the Sinhalese and the Tamils, and its two 

dominant religions, Buddhism and Hinduism. In Sri Lanka 

seven out of ten Sri Lankan are Buddhist and even though 

Christianity, Hinduism and Islam are all present vibrant. 

There is Sinhalese-speaking Buddhists, the country‘s 

majority, the Christians who speak both Tamil and 

Sinhalese and Tamil-speaking Muslims, who are 

considered neither Tamils nor Sinhalese by the Sinhalese. 

 In Sri Lanka, ethnic divisions are drawn not in sand 

but in slush. The Sinhalese say of themselves that they are 

descended from Aryans from north India; the Tamils are 

Dravidians from south India. The racial opposition is more 

imagined than real. Both the communities have lived on 

the island for over twenty centuries, they have spent that 

time not only feuding but also intermarrying. Legend 

informs that, 2500 years ago, even the progenitor of the 

Sinhalese race imported a Tamil princess to be his wife. 

Much as Sinhalese or Tamil nationalists wish to believe, 

otherwise, Sri Lanka is a country of commingled blood. 

 The Island‘s Muslims, less than 10 percent of the 

population, also trace their ancestry back to diverse 

sources; Arab traders who began to arrive in the 8th 

century, their Sinhalese wives who converted to Islam. 

Moors, who mostly speak Tamil and who make up nearly 

all of Sri Lanka‘s Muslims, and the Malays. When linguistic 

tensions began to grow, the Tamil-speaking Muslims kept 

low profile; in broad terms, the Muslims community formed 

Sri Lanka‘s third largest ethnic group, it behaved as such, 

insecure and fearful, attempting to soothe the Sinhalese 
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majority but also to maintain its ties with the Tamils. 

Meanwhile, the Muslims community tended to reject the 

countervailing notion of a traditional Tamil homeland in the 

North East region. Growing cooperation between the 

security forces and Muslim home guards led to LTTE 

attacks on Muslims village in the east, armed counter 

attacks on Tamil communities in the south east and to the 

eviction of 55,000 Muslims from the North in 1990 most of 

them remain displaced today. 

 The Sri Lankan state considers itself officially and 

unabashedly ‗Buddhist‘. Civil war had taken place for over 

30 years between Sri Lankan majority Sinhalese and Tamil 

Tigers a militant group that emerged from the Tamil 

minority, which is overwhelmingly Hindu and makes up 

about fifteen percent of the country.. The problem with the 

Tigers was they fought their war based on language, the 

narrator says that ―The Tamils made a mistake that, 

language is not a unifying enough force to fight.‖ 

 Colombo streets were mostly silent and shiny 

modern. Colombo named for its harbor, the cultural force 

deeply imprinted in Sri Lanka on the wings of neither 

commerce nor colonialism. Siddhartha Gautama came to 

Sri Lanka for the first time, and chose the place to spread 

Buddhism in Sri Lanka, he told his disciple ―My faith will be 

established in Lanka‖. Buddha is everywhere in Colombo. 

The Sinhalese think of their Buddhism as muscular, their 

religious faith seeded and nourished in Sri Lanka. In 2009 

after winning the war ―the Buddhist aggression had fused 

with military triumphalism‖. After defeating Tamil Tigers the 

new Buddhist shrines were build up by abolishing the 

Hindu temples. Tamil boards and templates changed Tamil 

language to Sinhalese language. It shows the Sinhalese 

aggression and cruelty to abolish the Tamil identity through 

their roots.  

 Jaffna, the Tamil dominated region in the north of Sri 

Lanka was heavily contested during the war. The land 

devastated for over two decades, Jaffna is apprehensive 

about living in the present. War and stability infected the 

DNA of the city so severely that it doesn‘t seem prudent for 

the people to imagine justice or peace. The capital of 

Tiger-held territory was Kilinochi, but Jaffna was the 

Tiger‘s spiritual fount, the town would have been the 

capital of an independent Eelam. But now the Jaffna‘s 

houses were empty, they looked like strange outgrowths of 

stone rather than disintegrated structures, the houses 

might have inspired melancholy. 

 The civil War has started in the year 1983. After 

getting independence, The Sinhalese Act passed, Tamil 

plantation workers were stripped off the right to vote, the 

parliament declared Sinhalese to be the sole official 

language of Sri Lanka, the Universities started to demand 

higher admission marks of Tamil students than Sinhalese 

and also working in the civil service. A ‗standardization‘ 

policy was modified Tamils outright discrimination. The 

Language issue in many ways brought the Sinhalese-

Tamil conflict into the forefront of Sri Lankan politics. 

Tamils grow 20 percent of the population; they formed 50 

percent of student‘s body in Sri Lanka‘s medical colleges 

and engineering colleges. If a Tamil civilian want to enter 

in civil service they have to be fluent in Sinhalese 

otherwise they throw out from the job. In terms of the 

dominant stand of Sinhalese nationalism, the Sinhalese 

language along with the Buddhist religion necessarily had 

to occupy the pre-eminent position in society. 

 A Tamil Former director of medical service said, ―The 

people who refused to learn Sinhalese were just penalizing 

themselves‖. By the reply Tamil started to demand for 

‗Independent state of Tamil Eelam‘. This was the major 

issue which evoked the Sinhalese to fight against Tamils. 

Tamil‘s started a group called ‗Liberation Tigers of Tamil 

Eelam‘ to fight against the Sinhalese army, the war 

prolonged for more than 30 years. The Tamil‘s had been 

tortured and horribly persecuted by the Sinhalese army. 

Thousands of Sri Lankan Tamil civilians were killed caught 

in the crossfire during the war. The ordinary Tamils who 

suffered the most from the Government‘s destructive 

attack and the Tigers treated them as human shields. The 

Sri Lankan military and police forces rape and sexually 

abuse ethnic Tamils, even men and children faced other 

forms tortures and ill treatments, massacre of students in 

schools. The Army committed many intolerable crimes of 

violence. 

 Many people had lost their houses and they were left 

as refugees, scarcity of water, food in everywhere around 

the Tamil land. Tamil families in their Tiger controlled 

areas were forced to contribute one of their offspring to the 

movement. The Tigers recruited boys and girls turned 

them into ill combatants and hurried them to their deaths. 
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They treated like an animal by the Sri Lankan army, every 

second they have to face the consequences by the army 

and also by the Tamil soldiers. Women, children were 

brutally attacked by the bomb shells, and gun fires. In all 

that shelling Sinhalese were trying out to wipe out the next 

generation of Tamils. Tamil‘s had been alienated in their 

own land. 

 In 2009 after 26 years of conflict, there is no proper 

evidence for how many civilians died and how they were 

killed, the United Nation has estimated that more than 

100,000 people died in the war, 40,000 civilians had been 

killed by the army‘s push to wipe out the tigers at the end 

of the war. The north and eastern areas were occupied by 

the Tamils and the south side Colombo is the head 

quarters of Sinhalese. After the war the Sinhalese 

Government was repopulating the north and east by 

moving thousands of Sinhalese people from the south. The 

people of Colombo never felt guilty about their activities, 

they proud to abolish the anti-nationalist people. 

 In 2011, after the end of the war, the narrator went Sri 

Lanka and visited the Tamil area; the areas were strictly 

prohibited for the outsiders even the Tamil‘s couldn‘t enter 

without the authenticated identity cards. The Tamil lands 

were invigilated by the Sinhalese Armies. Still the land 

occupied by the Sinhalese rather than the Tamils, the 

Tamil areas changed its identity. Still the people couldn‘t 

recover from the influence of the war in some areas the 

people hope for their family members will come back to 

their homes but they already dead. 

 There is a meeting conducted by the Sinhala police 

officers in a Tamil area. The police officers spoken in a 

higher tone but the Tamil translator summoned up by the 

officer. The gesture of the translator‘s presence was the 

gesture of the country that had just ended a war born out 

of linguistic grudges. ―The people of Colombo never felt 

guilty about their activities; they seemed to live within 

hedonism‖. 

 By his war the narrator saw the photographs of the Sri 

Lankan president, it has slogan in Sinhalese: This is the 

Kingdom of Gautama Buddha. New road side shrines of 

the Buddha were emerging all over the city, loudspeakers 

broadcast Buddhist clans. Inside one of the shrines, a 

fresco showed the Buddha seated in the middle of a forest 

and keeping an animal, through his sheer Buddha, a host 

of confused, dark skinned savages. The savages were 

Tamils, it was quiet clear the Buddha personification of 

love and kindness, had found people to hate. In 2010 there 

are some 2,600 Buddha statues has been erected. There 

is some small auxiliary shrines were dedicated to Hindu 

deities. There is a pillar quoted as ‗Joyful is the birth of 

Buddha‘. 

 ―The war ingested whole, bent everything to its 

service: religion, politics, history and geography, fact and 

mythology‖. Sri Lankan history has always portrayed the 

country‘s Tamils as foreigners. Mahinda Rajabaksha the 

president of Sri Lanka planted a flag during Buddhist 

festival it shows the religious insistence of power and he 

saved Buddhism by winning the war. It was also a loud 

signal of ‗majoritarianism‘. There is a racist tendency, even 

now, that is the characteristics of the major community. 

Religious revivalism is powerful in that it can provide a 

sense of pride and purpose, but in Sri Lanka it has 

produced ―a strong form of illiberal nationalism that has led 

to intolerance and discrimination.‖ 
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  ‗Culture encompasses religion, food, what we wear, 

how we wear it, our language, marriage, music, what we 

believe is right or wrong, how we sit at the table, how we 

greet visitors, how we behave with loved ones, and a 

million other things‘ said Cristiana De Rossi,an 

Anthropologist. 

 Cultural Relativism: The principle of cultural relativism 

was popularized after World War II and it is the idea that a 

person‘s believes, values, and practices should be 

understood based on that person‘s own culture, rather 

than be judge d against the criteria of another. 

 Ethnocentrism: It is used to describe the act of 

judging another culture and believing that the values and 

standards of one‘s own culture as superior – especially 

with regard to language, behavior, customs and religion. 

 ChitraBanerjee Divakarani is an Indian-American 

Author, her notable novel ‗The Mistress of Spices‟ hold 

myriad of multicultural characters in it, through which you 

could analysethe difference between Cultural Relativism 

and Ethnocentrism. 

 The protagonistof this novel Tiloacts as a cultural 

relativist who triesto compromise the ethnocentric ideas in 

the minds of the other characters in this novel. Tilo runs a 

spice store and she is the mistress of spices who tries to 

solve the problems of others. She herself was bound with 

curtain rules like, A Mistress were not allowed to leave the 

store, she should always cconsider the welfare of others 

not hers, she should not allow anyone to touch her skin, 

she wasnot allowed to look into the mirror, they would 

loose their original skin and take the appearance of an old 

lady, so that it would reduce temptation. Tilo‘s customers 

arethe people from different cultural background. Even 

though Tilo was bound with a web of rules, she asserts 

herself by breaking the traditional and customary rules one 

by one which was once loved, worshipped and followed. 

 "No hint of shaking in my voice.My heart is filled with 

passion for spices, my ears with the music of our dance 

together .My blood with our shared power: ―I need no pitiful 

mortal man to love."(43)"But the spices are my love."As a 

cultural relativist, Tilo tries to subside the chaos that tries 

to conquer Geeta‘s household and she herself breaks the 

rules that her First Mother made her aware of. Tilo is 

aware of the consequences of breaking the rules, but she 

dares to come out of the ties of Ethnocentrism and asserts 

herself as a Cultural Relativist .A cultural relativistuses 

different lens to view the culture bound society. There is an 

immeasurable distance between Cultural Relativism and 

ethnocentrism--the former could tolerate the differences in 

the other cultures which the later could not. In this novel, 

‗The Mistress of Spices‘, ChitraBanerjeeDivakaruni had 

carefully sketched her characters with different cultural 

backgrounds leaving it to the audience to judge the rest. 

 Tilo, the Mistress of Spices had various customers 

with different cultural backgrounds in her spice store which 

is situated in Oakland, California. Among the other places 

Tilo chooses Oakland for herself and she was sent there in 

order to help the needy with the power of spices. 

 Jaggit, this blooming bud was held tight by the 

American society not letting it to bloom. Unlike the other 

American kids he wore a green turban which the ‗kids at 

school made fun of‘. Jaggit, a Punjabi were pushed into 

shame for not knowing Englih.Havingsettled in America, 

this kid is found to be struggling much in adjusting with the 

new culture. He was called all kind of names ,he was 

tortured both physically and mentally that he does not want 

to go to school at all, later, he lets it go;feeling inferior to 

himself,the minority bows down to the majority and goes 
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voiceless. Every child that was born is forcibly thrust with 

one culture or other so that it holds some discipline. But, 

here the clash between the kids due to the difference in 

community or culture can break your heart. Kids were 

infected(or falsely injected) in the very beginning of their 

lives! 

 The protagonist, Tilo was quite satisfied with her attire 

within her store, she was given a normal ivory colored 

cloth which would be less attractive and would spare her 

from temptations, but when she tries to step out of the 

store in order to help Geeta to patch up with her lovable 

family, she tries to dress up and make herself acceptable 

to the American society: ― ―But now I must attire myself for 

America.‖ (127) 

 The Ethnocentric idea which is prevailing in the 

society does not welcome a differently clothed social 

animal to roam around in peace.Like the other factors 

cosmetics too play a vital role in segregatingculture. A rose 

never accuses a jasmine for not having a silky velvet skin 

like hers, and the sweet smelling jasmine neither laments 

it. Everything is unique and obviously perfect in its 

creation. Wearing make up in one society speaks about 

your status;Theotherstrongly believes it to be a 

qualification for the woman of loose morals. 

 ―That Geeta, how much make-up she is using all the 

time, uff, in my days only the Englishmen and prostitutes 

are doing that, Good Indian girls are not ashamed of the 

face God is giving them, you cannot think what all she is 

taking with her won to work‖.(86) 

 A society prohibits/restricts woman from becoming the 

bread winner of the family and does not want the girl to 

work day and night like other men. A girl working with men 

would be considered a girl with loose morals and people 

would stop communicating with such families. But, in some 

other societies women equally toil hard and work like men 

all day and night. In most of the states in India, even today 

sending a girl to work at night is considered a matter of 

shame.following lines represents a typical Indian' s 

viewregarding the matter. 

 ―If a young girl should work late in the office with other 

men and come home after dark and sometimes in their car 

too? Cheechee, back in Jamshedpur they would have 

scared during on our faces for that, and who would marry 

her?‖ 

 Culture holds certain Traditional perspectives when it 

comes to describe a woman‘s duty in most of the Indian 

society, women stay at the kitchen cooking and here are 

some lines from the novel.. 

 ―Can you see me with a veil over my head sitting in a 

sweaty kitchen all day, a bunch of house keys tied to the 

end of my sari, Ramu says come on Geeta, and it‘s not 

going to be like that. But I say what‘s wrong with that, Miss 

high nose, your Grandmother, God keep her soul at his 

lotus feet, did that all her life she says, no disrespect, 

gramps, it just isn‘t for me‖, (88) 

 The above passage does not suit to a girl who was 

born and brought up in a surrounding and country like 

America. Though the girl holds Indian ancestry, her culture 

would be a mixed flavor of American and Indian as well. 

 When people try to describe a traditional woman, they 

will never skip ‗long hair‘ from their list that suits a 

traditional woman, one society stressesupon the 

importance of long growth of hair, while the other Cares it 

not: ―Geeta what did you do, your hair is the essence of 

your womanhood.‖ (86) 

 American society maintained certain mannerism and 

among them,the American women were very fond of 

curlesin their hair. Here is a character Celestina, Raven‘s 

mother had formed fake curls in order to make herself 

acceptable by the American society. It is Raven, her son 

that finds the fact that the curls weren‘t natural, even her 

husband failed to notice it. Raven says it as ―….her hair 

wasn‘t naturally curly.‖ 

 In Multi-cultured country like India we have differently 

structured marriage system which differs among 

community, caste and even families for that matter,From 

the huge fruit called marriage,Chitrabanerjee wants her 

readers to taste a slice of it. So, she has added the flavor 

of Indian marriages in this novel wherever 

required/possible. One among the so-called curse of 

marriage is dowry, which the bridegrooms are fond of, and 

for which the bride‘s father pours out his lost drop of blood 

to make his daughter live a peaceful life. The agony in the 

birthmat wasn‘t much terrible than bearing a girl child. 

 In some communities, woman bearing a girl child will 

be free to stay at her place of birthforever;while the man 

would be in hot pursuit of a new bride who would make 

him a father of a baby boy.Tilo‘s parents were saddened 

on the birth of Tilo,as she was the second girl child in the 

family: ―What does she bring to the family except a dowry 

debt‖ (7). 

 Arranged marriages have historically been prominent 

in many cultures. But, this concept had declained 

substantially during 19th and 20th century. Following speaks 
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up the consequences in arranged marriage: ―Ah, how 

much money my poor father had spent because I was his 

eldest. And if I said no, my sisters would get a bad name 

too, everyone would say, o those headstrong cowdhary 

girls, better not to arrange a match with that family‖(100). 

 Lalita was deceived and was married to an elderly 

man named Ahuja, she was too young for him. Only 3 

days before marriage he came from abroad and the cat 

was let out of the bag. Even after knowing the fact, she 

couldn‘t react as she feared the culture bound society 

which would uproot the little saplings and her siblingsfuture 

would become a great question mark. So, she married 

him, as there was no other go; the invitations were 

distributed already and the relatives had arrived to 

setthings ready for the wedding ceremony. 

 The society which is fed up with ethnocentric 

ideologies, blindly follows the ancestral practices which 

resulted in the restless life for Lalita, Ahuja‘s wife 

andforGeetha'sfamily it resulted in cultural shockwhen 

Geetha spoke: ―Arranged marriages aren‘t for me either, 

when I marry I‘ll choose my own husband‖(88). 

 Geeta, she is the mixture of both American and Indian 

culture as Tilo says,―Geeta who is Indian and American all 

mixed together into a new melody‖(87). Children were 

brought up owing to their cultural mannerisms; 

ChitraBanerjee had provided examples for that too. While 

Raven is explaining about his cold behavior towards his 

mother, he says,―Coming from your Indian culture, you 

probably can‘t even imagine behaving this way toward 

your parents‖(212) 

 The other character in this novel Geeta, who had 

Indian ancestry, still born and brought up in America, 

struggles to make her roots in Americaas conflicts arise 

amidst her peaceful life. She was forced to leave the 

house for not accepting the marriage proposal that she 

received from her Grandfather‘s friend through her dad. 

Her Grandfather is quite upset because of this and he 

needs the help of Tilo in order to build up the shackled 

family. While Geeta‘sgrandfather is upset, he says: ―. . . 

that Sheela who brought up her girl too lax, never a slap 

even and see what has happened.‖(85) 

 ―Hundred times I told Ramu, this is no way to bring up 

children, girls specially, saying yes-yes every time they 

want something. Remember in India how all you brothers 

and sisters got one-two good beatings and after I never 

had troubles with you, did I love you less, no, but I knoe 

what was my father – duty. . . ‖ (87) 

 The choice of words in a language exhibits the 

cultural aspects of that particular language. Every 

language spares certain words not to be spoken in front of 

elders, parents or even in public. When Geeta reveals that 

she had choosen her life partner, her Grandfather who was 

full of ethnocentric ideas in his flesh and blood, reacts 

thus: ―Cheechee, no shame at all, making talk of love in 

front of her parents, in front of me, her Grandfather‖ (89) 

 Names bear cultural burden over them. As soon as 

Geeta spells out her man‘s name, her Grandfather 

expresses his dissatisfaction towards her as, ―Hai 

Bhagaban, I say she is marrying a white man‖ (89) 

 Raven‘s mother renames herself, hides her original 

identity in order to bury her cultural background in the deep 

darkness but unfortunately it was thrown to light.which was 

the cause of Ravens hatred towards his mother. The lines 

below can be takenas example to segregate the view of a 

cultural relativist and a man with ethnocentric ideas. It is 

the dialogue of Tilo: ―Geeta who is Indian and American all 

mixed together into a new melody, be forgiving of an old 

man who holds on to his past with all the strength in his 

failing hands‖ (87) 

 To conclude, there are myriad of multicultural 

characters in this novel, ‗The Mistress of Spices‘. Among 

all the multitudes of characters, Geeta‘s grandfather holds 

on to the cultural ethnocentrism and judges his 

granddaughter from the perspective of his own cultural 

point of view. Likewise, Tilo the protagonist of this novel 

holds on to cultural relativism, and views that all believes 

are equally valid and that truth itself in relative, depending 

in the situation, environment and individual. 
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 Indian literature is primarily enriched by Indian 

regional writers through their own mother tongue. Most of 

the writers‘ writings are not come to open light because of 

poor living conditions. Latter, such treasure house has 

been illuminated by translators into English and other 

regional languages. Fortunately, this translated work 

Ramachandra Behera‘s short story as ―The Passager‖ is 

done by Benudhar Champati. Behera portrays the sense of 

motherliness through an ordinary incident. Motherliness is 

an unique form which encompasses beyond geographical 

boundaries and its irrespective of cultures.  

 Ramachandra Behera is one of the renowned Odia 

writers known for his literary works. He is also a very 

popular radio dramatist. His writings are mainly focused on 

day-to-day man‘s survival issues. He is a teacher by 

profession and then entered into the literary field gradually. 

He has received many awards including Sahitya Academi 

for his literary contributions. 

 Nothing in this world is permanent but humane (here 

motherliness) is always stand apart. Behera describes a 

passenger‘s travel experience with co-passengers‘ 

pleasantries. The background of the story on a rainy day is 

also noteworthy for this episode. And how rainy hours 

disturb the mind set up of travellers psychologically. Indian 

culture is known for its human chain, human feelings, 

human conversations, human tenderness and particularly 

treatment of women and the sense of motherliness. All 

these things can be seen during the bus travel in India. 

Nirad C. Chaudhuri in his essay ―The Eternal Silence of 

These Infinite Crowd‖ aptly discusses about the culture of 

Indian travellers. ―In the buses of Delhi all of us make use 

of one another for bodily comfort‖ (81). The buses are 

humming with conversations on all sorts of topics, private 

and public. He calls the buses of Delhi ―a microcosm of our 

national life‖ (83).  

 In this short story, the protagonist, his wife and three 

children undertake a bus travel to his native village. He 

knows travel to his native place is almost an adventure. 

The travel consists of two parts. The first part is to catch 

the bus and find a place atleast to stand. The second part 

is a frightful two kilometers muddy track walk to his village. 

In addition, this time the journey is to be during rainy day. 

Though he is in dilemma to cancel his planned journey, he 

has already sent the message about his visit to his father 

through the letter. If the letter reached in time, his father 

will send person to receive them at the bus stop. 

Cancelling the trip at this stage is not possible.  

 Finally, the narrator and his family members proceed 

the journey towards the native village. In the crowded bus, 

his wife secures conductor‘s seat under the context of 

woman or mother of three children. The children have 

been adjusted as per Indian social order. Seats are not 

rigidly constructed; it has been sensibly or culturally 

adjusted by the co-passengers to accommodate the three 

children. Being a man (Indian culture - man is stronger 

sex), the protagonist is rightly acknowledged to stand and 

hold the bar for resuming his journey in the crowded bus 

towards his destination. The author artistically arranged 

the passengers as per Indian culture in this story.  

 Arati, the protagonist wife frequently mocks at him 

because of this kind of tedious journey and also his native 

village in a remote place. The protagonist mind is still 
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under the grip of fear ―how do we cross the two kilometres 

in dark and rain?‖ (123). The muddy track pierced through 

the densely thicket which is haunted by jackals and other 

beasts. In fact, he is familiar with his place and also an 

escort will come from the village as a torch bearer that 

gives some amount of confidence. But his social 

responsibility as a father to three children and husband to 

his wife troubles him unceasingly. The bus sails through 

the flooded road with its speed.  

 At this stage, a boy next to him moves restlessly 

which irritates him additionally. When he scolds the boy, 

the boy starts to sob and tears brims up in his eyes. 

Immediately, the co-passengers take the role of 

investigators. Through their persisting questions they 

detect that the boy‘s name is Jitu and missed his father in 

the crowded bus. Conductor knows that Jitu is left alone by 

his father. Conductor and other passenger call his father 

over and over again but there is no reply. Even though 

conductor and passengers are strangers in the bus 

journey, they show their love and sympathy over the boy. 

People pose different kinds of question to the boy. Are you 

pick-pocket? Who is your father? These continuous 

questions make him feel bad. He starts crying in the bus. 

They make an attempt to search his father in the crowded 

bus. But there is no sign of positive result. Ultimately they 

declare that the father may not be boarded in the bus 

because of the unruly crowd whereas the boy gained the 

space to enter into the bus because of sympathy from the 

crowd. Virtually, the boy has lost his father in the crowd, 

the people start to exchange the scope and prospect of the 

boy. One group of passenger treated him sympathetically 

and make further enquiry about the boy and his 

destination. The eight years old boy with feeble voice 

answered that he and his father Digambar Das has 

planned to go his uncle house. That is the maximum 

response they could detect. Some people seriously viewed 

him as a pickpocket. 

 The protagonist intervenes and declares that he can 

drop him at the right place. Now the co-passengers are 

relieved by this hospitality without proposing any 

thankfulness to the narrator‘s noble venture. Without 

knowing its consequences, the narrator quotes, ―It is 

nothing, Simply I cannot bear the distress of others. I 

cannot help sharing the sorrows and sufferings of my 

fellow beings.‖ (125) He further boasts his own adventures 

how he helps the people at the time of crisis or needs. The 

boy receives some kind of hope and clutches the narrator 

tightly. The stranded boy is now treated as foundling. The 

narrator blames the boy‘s father for his carelessness. He 

also feels proudly himself under the helm of charity how he 

saves the boy. He also chides the father who fails to keep 

eye on his children. The bus stops and they get down from 

the bus including the boy. 

 When the protagonist gets down from the bus the 

environment is chill and cool because, rain ceased few 

minutes before. He approaches the tea shop near the bus 

stop and asks about Gopal. The tea shop man replies that 

he is on leave due to fever. He further asks him anything 

he needs and then locks the shop. His wife is already in 

foul mood because of the unpleasant journey. Now they 

come to know that there is no one to escort the two 

kilometer muddy path to the village. She insists him to 

cancel the trip and try to catch the last bus to return to their 

home. The night is so dark because of the continuous 

down pouring. The narrator is additionally charged with the 

stranded boy. He tactfully puts the boy nearby shop and 

assures him that he will be back shortly.  

 Leaving the boy, the protagonist and his family move 

towards the direction of their village. The path way is 

muddy and slippery either side brimming with water. By the 

time, some people from his village came and receive them 

accordingly. Suddenly Arati shakes his shoulder and asks 

him about Jitu. In fact, her voice does not seem to be an 

order. It is sweet and soft and compassionate heart. The 

author touches the sense of motherliness through Arati. 

She is not boastful like our narrator. The narrator displays 

his charity in front of the assembled people. But he leaves 

the boy mercilessly during the night hours in front of a 

shop giving some false hope to the boy. Arati‘s motherly 

tone drives him towards the direction of the boy. There, 

Jitu is sleeping on a narrow bench and his face looking 

tired as well as calm. Even though he has been left alone 

in the night, he does not seem frighten.  

 Thus this story conveys the message that though the 

world is filled with so many hypocrites, still the sense of 

love coated with charity or motherliness or friendship is 

always there which gives a hope to live and love. Behera 

sketches an ordinary incident into a sentimental situation 
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i.e. motherliness. Arati reaction is spontaneous not like the 

narrator. She responds at the right moment. When the 

whole passengers display their charity, Arati sits silently. 

She feels that the boy is safe and feels that he will soon be 

placed safely. But once she gets down from the bus, her 

reaction is different. The night, the dark, the howling 

sounds of jackals give some kind of terror in her heart. 

Now only she feels the danger for the boy. Her sense of 

motherliness is rightly placed by the writer. 
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 Jhumpa Lahiri is an Indian American writer who gave 

birth to her fictions ―Unaccustomed Earth‖ and ―The 

Interpreter of Maladies‖ from the complexities of her own 

life. She was born in London to an Indian parent, who 

received citizenship but they never thought themselves as 

American. Lahiri being the second generation immigrants 

has grown up with two different cultures. Her parents, the 

first generation of immigrants were always isolated from 

mainstream American culture. 

 Lahiri tries to portray the double life and struggles that 

an Indian faces to live as an immigrant in America by 

balancing the two cultures in her works. People who 

migrate from India to other country experiences isolation 

due to culture clashes, they‘re forced to adapt to the new 

environment and culture which they never learned in 

homeland. 

 
Cultural Differences: Appearance and customs 

 The short story, ―Mrs.Sen‟s‖ illustrates the cross 

cultural struggle where the protagonist of the story was 

born and brought up in Calcutta and migrated to America 

after marriage. The depiction of the woman portrays the 

Indianness, ―….flaring brows and liquid flourishes that 

extended beyond the natural width of the lids. She wore a 

shimmering white sari patterned with orange paisleys.‖(61) 

On the other hand the appearance of Eliot‘s mother, who is 

an American, completely differs from Mrs.Sen, ―….in her 

cuffed, beige shorts and her rope-soled shoes, who looked 

odd. Her cropped hair, a shade similar to her shorts, 

seemed too lank and sensible, and….. her shaved knees 

and thighs too exposed.‖(61) Cultural clash begins with the 

description of the author, On a visit to Mrs.Sen‘s home, 

Eliot and his mother notices several pairs lined on the 

shelves of a small bookcase by the front door as ―Neither 

Mr nor Mrs.Sen wore shoes‖ inside the house, instead 

wore flip-flops. On contrast Eliot‘s mother doesn‘t have a 

habit of removing the shoes outside, ―She kept her knees 

pressed together, the high heels she never removed 

pressed into the pear-colored carpet.‖(64) Eliot‘s mother is 

a single mother, who hardly works in kitchen and reluctant 

in cooking food, on the other hand Eliot find it strange 

when Mrs.Sen gets ready with saree everyday only to 

spend her time in cooking. 

 
Comparison with Homeland 

 Throughout the story Mrs.Sen reminisces about her 

home and made comparison with the situation in America. 

The problems of cultural differences can be noticed 

through Mrs.Sen when her mind gets affected by the past 

memories in the homeland. Many things that Mrs.Sen does 

captured the attention of Eliot as it feels different from his 

point of you as he has never witnessed such activities from 

his mother. Once such occasion was he enjoyed watching 

Mrs.Sen as she chopped things in kitchen, she chop with 

―blade‖ rather than knife as used by Eliot‘s mother. Even a 

blade brings her attention to her native place how people 

would gather for big celebration with the blade, as every 

household has the blade, and chop fifty kilos of vegetables 

through the night. ―It is impossible to fall asleep those 

nights, listening to their chatter…..Here, in this place where 

Mr.Sen has brought me, I cannot sometimes sleep in so 

much silence.‖(63) With these words from the character, 

Jumba Lahiri exhibits the contrast situation one undergoes 

in the foreign land. 

 Mrs.Sen always has a doubt if anybody from the 

neighbourhood would turn up if she makes a scream, 

because the people in and around are busy with their own 

business and spends no time with each other. Eliot gives a 
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frank answer thinking about some situation he 

encountered in his past and comes to a conclusion that, 

―They might call you but they might complain that you were 

making too much noise.‖(63) The response to the same 

would be completely different in her homeland: 

 At home…Not everybody has a telephone. But just 

raise your voice a bit, or express grief or joy of any kind, 

and one whole neighbourhood and half of another has 

come to share the news, to help with arrangements.(63) 

 When she was in Calcutta, she had fish day and night 

which was easily accessible, complaints about the life in 

America where they don‘t get much fish though living close 

to the ocean. The obvious disparities between the two 

cultures is seen when it‘s found Mrs.Sen eat ―the tail, egg 

and even head‖(66) of the fish whereas the people here 

assumes such part of the fish are inedible, when Mrs.Sen 

asked to leave the heads on, shopkeeper asks, ―You got 

cats at home?‖ ―No cats. Only a husband.‖(68) 

 
Psychological Struggles 

 Jumba Lahiri not only depicts the life of immigrants 

with cultural clash but also how an immigrant individual is 

psychologically affected. Mrs.Sen being in different place 

from the home, she already needs to face the cultural 

difference and learn to bled with the different customs, 

apart from such tasks she was forced to face emotional 

conflict that affects her for being far away from home. 

Mrs.Sen feels a sense of happiness when she got to know 

her sister is blessed with baby girl but detects heavy heart 

when she realised it will be too late when she goes back to 

home to visit the child as aunt, by the time the baby would 

not recognise her. ―If we sit side by side on a train she will 

not know my face.‖(66) 

 Mrs.Sen was struggling to cope up with the new 

surroundings, made her to feel isolated without her friends 

and family. The only tool to make herself feel like existing 

in home is playing the old cassette of people talking in her 

language, her previous laughter, songs, so on and so forth. 

―The price of goat rose two rupees. The mangoes at the 

market are not very sweet. College Street is 

flooded……These are things that happened the day I left 

India.‖(69) She received a letter saying her grandfather 

passed away that disturbed her daily routine. Eliot notes 

Mrs.Sen‘s prominent psychological effect, ―…….Mrs.Sen 

paced the apartment, staring at the plastic-covered 

lampshades as if noticing them for the first time. He didn‘t 

tell her she switched on the television but never watched it, 

or that she made herself tea but let it grow cold on the 

coffee table.‖(68) 

 The Indians set their foot at foreign land to make their 

life better and make American dream life. Mrs. Sen‘s 

conservative family believe that she live a grand lifestyle 

because she is abroad but only the woman herself know 

the pain she is undergoing. Every time they asks for 

pictures of new life, there comes a struggle to hide from 

them that she lives an ordinary life as she don‘t want to 

destroy their expectations, ―They think I live the life of a 

queen, Eliot….They think I press buttons and the house is 

clean. They think I live in a palace.‖(67) Even a beach 

reminds her of her home town, ―Mrs. Sen pointed to the 

water, and said that at a certain moment, each wave 

resembled a sari drying on a clothesline.‖(69) 

 
Adaptation of New Culture: Results in Disappointment 

 The difficulties faced by Indian wife in foreign land 

with alien culture are portrayed by Jumba Lahiri through 

Mrs.Sen, who tried to adapt the cultures and customs of 

America. Most of all, Eliot‘s mother was worried that 

Mrs.Sen don‘t know to drive which was a usual habit that 

every citizen of America practices. It‘s not an Indian 

custom for every woman to learn driving that is shown in 

Mr.Sen‘s reply ―….At home, you know, we have a 

driver.‖(61) Mr.Sen assured Eliot‘s mother that his wife 

would learn driving, ―By my estimate Mrs. Sen should have 

her driver‘s license by December.‖(61) Mr.Sen tries more 

to mould her wife to the culture by making her drive. 

Mrs.Sen practiced driving for twenty minutes every day by 

having Eliot along her side, the reality is that she was 

scared to drive alone. She feared to drive that Eliot feel the 

car moves very slowly on his comparison to his mother. 

When he sat beside his mother, the road and the traffic 

was the same as with Mrs.Sen, but it makes him scary and 

different to be seated beside Mrs.Sen. 

 She was continuously distracted. She stopped the car 

without warning to listen to something on the radio, or to 

stare at something, anything, in the road. If she passed a 

person, she waved. If she saw a bird twenty feet in front of 
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her, she beeped the horn with her index finger and waited 

for it to flyaway.(65) 

 The dependence on husband grew high that she 

started to rely on him for even buying fish, ―…. ask if there 

was any whole fish available. She would call Mr.Sen at the 

university. A few minutes later Mr.Sen would arrive‖(67) 

She is completely a stranger to the world outside. She 

cannot drive or move outside all alone. The pressure 

increased slowly between the couple as she was not yet 

independent and this dependency disturbed Mr.Sen‘s 

office time. She was still sticking to Bengali‘s culture 

without adjusting to America‘s. Once the friction raises to 

its highest height, Mrs.Sen decided to take the car to buy 

fish inside city, where she had never drove before, ―The 

accident occurred quickly.‖(71) The accident led her to cry 

much hard and depart Eliot from her. Mrs.Sen miserably 

fails to adapt the other culture. 

 
Conclusion  

 The paper attempts to enlighten the cultural clash of 

an Indian in foreign land. The character in the short story, 

Mrs.Sen‟s faces the problem to adapt the other customs as 

their identity depends on their practised culture for years 

together. People reach out to America for better future but 

they could not accept the new circumstances and forced to 

live a life of loneliness and isolation.  
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Abstract 

 The paper focuses on a particular character named Dr. Mannet from Dickens‟s novel Tale of Two cities and elaborate how 
human psyche alters with changing cultural set up. The eternal struggle between mind and heart and subsequently the thoughts of the 
past that chase the present will also be discussed. The paper will replete how these constructed changes bring manifold changes in 
person‟s individuality and transform into a whole new being. The cross-cultural interpretation and deeper understanding of Dickens‟s 
style and diction in emancipating two different cultures will be the centrality of the paper. 
Keywords: Human psyche, past, present, cross-cultural. 
 

Introduction 

 Charles Dickens is one of the most predominant 

writers of the Victorian age. His contributions are treasured 

in the history of English literature. He produced realistic 

works that depicted social happening , the subjectivity that 

was current and relatable to the readers. His works are 

popular even today for the high and refined writing style 

and ideas. This particular novel is set at the backdrop of 

the French revolution that shook the world, abolishing the 

aristocracy for imposing high tax and barbaric treatment of 

laymen resulted to such situation. This paper will discuss 

in detail about Dr. Manette, father of Lucie Manette who 

was for long been imprisoned and suffers the aftermath of 

imprisonment facing social anxiety . It is also important to 

note the shift in scene between England and France and 

how Dickens expresses the minute things through his 

writing style and establish the nuances of cross-cultural 

relations. 

 
Recalled to life 

 As the very title of the novel suggests the relations of 

Two countries namely England and France and how they 

symbolize life in discourse. England has always been 

considered a place of harmony and peace and France 

which was at its height of chaos when this work was 

written. The outbreak of the french revolution which has it‘s 

far felched effect even today broke the norms of the 

government, demolished Aristocracy and inflected upon 

the upbringing of a layman. The remarkable beginning of 

the novel is one of Dickens‘s oft-quoted lines the usage of 

the contradictions highlights the obscurity that prevailed: 

 ―It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it 

was the age of wisdom, it was the age of foolishness, it 

was the epoch of belief, it was the epoch of incredulity, it 

was the season of Light, it was the season of Darkness, it 

was the spring of hope, it was the winter of despair, we 

had everything before us, we had nothing before us, we 

were all going direct to Heaven, we were all going direct 

the other way—in short, the period was so far like the 

present period, that some of its noisiest authorities insisted 

on its being received, for good or for evil, in the superlative 

degree of comparison only.‖ 

 The straight forward approach of the author insists on 

the need to hold the tempo of the two cultures right from 

the beginning. 

 In this paper, we shall chiefly elaborate and 

understand the character Dr. Manette who has lost his 

sanity due to long years of imprisonment. The novel begins 

with Mr. Lorry addressing Lucie Manette about her father 

whom she had thought to be dead. The pathetic state of a 

seventeen-year-old girl to meet her father after several 

years and finding why her father was buried alive was a 

pathetic depiction put forth by Dickens which had also 

been reality than when several people suffered the impact 

of imprisonment in large numbers. The environment is 

everything and every environment has it‘s own culturally 
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constructed ideologies. A person includes himself to the 

place where he belongs and unconsciously adapts himself 

to the situation that surrounds him. Dr. Mannette‘s 

imprisonment has caused him a lifetime emotional 

breakdown. 

 It is very important to note how the human psyche is 

deeply rooted in the culture they belong to. The cross-

cultural push is given to this particular character and the 

changes a learned man experience due to years of lock-up 

are our chief subject of discussion. The question remains 

what made him stay alive for all these eighteen years for 

his isolation has brought him nothing but desolation and 

self-pity. The prisoned mind made him mad and cobbling 

the shoes is all that he did day and night. He was 

monomaniacally driven towards this job and outwitted his 

long built medicine skills an integral part of his past. 

 Resurrection is another important theme of the novel 

the reconnection of Dr. Manette to his social space and 

interpolation of his identity. This is been possible only 

because of his daughter who brings him alive after several 

years of suppression. 

 Trans culturalism emerged as an area of study only 

after colonization in the oriental part of the world when 

there was a lot of migration amongst nations. However, 

this novel focuses on the period of the French revolution 

with its long-lasting influence in occidental society. The two 

places, England and France are different in several 

however the impact of human and culture are universal. Be 

it Manette or Moorthy both will be equally impacted. 

 The style of the author that holds a constant shift 

between two cultural setups and the distinct lifestyle they 

follow, indeed shows us how the restrains and constrain 

human beings are bound to. When Manette‘s character is 

looked from a postmodern perspective it might fall into the 

category of existentialist philosophy. Where a man strives 

for existence no matter what he is. He might also be 

considered as survival of fittest for though he is driven 

insane by it he overlooked the broader aspect of making a 

life without ending it. 

 Psychoanalytical criticism may also be implied to 

understand the changes his thoughts go through. The shift 

in cultural setup does indeed enthrall the grounds of the 

human psyche. This is the same that the doctor faces. 

 The concept of diaspora is also applicable in his case 

for in one instance of the novel he starts making shoes 

driven back to his memories which keeps haunting him 

now and then. We can see how though he was not happy 

in that state it became an intoxication that can never be 

foregone. There are several such characters produced in 

English literature like Manette who suffer the remains of 

the past. 

 Manette, however, is recalled to life and gets backs to 

his normality in short while. We cannot forego other 

characters Including Sydney Carton and Charles Darnay 

who also are impacted by the changes that prevailed then. 

It was Lucie Manette who acts as a golden thread soothing 

all the others who undergo the cultural shock. The 

subversion of individuality and multiplicity of what society 

contributes to our development is a subject of discussion 

even today. But it is at-most necessity to relate to cultural 

tangibility and sustain in it and also exhibit rationality 

towards the art of living no matter where we live, who we 

are or where we belong. 

 
Conclusion 

 The responsibility towards society is indeed the most 

essential aspect of human life. Several Dr. Manette is 

existing in the world who forgets their real self-due to 

various cultural changes. Change is constant but we must 

always make changes towards betterment and such 

changes will recall anyone to live. 
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Abstract 

 This paper attempts to delineate the socio-cultural view of the work „One Part Women‟ in which the protagonist undergoes trauma 
due to structuralization of cultural constrains. The paper explores the sexuality of women and affix the cultural transience through 
ancient and modern perspective. This paper highlights on how Modernity lies beneath formal cultural constructed mindset and hoe it 
has been blindfolded from our knowledgeability 

 

 ―The choice to read is always with readers. If you do 

not like a book throw it away. All writings unpalatable for 

one section of the society, cannot be labelled as obscene, 

vulgar, depraving, prurient and immoral.‖ says the author 

due to the fact that this book attracted opinions of 

blasphemy and defamation. Readers denied to accept the 

novel‘s depiction of ‗extramarital sex‘ insulted their custom 

and women of their caste, when these people decided to 

be INATTENTIONAL towards their cultural practices, I 

personally wanted to stop for a moment and experience 

Ponna‘s miserable negligence as a women. I 

UNINTENTIONALLY probe descry of Ponna‘s state. I want 

to elaborate her development as a character. This paper 

explores how she matures both mentally and physically in 

order to oblige, to fit into her societal constrains and how 

much it takes for a women to attain the state of 

acceptability. Sex is divine. But, how compressed it is for a 

women when she is objectified as a machine of 

procreation. 

 The purpose of my paper is to show that 

inattentionality of the advertisement of unconventional 

practices and unintentionality of Ponna‘s character 

subsequently are two opposite poles, but they stand in the 

same way to approve ―The Cross-cultural elements‖ that 

Perumal Murugan elaborated in One Part Women  
 

Unintensionality Verses Inattentionality 

 Perumal Murugan is a powerful Indian writer. He 

provided typical South Indian taste to the readers in his 

work One Part Women. One Part Women is the translated 

version of „Madhorubagan‟ which means half man and half 

woman. It is a mixture of cultural and social details as it 

pertains to southern side especially, which seems to be the 

picture of typical India. 

 Our author‘s work is built around Thiruchengodu 

district. Kali and Ponna are married for 12 years. Kali is 

someone who is bound to nature and Ponna is our nubile 

protagonist who was upset since she could not conceive 

child for 12 years. She became frustrated when her 

neighbors started tormenting her almost daily for not 

having one. 

 
Gender Performability 

 ‗Gender Performability‘ is a term used by Judith Butler 

states that, ―being born male or female does not determine 

behavior. Instead people learn to behave in particular ways 

to fit into society. The act of gender is just an act or 

performance‖ but people fail to understand this, instead 

they are too occupied with preconceived notions. In 

general, we have various socio differentiations that 

characterizes every human society. Men had the role of 

breadwinning while women had the role of reproduction of 

heirs and making home. Her honor and credibility 

depended on her procreative quality. ―People construct 

gender by performing it‖ says Judith Butler. Yes he 

sseems to be true in case of Ponna we see her attain 

INCOMPLETE as a women with a deviant identity. The 
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situation of our protagonist is the screencast of typical 

childless women of India even in recent history. 

 Kali and Ponna avoided spending time with their 

parents in order to avoid the pressure of humiliating 

questions. Though kali continues to love and desire his 

wife, he wish he had a child so his reputations in the 

village would be restored. His friend Chellappan who dealt 

with cattles which did not yield a calf started to compare 

the calf with the state of Ponna to Kali, as an act of insult.  

 ―It is fate, mapillai‖ […] that is just how some cows 

are. No matter what you do, they never get pregnant. Just 

quietly change the cow. If you say yes, I can fetch you one 

right away.‖ (p.10)  

 This is a clear example of how Ponna was humiliated 

and hunted by people mainly by their pre-constructive 

mentality of fixed imbursement on hereditary regulations. 

The novel tries to delineate the picture of women 

deceased under cultural and traditional dictums. 

 On the other hand the ideologies attributed to women 

are extremely optimistic. All the traditional attitudes and 

rigid customs or just wilful denials of human rights still 

beset the masses of women. the concept was for the 

women but paradoxically the ways tp reach it creats a 

social tumult in the name of CULTURE i.e., the idea is 

broad but the ways to attain it is narrower. 

 The same work contains references of women with 

greater reverence. Kali‘s mother Marayi in particular is 

eulogized by our author for having raised Kali being a 

single parent, ―she had raised him single-handedly, 

working really hard – it was no mean feat forming four 

acres of land and tending the cattle all by herself.‖(p.91). 

Women of one sort being abased such as Ponna and 

women of the other sort such as Kali‘s mother who is free 

and independent , ―he let her be alone and free, just as 

she desired. She made her own food, and also went to 

work in other fields. He did not consider that a question of 

prestige. She wanted to make a little money of her own. 

What is wrong with that?‖ this duality in mental 

construction of cultural fanatics can be due to the fact that 

people become opaque to the idea where all these gender 

differences were conform through their experience of the 

social world. This state of opaqueness upon their their 

conscience can be stated as a phenomenon called 

―INATTENTINAL BLINDNESS‖ coined by Arien Mack and 

Irvin Rock in 1992. For example, if a man dressed as a 

Gorilla walks across a basketball court, turns to the 

audience, and waves his hands and then walks off she 

tells me that ― 70% - 80% of the people do not see the 

Gorilla. ―A good Magician uses the Inattentional 

Blindedness to his advantage. The Gorilla is staring at us, 

but we are so focused on something in common. 

 Inattententional blindness can be theorized with our 

protagonist‘s situation. The very idea of inheriting a child 

from foreign relation is a broad perception but the whole 

concept is blinded from reality of accepting it. The practice 

of inheriting child from alien element is a contemporary 

idea that is very much evident in today‘s world. The level of 

complexity in Ponna being sent to the chariot festival 

amidst of all traditional regulations, is not the same. The 

decision was accepted by her Mother, Mother-in-law and 

surprisingly her brother too 

 ―Karattaiyan and Devatha of Karattur have so many 

ways of helping people […] I have not attended the event 

of the eighteenth day. They wouldn‘t send me. You know 

why […] this year we need to send Ponna there and you 

must agree to this.‖ (pg.94,95) 

 Modernity glides in through the broad mental 

construction to permit Ponna to attend the festival in order 

to receive ‗The God Child‘. This festival incarnation is an 

oriental practice, nevertheless we have the same concept 

prevailing in today‘s world. Contemporary world can 

witness childless women approaching the fertility centers. 

Whereas, Ponna was ready to accept the child from 

unknown person. Isn‘t both a coherence ideology? Ponna 

clearly told Kali, ―If you want me to go for the sake of this 

wretched child, I will.‖ Women in today‘s world would have 

readily accepted the same from a fertility center through 

the help of technology only that is the difference nothing 

else. Therefore Ponna was no less to a women with 

modern mindset. TRANSCULTURALISM glides in when 

the oriental practice of chariot festival and occidental 

practice of fertility centers pave the way to same ideology 

and nothing else. Henceforth, the modern ideology 

persisted in people of Thiruchengodu during the chariot 

festival but also they were blind towards accepting it. This 

way I propose that people surrounding the protagonist 

were inattentionally blind towards the sense of modernity. 

Moreover blinded by the name of culture.  
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Conclusion 

 We cannot deny that the world is culturally intangible. 

This work acts as a melting point to justify tradition of a 

particular community that can reach any extent to behold a 

child which is considered as the primary duty of her by the 

‗so-called society‘. In ancient times women not having a 

child were considered a sin or as a curse. But in modern 

times, lack of child is mostly due to life style, changes or by 

choice. Because, the world recognized women and agree 

to related women to a higher reverence, that woman could 

do much more than just procreation. Women have reached 

immense heights already, she doesn‘t need a child to 

define her credibility anymore. Technology, medications 

and Fertility centers have always been a rescue to those 

whi were in desperate need of one, these methods were 

made possible because of scientific fields.  
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Abstract 

 Transculturalism has emerged as a wide field and effected its influence into the branches of literature. This paper will try and trace 
the influence of trans-culture in human life which gets reflected through literature along with exploring the outcome of this effect which is 
very much evident in this globalized world. A wider range of attribution is given to the cause of transculturalism which becomes a 
contributing factor to the assertion of one‟s identity in a structured society where each individual is connected to his pre-destined culture 
into which he is born. The literature on the whole traces how all these come together and fuse to become a major aspect in shaping the 
'place' of a person in this word. All these exploration can be found in Jhumpa Lahiri's short stories and I have chosen her story “Sexy” to 
layout the traces of transcultural.  
Keywords: Trans-culturalism, Globalisation of culture, Multi-dimensional language, Disparity of identity, Assimilation of Identity. 

 

Introduction 

 Nilanjana Sudeshna ―Jhumpa Lahiri‖, born in 1967, is 

an American author who is known for her short stories and 

novels. She published her first novel ―The Namesake‖ in 

2003. Her writing addresses the various issues of Indians 

who live in the United States; she brings out the fact that 

the mixing of culture ultimately leads to a mixed identity, 

inevitably. Her works pave the way to analyze the 

psychological set-up of American-Indians. Though she 

does not concentrate on weaving grandeur plots in her 

short-stories, the intricate details of the story exhibit the 

various layers of the minds of her protagonists, the 

American Indians. The simplicity in the language is 

opposite to the complex psychology of individuals, 

portrayed in her novels, who ultimately reflect the fusion of 

different cultures and languages. Lahiri received Pulitzer 

Prize for Fiction in 2000 for her short-story collection 

―Interpreter of Maladies‖. 

 

“Sexy” – A short-story, A Reflection of 

Transculturalism 

 Lahiri‘s short-story ―Sexy‖ portrays the protagonist, 

Miranda, an American who has fanciful attractions towards 

Indian culture and is twenty-two year independent woman 

living alone in an apartment, in the city of Boston. She 

works in a public radio station where she interacts only 

with an Indian co-worker, Laxmi. The narration opens with 

the conversation between Miranda and Laxmi where the 

latter details the former on the story of her cousin whose 

marriage has become disastrous because her husband 

started up an affair with a white young woman, whom he 

met in a flight from Delhi to Montreal, leaving behind his 

wife and son in US. This story on a long run, starts to affect 

Miranda as it reminds her of her similar affair with Dev and 

also partly because of Laxmi's constant talk of the mental 

turmoil that her cousin undergoes due to this suddenly 

sprouted affair. 

 Miranda meets Dev, an Indian who lives in the 

suburbs of Boston with his Indian wife, in a cosmetic shop 

and the two immediately get attracted to each other thus 

starting an affair. She is well aware that he is married, as 

he openly declares that he has purchased those cosmetics 

for his wife. Their relationship is further heightened by their 

sexual gratification and neither he nor she scrutinizes their 

idea but runs along with their emotions ( Miranda at least). 

They enjoy their newfound bond by going out to 

restaurants, movies, and parks and he stays every night at 

her apartment mainly owing to the absence of his wife. 

They visit a mapparium where he declares to her, ―You‘re 

sexy‖. This statement starts to linger in her mind as a 
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‗feeling' under her skin which further enthralls her to study 

the aspects of the culture to which Dev belongs to. The 

relationship, however, gets slow pace once Dev‘s wife 

returns. He finds an excuse, with his wife, that he goes to 

the city to jog along the river Charles on Sunday mornings. 

While actually, he comes to meet Miranda, and so he 

comes dressed up in sweatpants and sneakers instead of 

suits. She accepts this new change without many fuses 

while suiting herself as his ‗mistress' by purchasing 

attractive dresses accordingly. But Dev stops noticing this 

new effort of hers‘s which forces her to change too and she 

starts receiving him in jeans.  

 On a Saturday, Laxmi brings Rohin, her cousin's son, 

and asks Miranda to take care of him for a day while she 

goes out to lunch with her cousin. Seeing that he is pretty 

stubborn, she does all his wants to avoid any tantrums 

from him. Thus when he asks her to wear those new 

dresses, that she brought to wear in Dev‘s presence, she 

does so and the boy comments ―You‘re sexy‖. Miranda 

becomes dumbfounded and enquires him of what he 

meant by that statement and he replies to her ―It means 

loving someone you don‘t know‖. The boy goes off to sleep 

while Miranda weeps all through the day. She calls off the 

meeting with Dev on the excuse that she has a cold. 

Eventually, she stops meeting him. 

 Through the entire story, Miranda is more passive and 

doesn‘t react or think much about her actions. She tries to 

take in, or say, assimilate a culture that is unknown to her, 

just so she can bring herself closer to Dev and claim him to 

herself. She starts loving a culture that is far from her 

physically, emotionally, spiritually and psychologically 

because of her attachment towards Dev. This fondness of 

her is due to the maturity that Dev exhibits in his actions, at 

least according to Miranda. While, Dev begins a 

relationship without giving any thought about its end or 

effect upon Miranda, just like how he adapts to the new 

culture into which he is thrown. Miranda‘s eagerness to 

learn Bengali, taking the pain to go down to an Indian shop 

simply to know how 'beautiful' Dev‘s wife would be, her 

effort to translate the Indian part of her name, Mira, into 

Bengali or trying out the Indian cuisines, all exhibit the 

height of her expectation towards the relationship that she 

has with Dev while in truth it is devoid of any meaning just 

like Dev‘s word that was filled with a vacuum rather than 

any true emotion. In the process, she tries to become 

someone she is not. Probably, this s exactly what Lahiri 

tries to bring out, that, culture can never be imbibed or 

assimilated wholly without losing oneself in the process. 

 
Linguistic Impacts of Transculturalism 

 Culture is an entity that predestines someone's place 

in the society, mainly due to the frame, which forms it as a 

unity with certain codes and norms attached to it. Any 

individual born into, any culture, can never identify himself 

apart from his mother culture, as it is 'encoded' into his 

subconscious medium through his language, food, habitat 

and clothing. But among these, language plays a major 

role in shaping an individual to fit into his role in society, a 

role that is pre-written and pre-formed by the norms of his 

culture. Therefore when he comes into contact with 

another culture he can only try to assimilate it. And this 

process predictably will be a questioning of his identity as it 

involves an entirely new world. The modern world, as we 

can see, has become a single place because of 

globalisation and the mixing of culture has become 

inevitable. Culture has become globalised due to the 

imbibing of a hegemonic culture and naturally language 

gets affected leaving little space for man to think out of his 

place and time.  

 Language plays a major role in this short story; Dev‘s 

comment on Miranda that she is 'sexy' makes her feel 

more like Dev's because of her perception of the word 

which indirectly gets connected to culture. On the other 

hand it is evident that she is more of a luxury to Dev and 

not a necessity, just like, the attachment one has towards 

his own culture which is inevitable and necessary. The 

more one looses oneself in finding another culture, it 

brings a disparity in their identity, like Miranda trying to find 

meaning for her half name in another language. Individuals 

are made up of parts of culture from which they remove 

each part when they try to fit in into another culture. 

―Loving someone you don‘t know‖ this statement 

expresses a lot, like, we love a culture that is unknown to 

us because it is more of a luxury to us rather than a need. 

The understanding of a culture is necessary to assimilate it 

and work on it, making us a combination of various parts 

and moves us acquire a new identity.  
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 As a tool, language is to express human 

consciousness but this expression is governed by the 

limits drawn by cultural norms, making humans more 

predictable. As a result each individual is stereotyped; in 

the story, the Dixit's are seen and treated as something to 

be aversion by the neighbours and nobody accepts them 

as part of their routine scenario; acceptance of any culture 

is indirectly the acceptance of people who belong to it and 

vice-versa. Likewise, the Indian shop owner comments ― It 

is too spicy for you‖ to Miranda when she was looking at 

the eatables in the shelf, again marking the fact that even 

food habits are stereotyped. On the other hand, the trace 

of another culture can be altered when necessary as it is 

not as compelling as mother culture; Dev is well aware that 

he accepting and making love to someone he barely 

knows or it can be said that he voluntarily dismisses the 

need to ' know' Miranda but he finds a contentment in the 

relationship because she is alien to him which doesn‘t 

evoke guilt in him, while Miranda reasons her guilt but 

does not reject it. The relationship finds no fulfilment in 

Miranda because it was she who was trying to get closer to 

Dev and not vice-versa; she only uses half his name, Dev 

and avoids his whole name, Devajit Mitra which echoes his 

culture and difference from and Dev does the same when 

he takes up the Indian part 'Mira' in 'Miranda'. Lahiri subtly 

exhibits the idea that language gets trampered with the 

fusion of culture and globalisation of culture has made 

language more diabolic and ambiguous in meaning when it 

comes to usage. The selection of ‗self‘ happens when one 

learns another language, where adapting oneself to 

another culture begins and consequently shaping of 

identity becomes obscure. 

 
Conclusion 

 Refinement in language is refinement of self and the 

imbibing of another language is absorption of another 

language where we live in another parallel world. 

Accepting a different culture is altering of our 

consciousness to another self within ourselves which 

results in disparity in identity. All this fusion gets initiated 

when one consciously submits to the process of 

transculturalism and language becomes a medium which 

reflects this vast vacany in the perception of another 

culture; inhaling another world is an experience which has 

become unavoidable in the modern world. Thus, Jhumpa 

Lahiri‘s short story ―Sexy‖ reflects the disparity of identity 

and language due transculturalism. 
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Abstract 

 Transculturalism is something that is sees ourselves with the other culture or else like transforming from one culture to the other. 
By this way, there will be an extension of other cultures so that if something is strong, we consider acquiring it. This may sometimes 
leads to the destruction of our own cultures or else inclusion of other culture. Here, the present paper is on two short stories chosen 
from Banerjee Divakaruni‟s first collection short stories Arranged Marriage”. This novel is almost related to the concept of 
Transculturalism were it discusses about cultural differences between the East and the west. On reading this novel, one can feel the 
differences and will get distinct perspectives.  
 

 Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni, an Indian-American 

author and poet, who won several awards for her poetry 

skills such as a Gerbode Award and Allen Ginsberg 

Award. Her work Arraged Marriage has got American Book 

Award, a PEN Josephine Miles Award, a Bay area Book 

Reviewers Award and this gained her a wide popularity 

among others. Some of her famous works are The 

Mistress of Spices, Sister of My Heart, The Palace of 

Illusions, Oleander Girl, Queen of Dreams and One 

Amazing Thing. 

 A Contrary Outbreak is something that has an 

opposing concept and so with the connection to the 

culture, there will be always a conflict in culture as there 

are many different views as it varies from person to 

person. Thus this paper will show the opposing ideas apart 

from the actual thoughts. 

 Marriage itself is seems to be a biggest celebrations 

in everyone‘s life especially for Indians. In India, Marriage 

is an important bond between the couples. Most probably 

Arranged Marriage is done with the parent‘s concern in 

other side we can say like this, Arranged Marriage is done 

for their Parents honour. Why can‘t marriage be done with 

their individual wish? Is that it brings any curse for the 

family or to the society around. And another point in India 

still there is a system that Girls are to be married at first 

than the boys and there are even more than that. These 

systems are making some girls to be blind on the ideas of 

marriage. It makes many girls to get more fascinated about 

their own marriage before entering into it. Not every 

marriage is successful here, yes when it‘s not touching to 

some expectations there it brings the failure and this it 

sometimes makes them stronger and on the other will 

make them weaker too. 

 In Arranged Marriage (1995), there are eleven short 

stories, and each story contains various ideas and so it is 

dissimilar with the other. But on a whole you can see the 

Indian context of ideas that is soon they should get married 

within certain ages and after that there will be an urging of 

Kids in order to continue their generations and if not they 

will be forced to get divorce and should ready for the 

remarriage. Most important thing, at those days there were 

domestic violence especially in the case of widows. All 

these are discussed in this novel with many short stories. 

 This paper attempts to analyse the stories namely, 

‗Clothes‘ and ‗Silver Pavement, Golden Roofs‘, which give 

clear ideas related to Transculturalism and Cross-

culturalism. It gives out a certain value of understanding 

over many things which are related to the relationships. On 

the concept of Transculturalism these two short stories 

take place in two different cultures, the East and the West.  

 In the short story ―Clothes‖ the protagonist is a Girl 

named Sumita, she is a typical Indian girl who is actually 

making her prepared for marriage. It‘s was the day of 

bride-viewing. Her friends too will show a kind of envy in 

their voices as who is going to care about a friend in 

Calcutta, India when she is about to leave and live in 
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America. This shows a kind of belief that people when they 

get a chance to live in America will soon make them rich 

than before. And here it is same with her friends. 

Everyone‘s dream was to marry a man who settles in 

abroad and if it happens then they were considered to be 

as a luckiest one. Here Somesh Sen was the men who 

come all along from California to marry Sumita. Sumita is 

so traditional like every Indian woman, though she is 

happier at one side she is bit nervous and wants to cry as 

if she gets married, she has to go far away from her 

parents and it was the most painful thing and it was every 

women destiny that they should leave their parents after 

getting married. 

 Like every father, her father is convincing her that he 

is good one and if you marry him you will lead a good life. 

And her father gave her a special sari-pale pink for a bride-

viewing. She too accepted and becomes more emotional 

and happiest to the most. Then after all this bride-viewing, 

there was an argument of which colour of sari has to be 

wear. Her mother as her to take a red coloured sari as a 

sign of married women but her choice was a blue, the 

colour of possibility, finally there came a satisfaction when 

her father bought her a midnight-blue with a thin red 

border. And she is now wearing it after her marriage with a 

same red mark in her forehead as an indication of 

marriage. These things such as wearing red colour sari 

with bindi are comes in under Indian culture of Hindus, 

these are certain things that need to be followed in Indian 

traditions after their marriage. The very title itself will speak 

of the importance of clothes that is sari in India and also 

about the colour for every occasion. 

 After their marriage they started to move to California 

as Somesh is running a store with friend as a partner. And 

there he sells every other popular item including beer and 

wine. Americans will drink as it was their part of culture 

whereas in India you can see village toddy shops and not 

everyone drinks as it was not their culture. Soon the shop 

was not going well and so Somesh is really working hard 

for over day and night to make things right. Somesh had 

bought all western outfits for his wife and Mita too tries 

everything and even she walked like models in a TV show, 

these such things can be done only in the bedroom 

because her in-laws won‘t allow her to do such things as it 

bring an insult to their family among others. Though they 

are living in California still they can‘t leave their culture so 

Mita is wearing a sari and should covers her head, serving 

a tea to an old women whoever visits Mother Sen and 

even she should not say her husband name in front of 

others which was their tradition. So within the culture there 

are some limitations for everyone which if anyone stands 

across it they seem to consider as an immoral one, 

especially in Indian culture. Sumita she doesn‘t want to live 

in that two bedroom apartment and Somesh too promised 

her that soon they will leave from that situation and will 

move to a good apartment, which was their dream. 

 Then Somesh wants her wife to get into the college 

and gets degree possibly in teaching. But she wants to go 

and work in the store along with Somesh but it was her 

wish as to go and serve there but for her in-laws it won‘t be 

good for a wife. The typical Indian mind reflects here how a 

good wife should be. Then as the store is running in a loss, 

Somesh even worked in the night after his dinner. One 

night while he is working he was shot dead by the robbers 

and was died. This incident had shattered Mita. And now 

as a widow she is wearing a white coloured sari which is 

the colour of endings. Here you can also see the bangle 

breaking ceremony were widow should not wear any such 

things. I strictly condemn to such activities, Is that the way 

that women should be treated when she is already in her 

extreme grief, why such way are practiced and are 

welcomed. We can‘t predict our future and our culture 

should not be barren for our future. Here Mita was totally 

broken and these things made her even more worried. 

 When the question came that whether she is going 

with her in-laws back to India, she has taken a bold 

decision that she is going stay in California and going to 

run the same store. By the ending you can see that she is 

standing in front of mirror and gazing at her as she wears a 

blouse and skirt the colour of almonds that when Somesh 

bought her once and asked her to wear on beginning her 

work. Though this story gives an outbreak to those 

customs and values, yet it gives a strong message that 

even sometimes breaking up certain values will bring some 

positivity over a life. 

 In the story, ‗Silver Pavements, Golden Roofs‘ Jayanti 

is the protagonist who lives in Calcutta and was belongs to 

the rich family who wishes to go and study in abroad. 

Before going to America she fantasizes everything about 

America that as it was a richest country she can lead a 

happy life than being in India. Jayanti‘s aunt was there in 
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America and her name was Pratima who once had a 

desire of marrying a NRI businessman and also married 

Bikram who was an NRI businessman. These are those 

wishes of every woman who wants to either go study or to 

settle in abroad. Each and every side has different stories 

and you cannot simply daydream about the one side and if 

you do so you will reach many disappointments.  

 Jayanti she went to America wearing typical Indian 

sari. On seeing her aunt and uncle she bent down to get 

their blessings, these are some of the things that every 

things will do and it is seems to be a mysterious thing to 

the westerners. As Pratima is staying in America for so 

long she greeted Jayanti with a warm kiss in her cheeks 

and it was the sign of welcome that every westerners will 

do and here Pratima too acquired it. Some will change 

according to the surroundings whereas other will still stay 

in their old cultural norms. Then after getting into the 

apartment Jayanti was so upset that as she dreamt of 

American apartment to be more classy and elegant but 

here her aunt house was so scruffy. And then soon she 

came to think that her aunt was not happy here especially 

in her relationship with Bikram, her aunt even lost her 

jewels and everything in this country moreover now she 

looks so distressed and often works in the kitchen. 

 The title Silver Pavements, Golden Roofs indicates 

the richness and the liberty as from my point of view 

moreover it shows an individual home in abroad which 

have silver pavements and with golden roofs. Even in the 

story Jayanti in her childhood used to sing a song ―Will I 

Marry a prince from a far-off magic land, where the 

pavements are silver and roofs are gold‖, but this is just a 

dream of her and so it is not so true in her case particularly 

which she was staying makes her feel oppressive. 

 As she feels oppressive here she wants to go for an 

walk with her aunt Pratima so she calls her and Pratima 

will accept after Jayanti says will come back before uncle 

came. They started walking and for the first time Jayanti is 

seeing the snow and she loves it. On their way they had 

lovely chitchat until when they lost their way and met few 

children. These children called them as ―Nigger‖ even 

though Jayanti was bit fair in colour. As we all know that 

racism has been still there and I still don‘t know why such 

Hierarchies have been made even with the colour and 

such repression has been there till today especially in our 

very own country in distinct forms. The children attacked 

them with such remarks and also attacked with a slush in 

which aunt Pratima got minor wounding. Pratima was 

anxious as she is late and unable to find her key but 

Bikram came and was so irritated as he once told not to go 

outside without his knowledge. On hearing about the 

incident he slaps Pratima and then he sobs and saying 

that they have lost everything because of this country even 

her jewels too. Then Pratima tries to console Bikram, on 

seeing these things Jayanti was so confused and for her it 

felt a bit mysterious about the relationship and worries that 

it will be same for her too. 

 Through this story with Transculturalism concept you 

can see many disenchanted things related with east and 

west concepts of culture. Each side has two different 

stories likewise here Jayanti dreamed about American 

style of living as a higher thing and there is opposite to it, 

as though there is a kind of richness, there is oppression 

too which is the other side. And about the relationship with 

Bikram and Pratima, though they are outwardly 

westernised still they are conservative in their thoughts 

which is they are living with both cultures so it is 

interconnected and interlinked. From the outlook on 

viewing these short stories, it is presumed that culture has 

both acquired positive and contrary things as it has both 

sides. No one can come out of culture unless its extension 

stops. Therefore, acquiring other culture is not 

dishonourable one, and in fact, it also helps the people to 

understand the mutuality and importance of both native 

and alien cultures for smooth and harmonious survival of 

the human being on earth. 
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